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centuries. Noted figures like Rachel Carson, author of Silent Spring, a book that "animated the

_

environmental wakening of the 1960's," were instrumental in the progress of the modern

...

environmental movement. However, the true history of environmental consciousness can be

Despite popular misconceptions, environmental concerns have been developing for

traced back much further. "Long before Silent Spring, centuries before Greenpeace activists
-

defied whalers' harpoons, many thousands of "green crusaders" tried to stop pollution, promote
public health and preserve wilderness." (American Historical Association, p. 1-2)

..The Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development suggests that for the first hundred
thousand years, humankind, composed primarily of hunter-gatherers, relied on immediately

...

...

-

-

..

available resources and the survival of the group depended on this close proximity. Then, as
time passed and humans became more aware of their environment, a slow progression toward
agriculture began. As the new agricultural age brought increased prosperity to the people of the
world, they continued to desire more, and, as a result, the age of industrialization would give way
to a consumer driven society. What the people perhaps did not foresee was the critical impact
this age would have on their existence and the existence of generations to come. It has only been
in the past hundred years that humans have begun to examine the effects of their relationship on
the environment. Historically, the survival of mankind was dependent upon the availability of
resources. The success of the group was threatened as they quickly depleted the environment of
its resources .
As much research and literature suggests, environmental issues have been a concern of
many diverse and ancient cultures, long before humans began to explore the effects of more

...

-

popular issues such as the Industrial Revolution. The American Historical Association (AHA)

-

-

-

-

suggests the world's oldest major religion was the fITst source of concern for the environment.
They site Vedic scriptures called Aranyakas (forest books) which concentrate on the uses of the
forests and their need for preservation by early savages that called the forests home. The AHA
also suggests that to the east of India, "Taoism and Confucianism explain and help people
follow the patterns of nature. To the west, Egyptian, Samarian, Babylonian and other
civilizations have extensive and intricate links between nature and the divine. " (AHA, p.l)
Greek and Roman history denote the importance of natural resources as coastal cities
experienced soil erosion after depleting the forests and siltation filled in the water supplies by the
rivers. According to the AHA, Greek philosopher Plato compared hills and mountains of Greece
to the bones of a wasted body: "All the richer and softer parts have fallen away and the mere

-

struggled with lead poisoning and environmental pollution generated from pre-industrial smoke

-

from wood burning and the crafting industry. While water pollution was less severe in some

-

ancient civilizations, odor and runoff from garbage and sewage from their modernized sewer

-

-

-

-

skeleton of the land remains." (AHA 2004, p.4-6)

In comparison, the Ancient Romans,

systems still "fouled the air and water." (AHA 2004, p. 4) Despite their ecological
insufficiencies, the Roman emperor Justinian recognized the seriousness of the situation and
issued a Legal code in 535 AD with the first section on the Law of Things acknowledging that
"By the law of nature these things are common to mankind- the air, running water, the sea, and
consequently the shores of the sea." (AHA 2004, p.6)
The Middle Ages and the Renaissance also saw their share of environmental concerns.
While water pollution and soil conservation were not as large a problem as in other eras, public
health and environmental concerns were at the forefront of public thought. However, there were
some positive environmental developments in the era. Although the Bubonic plague destroyed

-

..

..

-

Europe, it forced the initiation of the public health laws. In the early 1300's Forest Codes were
introduced in France and helped regulate the wood harvesting industry. By 1388, the British
Parliament passed a law forbidding people to dispose of their rubbish in the streets, rivers and
ditches. The bathroom was also an important invention by Sir John Harrington that would
eventually work to help eliminate the odor and water pollution from raw sewage in England.
Noted inventor Benjamin Franklin also made contributions to the environment such as when he
led a petition to the Pennsylvania Assembly to stop waste dumping and remove tanneries from

..

Philadelphia's commercial district

-

increased the need for the substitution of coal.

..

"Fumifugium, or the Inconvenience of the Aer and Smoake of London Dissipated" and proposed

By the 1600's, rapid industrialization in England let to quick depletion of forests and
Sixty years later, John Evelyn wrote

remedies for London's fog problem created by the overuse of coal fuel. (AHA 2004, p.3) In

-

-

1684, Evelyn wrote in a diary that the smoke was so severe "hardly could one see across the
street, and this filling the lungs with its gross particles exceedingly obstructed the breast, so as
one would scarce breathe." (AHA 2004, p.3)
The roid-1700's brought the age of enlightenment, and the idea that the individual citizen
was to be valued. According to historic accounts by the AHA, Benjamin Franklin continued his
fight against water pollution.

James Lind, author of A Treatise on Scurvy, also made a

contribution to public health by fighting scurvy as prisons and slums began to be cleaned.

..

-

-

Despite their efforts, gas for coal dripped tar into the rivers, rubber plants discharged noxious
fumes and released chemicals directly into streams and coal smoke continued to accumulate in
dangerous amounts around large urban areas.

..

..
..
..

Reform began in the early 1800's with the development of the fITst modem sewer system.
Influential characters such as Ralph Waldo Emerson took on the subject as he led the movement
the included Coleridge, Byron, Shelly, Keats, Thoreau, Ruskin and Whitman. (AHA 2004, p610) In response to their overwhelming concerns, policy makers began to make adjustments that
would affect the environment. In 1818, the British Parliament "express[ed] concerns that steam
engines and furnaces could work in a manner 'less prejudicial to public health." (AHA 2004, p.9-

..

10)." John Wordsworth, artist and Oxford Professor was on the conservation bandwagon,
claimed that 'modem' towns were" ... little more than laboratories for the distillation into heaven
of venomous smokes and smells, mixed with effluvia from decaying animal matter, and

..

infectious miasmata from purulent disease ... [Every river was] a common sewer, so that you

..

cannot so much as baptize an English baby vut filth, unless you hold its face out in the rain, and
even that falls dirty." ( AHA 2004, p. 9)
The Industrial Revolution brought with it living conditions that "horrified the reform

..

minded commissions" in the U.K. and the U.S. (AHA 2004, p. 1) Still, the development and the
advent of new technologies quickly gave way to a full-blown Industrial Revolution. It wasn't

..

until this time in the middle of the 18th century that production, trade and commerce had an

..

impact on the global environment. (HutchinsonI997, p. 36) Water pollution quickly became a
major issue as the cholera epidemic was traced partly to a single contaminated water pump.
Consequently, this period of time began to slowly reveal the rapid change of mankind's

..
..

relationship to the Earth (Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development 2004, p.l) .
As the Industrial age progressed quickly, man moved from "relying on the Earth for
survival and sustenance" to attempting to "control and exploit it, often without recognizing the
environmental consequences." (Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development 2004, p.l)

..
..

Many

..

-

-

citizens, employers and policy makers of the Industrial Revolution did not realize the connection
between pollution and environmental fallacies. Others like William Morris, a writer and "fierce
critic of the industrial revolution" turned his apathy into revealing literature that now represents
the quality of life that existed in the larger towns in England and in America. He wrote "Forget
six counties overhung with smoke, Forget the snorting steam and piston stroke, Forget the
spreading of the hideous town; Think rather of the pack-horses on the down, Land dream of
London, small, and white and clean... " (AHA 2004, p.3)
As the Age of Industrialization swept through Britain in the 18 th and early 19th centuries,

-

the public witnessed the development of mass production processes and factory based systems

_

that were dependent on an enormous amount of power derived from fossil fuels. According to

..

the Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development, fossil fuels were primarily used to generate steam

..

acknowledged the need for sanitation measures in written policy, passing the Towns

..
..

Improvement Clauses Act that encouraged the "paving, drainage, cleansing and lighting of

-

..

power and electricity. (2004, p.1) Consequently, in 1847, policy makers in the United Kingdom

towns" as well as giving towns the power to elect an appointed full time medical officer to deal
with disease resulting from sanitation and pollution problems. The same year, a milestone was
made in the U.S. as US Congressman George Perkins Marsh noted the destructive impact of
people on the land in a speech to Congress and later published Man and Nature: The Earth as
Modified by Human Action. (AHA 2004, p. 7) Yet, as word of the wonders of the new electric

world spread, people continued to flock from the countryside to the city with the hope of
attaining increased prosperity and better employment.
Despite early warning signs "industry continued to adopt ecologically unsound materials
and techniques" and continued to produce with "no vision beyond the abstracting of resources

-

-

-

-

-

_

and the dumping of toxic and degraded materials back into the natural environment" (Hutchinson
1997, p. 37). While two centuries of industrialization did make life better in countless ways for
many people, the process used to obtain the resources necessary to sustain such development had
an enormous and, in some cases irreparable, impact on the environment. There has been, and
continues to be, damage done to the physical systems and social fabric that influence the well
being of the nation and of the global community as well. Today, despite an increase in public
awareness of environmental issues, the environment faces an increase in pollution, the depletion
of non-renewable energy sources and the loss of biodiversity that makes our environment what it
is. (Office for Official Publications of the European Communities 1990, p.1S)
With the fallout of the American Frontier of the late 1800's came the Progressive Era, a

-

time when reform was a common concern for citizens and policy makers alike. President Teddy

-

recommend water and forest reclamation, preservation and conservation. Following his lead,

-

strong social activists and reformers began to not only to call for action, but also to form

-

Women's Club to promote conservation and ecology. Shortly thereafter, the Sierra Club was

-

-

-

Roosevelt's first message to Congress in 1902 set the pace for the following century and clearly

organizations to help society carry out the necessary progressive movement to accomplish it.
The fIrst of the U.S. organizations to be founded was the General Federation of

founded by Jon Muir, Robert Underwood and William Colby ''to do something for the
wilderness and make the mountains glad." (AHA 2004, p. 3) The American Scenic and Historic
Preservation Society followed in New York out of the state-level Trustees of Scenic and Historic
Places and Objects which had been founded by Andrew H. Green who served as President of the
Commissioners of the State Reservation at Niagara. (AHA LoC Chronology 2004, p. 7)

-

After the fail at an earlier organizational attempt, the National Audubon Society, named

-

after famed wildlife painter John James Audubon, was founded by George Bird Grinell solely for

-

jumped on the bandwagon in 1906, creating the Food and Drug Administration to protect public

-

health. They also began legally protecting the land forming the National Park Service, Yosemite

-

-

-

-

the purpose of promoting the conservation of wildlife in the United States. Policy makers

National Park and the Grand Canyon Game Preserve which was established by Congress. The
Supreme Court even got involved when the fIrst air pollution lawsuit, eventually deciding to
limit the amount of sulfur and other noxious fume emissions. The majority opinion, delivered by
Chief Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, stated: "It is a far and reasonable demand on the part of a
sovereign that the air over its territory should not be polluted on a great scale by sulphurous acid
gas, that the forests on its mountains should not be further destroyed or threatened by the act of
persons beyond its control, that the crops and orchards on its hills should not be endangered."
(Georgia v. Tennessee Copper Co. and Ducktown Sulpher, Copper & Iron Co., 206 U.S. 230
1907, p. 13)
The early 1900's brought about much environmental and policy reform. The National
Coast Anti-Pollution League was formed by state and municipal officials in an effort to stop oil
dumping. (AHA 2004, p.2) In 1924, the Oil Pollution Act was passed to prohibit the discharge of
oil from any vessel within a three mile limit. In the United Kingdom, the Public Health Act of
1863 was expanded to control chemical processes that might cause serious pollution.

The

Civilian Conservation Corps. was also formed and provided for the opening of more than 2, 000
camps where trees were planted.

During the Franklin D. Roosevelt's administration, the

Tennessee Valley Authority and the Soil Conservation Service were formed. In 1936, the U.S.

-

Congress passed Public Contracts Act mandating health and safety standards for any business
operating under government contract.
While this era saw much progress towards the yet undeveloped idea of sustainable

_

development, there were concerns that surfaced with the multi-faceted corporation still known

-

today as General Motors. Researchers working for GM discovered tetraethyl lead as an antiknock gasoline agent. Fourteen months after its invention, the product went on sale despite the

-

concern caused by the release of fumes from the product. Inn 1925, the Surgeon General held a

-

-

-

conference on leaded gasoline although alternatives to using the leaded gasoline were not
produced.

Shortly thereafter, a researcher for the British Medical Journal released a

groundbreaking report on the use of leaded gasoline, stating that it would create a "slow, subtle
insidious saturation of the system by infmitesimal doses of lead extending over a period of time.
(AHA 2004, p.6)
The 1960's and 1970's proved to be an incredibly volatile period of time in both
the U.K and the U.S. as environmental issues surfaced and raged to a boil. Arguably one of the
most influential environmental accounts, Silent Spring, a book the generated much controversy
and interest in pesticides and the environment, was published by biologist Rachel Carson.
According to the American Historical Association, Silent Spring is often seen as a turning point
in environmental history because it opened a much stronger national dialogue about the
relationship between people and nature. (AHA, p.1) As public pressure continued to build with
the publication of similar books and essays, General Motors and Standard Oil of New Jersey
(Exxon) "abandoned" Ethyl Corp. and sold it as the main manufacturer of leaded gasoline
(Appendix I.). Particularly productive years followed as the White House Conservation
Conference was held and the U.S. Congress passed the Water Quality Act and the Clear Air Act

..

-

(Appendix II.). Funds allocating more than $90 Million for local and national clean up efforts

..

were developed.

_

people of present and future generations the benefits of an enduring resource of wilderness."

..

(AHA 2004, p.2)

-

Only two years later, Congress passed the national Environmental Policy Act stating that " ... it is

-

the

..
..

-

..

..

..

...

..

-

Less than one year later, Congress created the National Wilderness

Preservation System, allocating more than 9 million acres of land "to secure for the American

With such actions in mind, by 1967 the Environmental Defense Fund was established.

continuing policy of the Federal Government, in cooperation with State and local

governments, and other concerned public and private organizations, to use all practicable means
and measures, including fmancial and technical assistance, in a manner calculated to foster and
promote the general welfare, to create and maintain conditions under which man and nature can
exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other requirements of present
and future generations of Americans." (AHA 2004, p5)
According to the Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development, among the fITst "pressure
groups" to emerge and accelerate the environmental movement included the Sierra Club, Friends
of the Earth and Greenpeace. As people became increasingly disillusioned with the increase in
negative effects of industry on the environment, there was a sharp increase in interests as the
groups aimed to raise public awareness of the seriousness and increasing urgency of the
declining state of the environment. In 1970 the fIrst "Earth Day" was sponsored and attracted an
estimated 20 million Americans. (Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development 2004, p.l) As the
demonstrations continued, policy makers and environmental groups began to recognize that the
most efficient way to deal with such a global issue was to call for international cooperation to
protect the environment shared by those around the world .

..

-

Nation's first Conference on the Human Environment was held with the goal of producing a

_

(Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development 2004, p.l) With this attitude came the slow shift of

-

attitude from regional issues to encompass wider, global environmental issues.

-

environmental cleanup effort with air pollution cut back dramatically and a ban on leaded

-

-

-

As a result, 1970 was declared European Conservation Year.

declaration of "principles designed to deal with specific environmental problems."

With the birth of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) came a concentrated

gasoline implemented (Appendix II.). Water pollution was also tackled and greatly decreased
through a massive sewage treatment expansion. (AHA 2004, p.l)

1970

EPA signed into law

1970 - Occupational Health and Safety Administration signed into law
1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act passed
Coastal Zone Management Act passed
Ocean Dumping Act
Marine Mammal Protection Act
Federal Insecticide, Fungide, Rodenticide Act amended
Toxic Substances Control Act

-

-

In the following years

Congress made great strides towards regulation of environmental instruments and safety by:

..

By 1972, the United

First Bottle recycling bill passed
1973

Endangered Species Act passed

1976 Resource Conservation and recovery Act
Federal Land Policy Management Act
1977

Soil and Water Conservation Act

-

-

-

Surface Mining Control and reclamation act
1978 National Energy Act
Endangered American Wilderness Act
Antarctic Conservation Act

While Congress was busy passing laws, others took a different approach at reaching

-

solutions to the environmental issues ahead. In June 1972, the United Nations held the first

-

Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm, Sweden.

controversial but the United Nations General Assembly formed the UN Environmental

-

Programme (UNEP)(Appendix IV). Others responded to their concerns in a different way.

The conference was

In 1972 fo llowing the controversy of UNEP, Rene DuBois published A God Within,

-

-

expressing her feelings about the state of the environmental movement: "Erosion of the land,
destruction of animal and plant species, excessive exploitation of natural resources, and
ecological disasters are peculiar to the Judeo-Christian tradition and to scientific technology.
" ... man's thoughtless interventions into nature have had a variety of disastrous consequences.
All over the globe and at all times men have pillaged nature and disturbed the ecological
equilibrium." (AHA 2004, p.3)
Later, renown author and environmentalist Rene DuBois, along with Barbara Ward
publish these timely words in Only One Earth: The Care and Maintenance of a Small Planet.

-

-

-

"We are not sleep walkers or sheep. If men have not hitherto realized the extent of their
planetary interdependence, it was in part at least because, in clear, precise physical and scientific
fact, it did not yet exist. The new insights of our fundamental condition can also become the
insights of our survival. We may be learning just in time." (AHA 2004, p3-8)

-

-

Perhaps the most appropriate piece written during this time that would ring true for years
to come was written by E.F. Schumacher, founding father of the Intermediate Technology
Development Group, and published in Small is Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered.

_

"One of the most fateful errors of our time is the belief that 'the problem of production' has been

-

solved ... A businessman would not consider a firm to have solved its problem of production and
to have achieved viability if he saw that it was rapidly consuming its capital. How, then, could

-

we overlook this vital fact when it comes to the very big firm, the economy of Spaceship Earth?"
(AHA 2004, p.4)
This quote, perhaps an early indication of the need for sustainable development practices

-

that would support the environment and leave natural resources for generations to come, proved

-

to be appropriate in recent years which have seen more that their share of business related

-

environmental dangers. While there seemed to be legislative progress in these areas towards a
more sustainable environment, new issues emerged and proved to be more serious than most
expected.
Toxic chemicals were the first to come under attack with an incident where Allied
Corporation deliberately endangered employees with exposure to toxic chemicals.

-

-

Nuclear

power also became a hot issue after the Three Mile Island incident caused concern over its
safety_ The Superfund Act of 1980 was passed as environmental disasters began to "show the
tenuous and fragile side of industrial technology." (AHA 2004, p.1) In 1985, British scientists
Joe Farman discovered and published the discovery of a hole in the ozone layer over Antarctica
and NASA soon confirmed the discovery. The year 1986 began with the explosion of the
Chernobyl nuclear reactor in the Ukraine where more than 4,000 people died. Next was an
incident in Cameroon, Africa where a cloud of carbon dioxide gas boiled out of Lake Nyos and

-

...

-

killed 1,700 people as it swept downstream. In 1989, the most publicized environmental disaster
in American history broke as the Exxon Valdez ran aground in Prince William Sound, Alaska
and spilled an estimated 11 million gallons of oil into the ocean. Finally, one of the largest
environmental catastrophes occurred during the Persian Gulf War in Kuwait and Iraq when oil

-

spills creates a disastrous environmental hazard.

-

Brazil where Agenda 21, among other legislation, was developed to assist developing nations in

-

attaining environmentally sound business and production practices as the Earth's population
exceeded 6 billion. Another step forward in the United States would come with the presidential

-

election of 1992.

.,

preservation of natural resources and habitat. He left office in 2001 having protected more than

Despite these environmental horrors, the U.N. held the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro,

During his term in office, President Bill Clinton set a new record for

58 million new acres of national forest from development and creating eight million acres of land
as national monuments. (AHA 2004, p.2-7)

..
..

2010. It seems inevitable that environmental issues will remain the forefront of public concern.

..

well as the level of production required by increasing population and consumer demand .

..

.,

-

Recently, government agencies have predicted that the world's population will double by

Governments, agencies and corporations will continue to struggle as standards of living rise as

Organizations will be forced to restructure their corporate philosophies to support the consumer
demand and to maintain their corporate sustainable responsibilities.
Today the environmental movement has experienced a shift from development to
conservation. As Public and private sectors have become increasingly aware that, in order to
maintain society's current rate of development, business must fmd a way to leave suitable
resources for future generations to come.

The Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development

-

-

-

..
..

..

-

..
..

..

..
..

-

suggests that environmental problems today must be "tackled by considering their relationship
with the state of the economy and the wellbeing of society." (2004, p.l)

..
..

..

Sustainable Development

Sustainable development is defmed as the responsible use of natural resources that will
enable future generations to thrive while supporting today's business operations (Appendix IV).
It is a concept that has evolved as society has come to the realization that the Earth's resources

will not allow people to enjoy economic growth if our environmental practices are not adjusted
to allow for the basic requirements of life - air, food and water. Complicating this current matter
..

..

-

..
..

is the idea that the "economy exists entirely within society" as many economic issues related to
environmental controls threaten to weaken the societal institutions that have taken so many years
to form. (Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development 2004, p. 1)
By the late 1980's, the economic impact of environmental change became increasingly
evident. As a result of increasing concerns about the effects of economic development on health
and wellbeing and natural resources, a group of international politicians, civil servants and
environmental experts, prepared and released the Bruntdland

Report (Encyclopedia of

Sustainable Development 2004, p.1). This historic report, also known as Our Common Future,
was the fITst of its kind in the U.N. to acknowledge the urgent need for sustainable development
and to establish its definition as 'development which meets the needs of the present without

..

..

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs .
This landmark report also established the priorities for the sustainable development
movement and stressed that sustainable development would involve a process by which
economic, environmental and social needs would come into balance with one another. It further
sites that economic development would "remain the basis of human development" despite
changes that would make progression less environmentally destructive. (Encyclopedia of
Sustainable Development 2004, p.1)

..

-

According to the Encyclopedia of Sustainable

-

..

..
..

..

Development, the Brundtland Report highlighted several fundamental components of sustainable
development, the environment, the economy and society:

•

Environment - to conserve and enhance resource base by changing the way technologies
are used and developed

•

Social Equity- developing nations will be allowed to meet basic needs including
employment, food, energy, water and sanitation

•

Economic Growth- growth will be revived and developing nations will be allowed to
grow as already developed nations

Five years after the Bruntdland Report was issued, the U.N. General Assembly held the

..
..

..

..

..
..

..
..

-

Conference on Environment and Development in Brazil with the intention of examining the
progress being made towards reaching the goals set forth in the report. The Rio Earth Summit
was a success, attracting more than 30,000 people and 100 heads of state. While the focus of the
Summit was environmental, other issues concerning budget, population growth, consumption
rates and waste arose as important concerns regarding the continued plans towards achieving a
sustainable global system.
Despite the push for developing nations to embrace the policies towards stabilizing their
environmental impact, less developed nations pushed for the chance to continue to develop and
industrialize (Appendix IV). Despite a mix of opinion regarding the extent to which government
should control and regulate the sustainable development movement, it was at this Summit that
legislation was passed committing nations, including the U.K. and U.S., to an agreement on
guidelines that are still very much in practice today (Appendix II.) .
On October 1976, Congress passes a law to control hazardous wastes, end open dumping and
promote conservation of resources. The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (42 U.S.C. sis
6901 et seq. 1976) was a big step toward ending open waste dumping (Appendix IV.). It also

..
..

-

..
..

called for continued research, demonstrations, information dissemination and public participation
activities to enlarge the pool of knowledge about environmental concerns. (EPA History 2004,
p.1) According to EPA History, the new law provided for the following provisions:
•

A requirement that all Federal Procurement agencies procure items composed of the
maximum allowable percentage of recycled materials .

•

A requirement that all public participation must be promoted in the development of all
Federal and State regulations, guidelines, information, and programs under the act .

-

•

Permission for citizens to bring suits to force compliance with the law.

..

•

Requirement of a number of specialized studies.

..,

One of the most significant pieces of legislation established at the 1992 United Nations

..

..

Conference on Environment and Development was Agenda 21, which would prove to have a
great impact on the United Kingdom.

It agreed along with its commitment to sustainable

development, to be monitored by the International Commission on Sustainable Development
(ICSD) which would act as a function of the U.N. Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC)
(Appendix IV.). With such an agreement made, the United Kingdom would commit to address
"the development of societies and economies by focusing on the conservation and preservation

..

of the environment and its natural resources." (Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development 2004,
p.1)
As the Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) suggests, Agenda 21

..

provided a guideline for countries dealing with sustainable development issues concerning

..

the fIrst time, as guided by the standards and conventions established by Agenda 21, the United

-

-

poverty, hunger, resource consumption and the deterioration of ecosystems (Appendix II.). For

Kingdom would gauge its economic success, not only in monetary terms, but also in terms of

-

environmental success.

_

sustainable development is one that represents agIo bal struggle to maintain standards of living as

..

well as protect and nurture the environment. The push for sustainable development has become

..

By reviewing the history of the environmental movement, it becomes evident that the idea of

a core issue in modern society as many elections in the u.s. focus on environmental policy.
As the U.K. agreed to Agenda 21, it would face problems not only on a regional level, but on
a national and global level as well. While the U.K. did not face problems as immediately serious
as some developing countries where people had no access to health care or little income, the

..

government did recognize that global concerns had to be taken into consideration. The
integration of Agenda 21 principles posed a great obstacle to all governments and it became
apparent that the process would only be successful with the full engagement of government, non-

...

governmental agencies and, most importantly, the public at large .
As agreed upon by commitment to Agenda 21, the U.K. began to develop its own guidelines

..

that would aid in the progress of sustainable development. With such a strategy, the United
Kingdom recognized that "everybody has the right to a healthy, clean and safe environment."
(Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development 2004, p.l)

While poverty, poor housing, and

..

unemployment were all areas of improvement to be addressed in the U.K. Sustainable

...

approach to development, especially with regard to transport, energy production and waste

..

management." (Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development 2004, p. 1)

...
...

-

Development Strategy, the government felt the need for "a more environmentally sound

Under the provisions of Agenda 21, the U.K. and the U.S. held a unique position, as the
governments scrambled to develop and implement acceptable policies. At the same time, they

..

-

-

were faced with the problem of allowing continued economic prosperity without disregarding the
negative environmental affects that, in due time, would only slow economic growth for
generations to come. For the U.K and the U.S., the adoption of a corporate environmental
mission goes beyond adoption of an environmental statement. Many organizations establish
research foundations, participate in international or national environmental organizations, or
work hard to adopt the regulations provided by local and international agencies (Appendix IV.). (
Roberts 1995,p. 18)

..
..
..

-

According to the Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development, the U.K. strategy was a
"catalyst for change" and set forth ten "guiding principles" that would affect the future of
sustainable development:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

putting people at the centre
taking a long term prospective
taking account of costs and benefits
creating an open and supportive economic system
combating poverty and social exclusion
respecting environmental limits
the precautionary principle
using scientific knowledge
transparency, information, participation and access to justice
making the polluter pay (Encyclopedia of Sustainable Development 2004, p.1)

-

environment under the control of a single regulatory agency." (Environmental Regulation: Early

..

Days at the EPA 2004, p.1-2) While the tasks from a managerial point of view were daunting,

..

its mission was to establish credibility in the eyes of the community both private and

-

The U.S. National Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) organization was created in 1970
and brought together a "patchwork of federal programs concerned with various aspects of the

governmental. As a result, the EPA opened its doors and immediately filed cases against Detroit,
Cleveland, and Atlanta for river pollution.

..

..
..

..

A major goal of the EPA and its administration was education of the public at large about
environmental issues threatening their quality of life. With their aggressive actions, the EPA
began to see payoff against their "backdrop of aggressive enforcement and education."
(Environmental Regulations: The Early Days at EPA 2004, pI) EP A administrator William K.
Reilly, suggested that his administration was determined ''to secure for future generations of
Americans their rightful share of our Nation's natural resources, as well as clean and healthful
environment in which to enjoy them." (EPA History 2004, p.1-5)

-

body for protecting and improving the environment in England and Wales." (U.K. Government

-

Sustainable Development 2004, p.3-4) The Agency, sponsored by DEFRA, was developed with

..
..
..

..

..

..

..
-

In 1996, the U.K. Environment Agency was organized and today it is the "leading public

the mission of ensuring that the environment is looked after by all of today's society so that
''tomorrow's generations will inherit a cleaner, healthier world." (UK Government Sustainable
Development 2004, p. 3)

According to the UK Government, the agency has a staff of

approximately 10,000 and enjoys an annual budget reaching more than £750 million a year. This
enables the agency to provide a "high quality" of environmental protection and encourage
"improvement in England and Wales through an emphasis on prevention and education through
vigorous enforcement when necessary." (2004, p. 3) Former Environmental Minister Michael
Meacher suggested that ''the Environment Agency plays a key role in delivering the
Government's environmental protection ... " (U.K. Government Sustainable Development 2004,
p.3)
In the Foreword to A Better Quality of Life Report, a Government publication released in
1999 dealing with strategy for sustainable development in the U.K., the British Prime Minister
Tony Blair encouraged continued progress towards sustainable development by stating that "we

-

must ensure that economic growth contributes to our quality of life, rather than degrading it."
(UK Sustainable Development 2004, p.l)
In 2000, the U.K. government proposed a new Sustainable Development Commission after

_

the White Paper: A Better Quality of Life was released. Today, as outlined in the Encyclopedia,

-

the Commission's role is to advocate sustainable development across all sectors of the U.K.,

-

achieved. Its specific objectives are to:

-

-

-

..

-

-

review progress towards it, and build consensus on the actions needed if further progress is to be

•

review how far sustainable development is being achieved in the UK in all relevant
fields, and identify any relevant processes of policies which may be undermining this;

•

identify important unsustainable trends which will not be reversed on the basis of current
or planned action and recommend action to reverse the trends;

•

deepen understanding of the concept of sustainable development, increase awareness of
the issues it raises, and build agreement on them;

•

encourage and stimulate good practice.

Today the struggle to maintain standards of sustainability continues and, although the idea is
simple, the task remains substantial as global government agencies strive to maintain a stable,
competitive economy which is the fIrst priority in achieving new progress towards sustainable
development locally and nationally. The groundwork legislation has been laid for continued
progress in the U.K. and the U.s. toward a more sustainable society that will protect the
resources of the environment for generations to come.

However, there are still significant

barriers that threaten to slow the progression towards a world in which all people are privileged
in which people have "more widely available goods and services: decent housing, efficient

-

-

household equipment; safe and nutritious food; and access to a growIng range of leisure
activities." (U.K. Sustainable Development 2004, p.l)
Therefore, the U.K. has developed an approach to sustainable development that will

_

encourage such progress. By adopting strategic development practices to deliver a more

-

sustainable community,

Environmental agencies have also pinpointed current areas in which sustainable development

-

needs to be addressed, including a prosperous and sustainable economy where better use is made

-

of resources and the development of new skills.

-

resources while challenging businesses and consumers to use resources efficiently. The

-

development of sustainable communities and international co-operation and development is

-

-

-

-

the government will allow for continued economIC success.

Another current issue to be addressed is the management of the environment and its

another critical issue as the UK commits to work with other nations to tackle global
environmental issues. (UK Government Sustainable Development 2004, p.l)

-

-

-

-

-

The Business of Sustainabilitv

Over the past decade, companies have become increasingly aware of the environmental and
social repercussions facing business. (Hall 2003, p.1) Today, evidence suggests that the cost of
environmental policies is minimal when weighed against the detriment to the environment that
will impact the economy of future generations. (Office for Official Publications of the European
Communities 1990, p.13)

In 2004, as the research into cost and impact of "market-and-

industrial-policy-driven innovation still lags", the U.K. and U.S. continue to make small strides
in policy that will positively impact the affects of industry and modernization on the environment
(Appendix IlL). (Henderson 1996, p.140)
Hall and Vredenburg, authors of The Challenges of Innovating for Sustainable Development,
suggest that a strategy that integrates the goals of innovation and sustainable development is
needed. (2003, p.1) As both the U.S. and U.K. governments continue to modernize their
approach to sustainable development, an increase in the lack of support from business and the

-

-

-

public sector has complicated the process. Businesses wonder how legislation will impact their
profits and bottom line as they struggle to keep pace with changing policies. While numerous
businesses cite sustainable development as a significant challenge, Levio Desimone, Chairman
of 3M, suggests that: "The sustainability agenda is developing faster than any other part of the
business agenda and ... the relevant understanding and skills are likely to be necessary conditions
for success in the 21 st century business world. (U.K. Sustainable Development 2004, p.l)
Concern for the environment is one that adds a new dimension to conventional management
concerns. It "complicates decision making, and necessitates a broadening of expertise among
mangers and consultants." (Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things 2002, p.58)
Herein lies one challenge, as becoming versed in the topics of environmental management, social

..

-

responsibility and sustainability has become a daunting task. But it has affected the marked to

-

the extent that sustainable practices have become a core curricula area as the importance of the

..

has changed and will continue to change as environmental conditions do. His solution is to

-

suggest an adopted concept of management that embraces a vast array of management and

-

-

..
..
..
..
..

..

..

..
..
-

issue has grown. Moreover, companies and their management continue to seek ways in which
they can "achieve economic vitality while helping the planet towards environmental and social
vigor."( Walking the Talk: A Business Case for Sustainable Development 2002, p.58)
Roberts suggests that the concept of managing for and with the environment is not static; it

environmental Issues.

This attitude that addresses environmental concerns at the core of

management's concerns suggests that it is "no longer possible or satisfactory to regard
environmental matters as irrelevant or to treat them in a tokenistic manner." (Roberts 1995,
Introduction)
As Robert suggests, the environment should be regarded as one of the dominant factors in the
development and implementation of business strategies. It is an essential element in the
cultivation of the relationship between a company and its environment as well as to the success
of any contemporary business. Roberts suggests that there are three broad factors that have
pushed the emergence of environmental concern in the business sector:
•

There has been a growing awareness and appreciation of the depth, breadth
and seriousness of the environmental consequences that result from previous
eras of economic growth and from dominant attitudes in business which
regard the environment as a provider of free goods rather than as a set offmite
and precious resources .

-

•

-

major industrial accidents and crises. The consequences of environmental
failure, event in incidents such as those at Bhopal and Chernobyl, have

-

become instantly visible to citizens throughout the world through the medium
of television.

..

which reflected in legislation, both distorts the terms of trade and places

-

..

..
..

-

Governments, citizens and companies have realized that the varying degree of
emphasis which is placed upon the environment in different countries, and

-

..

Such messages provide a powerful and legitimate focus of

concern for governments, businesses and citizens alike.
•

..
..
..
..

This greater awareness and appreciation has been heightened by a series of

uneven burdens upon the public and private sectors.

In some countries

companies are required to incorporate the costs of good environmental
practice within their internal economic structures, whilst in other countries
governments, or individual citizens, are left to count the cost of environmental
irresponsibility (Roberts 1995, p.2).

Roberts also suggest that in analyzing the increased concern in business, there can be some
important trends identified. Often these trends affect both private and public sector businesses
and organization.

•

There has been a shift in attitude of some companies away from a grudging minimum
level of compliance with a prevailing regime of environmental regulation and towards a
more proactive role in setting and maintaining new standards of behavior.

•

Some businesses have gone further and have moved beyond the requirements for

-

participation in both enhancing their own level of performance and stimulating a higher

-

degree of environmental responsibility in other companies.

-

environmental performance as specified in current legislation and towards a willing

•

The arena in which the above changes have occurred has widened with companies
becoming more concerned about the overall performance of their business, rather than
restricting environmental concerns to, for example, the minimization of any pollution
associated with production processes.

..
..
..

•

The above changes have been linked to a shift in attitudes, from a concern solely with the
environmental problems and potentials of an individual company, to a more general
concern with the role of the company in the local environment within which it is located.

•

There has also been a move from a position whereby the operation of a company,
especially with regard to environmental matters, is cloaked with secrecy, to a greater
degree of openness and willingness to disclose information (Roberts 1995, p.5).

..
-

..
-

While many interpretations of sustainable development exist, the most widely used definition
states that sustainable development is "development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs." (Roberts WeED 1987,

-

..

-

..
..

..

p. 8) Guided by this defmition, Roberts developed a set of six basic concepts for sustainable
business development.

•

Discriminating development

business should be discriminating in the use of resources

in order to minimize waste and to prevent environmental and ecological damage .

•

Conserving resources - preference should be given to the use of renewable resources and
local resources should be used where possible .

..

..
..

•

repair, reconditioning, reuse and recycling should be given priority

in order to reduce the consumption of resources .

•

..

Creative work - work should be organized in such a way as to make the fullest possible
use of human abilities and to involve people in ensuring that activities are conducted in a

..
..

Maximize the 4 R's

sustainable way.

•

Maximization of non-material growth - although growth which consumes resources has
to be limited, this does not apply to activities, such as the arts, education and leisure,
which do not consume excessive amounts of resources .

..

..
..

-

•

Self-directed personal investment - opportunities should be created to allow investment
to take place in activities which will support sustainability and which will serve the needs
of individuals and communities. (Roberts 1995, p. 16-17).

..

-

..

-

Finally, Roberts identifies a number of general principles that can be used to guide
environmentally sustainable development.
•

The polluter pays principle

•

Prevention should be prioritized over a cure

•

Do not use resources faster than they can be renewed

•

Minimize resource use and recycle used materials

•

Co-ordinate and negotiate solutions across sectors

While the continued progress of sustainable development challenges business practices, it
also offers a wealth of significant opportunity (Appendix IV.). With businesses at different levels

-

-

-

..

..

..
..

-

of achievable sustainable development, the shift towards a more sustainable society encourages
increased competitiveness and ingenuity. The principles the guide sustainable developments are
healthy for businesses as they increase efficiency and strive to minimize waste and the costs of
hazardous waste disposal significantly improving productivity and profits.
Roberts suggests that" some for the problems that face business have potential, through the
use of imagination and a willingness to learn from mistakes, to be translated into new business
ventures or new products." ( 1995, p.21) Management often fmds this transition tedious, but
when considering long-term trade-offs, most consider encouraging sustainable business practices
an essential competitive advantage.
As business requires continual improvement of performance, Rob Margetts, Vice Chairman
of ICI, feels that sustainable development is the future of business: "We see sustainability as a
tremendous technological challenge, and one that presents us with new markets and

..,
opportunities.

..

It gIves a new engme for growth.

New products. New customers. New

technology. My ambition is to drive my company towards a future that is more sustainable, and
to position it to take advantage of the changes." (UK Sustainable Development 2004, p.3)

..

Roberts argues that "enhanced environmental attitudes and behavior are seen as an essential

...

prerequisite for long-term business success." (Roberts 1995, p. 42) In Towards Sustainability, a
project commissioned by the European Union, the business sector is identified as having "a

..

particularly significant impact" on the environmental quality and economic growth as mutually

..

dependant." (Commission of the European Union, 1992 p. 28)
A report to the House of the Lords Select Committee on the European Communities (1993)

...

notes ''the considerable size and rapid growth rate of the market for environmental friendly
products." (Roberts 1995, p. 42). According to Roberts, the report makes reference to a market

..
..

that has the potential in less than a decade to grow by $300 billion. In this way, the
environmental movement continues to replenish our resources by offering a market with huge
potential and creating new ways for businesses to grow while maintaining a healthy level of
environmental development.
Today, companies can redesign and develop new products, offer new designs and services,

..
..

-

..

..

..
-

refurbish old products, create new markets or enter new markets with replacement products .
The Centre for the Exploitation of Science and Technology (CEST) suggests that there are 13
key problems that require immediate attention.

Consequently, their solutions provide

opportunities to develop new business ventures.
Roberts outlines some key problems and possible business opportunities that are associated
with them:

..

..

..
..

..
..
..
..

..
..
..

..
..

-

-

Environmental problems and associated business opportunities
Problem

Cleaner Product

Cleaner Process

Conservation

Greenhouse effect

Efficient boilers

Low carbon fuels

Insulation

Ozone depletion

CFC replacements

Water cleaning

Fridge maintenance

Acid rain

Low sulfur fuels

Coal washing

Energy saving

Water quality

Low phosphate

Low solvent use

Water management

Air quality

Cleaner cars

Pyrolysis

Traffic management

Waste management

Recyclable products

Low waste

Major spills

Risk assessment

Energy efficiency

-

-

-

The Practice of Environmental Communication

As the environmental movement has continued to evolve, so has the history, theory and
practice of public relations. Today, virtually no business, organization or government entity is
immune from public interest concerning environmental issues.

In the public arena,

environmental issues are rarely judged on their own merits. They often overlap with safety and
health issues including social justice, property value and quality of life. This dual role, which
combines the rigors of applied science with the absolutes of environmental science, creates many
challenges and opportunities for dealing effectively with environmental communication

_

situations.

-

become a multi-faceted applied process that includes research, analysis, policy programming and

-

-

-

-

..

-

Operating in this competitive environment, environmental public relations has

communication.
According to Carol 1. Forrest and Renee Hix Mays of the Equinox Environmental
Consultants, Ltd., there are many different terms that refer to the process of working with the
public in regard to environmental relations. (1997, p.2) "Public participation", "community
outreach" and "stakeholder relations" are all terms used interchangeably by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and other private and public sector organizations.

However,

community relations is generally regarded as the most recognizable term that covers the gamut
of activities and scenarios charged to an environmental communications practitioner.
Environmental community relations is further defmed as an "on-going process of
substantive two-way communication to enhance public understanding of environmental issues
and to encourage input from the public so that their concerns are considered in organizational
decision-making processes." (Forrest 1997, p.3)

For the environmental communicator,

.,

-

community relations is much more than a release of information. It is a science applied to
shaping behavior that involves the building of trustworthy and credible relationships with key

.,
stakeholders in the environmental community. According to John P. Perrecone, community

-

involvement coordinator for the U.S. EPA Region V's Office of Public Affairs, "trust and
credibility are the most important components in communications about environmental issues."
(Forrest 1997, p.4)

.,

For the environmental communicator, the idea of communicating to stakeholders is

...

linked with the idea of power. As Forrest and Mays suggest, the communications process can

.,

implementation of a project.

..

framework for mediating between stakeholders and the organization. Since many concerns about

.,

essential to provide stakeholders with enough information about the scientific, technical, and

.,

seriously hinder or block the operation of a facility, the investigation or cleanup of a site, or the
Environmental community relations provides an important

environmental issues are based on misinformation or a difference of opinion, a good dialogue is

regulatory aspects of the issue so that good decisions can be made." (1997, p. 4) Consequently,
the environmental programs impact the behavior of employees, consumers, impact groups and

.,

governmental agencies .
Today, environmental communications also has a powerful effect on daily business
operations that impact the bottom line. Peter Roberts, noted professor, author and research

...
...

.,

fellow at the University of Dundee, suggests that of equal concern for the environment is the
"attitude and behavior of business to future conditions of the environment." (1995, p. 1.) The
central economic concern for business is that "the real limits to economic growth are the capacity
of the environment to deal with waste and the threats to the atmosphere from pollution and
deforestation." (1995, p.46) In this case, environmental communication programs affect the

-

future of the global environment in a way that will inevitably sustain the business development
of their organization and generations to come.
The process of environmental communication is a complex one.

According to The

_

Practical Guide to Environmental Community Relations, two-way communication and positive

-

relationships with stakeholders provide the cornerstones of environmental community relations.

-

-

(1997, p. 78) Consequently, they act as "pillars" to promote trust in the community relations
process and the managers and responsible organizations.
Such organizational matters involving communication with internal stakeholders help
determined the response generated from the company to the concerned public. Roberts suggests
that "the general organizational and operational characteristics of business, together with the
overall structure of economic activity, exerts a considerable degree of influence upon the
attitude that is adopted by an individual company towards the environment." (Roberts 1995, p.
94)

Organizational communication issues are perhaps the most imperative because, while
allowing the proper environmental communication, an understanding of this communication can
create positive organizational changes that can provide both a stimulus for management
innovation and an opportunity to tackle an old problem in a new way. (Roberts 1997, p.95)

..
..
..

-

For public relations practitioners, this is also an important concept because the fITst public
of any organization is its employees. As 'management guru' Peter Drucker suggests, "an
organization is a human community" and it is for this reason that the internal communications
form the basis of further communications programs. (Center and Jackson 2003, p. 36)

Today as

managers and supervisors are as much employees of the board of directors as the custodians,
secretaries and administrators, a attitude that views employees as a line-item budget cost exists .

-

-

-

-

-

According to Center and Jackson this is a dangerous attitude that fosters the idea that the less
employees are paid, the more competitive a product will be. (2003, p.36)
Yet the most significant trend in successful organizations worldwide is the "melding of
interests and heightened cooperation between management and employees." (2003, p. 37)
Benefits of successful employee relations include happier employees that provide customer
delight and help build trusting relationships with the community. The results of a productive and
open employee-employer relationship include fewer work stoppages, less absenteeism, higher
productivity and fewer work errors.
Rules of effective employee relations are outlined by Center and Jackson, authors of

_

Public Relations Practices: Managerial Case Studies and Problems, suggest the following rules

-

of effective employee relations:

-

-

-

-

-

1.

Employees must be told fIrSt. Employees should be the fIrst to be told
information affecting them and their jobs and should be told directly
by employers.

2.

Tell bad news along with the good. Revealing bad news openly and
candidly generates trust and commonality.

2.

Ensure timeliness. Getting information out fast builds trust and
dialogue.

3.

Employees must be informed on subjects they consider important.
The top three include organizational plans for the future, job
advancement opportunities and job-related "how-to" information.

...
...

4.

..
..

..
..

..

Use the media that employees trust.

Immediate supervIsor and

employee group meetings top the list .

Operational and structural matters also play an important part in the development of
environmental community relations programs.

Operational matters are concerned with

understanding and assessing the current impact of the organization on the environment of the
community.

Often, assessment takes place through environmental audits performed in

cooperation with a group of outside professionals that can help a corporation establish current
operational hazards. Consequently, the effectiveness of an environmental communications plan

_

can help determine what stakeholders in the company need to be addressed and the appropriate

-

manner in which communication should take place.
Effective environmental community relations practices must also take
organizational structure into consideration. The structure of a company, or the framework of the

..
..

compete or meet industry regulations. As a result, the structure can also be affected by the state

...

that pressurize the passing of environmental legislation are of different origin so what is

..

appropriate for one industry in one section may not be appropriate operations for others.

..
..

..
...

-

business beyond the individual company, affects the actions of a company as they strive to

of the industry itself as it may be regulated by local or global organizations. Many organizations

Despite organizational, operational and structural frameworks of an organization,
environmental communication is most effective when it occurs on an ongoing basis as part of a
long-term, comprehensive communications plan. (Forrest 1997, p.79) As with other types of
programs, early pro-active communication is best received and provides a basis for

-

-

-

..

-

environmental protocols in unforeseen circumstances. It is this early approach that is essential to
maintaining an open and trustworthy dialogue within the community.
One challenge specific to environmental communication is communicating complex
technical concepts to a lay audience.

According to The Practical Guide to Environmental

Community Relations, it is this ability to communicate directly to stakeholders that diffuses
concerns, allows stakeholders to make informed decisions and provides stakeholders with a level
of comfort on environmental issue. Forrest and Mays suggest that the challenge lies in making
sure the information is simple yet accurate.
When the publication of technical information is essential, termino logy and level of detail
should match the specific needs of the target audience. Testing readability is also a concern for
publications directed at community stakeholders. The less knowledgeable a stakeholder group,
the less technical information should be used to successfully disseminate the message.
Risk communication is another area of interest for environmental communicators. With

-

-

-

any type of risk communication, there is an increased incidence of prominence and consequently,
an increase in the chance of crisis. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defmes risk
communication as "the purposeful exchange of information between interested parties about
environmental risks. " (Forrest 1997, p. 101) Practices of successful risk communication involve
community assessment, audience assessment, message selection (technical information, detail
level), and channel selection.
Not only does actual legitimate risk affect risk communication. Perception is a key in
communicating successfully with concerned audiences. Whether or not the risk is real, if it is
perceived as a threat by a stakeholder it will have a negative effect on stakeholder relations in the

community.

-

-

-

Not addressing perceived concerns only works to add to the difficulty of the

situation, breaking down effective channels of communication within the community.
Perception also affects the sender of the message, as stakeholders often pay more
attention to the biases or expectations of an organization representation delivering the
information.

While these factors including message sender and receiver, intent and public

perception may represent potential barriers in risk communication, a pro-active, well-planned
communications program can go a long way in avoiding any unnecessary environmental concern
in the community.
Unfortunately,

CrISIS

communication is another area of specialized environmental

communication. As with risk communication, it is imperative to have a pro-active plan of action
in the event of a crisis. Often such situations will require trustworthy and immediate

..

-

communication to the stakeholders of an organization.

require different responses, there are several steps that should be taken to prepare for an
environmental crisis situation. According to the Practical Guide to Environmental Community
Relations, these steps include:

•

..

..

While different crisis situations will

Identifying potential crisis scenarios.

This step includes identifying hazards such as fITe, explosion, spill or release. Most often, it
is done with other professionals of a company who can help with risk assessment. Methods for
gathering information include safety and health surveys and examining any existing emergency
planning that is in place. It is equally important to share the plan of action with others who will

..
-

be involved in the event of a crisis such as managers and supervisors or board members .

-

-

•

Designating a spokesperson.

There should be two spokesperson, one primary and an alternate, designated to respond to
crisis situations.

Often, this is where the crisis scenario planning comes into play.

The

designated spokesperson will already be familiar with practices and approaches that are
appropriate in handling the situation. The most appropriate spokesperson is typically a local

-

-

facilities or project manager. Often a visit from a senior manager who acts as the alternate
spokesperson is effective in communicating the organizations level of concern for the situation.

•

Identifying the "crisis communication team" and other resources.

•

Identifying persons who should be notified during a crisis.

Responding to a crisis is stressful and can often require more work than one environmental

-

communicator can handle. It is important to access the team of persons who have been informed
of the pro-active crisis planning and are familiar with procedure and protocols for addressing
such a situation.

-

-

Teams are generally formed of support personnel who write releases and

perform other important daily tasks.

Such teams generally include a community relations

specialist, often an outside crisis communications consultants and legal assistance.

•

Assembling background material and developing other materials for use in a crisis.

_

General information about operations should be readily available for use as background
information in the event of a crisis. It is important to include the history of a company or an
organization, number of employees, types of products and services provided, training received
by employees and pollution control methods.

-

present a challenge to an environmental communications program. Because of the desire for

-

increased public involvement, many regulations require that the public be informed of any

-

operational plans. At times, the plans must be made readily available to the public or even be

-

-

-

-

Lastly, regulatory requirements that govern environmental community relations can

approved by them.
A primary act that requires public involvement is The Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) (Appendix IV.). Under Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations
requirements are listed and summarized. (Forrest 1997, p.252) After its implementation in 1976,
the policy regulating the disposal of solid waste has continued to evolve. Requirements for
treatment, storage and disposal of hazardous wastes are outlined along with measures for
required public involvement activities.
Over the past 25 years, the U.S. has made considerable strides in eliminating the harmful
effects of inadequate sustainable development practices. The air and water are cleaner. Fewer

-

-

sites are being used for harmful dumping and there are stricter guidelines in place to ensure that
this trend will continue. Despite these successes, there is much to be done to ensure that our
environmental practices will have the least negative impact possible on future generations.
Environmental communication is essential in the continued success of the sustainable
development movement as it strives to establish a relationship between the environment, the
economy and society that will aid in protecting the environment for many generations to come.

..
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CASE 9-3

-

-

-

-

A CLASSIC: WHEN POSITIVE
AOIONS DON'T RESULT IN
POSITIVE PERCEPTIONS 1

On March 24, 1989, the Exxon Valdez struck
Bligh, Reef in Prince William Sound, releasing 11 million gallons of crude oil (one-fifth
of its cargo) into the sea. 2 This incident created a crisis of epic proportions for Exxon.
The mission was to clean 1,300 miles of
shoreline, approximately 15 percent of the
area's 9,000 miles of shoreline, and restore
the area to its original condition. In 1992,
after the completion of successful and
extensive cleanup efforts, a federal on-scene
coordinator (the U.S. Coast Guard)
declared the cleanup complete saying,
"Further shoreline treatment would provide
no net benefit to the environment." The
State of Alaska confirmed these findings.
However, the damage for Exxon did not end

with the termination of cleanup efforts.
What was the real problem?

PERCEPTIONS, NOT FACTS;
ACTIONS, NOT WORDS
While it was only the 34th largest oil spill
at that time, it goes on record as one that
people will remember the most. In one
study, the Exxon Valdez remains one' of the
most remembered corporate crises. 3 Environmentalists have perceived it as limitless
in damage even though there are few
remaining signs of, the spill. Many have
characterized the accident as civilization
once again trouncing on nature in order to
reap the benefits of its limited resources and

FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN DEVELOPING A CRISIS
COMMUNICATION PLAN
• Develop a crisis communication plan in
advance to handle any situation; determine exactly how and what key publics
will be instructed to do in case of an
emergency.
• Conduct research to discover information that is not readily available.

• Insist that all company operations be
monitored regularly. A crisis that results
because of operational failure without
these preparations will surely cause the
company to lose credibility.

IThis case was developed from a case study authored by two University of Florida students, Fred Forlano and
Greg Lorenz, under the direction of Frank Stansberry, Manager of Guest Affairs for Coca-Cola US;A. at Epcot
Center.
2Lee W. Baker, The Credibility Factor, Homewood, IL: Business One Irwin, 1993, p. 38.
3pr reporter, July 12,1993.
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-

-
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associate it with the deaths of many birds,
otters, and other aquatic life.
In reality, the Alaskan food chain has
survived (See Figure 9-3). Pink salmon harvests set records in 1990 and 1991. Tourism
has rebounded strongly and so have Exxon's
profits. It appears that the only thing
severely damaged was the company's reputation. Those who remember it perceive it as
a disaster that was poorly handled by Exxon.

HOW DID THESE PERCEPTIONS
DEVELOP?
Today, the spill has been cleaned up and
Exxon is thriving as it was previously, but
the residual effects of the ordeal linger.

FIGURE 9-3

-

-

-

From the beginning, Exxon concen·
trated on emphasizing cleanup effort~
rather than addressing the public perception that it didn't do enough, soon enough
(See Figure 9-4). This emphasis was apparent from the moment that CEO Lawrence
G. Rawl entered the picture. Unfavorable
media comparisons were made of Rawl with
the positive images of James Burke of
Johnson & Johnson and his handling of the
Tylenol incident (See Case 6-3). He was
characterized as opposed to serving as a
spokesperson, or even publicly showing
interest, because he remained in New York
until 2 days after the spill. When he finally
entered the scene, he presented himself as
rigid and aggressive, not bowing to the

Exxon published a series of reports about the aftermath of the Valdez oil
spill and its effect on Prince William Sound and the Gulf of Alaska . Shown
here is a report entitled "Three Years After" from October 1992.

-

...:"

'~

(Courtesy of Exxon Company, U.S.A.)
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FIGURE 9-4

Exxon used many techniques in order to clean up the shoreline along
Prince William Sound in Alaska.

(Courtesy of Exxon Company, U.S.A.)

ps that opposed him or to the media.
inflexibility may have cost him opportus to seek positive relationships with the
ous publics. 4
When Exxon designated a location for a
is center, the company created another
ation that conflicted with its goals. It
ed the media center in Port of Valdez.
rmation was often slow in coming, and
munication lines to Port of Valdez
arne jammed with information inquiries
media. It was also hard for managet in New York to get infonnation.
~~~ther problem hampering Exxon's
dlblhty was that it did not address how
public was perceiving the spill and its
~s. It focused primarily on the facts conng cleanup efforts and let impressions

about long-term effects on the region form
on their own. These facts consisted of dollar
amounts, size of work force, and stories
about the confusion they had to overcome
to begin the process. The public, knee deep
in "green issues," found no reassurance
that Alaska's vast natural regions would
recover.
For legal reasons, it was difficult for
Exxon to show remorse or even admit to the
environmental ramifications of the crisis. It
did not realize the significance of visual
images and the emotional response they
evoked. Media images of animals in distress
were displayed often and increased negative
percpetions of the company. Exxon's credibility and reputation were being strongly
questioned at this time.

!n.R~wl-:vas .asked later why he did not become more of a force in the crisis communications, Rawl replied

his first l,n,~tmct was to head to Alaska ... but he was swayed by his colleagues' arguments that he would 'just
n the way. From Lee Baker, The Credibility Factor, Homewood, IL: Business One Irwin, 1992, p. 41.
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COMMUNICATIONS IS THE HUB
OF A CRISIS SITUATION
Exxon became the scapegoat for all environmental causes. CEO Rawl served as a
prime example of stereotypical negative
perceptions of the corporate executive.
Topics discussed in the media portrayed
Exxon as being money-focused and inhuman. How could a company so vast have
such poor crisis communication planning?
Hadn't they learned by other companies'
examples what they should do and how
they should act during a crisis? Remembering that hindsight is 20/20, here are some
basic communication principles that Exxon
should have kept in mind before and after
the Valdez ran aground.
~

~
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-

~
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Exxon's full-page apology ads on
April 3, 1989, were badly timed and plagued
with conflicting messages. They claimed
that, "Exxon has moved swiftly and competently to minimize" the damage. In the same
papers, front pages reported how slowly the
company had been in starting the cleanup,
with a specific list of unflattering reasons
why. The actual "we're sorry statement"
appeared in the last paragraph, vastly minimizing readership in today's sound-bite
world. s

..

• ••

Develop a plan that will construct
a positive image. Or at least try
not to create a situation that will
put you two steps back.
Exxon could have spent more
time emphasizing the personal
commitment being made, rather
than the processes involved and
the $2.5 billion spent on cleanup.
Conduct media research to discover the realities of opinions
conveyed to the public. Are the

reporter, April 17, 1989.

~

messages strong, or do they have
gaps that you can fill with your
own information? Whose side is
the media on? What are they saying to whom? Where are they getting their information, and is it
accurate? In addition, conducting
gap research (gap research measures the gap between reality and
expectations of an audience) with
publics would have been fruitful.
Attempt to establish credibility
by being honest and personable
with the public. If Rawl was not
an effective spokesperson, he
could have been replaced with
someone who had the training
and experience. The faces and
images the public saw on television were the ones that are associated with Exxon.

Much like VCC in the Bhopal case
(Case 9-2), Exxon needed to make certain
that all information was accurate, consistent, and complete. Cases like this illustrate
why candor is the best policy. Reveal what is
being done and why. Convey what is known
and when it became known. Don't let the
media find out for themselves. Exxon did
not follow these basic guidelines when
cleanup efforts haIted for the winter in
September of 1989. Rather than telling the
public that because of weather limitations,
cleanup would prove fruitless, Exxon simply
discontinued efforts for the season. Cleanup
continued until the federal on-scene coordinator and state declared it complete in 1992,
but the public did not completely understand the cleanup process. They needed
someone to explain it to them, and it could
have been Exxon.
When it comes to the source of communication, make certain that the spokes-

-
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person is qualified, with proper crisis communication training. Shooting from the hip
should be avoided, and a clear message should
be sent at all times. Providing the image of
sympathy and remorse, complemented with
sincerity, may have saved Exxon's reputation
and, in turn, made the future seem brighter for
all the parties involved.
A plan that defines all necessary contacts and a proposed sequence of events
could have been developed. A spill of any
variety would involve the media, state and
local governments, environmental groups,
and internal and external publics. The support of employees is crucial. At a time when
it is difficult to reach the spokesperson, the
media often will create its own in a security
guard or a technician.
The cleanup effort was not effectively
coordinated with the efforts of all groups
involved. No one knew what each group
should do or when. Observers felt that both
of these aspects should have been considered and put into the crisis plan as well.
Even if a plan was not in place, as soon as
the smoke cleared Exxon could have been
initiating the coordination of communications and development of a strategy and
; plan with all pertinent groups.
A better understanding of how the
media works in relation ·to delivering a prescribed message to different publics would
also have been beneficial. As mentioned
earlier, the public can and will sympathize
with helpless animals. A good portion of
media attention was given to oil-covered
birds vividly depicted on television and in
magazines. Even journalists said at the time
that it would have been more sensible for
Exxon to divert this attention by devising
~UESTIONS

i

proactive programs the media could focus
on. Since hard news sells, a program of hardhitting environmental programs and principles could have been implemented. This
strategy could have made the media a channel for communicating to the public that
Exxon was aware of and cares about the
environment and its inhabitants.

LESSONS LEARNED
Issue anticipation is the key to averting
many crises. Some top management advisers insist that positive leadership is the only
way to develop positive relationships. They
believe that to think negatively would not
be consistent with their goals or beneficial
to the company. Exxon learned that even a
very large company has a malleable reputation that can change in an instant.
Exxon was forced to realize that perceptions control reputation. In relation to other
oil companies, Exxon's cleanup and spill
control plan was reportedly top-of-the-line.
However, by communicating specifics about
the cleanup process, rather than the effects
the spill would have on the environment, the
company was not addressing the issues of
concern. Displaying emotion and remorse
for the outcome could have created a positive image of Exxon in the public's eye.
The hard lesson learned is that anticipation, while it may not prevent a crisis, certainly makes the road a little less bumpy.
Ignoring possible situations that may occur,
be they positive or negative, can lead to
reputation and relationship disruptions that
continue for years. An organization must be
forward-thinking in order to survive in our
volatile world. •

FOR DISCUSSION

1. As evidenced by the Exxon case, perceptions speak louder than the actual
facts. Can you think of anything more

\
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that Exxon could have done to avoid
this public relations disaster and salvage its soiled reputation? Can you
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person is qualified, with proper crisis communication training. Shooting from the hip
should be avoided, and a clear message should
be sent at all times. Providing the image of
sympathy and remorse, complemented with
sincerity, may have saved Exxon's reputation
and, in turn, made the future seem brighter for
all the parties involved.
A plan that defines all necessary contacts and a proposed sequence ·of events
could have been developed. A spill of any
variety would involve the media, state and
local governments, environmental groups,
and internal and external publics. The support of employees is crucial. At a time when
it is difficult to reach the spokesperson, the
media often will create its own in a security
guard or a technician.
The cleanup effort was not effectively
coordinated with the efforts of all groups
involved. No one knew what each group
should do or when. Observers felt that both
of these aspects should have been considered and put into the crisis plan as well.
Even if a plan was not in place, as soon as
the smoke cleared Exxon could have been
initiating the coordination of communications and development of a strategy and
plan with all pertinent groups.
A better understanding of how the
media works in relation to delivering a prescribed message to different publics would
also have been beneficial. As mentioned
earlier, the public can and will sympathize
with helpless animals. A good portion of
media attention was given to oil-covered
birds vividly depicted on television and in
magazines. Even journalists said at the time
that it would have been more sensible for
Exxon to divert this attention by devising
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proactive programs the media could focus
on. Since hard news sells, a program of hardhitting environmental programs and principles could have been implemented. This
strategy could have made the media a channel for communicating to the public that
Exxon was aware of and cares about the
environment and its inhabitants.

LESSONS LEARNED
Issue anticipation is the key to averting
many crises. Some top management advis- .
ers insist that positive leadership is the only
way to develop positive relationships. They
believe that to think negatively would not
be consistent with their goals or beneficial
to the company. Exxon learned that even a
very large company has a malleable reputation that can change in an instant.
Exxon was forced to realize that perceptions control reputation. In relation to other
oil companies, Exxon's cleanup and spill
control plan was reportedly top-of-the-line.
However, by communicating specifics about
the cleanup process, rather than the effects
the spill would have on the environment, the
company was not addressing the issues of
concern. Displaying emotion and remorse
for the outcome could have created a positive image of Exxon in the public's eye.
The hard lesson learned is that anticipation, while it may not prevent a crisis, certainly makes the road a little less bumpy.
Ignoring possible situations that may occur,
be they positive or negative, can lead to
reputation and relationship disruptions that
continue for years. An organization must be
forward-thinking in order to survive in our
volatile world. •

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. As evidenced by the Exxon case, perceptions speak louder than the actual
facts. Can you think of anything more

that Exxon could have done to avoid
this public relations disaster and salvage its soiled reputation? Can you
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CASE 9-2

A CLASSIC: BHOPAL-A
NIGHTMARE FOR UNION
CARBIDE

In effective handling of a critical issue,
preparation and anticipation are key considerations. Managing issues means intercepting the ninety percent that are selfinflicted. Critical issues may be created in
any of the following manners:
.. Maintaining irresponsible policies
.. Failing to monitor internal
activities
.. Not applying sound response
strategies when faced with
criticism
.. Failing to allocate adequate
resources and priority to anticipating issues
And, of course, sometimes crises will occur
even when all possible preparations have
been made.
When an issue escalates, it may become
a crisis. A crisis is defined as a highly stressful struggle or conflict within an adversarial
environment. It is marked by a potentially
damaging turning point that could result in
financial or mortal disaster - after which
things will never be the same.
Effective communication is an essential
part of trying to control any crisis situation.
It is the responsibility of the company or
organization to provide information about
what is happening, the effects it will have on
numerous publics, and what the company

plans to do to resolve the situation. The
questions most asked by the publics
involved are:

1. What exactly has happened?
2. Why was information about the crisis
not released sooner?
3. What could have been done to prevent it from happening?
When a crisis hits, its effects are felt
throughout an organization. The atmosphere is emotionally unstable and forces
those involved to react quickly and sometimes without thinking of long-term ramifications, even if there is some sort of anticipatory plan in pla~e.
The focus of this case (as well as
Case 9-3) is the analysis of a major industrial corporation and how it anticipated and
managed its crisis-or, you be the judge,
how it failed to do so.

HISTORY
In December of 1984, Union Carbide
Corporation (UCC), a chemical manufacturer, was the 37th-largest industrial organization in the United States'! The chain of
events that occurred on December 2 and 3
in Bhopal at Union Carbide India, Ltd.
(UCIL), changed the face of VCC forever.

lOur thanks to Bob Berzok, Director, Corporate Communications, at Union Carbide for providing us with a
wealth of information for this case.

•
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UCC had formed UCIL in the 1920s for
manufacturing its products there. After India
gained its independence from Britain in 1947,
the government began to push for greater
ownership in the country's businesses.
According to 1. 1. Kenney, the director
of federal government affairs (now retired),
construction of the Bhopal plant in 1977 was
controlled by the regulations of the Indian
government. After UCC gave the preliminary plant designs to the government, government agencies took over the final design
and construction of the Bhopal facility.2 It
was the government that approved the plant
design when the facility was built.
The government wanted the plant to be
as labor-intensive as possible-in order to
.~ provide needed employment-so it had not
installed the computer systems in use at
VCC plants in the United States to monitor
,operations.
By the time of the Bhopal tragedy, VCC
had reduced its share of ownership to
50.9 percent, while the Indian government
and private citizens owned the other
~9.1 percent. Plant operations were maniged solely by Indians.

"HE CRISIS HITS
u about 11:30 P.M. on December 2, a leak in
ne of the valves was discovered by employes at the plant. The leak was detected after
! report that the eyes of some employees
ere tearing from irritation. At approxiately 12:15 A.M. a control room operator
ported an increase in tank pressure. The
contained liquefied methyl isocyanate
lIC), a lethal pesticide. A safety valve rup~ed and released excess liquid into an
iacent tank, where a caustic soda solution
)uld have neutralized the chemical. This
ltralization did not occur.

nk
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In the case of an emergency, the safety
system was supposed to flash (instantaneously light and burn) any escaping gas to
prevent it from entering the outside atmosphere. This system was not operating, and
40 tons of deadly gas poured into the neighboring community.
Theories as to how the leak had
occurred were many and widespread. One
popular theory reported extensively in the
newspapers was that an employee had failed
to follow correct procedures and thus started
the reaction that released the MIC gas: It
wasn't until 1'12 years later that investigators
found that an employee had sabotaged the
tanks by deliberately connecting a water
hose to the MIC tanks (See Figure 9-1).

DEATH IN THE COMMUNITY
Many residents in the area thought VCIL
manufactured kheti ki dawai, a harmless medicine for the crops. In reality, the
chemical-turned-gas was lethal to humans
because it formed liquid in the lungs of its
victims. While some died in their sleep,
others drowned from the liquid in their
lungs while running through the streets
looking for help.
Official estimates stated that 1,700 residents were killed; In addition, 3,500 were
hospitalized and 75,000 were treated for
injuries sustained from · exposure to the
gas. Death figures range from anywhere
between 1,700 to 4,000. It was also estimated that 60,000 people will require longterm respiratory care. These figures earned
it the designation as "the worst industrial
disaster ever.,,3
Many of those killed were living in
shantytowns constructed illegally near the
plant. VCC had repeatedly requested that
these be moved from the area. Instead of

\ W. Baker, The Credibility Factor, Homewood, IL: Business One Irwin, 1993, p. 48.
l,p.45.
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Setting the
Record Straight
on
Employee Sabotage
and
Efforts to
Provide Relief

-

-

-

-

-

WHAT Rf.:.ALLY HAPPt:Nf:O AT BHOPAJ~1 Sln(,'e the
tragedy in December 1984, Union Carbide Corporation's
primary concern has ~ with providing relief and
assistanCt' to the victim." and determinins how the incitknt
happened. Generally, initial details and subsequent news
reports and books have contained a great deal of
erroneous information. New information uncovered
to the
during an on-goins investigation ha~ led
r:ondusion that the tragedy was caused by employee
sabotage and that there was a cover-up afterwards by
certain OpC'rators on duty that night.

vec

FIGURE 9-1

Union Carbide published a brochure that illustrated its hypothesis as
to how the tragedy in Bhopal happened. Shown here is "Setting
the Record Straight on Employee Sabotage and Efforts to Provide
Relief,"

(Courtesy of Union Carbide.)
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requiring the people in these illegal shantytowns to move, the Indian government
changed the law to make it legal for them to
be so close to the plant.

The magnitude of disaster at the Bhopal
facility was partly attributed to the many
breakdowns in its safety equipment (See
Figure 9-2). The plant would poorly repair
or simply shut off malfunctioning equipment. Both of these actions are serious violations of Dee policy. The following inconsistencies contributed to the conditions
during the emerging crisis:
~

A cooling unit was shut down
months before the incident.
Policy stated that this unit must
remain functioning to prevent
overheating.

FIGURE 9-2

-

~

A flare tower, designed to flash
escaping gases, had been out of
service for 6 days.
A scrubber (an apparatus used
for removing impurities from
gases), which was to be continuously running, had been down for
2 months.
The warning system was inadequate for the tasks that the plant
was performing. There were no
alarms, no employee drills, no
public education, and so on.

COMMUNICATIONS DIFFICULTIES
From the beginning, Dee encountered
problems in addressing public concerns
because of the physical communication difficulties it encountered.

A diagram of the system setup at the UCll plant in Bhopal.

-

-

~

UCC POLICIES BROKEN

-

-

~

(Courtesy of Union Carbide.)
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-

-

tors in the United States from the
beginning tried to be open and
candid. However, UeIL officials
in India were advised by legal
counsel not to communicate.
~

-

-

-

-

In an international incident such
as Bhopal, communication difficulties can be caused not only by
physical boundaries but also by
cultural ones. uee communica-

Bhopal, a city of 750,000, had only
two international telephone lines
serving the city. This situation
hampered any communications
that were necessary. Because of

this obstacle, uee was receiving
the bulk of its information from
media reports.
~

~

The company's communication
specialists who were put on this
case found it extremely difficult to
obtain reliable information from
India.
The Bhopal facility failed to educate the community. Death could

have been avoided if the citizens
had been instructed to place a wet
cloth over the face. Most of the
deaths that occurred were the old
and the young because their lungs
could not withstand the poison.
~

Communications management for
UCC in the United States was
among the last to know about the
incident. Hours after the incident,

Edward Van Den Ameele, uee
press relations manager and officer on duty, received a call at
4:30 A.M. at his home from a
reporter from CBS radio. The
reporter was calling for a reaction
to the pesticide leak. This was the
first that Van Den Ameele had
heard of it.

~

The plant manager of the Indian
subsidiary had no background in
communication, let alone crisis
management. He told a local offi-

cial that "this will probably have
no ill effect."

UCC ACCEPTS MORAL
RESPONSIBILITY
uee did have a domestic crisis plan, but
what happened in Bhopal was unimaginable
for all. The initial reactions of uee executives in the United States were humanitarian
ones. Within hours of hearing the news of
the chemical leak and what limited information was available, CEO Warren Anderson
declared he was traveling to India to serve
as the immediate supervisor of the situation
and offer any assistance that the company
could contribute. uee also announced it
would cease producing MIe until the cause
of the explosion was known. Anderson
announced that uee would be open with
the public and the media.
Unfortunately, communication was poor
in Bhopal as well. While the Indian government had assured Anderson that he could
travel safely there, when he arrived he was
placed under "house" arrest for charges of
"culpable homicide." In addition, he was
faced with the challenge of conducting communications in an area that displayed an
emotionally gripping scene.
uee declared that it accepted moral
responsibility for the tragedy. One week
later, uee offered $1 million to the Prime
Minister's Relief Fund, which was accepted.
Four months later it offered another $5 million in humanitarian aid to the Indian government. In this instance it was refused.
uee then offered the money to the Red
Cross to disburse to those who needed it in
India-and that was turned down for more
than a year.
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM BHOPAL
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According to Bob Berzok, director of
communications at Union Carbide headquarters in Danbury, Connecticut, UCC
learned four very important lessons from
the Bhopal incident. *
1. It is important to be open and candid in

every message prepared to deal with a
situation. Attempts to shield information
are immediately picked up by the public.
2. In the event of a huge crisis, make imme-

identified with the organization and

accentuate their strengths.
3. Don't forget secondary publics, "When
you have a sudden crisis like Bhopal,
two audiences people think of communicating with are press and employees.
It's important to consider shareholders,
government officials, and customers,"
advise Berzok.
4. Each crisis is different-there is no formula for dealing with them.

diate use of existing programs that are
*pr reporter, April 23, 1990.

THE AFTERMATH OF BHOPAL
After the Bhopal incident and the intense
scrutiny and criticisms UCC received from
the public and the media, the company
grew cautious. Many of the company's
lucrative divisions were sold off, and by
1991 the company was half the size it was
before Bhopal.
UCC poured money into its safety
systems and supervisory procedures, some
analysts say too much, according to The
Wall Street Journal. 4 Maintenance practices
that should have taken 30 minutes began to
take 3 or 4 hours to complete. Even CEO
Robert D. Kennedy (replacing Anderson in
1986) concedes that the same safety levels
were achieved at some of his rivals' plants,
while spending a fraction of the cost
incurred by Uec.
As for the legal outcome of the Bhopal
tragedy, uee settled Indian civil suits in

1989 for $470 million. The Indian courts
have recommended that former CEO
Anderson be extradited to India to face
charges for culpable homicide. To date, the
Indian government has not requested
Anderson's extradition from the U.S.
government.
As indicated earlier, the principle that
90 percent of all crises are self-inflicted
seems evident in this case. After receiving
reports from the Bhopal facility that everything was in order, UCC could have conducted regular inspections to confirm the
statements presented. Simply relying on
reports received from the plant obviously
was not enough. If those inspections had
been done, the company may have avoided
the serious magnitude of the incident, prevented some of the deaths and injuries,
saved legal fees and fines, and maintained a
positive reputation. A proactive plan focusing on safety measures and policies covering

4"Wounded Giant: Union Carbide Offers Some Sober Lessons in Crisis Management," The Wall Street Journal,
January 28, 1992.
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ONE TOWN'S FIGHT TO AVOID
SUPERFUND STATUS
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The Berkshires region of Massachusetts is
one of the most beautiful areas of New
England. With the Housatonic River running through it, the quaint town of Pittsfield
sits in the heart of Berkshire country.
However, the area is not as pure as it
appears. Pittsfield was the battleground for
one of the most unpleasant environmental
battles in the country. It was between
General Electric (GE) and the Environ-'
mental Protection Agency (EPA).
Imagine if you learned that the town
you live in has for years contained a chemical classified by EPA as a potential carcinogen, and that a major Fortune 50 company
was responsible for the presence of that
chemical. How would you feel about that
company? You'd most likely expect them to
take responsibility for cleaning up the contamination. But would you want them to be
allowed to continue doing business in your
area? This case examines why one town
fought not only for the cleanup of its land,
but also to maintain a relationship with the
company responsible for the presence of the
chemical.

GE'S HISTORY IN PllTSFIELD
In 1931, unaware of any environmental dangers present, GE began using PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls) in the production of
electric transformers and other products at
its factory in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. PCBs
were used as insulators and flame retardants
and at the time were considered state of the
art for this type of equipment. In the 1940s
and 1950s, some landowners in the town

obtained soil from the GE plant for uSe
fill at their properties. This soil was mt
later found to contain PCBs. GE continl
to use PCBs in its manufacturing operatic
until just before Congress outlawed P(
use in 1977, when studies confirmed that t
chemical causes liver cancer and reprodl
tive problems in animals.
In 1981, Congress passed the Compr
hensive Environmental Response, Compe:
sation, and Liability Act, known as tl
Superfund hazardous waste cleanup pre
gram. Properties with a Superfund design,
tion are eligible for federal cleanup undf
the EPA, which can sue responsible partie
for up to three times the cost of the clean u
if the parties refuse to conduct the cleanu]
themselves.
By the time GE shut down its trans
former and defense businesses in Pittsfieh
over a period of years in the late 1980s ane
early 1990s, 12 miles of the Housatoni(
River adjacent to and downstream of the
plant had been directly contaminated and a
55-mile stretch of the river showed some
effects of the chemical leakage. As a result
of GE's use of PCBs, its 250-acre plant in
Pittsfield was severely contaminated in several locations. Years later, traces of PCB
were found in fish as far away as sections of
the Housatonic River in Connecticut, and
fish in the Massachusetts portion of the
Housatonic -registered some of the highest
PCB levels in the United States.
Pittsfield had once been a thriving community. GE was a driving force behind the
region's economy, employing over 14,000
people. Like many small- and mid-sized
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towns with a single major employer, Pittsfield relied heavily on GE for its economic
life. But the closing of the majority of GE's
property contributed to years of economic
decline in Pittsfield. For decades the area
struggled to diversify its economy, and to
cope with the loss of defense and manufacturing jobs.
For almost two decades (from 1960 to
1979), GE's recently retired CEO John
"Jack" Welch lived in Pittsfield and worked
for GE in the company's plastics division.
Under his leadership, it grew from a small
niche business to one of the company's most
profitable units. In 1981, Welch became CEO.
When GE began to downsize its presence in
Pittsfield in the mid- to late-1980s by exiting
the power transformer and defense businesses, many residents felt GE-including
Welch-was turning its back on them.
However, the plastics operations remained;
they are currently located on 75 acres in
Pittsfield and employ 600 people.

ENVIRONMENTALISTS URGE
HOUSATONIC CLEANUP
In 1992, the Housatonic River Initiative
was founded by State Representative
Christopher 1. Hodgkins, one of the first
people to urge the cleanup of the river, and
George Wislocki, president of the Berkshire
National Resources Council. The organization's grassroots mission was to remove
PCBs from the Housatonic River to make
the river fishable and swimmable.
For years, federal regulators worked
with GE and interested parties to determine
the appropriate cleanup plan. Although GE
vehemently fought the designation as a
Superfund site, it spent $130 million on
cleanup and testing of potentially contaminated sites over more than a 10-year period.
In 1997, several important events sped
the cleanup efforts. First, GE received negative publicity after a major testing of resi-

dential soil revealed substantial PCB contamination. Pittsfield residents learned that
the soil they had received free from the GE
plant years before for use in landscaping
and construction of homes contained PCBs.
Consequently, land on which more than
100 homes were built was contaminated.
GE denied having any knowledge that the
soil was contaminated.
In addition, records revealed that a
retired GE engineer had warned the company about the potential problem in 1981.
These findings prompted the EPA to
request all company-related records regarding waste removal in Pittsfield. The State
Attorney General's office ordered a grand
jury investigation into the situation. Simultaneously, comprehensive cleanup negotiations began among GE, the EPA, the state,
and the city of Pittsfield.

NATIONAL PRESS EYES PITTSFIELD
In August 1997, John Devillars, EPA Regional
Administrator, proposed the GEIHousatonic
River site as a candidate for the Superfund
National Priority List. He promised to
remove the nomination if GE agreed to a
fuller and faster settlement than Superfund
could provide. By this point, local, regional,
and national news media had picked up the
story and were offering readers regular coverage of the situation. The New York Times, The
Wall Street Journal, The Boston Globe, and
other papers were carrying stories with each
new development.
In response to the national media attention, General Electric took out more than
$100,000 worth of advertising in the local
paper to try and ease homeowners' concerns, providing details of its cleanup efforts
and denying that PCBs caused health risks
as extensive as environmental groups
claimed.
Around this time, Mayor Gerald Doyle
If. publicly opposed support of Superfund,
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claiming such a designation would trigger
"economic disaster" for the region, as companies would be hesitant to bring operations to the area. The mayor's comments initiated a deep public debate over the pros
and cons of Superfund status. Environmentalists claimed Superfund status was the
only sure way to guarantee the cleanup of
the area, since Superfund status would allow
EPA to clean up the sites and sue GE for up
to three times the costs.
But those opposed to Superfund status
pointed out that for years Pittsfield had
been a thriving community, and that even
with a reduced workforce, GE was still a
driving force behind the region's economy.
They claimed designation of Superfund
would stigmatize the city and cost it money
over the long run.

-

STALL IN TALKS BRINGS THREAT
OF SUPERFUND STATUS

-

-

-

-

-

On April 2, 1998, the EPA talks reached an
impasse. John Devillars, the EPA regional
administrator, ordered the process for
Superfund designation to begin. He said the
property was one of New England's five
most hazardous waste sites. He claimed
Superfund status would give the federal
government the resources and power to
clean up the contaminated sites. GE said
this move could set the stage for years of
legal battles.
Less than a week later, Stephen Ramsey,
vice president of corporate environmental
programs at GE, wrote in a letter to EPA
that there was no scientific link between
PCBs and cancer or birth defects.
Later that month at the company's
stockholder meeting, CEO John Welch
debated Sister Pat Daley, who compared
GE to the tobacco companies. The national
media picked up the story reporting that
Welch told Daley she "owed it to God to be
on the side of truth."

MAYOR URGES PITTSFIELD
TO AVOID SUPERFUND
Talks continued through the summer
1998, with GE offering cleanup propos;
and EPA presenting counterproposals. (
June 12, 1998, Mayor Doyle wrote
Pittsfield residents to provide them wi
more information on the GE proposals, sa
ing, "There is much to lose if we do n,
achieve a settlement." He said the EP
should negotiate a cleanup plan and avoi
Superfund status. In addition, the loco
Chamber of Commerce sent memos t
members asking them to lobby politicians t
support Mayor Doyle's plan.
Business leaders praised Doyle's stanc(
But some environmentalists and resident
felt the mayor pressured the EPA to make.
deal. By late August, there was still a sub
stantial divide on the key issues. An advisory board was set up and appointed by the:
mayor to advise the mayor on the issue.
Four members of this board resigned
because they disagreed with the way he was
handling the negotiations.

AN UNPRECEDENTED AGREEMENT
TO WORK TOGETHER
On September 25, 1998, the dispute was
ended when GE and the EPA agreed to
work together to clean up the contamination and avoid Superfund status. General
Electric agreed to clean up PCBs on its land
and in the surrounding affected areas. It
would do so under standards, specified in
the agreement, that EPA agreed were fully
protective of health and the environment.
GE agreed to clean up its factory site, the
upper half-mile of the Housatonic River,
and surrounding areas - including a school
and several residential and commercial
properties. The EPA agreed to clean up
the next 1Vz miles of the river under a costsharing agreement with GE. The agreement
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also set up a process for the continued study
and ultimately the selection of a cleanup
plan for the remainder of the river, which
GE would have to carry out after any court
challenges.
In addition, a new economic development authority was created, called the
Pittsfield Economic Development Authority
(PEDA), which was charged with encouraging and overseeing economic redevelopment
within the city, including the GE plant. GE
agreed to demolish approximately 2.1 million square feet of buildings at its 250-acre
plant, and turn over 52 acres of land within
that plant in an area that was once the heart
of the Berkshire's economy, to PEDA.
General Electric committed $10 million in
cash over 10 years to the city to offset lost
property taxes, $15 million in a rebuilding
budget to assist PEDA with redevelopment
efforts, and $3 million to a landscape budget,
and agreed to pay for marketing studies to
help attract new businesses to the site.

After the agreement had been made,
several government officials - including
Senator Edward Kennedy, EPA regional
administrator John De Villars, and Pittsfield
Mayor Gerald Doyle-said elements of the
process would serve as a national model for
other communities facing similar challenges.
Carol M. Browner, EPA administrator, said,
"GE's agreement to help fund an economic
redevelopment package to benefit the community is a significant part of the agreement. It ensures that public health and the
environment will be protected and the local
economy will prosper."
The settlement was finalized in a
lengthy document that was filed in court in
October 1999 and approved by the court
in October 2000. In addition, the State
Attorney General's office and GE reached
an agreement to settle the grand jury
investigation. •

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. You are hired as a public relations consultant by General Electric in the fall of
1997. What strategic counsel do you
provide to the company for responding
to the developing media attention?
2. As Vice President of Corporate Affairs
for General Electric in 1998, just before
the final agreement is made with the
EPA, you are charged with managing
all media relations for the company.
What is your official statement to the

media regarding the outcome of the
case?
3. What relationships should General
Electric have focused on building - or
rebuilding - after the agreement was
reached on September 25, 1998?
4. What are the (a) legal and (b) ethical
responsibilities of a company like GE
to remediate conditions that occurred
openly, legally, and honestly in an earlier era?
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CASES

CASE 8-1

VALUES ON A COLLISION
COURSE

The process of obtaining lumber and wood
pulp for domestic use, as well as for export,
imposes a toll on the various environments
in which wildlife can survive and flourish.
Logging practices can threaten the existence of birds, fish, animals, and plant life.
Single-minded timber practices are among
the consequences of developing technologies that have resulted in the disappearance
of 200 species of wildlife, and some 230 more
are on endangered lists. Birds have made up
a large part of the loss, as nearly 80 species
have become extinct in 300 years in the
United States.
The lumber industry plays a significant
role in the fate of our forests and the wildlife
that dwells within them. The U.S. Forest
Service has been selling timber companies
the rights to cut trees in old-growth forests at
a rate of about 62,000 acres annually - under
a directive from Congress to create jobs in
timber regions. At this rate, most authorities
estimate, the old-growth forests will be gone
in 20 years.l Today, only 2.4 million acres of
Pacific old-growth forests remain; a mere remnant of the 19 to 20 million acres of ancient
forests that once existed in Washington and
Oregon alone. 2 Old-growth forests consist
not just of ancient standing trees, but of fallen
trees, snags, massive decaying vegetation, and

numerous resident plant and animal species,
many of which live nowhere else. More than
200 species of fish and wildlife flourish in
ancient forest ecosystems, and more than
1,500 species of invertebrates can inhabit a
single stand of ancient forest. One tree can be
home to 100 separate plant species. These
forests provide habitat for as many as two
dozen threatened or endangered plant and
animal species. 3
Through most of our country's history
there was little or no demand for logging in
the national forests. Intensive logging began
during World War II and increased over the
years. After 30 years of extensive logging,
the National Forest Management Act was
adopted in 1976 in hopes of serving both
environmentalist and industrial groups. But
despite increasing concern over the environment, logging sales by the Forest Service
continued, as authorized by Congress.
One endangered species that survives in
Pacific Northwest ancient forests is the
northern spotted owl (See Figure 8-2).
Because of past habitat loss from logging
and development, to day's population of
northern spotted owls represents a small
fraction of the numbers that once existed.
Studies show that the owl population continues to decline.

ISy Montgomery, "Protective Legislation Filed," Boston Globe, July 6.1992.
2Ibid. We thank the Wilderness Society for information provided for this case - though readers must realize this
excellent public service organization does have a viewpoint on these issues.
3Taken from "Ancient Forests of the Pacific Northwest and the Northern Spotted Owl" provided by the
Wilderness Society.
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FIGURE 8-2

The northern spotted owl has been the centerpiece of extreme controversy in the Pacific Northwest.

(Courtesy of the Wilderness Society.)

Special interest groups that favor owl
preservation, forest conservation, and timber production have found themselves head
to head in the battle of "whose cause is most
important." The thrust of this case study
shows that maintaining positive relationships through changing issues is difficult and
that compromises don't necessarily result in
a happy ending. The best solution may be

found in shifting the focus of the controversy to an activity that aims fora win-win
resolution. It is a truism that we can't have
the best of both worlds. There have to be
choices and trade-offs.
The question is "Can one aspect of an
issue oversimplify the issue in its entiretytherefore hindering the progress of achieving a positive resolution?"

.-
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In this particular study, the trade-off
hinges on the disciplining of industrial practices. Specifically, how much restraint in
normal timber logging operations is acceptable in order to help save the spotted owl,
uphold the Endangered Species Act, conserve old-growth forest, and yet preserve
timber industry jobs?

1-

MORE THAN JUST OWL VERSUS
LOGGING
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•
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The Wilderness Society and the lumber
industry sought pUblicity to gain public
awareness and support for their respective
concerns and their solutions - both economic and environmental. These debates
centered around the overruling of the
Endangered Species Act that allowed logging on 13 tracts of land designated as spotted owl habitat in the Pacific Northwest.
In 1992 the Forest Service found itself
the center of attention throughout the
debates. Until this time, the Forest Service
was rarely faced with the challenge of negotiating with two strongly opposed viewpoints. They had maintained a good reputation for their work with communities, but
were now considered the bad guy by two
significant parties. Environmental groups
lobbied the Forest Service to protect the
spotted owl and save the old forests, and the
timber industry wanted it to preserve logging jobs. Naturally, the Forest Service
aimed to accomplish both, but as it was to
find out, a compromise doesn't always satisfy opposing parties.

ENDANGERED SPECIES AG
BECOMES ENDANGERED
In 1973, Congress passed the Endangered
Species Act (ESA). The act prohibits anyone, with a few exceptions, from killing,

capturing, or harming a listed endangered
species. Federal agencies must ensure that
any action they authorize, fund, or carry out
will not jeopardize the continued existence
of any endangered or threatened species.
The act calls for the creation of "Recovery
Plans" that help restore endangered species
through conservation programs. The ESA~
however, was first overruled in 1979 when
Grayrock Dam was built in Wyomingdespite the threat to whooping cranes, a
listed endangered species, on the Platte
River in Nebraska. Environmental groups
were outraged at the prospect of changing
the law in order to satisfy ever-increasing
human technologies.
In 1992, the Endangered Species Act
was overruled a second time. The original
Recovery Plan was designed to rescue the
spotted owl from extinction by preserving
5.4 million acres of ancient forest but at the
estimated cost of 32,000 logging jobs. The
subsequent Preservation Plan, upheld by
the Bush administration, allowed limited
timber harvests in areas in Washington and
Oregon populated by the northern spotted
owl. This overruling aimed to preserve
17,000 logging jobs and maintain the economy in small towns dependent upon the
timber industry; it WOUld, however, result in
the eventual extinction of the owl in those
areas. The decision aimed to halt the dispute
between the environmentalists and the logging industry by allowing limited timber
harvests in certain old-growth forests while
the government came up with a plan to protect the ow1. 4
The response to the Preservation Plan
compromise was not favorable. Both parties
felt cheated of their goals. The northern
spotted owl would still reach extinction
within decades, and the timber industry
would still lose logging jobs. The one group

-t"High Court Backs Some Logging in Spotted Owl Areas," Boston Globe, March 26.1991.
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that felt satisfied with the plan were those
working in certain lumber companies. Some
lumber companies profited from the spotted owl controversy because the curtailment
of cutting raised the price of lumber and
increased profits.5

,.

OPPOSING PARTY STRATEGIES
To counteract opponents in these highly
publicized debates, special interest groups
initiated activities to gain awareness and
public support for their causes.

'.
'.

The Wilderness Society

.

'.

..

,.

-

Founded in 1935, the Wilderness Society
is the largest national conservation organization devoted primarily to the protection and management issues of public lands.
The society employs a combination of advocacy, analysis, and public education in its
campaigns to improve management of
America's national parks, forests, wildlife
refuges, and Bureau of Land Management
lands.
One lobbying activity of the Wilderness
Society during the debates included the
unveiling of a series of computer-generated
maps showing the heavy fragmentation of
remaining ancient forest in 12 national
forests of the Pacific Northwest. The maps
were given to members of Congress in
hopes of them using the data as the raw
material to help forge a solution that would
protect ancient forests and establish a
sustainable regional economy. The maps
showed that more than 75 percent of the
remaining old growth found in the 12 national
forests located in Oregon, Washington, and
northern California is unprotected, and the

remaining areas are in isolated and highly
fragmented stands. 6
Developing its thematic arguments, the
Wilderness Society stated that lumber mill
automation, improved labor productivity, and
rising raw log exports-not the spotted owlwere the main contributors to the loss of 26,000
timber jobs since 1979. They also advised that a
25 percent reduction in raw log exports could
provide the equivalent of between 4,500 and
5,000 U.S. timber jobs-jobs that would tum
raw logs into finished products.
The Wilderness Society agreed that logging has a place, although diminished, in the
future economy of the Pacific Northwest.
The issue facing Congress was how to cushion an economic transition that would occur
regardless of the fate of the spotted owl.

The Timber Industry
The timber industry argued that studies of
old-growth forest measurements have been
inconsistent. Environmental organizations
and the Forest Service reported the existence of approximately 3,000 pairs of the
spotted owl. The timber industry, however,
reported that 4,018 owl pairs and 2,047 owl
singles existed for a total population of over
10,000 northern spotted owls, well above the
previously quoted figures. Research shows
that owl population and reproduction are
not correlated with the amount of suitable
habitat within the study sites and that more
environmental factors are likely involved'?
The timber industry argued that the loss
of logging jobs in the timber industry in the
1980s was due to the economic recession
and not to automation. They claimed that
employment levels remained fairly constant
since 1983.8

5Bill Richards, "Owl of All Things Help Weyerhauser Cash in on Timber," The Wall Street Journal, June 24, 1992.
t'Yfaken from a news release distributed by the Wilderness Society, February 20,1992.
7Ross Mickey, "The Northern Spotted Owl: The Rest of the Story," Building Towards a Balanced Solution, comr,iled by the Northwest Forest Resource Council,ApriI1993,p.10.
Charles Burley, "Employment and Mill Automation," Ibid, pp. 5-6.
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remaining areas are in isolated and highly
fragmented stands. 6
Developing its thematic arguments, the
Wilderness Society stated that lumber mill
automation, improved labor productivity, and
rising raw log exports-not the spotted owlwere the main contributors to the loss of 26,000
timber jobs since 1979. They also advised that a
25 percent reduction in raw log exports could
provide the equivalent of between 4,500 and
5,000 U.S. timber jobs-jobs that would turn
raw logs into finished products.
The Wilderness Society agreed that logging has a place, although diminished, in the
future economy of the Pacific Northwest .
The issue facing Congress was how to cushion an economic transition that would occur
regardless of the fate of the spotted owl.

The Timber Industry
The timber industry argued that studies of
old-growth forest measurements have been
inconsistent. Environmental organizations
and the Forest Service reported the existence of approximately 3,000 pairs of the
spotted owl. The timber industry, however,
reported that 4,018 owl pairs and 2,047 owl
singles existed for a total population of over
10,000 northern spotted owls, well above the
previously quoted figures. Research shows
that owl population and reproduction are
not correlated with the amount of suitable
habitat within the study sites and that more
environmental factors are likely involved.7
The timber industry argued that the loss
of logging jobs in the timber industry in the
1980s was due to the economic recession
and not to automation. They claimed that
employment levels remained fairly constant
since 1983.8

5Bill Richards, "Owl of All Things Help Weyerhauser Cash in on Timber," The Wall Street Journal, June 24,1992.
6'faken from a news release distributed by the Wilderness Society, February 20, 1992.
7Ross Mickey, "The Northern Spotted Owl: The Rest of the Story," Building Towards a Balanced Solution, comr.iled by the Northwest Forest Resource Council, April 1993, p. 10.
Charles Burley, "Employment and Mill Automation," Ibid, pp. 5-6.
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remaining ancient forest in 12 national
forests of the Pacific Northwest. The maps
were given to members of Congress in
hopes of them using the data as the raw
material to help forge a solution that would
protect ancient forests and establish a
sustainable regional economy. The maps
showed that more than 75 percent of the
remaining old growth found in the 12 national
forests located in Oregon, Washington, and
northern California is unprotected, and the

remaining areas are in isolated and highly
fragmented stands. 6
Developing its thematic arguments, the
Wilderness Society stated that lumber mill
automation, improved labor productivity, and
rising raw log exports-not the spotted owlwere the main contributors to the loss of 26,000
timber jobs since 1979. They also advised that a
25 percent reduction in raw log exports could
provide the equivalent of between 4,500 and
5,000 U.S. timber jobs-jobs that would turn
raw logs into finished products.
The Wilderness Society agreed that logging has a place, although diminished, in the
future economy of the Pacific Northwest .
The issue facing Congress was how to cushion an economic transition that would occur
regardless of the fate of the spotted owl.

The Timber Industry
The timber industry argued that studies of
old-growth forest measurements have been
inconsistent. Environmental organizations
and the Forest Service reported the existence of approximately 3,000 pairs of the
spotted owl. The timber industry, however,
reported that 4,018 owl pairs and 2,047 owl
singles existed for a total'population of over
10,000 northern spotted owls, well above the
previously quoted figures. Research shows
that owl population and reproduction are
not correlated with the amount of suitable
habitat within the study sites and that more
environmental factors are likely involved.1
The timber industry argued that the loss
of logging jobs in the timber industry in the
1980s was due to the economic recession
and not to automation. They claimed that
employment levels remained fairly constant
since 1983.8

5Bill Richards, "Owl of All Things Help Weyerhauser Cash in on Timber," The Wall Street Journal, June 24, 1992.
IiTaken from a news release distributed by the Wilderness Society, February 20, 1992.
7Ross Mickey, "The Northern Spotted Owl: The Rest of the Story," BlIilding Towards a Balanced Solution, compiled by the Northwest Forest Resource Council, April 1993, p. 10.
HCharles Burley, "Employment and Mill Automation," Ibid, pp. 5-6.
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Key arguments included that timber
sales reductions would result in worker displacement, business closure, social service
demands, and the many personal problems
associated with unemployment. 9 Furthermore, restrictions on timber sales in the
United States would only result in the logging of other forests worldwide. 10
The U.S. Forest Service
The U.S. Forest Service is charged with
maintaining national forests as a resource
for the citizens of the United States. In the
spotted owl controversy, it became clear
that there was no longer any consensus or
even tacit consent on which management
programs could be developed.
To grasp the full implications of the
spotted owl and timber industry debates,
the Forest Service reviewed literature on
the owl, heard presentations from scientists
doing spotted owl research, considered the
concerns of numerous interest groups,
and conducted field trips in Washington,
Oregon, and northern California to exainine
the owl's habitat. The Forest Service recognized that much of the attention directed
toward the owl stems from a growing debate
over managing old-growth forests on federal lands and from a concern about protecting biodiversity. They understood the
larger issues, but kept to a mandate of
developing a conservation strategy specifically for the spotted owl.
The U.S. Forest Task Force developed a
conservation strategy. The outcome was a
mapped network of Habitat Conservation Areas (HCAs) that would ensure a
viable, well-distributed population of owls.
Wherever possible, each HCA would contain a minimum of 20 pairs of owls with a
maximum 12-mile distance between HCAs.

Logging and other forestry activities .,
cease within H CAs.
Though each interest group 1:
that the Forest Service would suppc
cause, the Forest Service saw its role
attempt to maintain positive relation
between the parties.

SEEKING CONSENSUS
On April 2, 1993, President Clinton h
Forest Conference in Portland, Oreg(
break the gridlock over federal forest
agement that had created confusion
controversy in the Pacific N orthwes1
northern California. The conference a
to achieve economic diversification anc
economic opportunities in the region.
The Forest Conference called for a
that recognized both the importance 0
timber industry to the economy of
Northwest and the need to preserve
growth forests as an irreplaceable pa
our national heritage.
Five principles gave guidelines tc
three committees organized to put the
together.

1. Remember the human and econom
dimensions of the problem.
2. Protect the long-term health of our
forests, wildlife, and waterways.
3. Make all efforts scientifically sound
ecologically credible, and legally
responsible.
4. Produce predictable and sustainablt
levels of timber sales and nontimbel
resources that will not degrade or
destroy the environment.
S. End the gridlock within all branche~
of the federal government and insist
on collaboration, not confrontation.

lJRobert Lee, "Effects of Federal Timber Sales Reductions on Workers, Families, Communities, and Social
Service," Ibid., p. 1.
wCon Schallau, "Global Implications of Timber Supply Restrictions," Ibid, p. 8.
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A NEW PLAN
The outcome of the conference, the Northwest Forest Protection Plan, calls for reducing timber harvests in the Pacific Northwest
to an average of 1.2 billion board feet annually for 10 years. This value is approximately
75 percent less than the industry's harvest
throughout the late 1980s. Restrictions
would be placed on timber cutting around
spotted owl nests on private lands. Logging
would be limited in protected reserves
established on federal lands.
Anticipating a loss of 6,000 timber
industry jobs, a 5-year, $1.2 billion economic
assistance package was designed to create
8,000 jobs and provide retraining opportunities. And finally, the plan asks Congress to
encourage more domestic milling by eli~i
nating a tax subsidy for timber compames
that export raw logs.
The plan also calls for new methods of
forestry. "New forestry" sets out to turn
younger stands of trees into forests that
look more like old growth in hopes of
increasing habitat for old-growth species.
Loggers practicing new forestry set out to
reshape the woods, taking out the uniformity by randomly cutting trees to create
meadows for wild grasses and leaving the
downed trees to rot to promote ground
vegetation.
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ists recognized the plan as a positive first
step, but argued in favor of the creation of
permanent reserves on 8.6 million acres in
three states. Environmental scientists said
that new forestry wouldn't work because
forest systems contain complex details of
biological, physical, and chemical processes
that cannot be reproduced by humans.
The timber industry wanted the administration to permit higher harvests over a
period of years. The target of 1.2 billion
board feet would be a substantial loss,
resulting in higher lumber prices, a slowdown in home purchases due to greater
costs, and a stalled economic recovery.
Those in the timber industry also disagreed
with new forestry because it doesn't allow
for logging. It is no forestry.

SHIFTING THE FOCUS
Despite the opposition, the Forest Protection Plan is attempting to solve the spotted
owl controversy in th~ context of a broader
strategy. It has shifted the debate from the
protection of individual owls .to the pr.eservation of an ecosystem for vanous specIes. It
recognizes that a long-term management
plan for natural resources in the p~blic
domain can no longer be based on a smgle
set of values but must take into account a
broad diversity of national interests. •

CONTINUED OPPOSITION
Despite these efforts to appease the opposing parties, the Forest Protection Plan didn't
receive favorable response. Environmental-

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. The strategy of the Clinton administration was to shift the focus of the controversy from owl protection to the
preservation of ecosystems for various

species. Will this decision provide a
long-term solution to the issue? Or will
environmentalists and timber industry
employees never reach a satisfying
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A CLASSIC: NADER TAKES ON
GENERAL MOTORS
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[HE OPPONENTS
;

~ small group challenging a company

uch as General Motors (GM) sets up a
lantamweight-heavyweight, David and
Joliath situation. Not only is GM a Goliath
tl sales and earnings, but in 1987 it had more
han 315 million shares of stock around the
~orld in the hands of some 830,000 share~olders. The company takes in more money
;very year than all but a handful of sover:ign nations!
. Without doubt, the majority of shares
vere in the hands of a few hundred shareLolders and their representatives who held
;iews similar to corporate management's.
~ounding up a majority of opinion opposng GM management on any business issue
eemed unrealistic.
But not to Ralph Nader and his asso!iates, the challengers in this case. "The
~ader group versus GM" is a classic ex~mple of minority shareholders expression.
fhe group owned only 12 shares of General
v1otors stock but sought to induce modifi!ations in the corporation's management
rOlicies.

HE NADER PAST WITH GM
ader had a prior experience tangling with
Min 1965. He had written a book, Unsafe
t Any Speed, l which criticizes the auto
dustry in general, and in particular
enounced the early Corvair autos built
yGM.

At that time, GM's legal department
ran an investigation on Nader that focused
on his private life. To Nader this was a form
of harassment invading his right to privacy.
Nader brought suit. The company settled
out of court for $425,000 and GM's board
chairman apologized for the harassment.
Nader said the money would be used to
establish a "continuing legal monitoring of
General Motors' activities in the safety, pollution, and consumer relations area."
Shortly before the settlement, Nader
created an organization of young lawyers
called the Project on Corporate Responsibility. Ralph Nader, the spokesman,
announced at a Washington press conference that the project's efforts would be
directed at "the establishment of enduring
access to corporate information, effective
voice for affected social and individual
interests, and thorough remedy against
unjust treatment."

THE NADER-SIDE STRATEGY
In 1970, Nader took on GM again, this time
to make changes regarding General Motors'
investor relations.
In conjunction with formation of Project on Corporate Responsibility, the Nader
group announced "Campaign GM," which
would "seek to persuade GM shareholders
to demand stronger 'public interest' efforts
by GM, such as reducing air and water pollution and making safer cars." Campaign
GM, the announcement said, was going to

alph Nader, Unsafe at Any Speed, New York: Grossman, 1965.
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. THE POWER OF A SHAREHOLDER
shareholders of a corporation collecown it. In theory, they are collectively "the boss" and should have a voice
in policy making and an active part in the
decision-making process. Shareholders
express their independent decisions most
'often through their votes on matters subi nlittedto them. Votes are allocated on the
' basis of one vote for each share owned,
not one vote for each shareholder.
In actual practice, the directors and
top management of a corporation (who
may also own shares) have the authority
to run the corporation the way they feel
will best benefit shareholders collectively. They must also look after the other
publics, such as customers and employees, on whom the corporation depends
for its success. A shareholder with a few
shares feels powerless. The only choices
minority shareholders have are to write
complaint letters, accept whatever decisions are made, or sell their shares.
Minority shareholders historically have
rarely raised questions or expressed discourse. Consequently, most corporate
annual meetings have traditionally been
formal, scripted, cut-and-dry, rubberstamp affairs.

' . ' . ...· IW .... .,.

THERE HAVE BEEN EXCEPTIONS
There are, however, some perennial critics who make a point to attend meetings

and raise questions. On occasion, individuals in positions to speak for many
small shareholders, and persons owning
large blocks of stock who share a different viewpoint than the management,
have banded together and spoken with a
single voice. Small shareholders try to
change a policy or attitude by making a
proposal for inclusion in the proxy statement. This statement is voted upon at the
annual shareholders' meeting.
Whether the proposal is adopted or
not, small shareholders have alerted the
corporate management and the financial
news media (the media are usually present at the major company annual meetings) to their opinions and perhaps
attracted others who share common
views. Examples of questions raised have
been environmental and safety issues,
overextended salaries for corporate
management, and minority employment.
The outcomes of these efforts are considered ·a gain for those who represent the
small shareholders in the same sense that
the expression of a minority viewpoint in
a Supreme Court decision is a gain for
the losing side. Winners can't ignore the
existence of the minority view.

-
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seek public and private support, climaxing
at GM's annual meeting of shareholders
with three proposals offered as resolutions:

>

..

-

-

-

-

-

>

>

Proposal number 1 would add
three public representatives to
GM's twenty-four-member board:
The campaign's candidates were
to be the former consumer
adviser to a U.S. president, a
Pulitzer Prize-winning biologist
and member of a President's
Advisory Committee on
Environmental Quality, and a
minister who was then a
Democratic party committeeman
from the District of Columbia.
Proposal number 2 would create
a Committee for Corporate
Responsibility with representatives from the company and from
conversationist, union, civil rights,
consumer, and religious groups.
Proposal number 3 would
deal with the amending of the
company's corporate character
to specify public interest
req uiremen ts.

In addition, Campaign GM created six additional proposals included in the proxy sent
to shareholders before the meeting.
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), on inquiry from GM, decided
that seven of the total of nine proposals
could be omitted from the proxy statement
and that the project's Campaign GM should
amend one of the two remaining proposals
to make it suitable for its inclusion. The surviving proposals were for expansion of the
board of directors and establishment of a
Committee for Corporate Responsibility.

Nonetheless, the campaign's strategy called
for rousing the support of institutional
investors and their constituents. Nader
appealed to shareholders as "citizens
and consumers, victims of water pollution, congested and inefficient transportation, and rocketing repair bills for shoddy
workmanship."2

THE GM-SIDE STRATEGY
The GM vice president for public relations
wrote during the months between the project's Campaign GM proposals and the
annual meeting:
February and March were extremely
busy months for us. As the days passed,
it became obvious that the Project was
having little trouble getting all the
media coverage it wanted. For us, there
was the question of whether we should
fight the Project at every point or
whether the better course was to "play it
cool" and not increase the opportunities
for rebuttal headlines. In the end, our
response could be characterized as
walking the middle ground - answering
all the charges but avoiding response
which would provide a further forum.
The spring saw the first Earth Day
and the first teach-ins on the environment. Seminars and discussions at high
schools and colleges throughout the
nation focused attention on environmental problems. General Motors sent
speakers to 116 or these teach-ins ...
The Project attempted to capitalize
on this college environmental movement in order to generate attention and
support for its cause. It tried to form students into pressure groups to force the

2In preparing this case study, and again in preparing the revision, we wrote to Mr. Nader, asking for information
that would tell the "Nader side of the story." Both invitations went unanswered, even though it was made clear
that the information was wanted for classroom use.
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universities to back the Project and vote
endowment shares against GM management. Generally, its efforts failed.
Amid all this public controversy and
discussion, the owners of our business,
the stockholders, were taking the challenge rather calmly. Only 264 letters,
or 12 percent of the 2,200 comments
received prior to the annual meeting,
dealt with one or both of the Project's
two proposals. This surprised us, because
we thought the pUblicity which had been
given the Project's activities would generate a greater stockholder response.
While our stockholders weren't
strongly motivated to write us about
the proposals, they d~d write in far
FIGURE 5-1

greater numbers for tickets to the
annual meeting. We received 3,500
requests for tickets. 3

THE ANNUAL MEETING
The meeting itse~ starting at 2:00 P.M., went
on for more than six hours, with the GM
chairman presiding. In the course of the
meeting, contrary to precedent, some
67 shareholders and proxy holders spoke.
(See Figure 5-1).
Before that happened, a motion picture
was shown depicting how the company was
meeting some of its social responsibilities.
(This film subsequently went into the company's film catalog, and in its first three

A packed house for annual meeting of shareholders in world's largest
industrial corporation the year Campaign GM began.
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(Courtesy of General Motors.)

3Anthony DeLorenzo, ';Round Three," also from speeches to public relations professionals and corporate
secretaries.
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years was shown 11,348 times to an estimated total audience of 337,938.)
The prepared remarks by the chairman
covered the deaths of a GM executive and a
United Auto Workers (UAW) top official;
retirement of two directors; introduction of
20 directors present; the trend of sales and
earnings, influences on them, and problem
ahead, the matter of social responsibility
and OM activities in that area; introduction
of the film; and introduction of the proposals in the proxy statement. 4
Of the five proposals on the agenda, the
first one, the selection of independent public
accountants, was overwhelmingly ratified.
The other four-to limit executive compensation, to provide cumulative voting in the
election of directors, to establish a responsibility committee, and to increase the number of directors - were defeated by massive
majorities. The last two of these were the
proposals of the Project.
The chairman made a closing statement
pledging socially responsible conduct by the
corporation. At a press conference immediately afterward, he was asked whether he
though OM had achieved a "victory." His
response was, "I don't think we won a victory. I think we won a vote of confidence
from our shareholders. I think we could lose
that vote of confidence very quickly unless
we respond in the way our shareholders
expect us to-and that's what we intend
to do."

IN THE WAKE OF THE MEETING:
ROUND ONE
One move came within two months. A fivemember Public Policy Committee was
formed as a permanent standing committee
of the board to "inquire into all phases of
the corporation's operations that relate to

public policy and recommend actions to the
full Board." On the committee at the outset
were the chairman of the Mellon National
Bank and a trustee of Carnegie-Mellon
University; the chairman of the corporation
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology;
the chairman of Allied Chemical Corporation and former Secretary of Commerce;
the trustee of Meharry Medical College; and
the president of Marshall Field, who was
also a trustee of Northwestern University.
At the beginning of the next year, the
board elected the first African American
to membership - the originator of the
Opportunities Industrialization Centers of
America. In April, a professor of mechanical engineering at the University of California (an expert in thermodynamics and air
pollution) was hired as vice president for
environmental activities, to coordinate work
in automobile safety, emissions, product
assurance, and industrial air and water pollution control.
Spurred by the Public Policy Committee, a Science Advisory Committee, chaired
by a Nobel Prize winner, was formed to
assist in technological and scientific matters
involving basic and applied research.

SHIFT IN STRATEGY
According to the vice president, after evaluation GM's public relations people decided
to return to and review the second step in
the process, strategic planning. After review,
they felt sure Campaign OM would hammer
away at the responsibility theme. They
decided to swing from their reactive "coolit" tactics to a proactive advocacy.
Implementing a proactive approach, the
company's news relations section stepped
up the number of interviews by financial,
popular, and trade media with senior OM

4Extracted from Report o/the 62nd General Motors Stockholders' Meeting, a company booklet.
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officials. There was an all-day conference at
the GM Proving Ground for newspaper
publishers. This event was repeated for
prominent educators and representatives of
foundations and investment institutions.
The range of subjects was wide, even getting
into such sticky problem areas as abandoned cars.
These meetings, important in themselves, additionally provided the substance
for a booklet to shareholders, employees,
and business and community leaders. Concurrently, there was no letup in communications efforts; television shorts were shown,
as just one example. The company's next
annual report contained a report of progress
in areas of social concern.

THE NEXT ANNUAL MEETING:
ROUND TWO
Campaign GM, in round two at the next
year's annual meeting, offered three
proposals:
~

~

~

Proposal number 1 termed
"stockholder democracy," would
permit the listing of shareholder
nominees for the board in the
company's proxy.
Proposal number 2 on "constituent democracy," sought board
positions for representatives of
employees, auto dealers, and consumers.
Proposal number 3 on "disclosure," would require disclosure
of policies, activities, and expenditures in the areas of pollution,
safety, and minority hiring in the
annual report.

All three proposals were put into the
proxy statement by GM, and the corporation's opposition to all three was clearly
stated, not because of their cost, but because
they would "do more harm than good."

Those hoping for fireworks
ing were disappointed. The pI
posals were overwhelmingly •
majorities of more than 95 perc·

How Public Relations Becamt
Regarding the GM public reI
tion, one shareholder proposed
a public relations counselor to
board of directors. This item 01
was reported in the postmeeti
these words:
The Chairman said tha
Motors has its own public rel.
and utilizes outside consultc:
area. He also said that dire
chosen for general as well as
abilities and it would not be
interests of the Corporation
board memberships for pers
fied with particular occupa tic
fessions. A stockholder sup
.proposal, saying such a dire
be able to assist in meeting 1
tions problems. A proxy-hoI,
mended a woman as publi
counselor and said for too r
GM has been interested or
dends, to the exclusion of ot
erations. The chairman re
General Motors has been
with many other aspects of :
business. A stockholder sai
for a public relations counsel
tor at all corporations, incl
should be obvious.
The vote on this proposal'
cent opposed and 4.27 percent
Questions raised at the m
ally ran the same course as tho
ous year. They were pleasantly
answered with courtesy and
most emotion-laden issue pI
proposal from the Episcopc
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discontinue GM's operations in South
Africa. The black G M director spoke for the
proposal, the first time in the corporation's
experience that a director had publicly
opposed the announced position of the
board.

ROUND THREE
The project was back at it a third year.
Meantime, G M again stepped up its proactive efforts to take its position out publicly to the working, buying, investing, and
voting public. Speeches, magazines, and
newspaper advertising and network television were used.
In an extensive magazine article, the
vice president for public relations raised
what he termed, from GM's standpoint, a
basic question: "What is the Project really
trying to do?" He cited GM's answer in a
booklet sent to shareholders. "The Project is
using General Motors as a means through
which it can challenge the entire system
of corporate management in the United
States."
A spokesman for the Nader group,
Susan L. Gross, explained the selection of
GM this way: "We haven't chosen OM
because it is all bad, but because it epitomized all corporations. And we have found
that if you can get GM to change, other corporations will follow."
The GM vice president for public relations termed the project a "time-consuming
distraction from a basic reevaluation of
goals and responsibilities which has been
under way for several years."s Regarding
the criticisms and reacting to them,
The real danger is that through misinformation or a reluctance to tell our

side of the story, our political system will
overreact to the critics' charges. Some
critics of business exaggerate, misquote
and make statements which are flatly
and purposely misleading. Businessmen
are not venal, money-grubbing villains
who each day do their best to deceive
and cheat the consumer. On the other
hand, we can't complain if people hold
that view of us if we don't try to tell our
side of the story.
The vice president quoted from the chairman's address to GM's divisional and central office public relations people:
At various times in the history of
General Motors, different staffs have
been called upon to make vital contributions to our company. Today it is you
public relations men [sic] who are being
tested.
GM public relations has more visibly
and aggressively taken the corporation's
human side to its constituency in controlled media and messages.

AT THE MARKETPLACE
In mid-1988, GM decided to use a combination of marketing and public relations pizzazz in a campaign to regain its image as the
invincible leader on top of the world auto
industry. The campaign was launched with a
lavish exhibit called "OM Teamwork &
Technology-for Today and Tomorrow,"
staged in New York's Waldorf Astoria, and
coupled with eight-page inserts in magazines such as Reader's Digest, at a cost of
$20 million. Streamlined design, getaway
speed, power, and luxurious fittings were
their evidences of image and leadership.

5This and other quotations cited are from the speech "Round Three" presented by Anthony DeLorenzo, vice
president for public relations at the time.
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NUCLEAR WASTE GOES DOWN
THE DRAIN

Every day people all across the country
choose to do things that have a certain
degree of risk-crossing the street, driving a
car, flying in an airplane, bungee jumping, or
eating foods they know do not constitute
good nutrition.
What happens, though, when someone
else controls the risks we face? Do we ask our
friend to pull the car over so we can get out?
Never fly unless we pilot the plane? What
happens if an organization wants to take a
risk in a community, such as dumping lowlevel nuclear waste, even if it may be smaller
than the risks we take in everyday life?
More and more, organizations are facing strident opposition to their plans from
groups and coalitions opposed to taking on
more risk. Grassroots environmental concerns have fostered attitudes such as Not In
My Back Yard (NIMBY) and Not On
Planet Earth (NOPE) to limit any sort of
activities viewed as at all risky. Yet, in many
cases, organizations need to assume some
risk in order to run their business, produce
products, adhere to government standards,
or make a profit.
Risk management deals with explaining
and persuading a risk-averse public to allow
the execution of necessary actions that may
carry some risk (See Figure 4-7). But risk
communication is more than explanation or
persuasion. It must be process-oriented to
allow interaction between the opposing
groups-the public, proponents, experts,
and regulatory officials-and allow each to
identify the true issues at stake from its perspective. Only then can the average citizen
form an intelligent judgment.

IS RISK COMMUNICATION
A DIFFERENT BALL GAME?
As technology has changed, so have the
type and amount of risks we face. Public
reaction to risk can be varied, depending on
each individual's mind-set and experiences.
Each person perceives risk in his or her own
personal context and with his or her own
established biases for or against that risk.
In 1983, the National Research Council
(NRC) completed a study on managing risk,
leading to a report entitled Risk Assessment
in the Federal Government: Managing the
Process. Raised in this study was the realization that with risk management comes a
new kind of communication, risk communication. The NRC chartered a committee, the
Risk Perception and Communication
Committee, to research how to communicate risks effectively to the public. The committee found that explaining risks in a logical manner was not effective for convincing
a risk-averse public that the risks were nothing to worry about. People evaluate risks
contextually, and their perception of that
risk motivates their behavior.

ONE EXAMPLE
For many years, the city of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, had an ordinance forbidding
anyone-except hospitals and radiation
treatment clinics-from disposing of lowlevel radioactive wastes in the city's sewer
system. Low-level radioactive waste covers
anything that may have been contaminated
by radioactive materials, such as equipment,
clothing, tools, and so on.

...

ANNUAL NUMBER OF DEATHS PER MILLION PEOPLE

...

10,000

Smoking 1 Pack of Cigarettes per Day ~

-

Riding a Motorcycle ~

D
D
D
D
1,000

Fighting a Fire ~

...

Driving a Car ~

100

Pedestrian Hit by a Car ~

-

Drinking 1 Diet Soda per Day (Saccharin based) ~
Taking X-rays for Diagnosis ~

..

..
...

...
...

Being Hit by Lighting or a Tornado ~

10

Source: Adapted from Schultz, W.,G. McClelland, B. Hurd, and J. Smith (1986L Improving
Accuracy and Reducing Costs of Environmental Benefits Assessment. Vol. IV. Boulder: University
of Colorado, Center for Economic Analysis .
WARNING! USE OF DATA IN THIS FIGURE FOR RISK COMPARISON PURPOSES CAN
SEVERELY DAMAGE YOUR CREDIBILITY (SEE TEXT).

FIGURE

4~ 7

One tactic used by risk communicators has been to make risk
comparisons in order to communicate the extent of the risk. But
making quantitative risk comparisons with voluntary risk has
proved illogical and damaging to the organizations who employ
this tactic. Demonstrating it visually is more effective.

(Courtesy of the Chemical Manufacturers Association. From Vincent T. Covello. Peter M.
Sandman, and Paul Slovic, Risk Communication, Risk Statistics and Risk Comparisons: A
Manllalfor Plant Managers [WaShington. D.C: CMA 1Y88].)
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In 1991, Sandia National Laboratories
(a facility of the Department of Energy,
DOE) and Inhalation Toxicology Research
Institute (lTRI) petitioned the city to dis-

pose of their waste in the city sewer systems, as the hospitals were already allowed
to do. Sandia initially made the proposal
because it wanted to dump 50,000 gallons of
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low-level radioactive water (used to shield
nuclear reactor fuel rods) into the sewer
system. Radiation
experts
assured
Albuquerque residents that the risk was
minimal and their tap water had more natural or "background" radiation in it than the
wastewater did. 1
An amendment to change the city's seweruse ordinance was put before the city council.
The change would have allowed anyone
licensed to use radioactive material to dump
low-level radioactive waste into the sewers.
Though more organizations would be allowed
to dump, more stringent limits would be set on
how radioactive the waste could be. They
would be able to dump waste at only one-tenth
the radioactivity standards established by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
After investigating, the city council
found that its ordinance or any amendment
to an ordinance regarding discharging
radioactive wastewater does not fall under
its jurisdiction. These regulations are set
by the federal government through the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and DOE.
Thus Sandia as a federal laboratory could
ignore the city ordinance and dump anyway-that is, if its managers thought this
was acceptable public relations policy. They
did not, however, so the issue went to public debate.

A VOCAL OPPOSITION
Citizen opposition was immediate and outspoken. A group named People's Emergency Response Committee (PERC) began
to organize. PERC was formed a year
before the emergence of this issue, when
those involved first became aware of Mayor
Louis Saavedra's attempt to change the
city's sewer-use ordinance. It is an ad hoc
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coalition of citizens' organizations made up
of Hospital and Healthcare Workers Union
1199, Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping, the South West Organizing
Project, New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group, the Albuquerque Center
for Peace and Justice, Sierra Club, and the
Labor Committee for Peace and Justice.
PERC immediately established its position with four fundamental statements:

>

>

>

>

No other industries including
Sandia National Laboratories
should be allowed to dump
radioactive wastes in the sewers.
The existing Albuquerque sewer
ordinance should be strengthened
to control and monitor the
radioactive wastes being dumped
by hospitals and other medical
treatment facilities.
The DOE and private industries
must develop long-range plans for
dealing with their radioactive
waste. These plans should not
include dumping in the sewers as
an option.
All plans must include strategies
on how these companies and the
DOE will reduce the generation
of radioactive waste in the first
place.

Representatives of the group were at
the first hearing regarding the change. They
were concerned that the issue was more
than obtaining permission to dump 50,000
gallons of waste. They saw it as a ploy to
allow any business in the future to rid
itself of radioactive waste. Concerns were
raised about the water's path. Would it enter
the Rio Grande and then affect towns

IBackground radiation is naturally occurring radiation that accounts for more than half of the radiation we are
exposed to. It is generated from cosmic rays, naturally occurring elements such as uranium, and radioactive chemicals in the body.
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downstream from Albuquerque? This was
not a risk that the citizens of Albuquerque
and the surrounding towns were prepared
to take, PERC felt.

PERC'S TAGICS
One communication tactic that PERC utilized was to publish a newsletter entitled
Radioactive Pipeline to establish its position. Its focus was on the risks that residents
perceived: that this could contaminate
Albuquerque and that there was no telling if
Sandia and the others could be trusted. This
newsletter helped PERC get its message out
to make people aware of the situation. The
newsletters and flyers PERC distributed
urged the citizens of Albuquerque and surrounding areas to take action and voice
their concerns at community and city council meetings. Postcard campaigns were
mounted by distributing preprinted cards so
that citizens could easily send them to local
city councilors expressing opposition to this
ordinance. A petition drive was started,
gathering more than 7,000 signatures.

OBSTACLES FOR SANDIA
Media coverage was not helpful for Sandia,
either. While officials were explaining how
safe the water was in one article, other articles in the newspaper reported some of
Sandia's sewer violations and mismanagement of radioactive materials by DOE.
City council meetings were packed with
citizens who came to voice their outrage.
Sandia arranged for two radiation experts to
speak in an attempt to reassure people of
their physical safety, but this expertise did
not address the underlying issues that made
up a major part of this controversy.
~

Many Americans have a lack of
trust for the federal government
and those organizations that are a
part of it. When, or if, stories con-

~

~

~

cerning federal mismanagement
and secret nuclear tests are
uncovered, the public will remember them later.
The effects of radioactive wastes
are not completely understood.
Some effects will not be apparent
for a very long time, and this
uncertainty is difficult for anyone
to deal with.
Many people already have biases
against anything nuclear, especially if it is near where they live.
Albuquerque residents were concerned with what this initial
dumping would mean for the
future. They were asking themselves: What else would be
dumped, and how often would it
happen?

THE SANDIA SIDE OF IT
Sandia's public affairs department did make
an attempt to educate the public about this
risk to try and allay public fears about radiation and radioactive materials. Some of their
activities included:
~

~

~

~

Organizing some of the public
meetings to create the opportunity for citizens to voice their concerns and get questions answered.
Reaching out to public officials
and leaders who showed opposition to the proposal to give them
the facts of the issue.
Making public affairs people
available for any and all questions
that the public had about the
issue.
Arranging for television inter- _
views with radiation experts to
disseminate to the public the facts
of radiation.

..AN THERE EVER BE AGREEMENT?
On November 5, 1991, the Albuquerque
ity Council voted against the proposal to
-ePlange the city ordinance. The Council then
formed a study committee to review imporint questions about radioactive dumping
_1d offer recommendations in six months.
Two years and two research studies later,
1e city council finally consented to the disJsal of the wastewater in the sewer system.
For Sandia National Laboratories, the
task of disposing of its waste became an
rdeal. A simple task of applying for a per-Mit had become an extended three-year
controversy.
For all affected organizations, the queson remains: What will we do with our
low-level radioactive waste? What is often
~verlooked is the benefits that nuclear scince offers. Do we abolish nuclear science
~together? NIMBYists demand that disposal not be done where they live. Where
lse, then? Will there ever be an acceptable
.ternative? For public relations practitioners, the challenge of communicated risk
'ill only become greater as technology
dvances.
Ll

-

YUCCA MOUNTAIN-AN
INRESOLVED RISK MANAGEMENT
.ROBLEM
While Sandia National Laboratories was
ventually successful in obtaining permis.on to dispose of its wastewater in the city
sewer system, another Department of
~nergy (DOE) proposal for the disposal of
..,:tdioactive materials continues to remain
unresolved. The Yucca Mountain case is fur·'er complicated by issues of alleged envionmental racism and the right to protect
~u1tural1y sacred sites.
In 1982, Congress passed the Nuclear
Vaste Policy Act that set an objective
... amework for government officials to study
and evaluate multiple potential repository

-

-
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sites for nuclear waste in the United States.
The DOE faces the task of finding a geologic repository to permanently store 77,000
metric tons of high-level radioactive waste
that is temporarily being stored at various
locations around the country. About 90 percent of this waste is from commercial
nuclear power plants; the remainder is from
government defense programs.
The Nuclear Waste Policy Act Amendment of 1987 - nicknamed "Screw Nevada
Act" by residents there - (1) eliminated all
but one of the potential repository sites,
Yucca Mountain in Nevada, and (2) directed
the DOE to study only that location for
site suitability. The Amendment stressed
that if, at any time, the Yucca Mountain site
is found unsuitable, studies of the site will
be stopped immediately. If the studies are
discontinued, the site will be restored and
the DOE will seek new direction from
Congress.
Yucca Mountain is located 100 miles
northwest of Las Vegas and sits on the western edge of the DOE's former nuclearweapons test site. The proposed repository
would sit 1,000 feet below the top of the
mountain and 1,000 feet above the ground
water.
In 1992, Congress passed the Energy
Policy Act, which required the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
develop site-specific radiation protection
standards for Yucca Mountain to protect
public health and the environment from
harmful exposure to the radioactive waste
that would be stored there. The Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) is responsible for implementing the standards set by
the EPA. Ultimately the NRC would be
responsible for establishing the process for
deciding whether Yucca Mountain meets
the EPA's standards.
From th'e beginning, the State of
Nevada has firmly opposed the plan and is
prepared to file lawsuits through all steps of

..
..

-
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PR MESSAGES SET RISK PERCEPTIONS, AND RISK
IS EVERYWHERE
All communications have become risk
communications. Therefore, the rules for
dealing with hazardous waste and cancer
fears should be applied to every communication - to employees, shareholders,
stakeholders, and customers, and surely
to regulators, government entities, and
the body politic.
Why? Because today publics are
interested in two things: What can you
do for me? And what, if I'm not careful, might you do to me? That second
query-people's natural skepticism raised
to new levels by today's troubled economy and quality-of-life-adds a risk perspective to every message or appeal.
INFLUENCING PEOPLE'S PERCEPTION
OF RISK

Risk communication is proactive. Its
goal is to improve knowledge and change
perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors of
the target public, write Leandro Batista
and Dulcie Straughan, of the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.!
They note, however, that changing risk
perception-a necessary step for behavior change-is complicated. It can be:
1. Objective: product of research, statistics,
experimental studies, surveys, probabilistic risk analysis, or
2. Subjective: how those without expert or
inside knowledge interpret the research
or the situation - which is based on their
values and particular levels of experience and knowledge.

Thus experts and lay people build
different mental models that lead

them to interpret risk activities differently. One does it objectively, the other
subjectively.
FORMAT OF THE MESSAGE

The format of the risk message forms the
risk perception. For example, radon and
asbestos have a 25-fold difference in
actual risk to the population, but generate only a slight difference in perceived
threat. The inaccuracy of people's perceptions of the relative risks of radon
and asbestos can be explained by the
'similarity of the format of messages conveying the risks involved. Regardless of
the actual content of the message, the
idea that is usually conveyed is that "this
is a technical area that you probably
won't understand, but there is a danger
here." In other words, people will have
similar responses to messages that are
expressed in similar formats, even
though the information may be different.
Pubic relations teams can apply their
knowledge of this aspect of human
nature to formulate effective messages in
a systematic way.
1. Each risk has its own identity (or risk
perception), which is a specific combination of subjective risk factors (see box),
or, as Neil Weinstein and Peter Sandman
call them, "Outrage Factors.,,2

2. Some combination of these outrage factors leads people to be more upset about
hazard X than hazard Y.
3. Not all factors are relevant for all risks,
and there is no trade-off among factorsscoring high on one factor will not compensate for a low score on another (the

(continued)
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(continued)
noncompensatory model). Factors are
either on or off in the overall perception
of that risk.
4. Therefore, it's important to understand the underlying dimensions that
affect the perception of a particular
risk - how the outrage factors combine
to form a risk perception.

5. Messages should not be formulated
until these underlying dimensions are
understood.
SUBJECTIVE RISK FACTORS
Less Risky

More Risky

voluntary
familiar
controllable
controlled by
self
fair
not memorable
not dreaded
chronic
diffused in time
and space
natural

involuntaryunfamiliar
uncontrollable
controlled by
others
unfair
memorable
dreaded
acute
focused in time
and space
artificial

A final concept to keep in mind is the
one that governs the decision-making
process: With health or environmental
risks, people will modify their behavior if
a highly threatening situation exists (or is
perceived to exist). Thus a minimum standard, or threshold, is set for risk acceptability. If a risk is greater than the threshold, action occurs; otherwise the status
quo is preferred. In all probability, this
concept is as true for risks of being overcharged, getting fired, or losing on investments as it is for nuclear discharges.
Peter Sandman's formula for identifying risk has become widely used by public relations practitioners: HAZARD +
OUTRAGE = RISK PERCEPTION.3

J"Dimensions Influencing Risk Perception:The Case of Lung Diseases." Unpublished paper, n.d.
2Neil D. Weinstein and Peter M. Sandman, "Predicting Homeowner Mitigation Responses to Radon Test
Data," Journal of Social Issues 48,1992.
3Peter Sandman, Responding to Community Outrage: Strategies for Effective Risk Communication, Fairfax,
VA: American Industrial Hygiene Association, 1993.

the process if Yucca Mountain is recommended as the permanent repository site.
The state is supported in its opposition by
more than 200 environmental groups.
Primary concerns with the plan to make
Yucca Mountain the permanent resting
grounds for the country's nuclear waste are:
(1) The threat of earthquakes in the pro-

posed area which could cause leakage. Since
1976, over 600 earthquakes of 2.5 or more on
the Reichter scale have occurred within a
50-mile radius of Yucca Mountain. In 1992,
a 5.6 earthquake occurred on a previously
unknown fault at Yucca Mountain. (2) There
is evidence, uncovered by the Los Alamos
Department of Energy Project in 1998, that

-
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Yucca Mountain would not comply with
guidelines regarding ground water flow.
Data regarding rainwater infiltration of
Yucca Mountain would have called for the
immediate disqualification under set guidelines. However, Yucca Mountain was not disqualified. When the nuclear industry found
that two of the DOE requirements were
going to be violated, they lobbied Congress
to change the suitability guidelines.
In November 1998, the opposition held
a news conference. Many political representatives and members of consumer organizations and environmental groups introduced
a petition from more than 200 groups
opposed to the plan. They urged the DOE
to "follow the law, disqualify the site
because it could not meet the environmental guidelines under the current law."
Despite the opposition, the evaluation of
Yucca Mountain continues. In August 1999,
the EPA released draft radiation protection
standards for Yucca Mountain. It gave a preliminary approval of Yucca Mountain as a
safe disposal site. After issuing its report, the
EPA accepted written comments and held
public hearings around the country "to
ensure public involvement in the decisionmaking process."
In December 1999, a policy revision
proposal for Yucca Mountain was released
by the Federal government. The proposal
eliminated safeguards regarding water flow
on the mountain. Nevada Senator Henry
Reid said the change contradicted Energy
Secretary Bill Richardson's original goal
that science, not politics, would drive the
decisions regarding the disposal of nuclear
waste.
Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects
sponsored a series of public workshops
designed to encourage public participation and comment on the DOE's Yucca
Mountain draft Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS). The DOE was conducting
public hearings on the draft EIS in ten

Nevada commumtles. State-sponsored
workshops were held in those same communities. Its goal was to prepare Nevadans to
effectively comment on the draft EIS. The
DOE is required to address the public's
comments in the final EIS.

ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM
IS INVOLVED
Opposition also comes from native rights
groups and, more specifically, the Western
Shoshone Nation because Yucca Mountain
is a place of spiritual significance to · the
Shoshone and Paiute peoples. The Western
Shoshone Nation contends that the government has no right to use the land since it
was guaranteed to them by an 1863 treaty
(18 Statutes at Large 689). Corbin Harney,
a Western Shoshone spiritual leader, says
"Even the mere study of the site is a violation of the treaty. The Shoshone people
want the DOE off their land and their
mountain restored to them."
Based on the history of the interaction
of the United States government with
Indian tribes, mistrust of the government is
deeply instilled in most native people. In
their view, another treaty violation and further dismissal of native participation in the
process simply validates and exacerbates
this mistrust. Many native and environmental groups believe that native lands are
specifically targeted for nuclear waste disposal by the federal government and that
these actions can be defined as environmental racism. According to Grace Thorpe of
the National Environmental Coalition of
Native Americans, the following factors
make native lands an easy selection for governmental agencies:
~
~

The lands are some of the most
isolated in North America
The lands and the populations are
extremely impoverished

..
..

-
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>
>

The tribes are politically
vulnerable
Their tribal sovereignty can be
used to bypass state environmental laws

A review of the government's Yucca
Mountain Project Web site (www.ymp.gov)
indicates that the spiritual concerns and
land rights issues of the Western Shoshone
Nation are given little, if any, consideration.
Under a section entitled "Preservation
through Conservation," the site states "the
U.S. Department of Energy works to protect
important cultural resources at the site ...
through the Yucca Mountain Project's Cultural Resources Program. As part of the
Cultural Resources Program, delegates
from the Project have met with tribal leaders ... to gather cultural data for the
Program." While this Program professes to
endeavor to protect the "archaeological,
botanical, and cultural resources," there is
no mention of the spiritual nature of the
land or acknowledgement of the 1863 treaty
and, therefore, the alleged illegality of the
presence of the Project III the Yucca
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Mountain area. In fact, the Web site states
"Nearly all of the land surrounding Yucca
Mountain is federally owned."
Although the Yucca Mountain repository was originally scheduled to open by
1998, numerous technical and political
delays have advanced that date. Spencer
Abraham, Secretary of Energy, was
expected to decide in 2001 whether to recommend to President Bush that Yucca
Mountain be established as a nuclear waste
repository site but that decision was further
postponed by the September 11 terrorist
attacks. The attacks put the safety of transporting nuclear waste from one location to
another under further scrutiny. However,
III January 2002, Secretary Abraham
announced that he would recommend to the
president that Yucca Mountain be used as a
nuclear waste storage site. The president
will then decide whether to recommend the
site to Congress for approval. If approved,
the DOE must apply for licensing from
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The
license would then permit the DOE to construct the facility and begin waste disposal
in 2010 . •

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. If you were a public relations practitioner working at a local hospital that
was dumping low-level radioactive
waste into the sewers, what would you
have counseled management to do
during the Sandia attempt to gain
authorization to dump its waste? Why
would you recommend that?
2. Would it have been possible to convince the citizens of Albuquerque to
allow the dumping of radioactive waste
in the sewers? Why do you believe
this? What tactics could Sandia have
used to allay the fears of the public?

3. Why was PERC successful in gathering
so much public support? What did it do
differently than Sandia?
4. If you were the EPA's public relations
director, what would you do to reach
the opposition and communicate about
the risks involved at Yucca Mountain?
Do you think it's possible to reach a
win-win solution? If so, how? Or must
the government strong-arm its plan
into place? If it pushes through its
plan, what do you think will be the
consequences?
!
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CASE 4-3 THE STRUGGLE FOR NUCLEAR
POWER
One of the most challenging public relations
positions since the 1970s has been working
for an electric utility with a nuclear plantsuch as Seabrook Station, which became a
national symbol of the nuclear power
debate in the 1970s and 1980s. Located in
Seabrook, New Hampshire, forty miles
north of Boston (See Figure 4-4), it was
built on New Hampshire's seventeen-mile
North Atlantic coastline in an extensive salt
marsh area. During the prolonged construc-

-

-

ions at Trinity

-

tion and licensing process, Public Service
Company of New Hampshire (PSNH) - the
original owner-encountered persistent
opposition from various sources.
~

Initially, opposition came from
environmentalists who were concerned about the potential impact
a "once-through" water cooling
system would have on ocean temperature. Among other issues,

FIGURE 4-4 Seabrook Station, located near the seacoast in Seabrook, New Hampshire.
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(Courtesy of Seabrook Station.)
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)to

they were worried about possible
irreparable damage that warming
ocean waters would have on the
biological populations in and
under those waters.
As plant construction progressed,
a broader section of the community became increasingly concerned about the safety of the
reactor and the proposed evacuation plans.

)to

)to

The cost of the plant and its possible effect on the region's electricity
rates sparked additional opposition. Increased power costs were
perceived as an obstacle blocking
industrial development and the
prosperity of northern New England.
Some citizens protested the plant
because they doubted New
Hampshire's need for a new
power source .

Perhaps the first sign of problems for Seabrook Station occurred when the proposal to build came before various official boards. The illustrated model showed
the containment unit, with a proposed height of 250 feet, mostly hidden from
view by trees. But redwoods don't grow in New England!

publics. At that time, according to Winn,
Seabrook Station encountered delays as
Seabrook
was doing something that a
activists started demonstrating. The opposinuclear power plant does not have to dotion intervened in the Nuclear Regulatory
that is, focusing on ",the sorts of things that
Commission's (NRC) adjudicatory review
don't make electricity," such as community
boards. The legal case was led by the
relations, public education, and environSeacoast Anti-Pollution League (SAPL),
mental information.
while other grassroots activists spearheaded
by the Clamshell Alliance led protests. The
THE OPPOSITION
Clamshell used grassroots organizing, group
decision making, and affinity networking
against public or private projects felt to be
The Audubon Society opposed Seabrook
disruptive to an area. Its activities ranged -l.. Station before safety became an issuefrom peaceful demonstrations to forceful
before Three Mile Island. Its concern was
attempts at site occupation with mass ,:f environmental. When Seabrook changed
~ the design of its cooling systems in order
arrests.
After nearly eighteen years of licens-:'/ to prevent interference with the ocean,
ing, construction, and regulatory review, :.~. . Audubon withdrew its opposition. Today,
Seabrook Station began regular ful1-power-~eabrook is partnering with the Audubon
operation on August 19, 1990. "We realize
Society and NH Fish and Game to build an
osprey nest on its site in the hope of attractthat we may never be able to satisfy the core
group of people who do not support nuclear
ing a pair of nesting ospreys.
After the Three Mile Island and
power," said Richard Winn, Seabrook's
communications counsel at that time, "but
Chernobyl accidents, safety become the
we do not ignore them either:' Through the
main concern of opposition. Seabrook
years Seabrook Station has become more
opponents did include many gate-bashers,
sensitive to the needs and concerns of its
the form of opposition that comes to mind

s:

-

w here nuclear power is concerned. But many
,ther activists sought a different route to get
.J1eir message heard. Issues of opposition
ranged from complete rejection of nuclear
""ower to the location of Seabrook Station.
The Clamshell Alliance, one of the most
"isible opposing organizations, went door to
door in towns affected by Seabrook Station
) gather support for protest. They also
lIII!IItaged large, nonviolent and occasionally
somewhat violent demonstrations.
Some real estate agencies and banks
~ere opposed to Seabrook. Individuals in
these fields joined other activist groups. In
~eneral, they were opposed to the possible
rop in real estate value.
The Seacoast Anti-Pollution League
(SAPL), a small group of dedicated volun~ers, legally pursued Seabrook's perceived
_ck of safety. Their purpose at that time was
"to work toward the deferral of the proosed nuclear plant at Seabrook."! Memers, in conjunction with their attorney,
R obert Backus, worked through the NRC's
111dicial system to improve the evacuation
[an. SAPL believed that the initial plan
-Was not adequate to meet the needs of the
neighboring communities. Indeed, only
tree roads-all two-lane-lead away from
.-le beach area adjacent to the plant, where
on a summer Sunday as many as 100,000
- ~ople congregate for swimming and other
=ach activities.
Now that Seabrook is on line, SAPL
strategies still emphasize the risks associed with living' near a nuclear power plant.
'M'\PL works in coordination with the
Massachusetts-based Citizens within a
}-Mile Radius (C-10) to monitor the levels

-
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of background radiation to see if any additional radiation is being emitted from
Seabrook Station. Their efforts are directed
toward discovering if there is a correlation
between increased levels of radiation and
increased health problems in the area.
SAPL members often visit local schools
to speak about the dangers of nuclear
power, and they set up question-and-answer
booths at university fairs and other events.
SAPL also responds to NRC regulation
changes distributed by the Nuclear Information and Resource Service. Members
receive newsletters encouraging them to
write letters to the editors of local newspapers in an effort to notify people about
how these regulatory changes affect the
general public. To this day, some dedicate
their lives to opposing nuclear power.

FINANCIAL TROUBLES PLAGUE
SEABROOK
As a result of the mounting costs of
Seabrook, PSNH was forced into bankruptcy. The company became financially
strained when New Hampshire legislators
passed the CWIP (Construction Work In --__ . . ,
Progress) law, which forbade the utility from
including the cost of the plant's construction
in consumer electric rates until the power
was turned on. This law delayed the economic burden on New Hampshire citizens
but added to the utility's interest costs on
millions borrowed to finance construction.
Construction ceased temporarily in
1984. Then New Hampshire Yankee (NHY),
a division of PSNH, took over the project
and with the Seabrook Joint Owners2 (other

:enry F. Bedfore, Seabrook Station, Amherst, MA: University of Massachusetts Press, 1990, p. 67.
'riginally, Seabrook Station was jointly owned by a large number of companies with PSNH holding the largest
~centage of ownership. In 200!, Seabrook Station was jointly owned by Northeast Utilities, which is the current
majority owner, along with 10 other minority owners. Due to deregulation, however, the biggest change in owneroh tp will occur in 2002 when the plant will be auctioned/sold, bringing about a consolidation and ownership
ange.
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IDENTIFYING THE SEABROOK PUBLICS
The Seabrook communications staff
identified
important
publics for
Seabrook.

Seabrook community relations staff
targeted, in the 23 New Hampshire and
Massachusetts towns, public and private
schools, day-care facilities, police and fire
departments, local officials and opinion
leaders, local media, advocacy groups,
large (over 50 employees) and small
businesses, chambers of commerce, network organizations such as the Lions and
Rotary clubs and the local United Way,
and citizens living within the 22-mile
radius.

INTERNAL PUBLICS
• All Seabrook Station employees who live
in communities around the plant site

-

• Employees who do not live in the area

EXTERNAL PUBLICS
• Massachusetts and New Hampshire residents living both inside and outside the
Emergency Planning Zone
• Local and national news media
• The financial community

:

One- Way Techniques

power companies with an interest in the
plant) reaffirmed determination to complete Seabrook. People from PSNH were
moved into top position at New Hampshire
Yankee.

-

1. Created a series of hard-hitting ads
featuring Seabrook employees offering
words of reassurance (See Figure 4-5).
2. Distributed a "safety kit" consisting of
information on Seabrook, waste management, radiation, and safety systems.
DEVELOPING STRATEGIES
3. Circulated Energy, a communityNHY's community relations team focused
targeted newsletter, between 1988 and
on Seabrook's publics in the seacoast area
1989 to all publics in the emergency
(see Identifying the Seabrook Publics). The
area. The articles focused on issues
public relations team initially used reactive , ~
related to energy.
programming to address the opposition's,-L;T
W T h .
..
d'
......J wo- ay .I.ec mques
concerns an d to reso Ive cogmtIve ISSO- =:). .
nance. 3 They used one-way and two-way (::.-~. In 1986, NHY formally invited the
communication techniques to address these
surrounding community to tour the
goals.
nuclear plant. More than 7~OOO people

'i.
7<

3The theory of cognitive dissonance, first put forth by Leon Festinger in 1947, suggests a human desire for consistency between what people know and what they do. Any conflict creates a disturbance. See Glen Broom, Allen
Center, and Scott Cutlip. EffeCTive Public Re/miol1s, 8th ed .. Toronto, Ontario: Prentice Hall Canada. 1999.
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IDENTIFYING THE SEABROOK PUBLICS
Seabrook community relations staff
targeted, in the 23 New Hampshire and
Massachusetts towns, public and private
schools, day-care facilities, police and fire
departments, local officials and opinion
leaders, local media, advocacy groups,
large (over 50 employees) and small
businesses, chambers of commerce, network organizations such as the Lions and
Rotary clubs and the local United Way,
and citizens living within the 22-mile
radius.

The Seabrook communications staff
identified important publics for
Seabrook.
INTERNAL PUBLICS
• All Seabrook Station employees who live
in communities around the plant site
• Employees who do not live in the area

EXTERNAL PUBLICS
• Massachusetts and New Hampshire residents living both inside and outside the
Emergency Planning Zone
• Local and national news media
• The financial community

power companies with an interest in the
plant) reaffirmed determination to complete Seabrook. People from PSNH were
moved into top position at New Hampshire
Yankee.

One-Way Techniques
1. Created a series of hard-hitting ads

featuring Seabrook employees offering
words of reassurance (See Figure 4-5).
2. Distributed a "safety kit" consisting of
information on Seabrook, waste management, radiation, and safety systems.
DEVELOPING STRATEGIES
3. Circulated Energy, a communityNHY's community relations team focused
targeted newsletter, between 1988 and
1989 to all publics in the emergency
on Seabrook's publics in the seacoast area.
area. The articles focused on issues
(see Identifying the Seabrook Publics). The
related to energy.
public relations team initially used reactive , ~
programming to address the opposition's~~T
W T h .
..
d'
J
wo- ay.lec nlques
concerns an d to reso Ive cogmtIve ISSO-..,."...,
nance. 3 They used one-way and two-way c::..--3.. In 1986, NHY formally invited the
communication techniques to address these ~ surrounding community to tour the
goals.
nuclear plant. More than 7,000 people

'Y

3The theory of cognitive dissonance. first put forth by Leon Festinger in 1947. suggests a human desire for consistency between what people know and what they do. Any conflict creates a disturbance. See Glen Broom, Allen
Center, and Scott Cutlip, Effective Public Relations. 8th ed., Toronto, Ontario: Prentice Hall Canada. 1999.
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jeryl Jasinski, Quality Assurance
Engineer At Seabrook Station,
On Her job And Her
Commitment To Safety.
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~

- from the surrounding New
~ Hampshire and Massachusetts communities attended this event.
_ Seabrook Station's Science and
Nature Center (See Figure 4-6) allows
viewers to explore nature and science
simultaneously. The Center displays
- information about electrical generation and contains an ocean aquarium 260 feet below sea level. A total
- of 30,000 people visit the Center
annually.

-

~ 3. According to NRC regulations, the
state must inform the public in the
23 affected towns about emergency
and safety procedures. NHY took this
one-way task and made it into a twoway strategy. Public relations staff
created a calendar decorated with
photographs of the seacoast and
mailed copies to all homes in the area.
The calendars include public notification information, including which
radio stations broadcast emergency
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FIGURE 4-6 A brochure of
the Science and Nature
Center.
(Courtesy of Seabrook Station.)

bulletins and instructions. Employees
hand-delivered calendars to approximately 4,000 of the 7,000 small businesses in the area. Only 2 percent
of those businesses rejected the
information.
Seabrook did encounter some
heated public opposition to the evacuation plan, and that attracted a lot of
media attention. Some schools were
unhappy with the proposed evacuation plans because teachers would be
required to stay with their classes
even though their instinct would be

~

to rush to their own families. These
perceptions of the proposed evacuation plan's shortcomings forced
many towns to reject the emergency
procedures.
4. Communicators representing
Seabrook met with school superintendents and business executives to educate them about emergency planning.
They also developed relationships
with Massachusetts emergency medical squads and fire departments.
5. NHY communications approached
the media proactively. If a siren that

-
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had nothing to do with Seabrook
sounded off in a surrounding town or
if a rumor about Seabrook was circulated, NHY called the media before
the media called them.
Th~se efforts helped Seabrook Station
achieve on-line status. NHY won its contested case before the NRC's adjudicating
boards.

.

- THE NEED FOR PROAalVE
MEASURES

~
~
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community-based field trips. The
Center provides hands-on exhibits
featuring energy and environment
and the Owascoag Nature Trailapproximately one mile of preserved
woods and marshlands with a variety
of plants and animals.
3. NHY established a local hotline for
citizens in surrounding communities
to call and inquire about specific
pro blems and concerns.

1)

~OCUSING ON THE COMMUNITY

_ Seabrook public relations teams did not ~
.
In 1991, Seabrook StatIOn employees and
stop once the plant was on line. "We did the
things we needed to do to get our licens~ vo~unteers participated ~ s~:eral communityaccording to the rules and regulations. And
onented events and actIvItIes. The commu- then we went a step farther to be proactive
nity relations department initiated at least
one new program encouraging community
and adopt a policy of 'management of
involvement each quarter.
expectations' for our community relations
_ efforts," wrote Richard Winn.
1. Employees participated in the Lion's
Seabrook utilized strategy to build oneCamp Pride, a summer camp facility
on-one relationships. Now that the plant
offering educational and recreational
was up and running, those relationships
overnight programs to children with
- needed to be maintained. According to
special needs. Volunteers installed
Seabrook research at that time, the greatest
docks, stained and painted buildings,
percentage of people were not definitively
and cleaned and set up bunkhouses.
-ror or against nuclear power. Therefore,
2. Employees participated in the seapublic relations staff believed it was vital
coast's Seafood Festival. They raised
that the public feel comfortable about
money at the event by selling popcorn
.:;ontacting Seabrook whenever there was
and donated all proceeds to My
a concern.
Greatest Dream, an organization that
benefits terminally ill children.
~EINFORCING RELATIONSHIPS
3. Volunteers participated in
I
Coastweeks, a nationwide celebration
· f
th
. ,
NHY t 00 k measures t 0 rem orce e re a ~
of the natIon s coastal areas. NHY
.lons h'IpS 1't h ad es t a bl'IS he d .
_
cleaned up Hampton Beach, a New
1. NHY continued to send out an
.
Hampshire state park about two miles
Emergency Plan Information
-¥.! from the Seabrook plant.
Calendar to all of its external publics. c-~\....4. Time and building materials were
The calendar consists of 33 pages
donated to Action Cove Playground,
of emergency planning and safety
an innovative playground in West
information.
Newbury, Massachusetts. The chil..;l. The Science and Nature Center was
dren's area was designed for explormade accessible for school and
ative and imaginative play.
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5. NHY founded a local Project
Homefront, an effort assisting families
whose relatives were called to serve
in the Persian Gulf War. A total of
163 volunteers offered services and
assistance in transportation; auto,
electrical and plumbing repair; carpentry; and babysitting. Employees
also donated $1,135 to this project.
Other community endeavors aided
organizations such as Wish Upon a Star,
which provides anonymous Christmas gifts
to needy children, and the Girl Scouts of
America. According to Martha Netsch,
Director of Communications for the Swiftwater Girl Scout Council, the Girl Scouts
frequently visit Seabrook Station's Science
and Nature Center, work with staff on scout
education programs about solutions to
today's energy problems, and recognize the
Science and Nature Center as support for
young women interested in mathematics,
science, and technology.
Seabrook encourages employees to
become involved in local civic organizations
and in local government. Many are on town
and city boards, volunteer emergency medical squads and fire departments; Rotary,
Lions, and Kiwanis clubs; or are active in
school organizations. Every year employees
serve as judges at local science fairs.

THROUGH THE 19905, INTO
THE 21ST CENTURY
In 1992, control of Seabrook was bought by
Connecticut-based Northeast Utilities,
which earlier took over bankrupt PSNH.
One of its subsidiaries, North Atlantic
Energy Corporation, oversees the daily
operation of the plant. From a business perspective, Seabrook Station was recognized

as Business of the Year 1991 by Business
New Hampshire Magazine.
Some activist groups continue to exist,
however, though most are now peaceful in
their approach. According to SAPL's Joan
and Charles Pratt, both SAPL and C-IO
work as watchdogs. Their mission is to make
sure Seabrook complies with NRC regulations. The Citizens Radiological Monitoring
Network acts as a support group that
focuses on how to live with potential hazards. Its goals are to monitor every air and
water emission from Seabrook, to hold
Seabrook socially accountable for every
emission, and to expect a responsible attitude from the station itself. All these awareness groups keep a close eye on Seabrook.
Despite the controversial issues, Seabrook employees, for the most part, maintain professional relationships with activist
groups. There are still a small number of
people opposing the plant who remain very
reserved and refuse to speak to anyone
who works at Seabrook Station. The plant's
community relations department believes
it is in their best interest to deal cooperatively with these groups. North Atlantic
Energy Corporation has grown ever more
sensitive to the concerns of all involved
publics.
As Alan Griffith,4 who currently heads
the Seabrook Station Communications
Team, notes, "A subtle community relations
shift occurred at Seabrook Station as the
plant became more accepted and proved
itself to be a good neighbor. Initially, the
value of a solid community outreach program in large part was to help support the
plant's efforts to get licensed and begin generating power. Now that Seabrook has done
that, our community outreach is just as
important now as it ever was. In many ways,
our community relations activities have

-tOur thanks to Alan Griffith for providing updated information on the current status of Seabrook Station and its
community relations.

-
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CASES

CASE 4-1

A CLASSIC: CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
TAKES RESPONSII3ILITY FOR
COMMUNITY CONCERNS

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

TRADE ASSOCIATION TAKES
THE INITIATIVE
The American Chemistry Council (ACC) is
the trade group for the chemical industry. Its
members represent 90 percent of the industrial chemical productive capacity in the
United States. Dues are based on a percentage of a company's chemical sales.
Chemical companies must be constantly
innovative to remain competitive in today's
global marketplace. Like most trade associations, ACC helps members stay abreast of
issues and techniques. It provides assistance
in complying with laws and regulations.
ACC also offers leadership training and
task force groups to develop skills and
knowledge in the managerial, legislative,
technical, and communications areas.
Over the years, Responsible Care's®l
focus has evolved from a measure of
process to one of improved performance. After initially focusing on shaping our companies' operating behavior
practices and reaching "Practice-inPlace," we have stepped up our commitment to Responsible Care®. Our industry is now dedicated to a vision of no

accidents, no injuries and no harm to the
environment.
TOM REILLY, CEO OF REILLY
INDUSTRIES

We have said all along that we are not
asking the public to trust us. We are asking everyone to track us, to monitor our
performance and make suggestions that
will help us improve.
FRED WEBBER, PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN CHEMISTRY COUNCIL

As public awareness of environmental
health and safety issues has increased over
the past few decades, the chemical industry
has been scrutinized by activists, regulators,
and consumers more closely than ever
before. As environmentalists make louder
protests, legislators respond with more stringent regulations.
Under the Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act (SARA), also known
as the Emergency Planning and Community
Right-to-Know Act, chemical manufacturers and other organizations are required
to inform employees and the community
about the nature and hazards of the materials with which they work.2

iResponsible Care@) is a copyright of the American Chemistry Council. Thanks to Lisa Grepps. APR Manager of
Strategic Communications for Responsible Care@ for providing extensive updated information on this program
for the 6th edition of this text.
1Bernard 1. Nebel. Environmental Science. Upper Saddle River. NJ: Prentice Hall. 1990, p. 290.

-
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As pressures from legislation mounted
and NIMBYists 3 began paying closer attention to environmental issues in their communities, the chemical industry realized that
it needed to reach beyond one-way communication of its side of the story. It needed to
do three things:
1. Listen to and recognize the perceptions and fears of the public, especially
neighbors of chemical plants.
2. Own up to any performance problems.

FIGURE 4-1

3. Take action to correct problems and
address perceptions.

PROACTIVE RESPONSE TO PUBLIC
CONCERNS: RESPONSIBLE CARE®
ACC created an initiative in the United
States called Responsible Care® in 1988 (See
Figure 4-1). Modeled after a Canadian
Chemical Producers Association program,
Responsible Care® couples environmental,
health, and safety improvements in individual

Shown here is the symbol of Responsible Core®.

-

-

-
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Responsible Care®
Good Chemistry at Work

(Courtesy of ACe.)

"Not In My Back Yard. An update is NOPE (Not 011 Planet Earth).
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plants with invitations for industry and public scrutiny. Many observers believe this to
be one of the best strategic public relations
programs, although the industry does not
acknowledge it as such.
An integral part of the Responsible Care®
program is its six Codes of Management
Practices (See Figure 4-2). These codes
established priorities for operating chemical plants. ACC places reduction of emissions, reduction of the waste that facilities
generate, and sound management of remaining releases and wastes at the top of its
priorities.
According to Richard Doyle, vice president of Responsible Care® at ACC,
Responsible Care® calls for continuous improvement by the chemical industry in health, safety, and environmental
performance. Responsible Care® is not

FIGURE 4-2

-

-

-

-
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a quick fix or an overnight cure. It is not
a public relations program. It is an ongoing process, and a call for action ... .
Its ultimate goal remains to create a
dialogue with constituents in order to
educate and obtain input into how the
chemical industry can most effectively
improve its performance in a manner that
is responsive to the pUblic. [Emphasis
added.]
Responsible Care® is proactive public
relations. Rather than waiting for an accident to occur, or the public to become fearful or upset, it actively invites people .to
learn which chemicals are produced at a
plant, how the plant is operated, and what
protective measures are in place should an
accident occur.
Studies have shown that fear of an
unknown event is more powerful than an

The six Codes of Management Practices turn guiding principles to practical
application.

1. Community Awareness and Emergency Response Code (CAER)

to reduce potential harm to the employees and the public in an emergency as well as
bring the chemical industry and communities together

2. Pollution Prevention Code
to improve the industry's ability to protect people and the environment by generating
less waste and minimizing emissions

3. Process Safety Code
to prevent fire. explosions. and accidental chemical releases

4. Distribution Code
to reduce employee and public risks from the shipment of chemicals

5. Employee Health and Safety Code
to maximize worker protection and accident prevention, through training and communications
6. Product Stewardship Code
to ensure that the design, development. manufacture. transport. use, and disposal of
chemical products is done safely and without environmental damage
(Reprinted courtesy of ACe.)

•
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actual bad occurrence. In a study of a group
known to have latent tendencies for developing Huntington's disease, the majority of
- those whose genetic tests showed they
would most likely develop this incurable
malady felt that knowing was beneficial.
- "Better to know than be always wondering." Those that knew they were likely to get
the disease reported their quality of life and
_ psychological health was better than those
for whom testing was inconclusive.
This holds true for knowing and communicating about chemical risks as well.
- Most people can handle truth better than
being left in doubt. Open communication
shows respect for people by treating them
.. like responsible adults. However, the
Huntington study also indicates that all
people do not react the same when learning
_ of risks. About 10 percent had trouble
adjusting to the news, even when it was
good (i.e., they would probably not develop
the disease). Apparently for some, just han.. dling the change or believing the test is
accurate was more impactful than the relief.
As always, no rule fits everyone. 4
_
Responsible Care® is comprised of 10
elements:

...
-

-

-

1. Guiding Principles: followed by every
member and partner company
2. Codes of Management Practices:
environmental, health, and safety
guidelines
3. Dialogue with the Public: to identify
and address public concerns
4. Self-Evaluation: annual reporting on
a company's implementation of the
Codes
5. Measures of Performance: to view
progress of Responsible Care®
6. Performance Goals: company-specific
goals reported on annually

J,pr reporter 36. May 3, 1993, pp. 2-3.
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7. Management Systems Verification:
independent review of companies'
implementation of Responsible Care®
8. Mutual Assistance: company-to-company dialogue
9. Partnership Program: helping companies to participate in Responsible
Care®
10. Obligation of Membership: to participate in Responsible Care® and follow
these elements
ACC member companies adhere to a
list of ten guiding principles about safe plant
operations and proper public communications. Figure 4-3 illustrates these principles.

RESPONSIBLE CARE®'S TARGET
AUDIENCES
The goal of Responsible Care® is to continuously advance the level of chemical industry performance, demonstrating commitment to a better, safer world. This message is
targeted to:
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

~

The chemical industry
Teachers and students
Employees
Federal and state officials
The media
The general public
Plant neighbors
Local and national interest
groups
Supply chain customers

BUILDING PUBLIC RELATIONSHIPS
Activities to Reach External Audiences
ACC member and partner companies use
a combination of one-way and two-way

...

-
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1. To seek and incorporate public input regarding our products and operations.
2. To provide chemicals that can be manufactured, transported, used. and disposed of
safely.
3. To make health, safety, the environment. and resource conservation critical considerations for all new and existing products and processes.
4. To provide information on health or environmental risks and pursue protective measures for employees, the public, and other key stakeholders.
5. To work with customers, carriers. suppliers, distributors, and contractors to foster the
safe use, transport, and disposal of chemicals.
6. To operate our facilities in a manner that protects the environment and the health
and safety of our employees and the public.
7. To support education and research on the health, safety, and environmental effects of
our products and processes.
8. To work with others to resolve problems associated with past handling and disposal
practices.
9. To lead in the development of responsible laws, regulations, and standards that safeguard the community, workplace, and environment.
10. To practice Responsible Care® by encouraging and assisting others to adhere to
these principles and practices.
FIGORE 4-3
,

...

...

-

-
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ACC member companies adhere to a list of 10 gUiding principles about safe
plant operations and proper public communications.

(Reprinted courtesy of ACe.)

communication activities to invite external
publics to communicate with their local
plants. One-way (or information transfer)
efforts include:
,.. Brochures featuring shelter-inplace messages and explanations
of Responsible Care®
,.. Annual Responsible Care®
reports that target the business
community, as well as community
stakeholders, and report on the
company's environmental, health,
and safety performance
,.. ChemicalGuide.com Web site featuring member and partner company Web sites detailing products
and outreach activities. as well as
Responsible Care® performance

,.. Advertisements on the local level
,.. Community newsletters sent to
plant neighbors to keep them
informed about the company and
its activities
Two-way (or relationship-building) efforts
include:
,.. Community advisory panels
(CAPs), groups of citizens with
diverse backgrounds and feelings
toward the chemical industry.
CAPs are sponsored by local
chemical plants and encouraged
to voice community concerns with
industry representatives. Well-run
CAPs provide dialogue between
the plant and the community. To
date, ACC members and partners

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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sponsor nearly 300 CAPs across
the country with great success.
One example is the LeMoyne
(Alabama) Community Advisory
Panel, which works to improve
emergency response service to
the local community and sponsors
an annual "Responsible Care®
Night" at member company
plants to help residents understand the initiative.
~ Hazardous material drills involving plants and local emergency
responder groups. These exercises
help improve knowledge and
response time in the event of an
incident. For more information,
visit www.transcaer.org.
~ Responsible Care®
fairs/days/open houses are sponsored by the plants or CAP
groups. These events are opportunities for the community to tour
the plant and learn about its
operations.
~ Inviting state legislators and local
and national activist leaders to
speak at association meetings and
sending ACC delegates or sci entists to meetings of environmental, regulatory, ~nd community
groups.

~ctivities

to Change Behavior of ACC

Members
To maintain ACC membership, companies
.He required to implement Responsible
Care® guiding principles and codes of management practice. More than 1,000 executives and managers have attended ACC
-Workshops on implementing the codes for
Responsible Care®. Many have found creative ways to reach their new objectives.
.For example, some have tied managerial
bonuses to achieved objectives. Others
use peer pressure of recognition to moti-

-
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vate and support the Responsible Care®
initiative.
As codes are implemented, ACC
requires every company to report its
progress along the way. As of 2001, 110
members or approximately 95 percent of
companies that have been implementing the
initiatives for five or more years are at full
implementation of the six codes of management practices.
.

EVALUATION: EXTERNAL PUBLICS
The National Association of Public Environmental Communicators commended
Responsible Care® for its one-way and twoway communication vehicles.

EVALUATION: INTERNAL PUBLICS
Reductions in Chemical Emission
ACC members reported that total releases
(occurring when a chemical is discharged
into the land, air, or water) declined from
381 million pounds in 1988 to 139 million
pounds in 1998. Air releases dropped more
than 69 percent. Water releases were cut by
75 percent, and chemicals sent to landfills
were reduced by 74 percent. Underground
injection of chemicals was cut by 39 percent.
Off-site transfers (excluding off-site recycling and recovery) decreased 47 percent.
Self· Evaluation
The ACC Responsible Care® initiative
includes a self-evaluation process. Member
companies are required to furnish ACC
with an annual report of their progress in
implementing the Codes of Management
Practices. They have shown significant gains
in Process Safety, Distribution, Community
Awareness, and Emergency Response.
Although these results show improvements, ACC recognizes the fact that company self-evaluations are subject to challenges of credibility. ACC is now identifying

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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additional code measurement systems that
continue to meet objective public scrutiny.

~

Performance Measures
Performance measures exist to demonstrate
the progress being made through Responsible Care® and are used to help drive performance improvement throughout the membership. The performance measures include
Community Awareness and Emergency
Response, Pollution Prevention, Process
Safety, Distribution. Employee Health and
Safety, and Product Stewardship.

~

PerforInance Goals
Member and partner companies are asked
to:
~

Establish at least one goal for a
Responsible Care® performance
result

~

Make steady performance
improvement toward that goal
Publicly communicate the goal(s)
and progress toward meeting that
goal(s)
Annually report to the Council
the established goal(s), progress,
and public reporting mechanism

This case demonstrates the trend of
public relations programs to begin with
responsible action by organizations, with
public relations practitioners playing a key
role in design and strategy. The communications and relationship-building activities
then follow to gain recognition for the
responsible action. •

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Richard Doyle, then ACC vice president
of Responsible Care®, said the initiative
"is not a public relations program."
What did he intend to convey? He said
Responsible Care® is a performance
improvement initiative and that ACC's
members are striving for public input
into this process. What do you think he
meant, and how can this goal best be
achieved? Do you think the community
advisory paneJs in neighborhoods
around facilities are beneficial?
2. To what extent can a voluntary performance improvement initiative by
private industry forestall government
legislation and regulation on environmental matters? Explain your position.
3. What else could ACC do to attain
higher credibility for Responsible
Care® with:
~

~

The public
Its own members

~
~
~

Associated indu~tries
Legislators and regulators
Activist groups

4. How could it measure an increase or

decrease in credibility?
5. List other industries whose products or

operations engender fear. What steps
are you aware of that each is taking to
allay public apprehension? How does
Responsible Care® compare with what
these industries are doing?
6. Imagine yourself living across the street
from a chemical plant. List all the feelings you can think of that you might
have about the plant-positive, negative, or neutral. What specific actions
would representatives from the plant
need to take to address your feelings?
7. Draft a letter from a chemical plant
manager to those living near the plant
announcing introduction of the
Responsible Care® initiative.

-

-
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CASE 3-4 KODAK'S SNAPSHOTS

-

-

-

-

-

..

-

-

-

The early 1990s were troubled times for
Kodak. Pressed by changing technologies,
international competition, and fickle consumer behavior, the Rochester, New York"
based photo giant found itself struggling to
maintain its legendary leadership in consumer photography.
In 1993, Kodak hired CEO George
Fisher to lead a turnaround. He and ~
~~iiagement team undertook an aggressive
campaign to make Kodak more competitive
and performance-driven. The backbone of
this campaign was a "one-on-on.e" communication strategy des'lgned to' increase
morale and productivity.
Kodak developed this strategy of speaking one-on-one with its 100,000 employees
around the globe to resolve a problem it
uncovered in late 1994: Employees were
unclear about what was expected of them
and their business units during a time of
rapid change.
Though Fisher got broad employee
approval, opinion surveys showed employees were confused and unable to see the big
picture. "It's obviously difficult to build a
performance-based culture if we fail to
share expectations for performance with
those charged with delivering the results,"
Fisher said.
As a result, the decision was made that
managers and supervisors throughout the
organization would meet quarterly with
their work groups for a face-to-face briefing. Corporate performance informationincluding financial results as well as customer and employee satisfaction - would be
communicated, providing a context for local
unit information. It would also provide
opportunities to educate employees and

managers about significant business news
and key performance indicators. The proposal was endorsed and rolled out a month
later. In 2001, the §..'!~ program continues to bring supervIsors and/or managers
together with employees for regular face-toface communication.

RESEARCH ON THE IMPORTANCE
OF ONE-TO-ONE COMMUNICATION
1. Kodak best practices research shows
employees prefer direct interaction
with supervisors. This interaction also
significantly increases understanding
and reinforces the leadership responsibility of supervisors.
2. Employee surveys revealed skepticism and lack of confidence in Kodak
managers-indicating a pressing need
to build their credibility both as messengers of company information and
leaders guiding the direction of
change.
3. Two-thirds of production, technical,
and clerical employees relied on outside sources like local news reports
for company information. The leading
sources for professional employees
were supervisors and the company
newspaper.
4. The communication rollout of major
benefit reductions in the fall of 1994
was an important test of the face-toface approach. For the first time,
Kodak used direct management conversations to reach all U.S. employees
with this news.
5. Post roll-out surveys of nearly 3,000
employees showed 84 percent felt the
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A Tolerant Attitude
At Safeplay plants and in sales offices, there is some pilferage of products by employees. There is a company policy that any employee removing company property from
the premises without authorization is subject to dismissal. So far this policy has never
been invoked where products are concerned. The unspoken attitude of management is
much the same as exists in many consumer product companies, particularly those that
make food, confections, or inexpensive clothing items. It is tolerant, treats it quietly as
a minor cost written into the price of products, and looks the other way rather than
confront employees, with the risk of possible repercussions if someone is falsely
accused. Put another way, management reluctantly concludes that the cost of a baseball
mitt taken home in a lunch pail or paper bag to a kid on occasion is not high if
employee turnover is low and working enthusiasm is high.
As a means of trying to discourage pilferage, Safeplay offers employees a discount
on any products they buy from the store in the personnel office, and on the tenth birthday of any employee's child the employee can select any product priced under $20 and
take it home free.

Tolerance Abused
Recently, however, the "mysterious disappearance" of sports items has gone beyond
the boundaries of normal pilferage and management tolerance. Whole containers of
items in the stockroom and in the shipping area have disappeared. Inventory records
have apparently been doctored.
Obviously distressed, the home office has sent in a private detective agency. The
agency's preliminary investigation and analysis are disturbing. It appears that there is
an organized thievery ring involving as many as twenty-five of the Westward plant's
employees. It appears, also, that the former athletic star on the payroll is somehow
involved, but to what extent is not clear. Someone on the insid.e, not yet identified,
deals with an outside "fence," and someone else on the inside, also not yet identified,
handles the payoff to all the cooperating employees. Some of the involved employees
are members of the union, and some are in the office "white-collar" jobs.

The Decision Process
At an executive decision-making meeting, you, as director of public relations, have
been called in, along with the director of personnel and a company lawyer from the
home office. The three of you have been asked to assess the repercussions if the town's
police are called in and legal action is taken. You are asked to offer any other resolution that would "better serve the interests of all involved."
The lawyer says that as soon as an airtight case can be accumulated, including
photographs and eyewitness accounts of products being removed, being transported
to a "fence," and an actual money transaction completed, she favors appropriate law
enforcement action and legal redress against those involved;
The personnel manager prefers, he says, to bring charges only against the leader or
leaders inside and all those involved on the outside. He prefers to handle the cooperating employees individually, possibly allowing some sort of plea bargaining to keep the
employees the company considers of real value on the payroll. He feels this approach
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were being made. Just as important,
the process helped put a face on local
leadership throughout the company.

OBJEalVES OF THE "SNAPSHOTS"
PROGRAM
1. Establish a communication infrastructure that helps employees see the "big
picture" in a way that (1) fosters management credibility and (2) mitigates
negative surprises.
2. Enable employees to understand
Kodak performance expectations and
act to achieve company objectives.
3. Clarify corporate and unit goals by
answering "What does this mean
to me?" and "What actions should
I take?"
4. Stimulate regular, two-way communication between supervisors and
employees.

HOW IT'S DONE
1. A cross-disciplinary team - including
employee communication, human
resources, finance, corporate research,
and representative business unitsdevelops the information to be put
into the system.
2. This team assembles the Snapshots
package for managers worldwide,
which includes briefing charts and
bullet-point scripts. In recent years,
more effort has been placed on providing a "news" section along with the
standard measures each quarter. This
section includes topics of worldwide
interest and impact, such as Kodak's
consumer digital strategy, introduction of Kodak's new president, and an
update on Kodak's online services
business.
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3. Quick cycle time is a priority, so
briefing packages are prepared and
approved within two days of receiving
quarterly performance measures. The
package is posted on the company's
intranet, which is a big time and cost
saver, eliminating all out-of-pocket
costs for the corporate package.
4. Grassroots pull is created by "watchfor" messages in Kodak's employee
media.
5. Managers and supervisors are
expected to meet face-to-face with
employees to present Snapshots
information - but they are given a
high degree of discretion in how they
choose to do this.

RESULTS
Evaluation is built into the process, including quarterly attendance 'r eports and postmeeting employee opinion surveys. Key
findings have included:

1. Attendance at voluntary briefings
increased from 57 to 81 percent in the
first year. At many sites it approached
100 percent. These gains are a vote of
confidence in the program. In 1999,
five years into the program, 88 percent of employees attended a Snapshots session regularly or occasionally.
2. Communication survey results have
been strongly positive. Employees
agreeing Snapshots "helped me
understand the company better"
jumped from 71 percent in the first
quarter to 81 percent in the fourth
quarter. In 1999,80 percent said the
meetings provided useful information
about the company's performance
and 70 percent said the meetings
helped them understand how successful Kodak is in meeting its goals.
3. Opinion surveys tracked gains in
employee'confidence in Kodak
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QUIREMENTS UNDER RCRA

l e Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) public involvement
LIirements are contained in Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40
_~) Parts 124 and 270 and summarized in various EPA manual publications
ld guidances. The EPA primarily uses the phrase "public involvement"
ler than "community relations," "public participation," or other simi_tenns when referring to RCRA activities in the regulatory guidances.
le following discussion presents the essential components of RCRA pubinvolvement as contained within the guidances and applicable reg_ions. First, a brief overview describing the major provisions of the act is
-ovided.

-

RCRA Provisions
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act was enacted in 1976, as
:unendment to the Solid Waste Disposal Act, in order to address the
_ 'easing nationwide problem concerning the disposal of solid wastes. The
tent of the RCRA legislation was to reduce or eliminate the generation and
sequent disposal of hazardous wastes to as great a degree as possible. The
..has continued to evolve throughout the years, perhaps most significantly
lt h the passage of the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) in
1. These amendments significantly expanded the scope of RCRA and
..uted in the creation of corrective action provisions intended to ensure the
nely identification, evaluation, and remediation of contaminated RCRA faies.
_ Subtitle C of RCRA, promulgated in 40 CFR Parts 261-266 and Parts
8-270, established a program to manage hazardous wastes "from cradle to
'e." The regulations identify the characteristics that are used to define a
_e as "hazardous." The provisions regulate the generation, transportation,
!atment, storage, and disposal of these hazardous wastes. RCRA regulatory
rlrements for treatment, storage, and disposal facilities (commonly re~d to as TSDFs) comprise the largest category of provisions. In addition,
~ regulations set technical standards for the design and operation of hazIUS waste facilities. Pennitting requirements for all types of RCRA facili~are also contained in these regulations.
Following is a summary of the RCRA pennitting and corrective action
:rams, both of which require public involvement activities throughout the
1Ibatory process.

-

RCRA Permitting
Owners and/or operators of a facilit:
complete and submit a permit applicatiol
ers all aspects of the facility's operation
into parts A and B. Part A is a standard
submission of general facility infonnatio
detailed information on the facility's desil
keeping, and closure plans. There is no "
application, so the owner or operator mt:
ance (40 CFR Parts 264 and 270). Existin
wastes on or after November 19, 1980, al
submittal of a Part A application and thel
application to achieve permanent operatir
a new facility must submit Parts A and B c
least 180 days before the date on which c(
facility commences.
RCRA Corrective Action Pre
Corrective actions are required at fa<
tices caused a release of hazardous waste~
ing in contamination of the water or soil .
Amendments provided three corrective ac
EPA's authority to initiate such actions.
1. Section 3004(u) requires that any penni
ber 8, 1984, under Section 3005(c) of R(
releases of h~ardous wastes or consti1
agement unit (SWMU) at the facility.
2. Section 3004(v) authorizes the EPA to
corrective action beyond its physical be
3. Section 3008(h) authorizes the EPA to i
tiate court actions to require correctivE
release at a RCRA facility operating unc

The RCRA Part B permit or adminis
interim status facility) specifies the conditioi
or operator must provide corrective actions

REQUIREMENTS UNDER RCRA
The Resource ConseIVation and Recovery Act (RCRA) public involvement
requirements are contained in Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40
CFR) Parts 124 and 270 and summarized in various EPA manual publications
and guidances. The EPA primarily uses the phrase "public involvement"
rather than "community relations," "public participation," or other similar terms when referring to RCRA activities in the regulatory guidances.
The following discussion presents the essential components of RCRA public involvement as contained within the guidances and applicable regulations. First, a brief overview describing the major provisions of the act is
provided.

RCRA Provisions
The Resource ConseIVation and Recovery Act was enacted in 1976, as
an amendment to the Solid Waste Disposal Act, in order to address the
increasing nationwide problem concerning the disposal of solid wastes. The
intent of the RCRA legislation was to reduce or eliminate the generation and
consequent disposal of hazardous wastes to as great a degree as possible. The
act has continued to evolve throughout the years, perhaps most significantly
with the passage of the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) in
1984. These amendments significantly expanded the scope of RCRA and
resulted in the creation of corrective action provisions intended to ensure the
timely identification, evaluation, and remediation of contaminated RCRA facilities.
Subtitle C of RCRA, promulgated in 40 CFR Parts 261-266 and Parts
268-270, established a program to manage hazardous wastes "from cradle to
grave." The regulations identify the characteristics that are used to define a
waste as "hazardous." The provisions regulate the generation, transportation,
treatment, storage, and disposal of these hazardous wastes. RCRA regulatory
requirements for treatment, storage, and disposal facilities (commonly referred to as TSDFs) comprise the largest category of provisions. In addition,
the regulations set technical standards for the design and operation of hazardous waste facilities. Permitting requirements for all types of RCRA facilities are also contained in these regulations.
Following is a summary of the RCRA permitting and corrective action
programs, both of which require public involvement activities throughout the
regulatory process.
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least 180 days before the date on which ,
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Important Legislation

Environmental Protection Agency - there are more than one dozen laws or major
statutes that form the legal basis for the programs of the Environmental Protection
Agency

-

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA); 42 U.S.C. 4321-4347 - The
groundwork for the basic national protection of the environment.
Chemical Safety Information, Site Security and Fuels Regulatory Relief Act
Public Law 106-40, Jan 6. 1999; 42 U.S.C. 7412(r)
The Clean Air Act (CAA); 42 U.S. U.S.C. sis 7401 et seq. (1970)
The Clean Water Act (CWA); 33 U.S.C. ssl1251 et seq. (1977)

-

Comprehensive
Environmental
Response,
Compensation,
Liability Act (CERCLA or Superfund) 42 U.S.C. sis 9601 et seq. (1980)

and

The Emergency Planning & Community Right-To ...Know Act (EPCRA); 42 U.S.C.
11011 et seq. (1986)
The Endangered Species Act (ESA); 7 U.S.C. 136;16 U.S.C. 460 et seq. (1973)

-

-

-

The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA); U.S.C. sis 552 (1966)
The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA); 29 U.S.C. 651 et seq. (1970)
The Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA); 33 U.S.C. 2702 to 2761
The Pollution Prevention Act (PPA); 42 U.S.C. 13101 and 13102, sis et seq. (1990)
The Resource CODsenatioD and Recovery Act (RCRA); 42 U.S.C. sis 321 et seq.
(1976)
The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA); 42 U.S.C. sis 300fet seq. (1974)
The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA); 42 U.S.C.9601 et
seq. (1986)
The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA); 15 U.S.C. sis 2601 et seq. (1976)

..
..
..

Features of the 1990 Clean Air Act
The role of the federal government and the role of the states
Although the 1990 Clean Air Act is a federal law covering the entire country, the states do much
of the work to carry out the Act. For example, a state air pollution agency holds a hearing on a
permit application by a power or chemical plant or fmes a company for violating air pollution
limits.
Under this law, EPA sets limits on how much of a pollutant can be in the air anywhere in the
United States. This ensures that all Americans have the same basic health and environmental
protections. The law allows individual states to have stronger pollution controls, but states are
not allowed to have weaker pollution controls than those set for the whole country.

..

The law recognizes that it makes sense for states to take the lead in carrying out the Clean Air
Act, because pollution control problems often require special understanding of local industries,
geography, housing patterns, etc.
States have to develop state implementation plans (SIPs) that explain how each state will do its
job under the Clean Air Act. A state implementation plan is a collection of the regulations a state
will use to clean up polluted areas. The states must involve the public, through hearings and
opportunities to comment, in the development of each state implementation plan.

-

-

..

-

EPA must approve each SIP, and if a SIP isn't acceptable, EPA can take over enforcing the Clean
Air Act in that state.
The United States government, through EPA, assists the states by providing scientific research,
expert studies, engineering designs and money to support clean air programs.

Interstate air pollution
Air pollution often travels from its source in one state to another state. In many metropolitan
areas, people live in one state and work or shop in an- other; air pollution from cars and trucks
may spread throughout the interstate area. The 1990 Clean Air Act provides for interstate
commissions on air pollution control, which are to develop regional strategies for cleaning up air
pollution. The 1990 Clean Air Act includes other provisions to reduce interstate air pollution.
International air pollution
Air pollution moves across national borders. The 1990 law covers pollution that originates in
Mexico and Canada and drifts into the United States and pollution from the United States that
reaches Canada" and Mexico.

-

-

..
..
..
..

-

-

Permits
One of the major breakthroughs in the 1990 Clean Air Act is a permit program for larger
sources that release pollutants into the air.[2]
[2J A source can be a power plant, factory or anything that releases pollutants into the air. Cars,
trucks and other motor vehicles are sources, and consumer products and machines used in
industry can be sources too. Sources that stay in one place are referred to as stationary sources;
sources that move around, like cars or planes, are called mobile sources.
Requiring polluters to apply for a permit is not a new idea. Approximately 35 states have had
state- wide permit programs for air pollution. The Clean Water Act requires permits to release
pollutants into lakes, rivers or other waterWays. Now air pollution is also going to be managed by
a national permit system. Under the new program, permits are issued by states or, when a state
fails to carry out the Clean Air Act satisfactorily, by EPA. The permit includes information on
which pollutants are being released, how much may be released, and what kinds of steps the
source's owner or operator is taking to reduce pollution, including plans to monitor (measure)
the pollution. The permit system is especially useful for businesses covered by more than one
part of the law, since information about all of a source's air pollution will now be in one place.
The permit system simplifies and clarifies businesses' obligations for cleaning up air pollution
and, over time, can reduce paperwork. For instance, an electric power plant may be covered by
the acid rain, hazardous air pollutant and non-attainment (smog) parts of the Clean Air Act; the
detailed information required by all these separate sections will be in one place--on the permit.
Permit applications and permits are available to the public; contact your state or regional air
pollution control agency or EPA for information on access to these documents.
Businesses seeking permits have to pay permit fees much like car owners paying for car
registrations. The money from the fees will help pay for state air pollution control activities.

Enforcement
The 1990 Clean Air Act gives important new enforcement powers to EPA. It used to be very
difficult for EPA to penalize a company for violating the Clean Air Act. EPA has to go to court
for even minor violations. The 1990 law enables EPA to fine violators, much like a police officer
giving traffic tickets. Other parts of the 1990 law increase penalties for violating the Act and
bring the Clean Air Act's enforcement powers in line with other environmental laws.
Deadlines
The 1990 Clean Air Act sets deadlines for EPA, states, local governments and businesses to
reduce air pollution. The deadlines in the 1990 Clean Air Act were designed to be more realistic
than dead- lines in previous versions of the law, so it is more likely that these deadlines will be
met.
Public participation
Public participation is a very important part of the 1990 Clean Air Act. Throughout the Act, the
public is given opportunities to take part in deter- mining how the law will be carried out. For instance, you can take part in hearings on the state and local plans for cleaning up air pollution.

-

_

_

-

-

-

-

-

You can sue the government or a source's owner or operator to get action when EPA or your
state has not enforced the Act. You can request action by the state or EPA against violators.
The reports required by the Act are public documents. A great deal of information will be
collected on just how much pollution is being released; these monitoring (measuring) data will
be available to the public. The 1990 Clean Air Act ordered EPA to set up clearinghouses to
collect and give out technical information. Typically, these clearinghouses will serve the public
as well as state and other air pollution control agencies.
See the list at the end of this summary for organizations to contact for additional information
about air pollution and the Clean Air Act.
~arket

approaches
pollution;
for
reducing
air
economic incentives
The 1990 Clean Air Act has many features designed to clean up air pollution as efficiently and
inexpensively as possible, letting businesses make choices on the best way to reach pollution
cleanup goals. These new flexible programs are called market or market-based approaches. For
instance, the acid rain clean-up program offers businesses choices as to how they reach their
pollution reduction goals and includes pollution allowances that can be traded, bought and sold.

The 1990 Clean Air Act provides economic incentives for cleaning up pollution. for instance,
gasoline refiners can get credits if they produce cleaner gasoline than required, and they can use
those credits when their gasoline doesn't quite meet clean-up requirements.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Introduction to the Clean Water Act

The Clean Water Act (CWA) is the cornerstone of surface water quality protection in the United
States. (The Act does not deal directly with ground water nor with water quantity issues.) The
statute employs a variety of regulatory and nonregulatory tools to sharply reduce direct pollutant
discharges into waterways, fmance municipal wastewater treatment facilities, and manage
polluted runoff. These tools are employed to achieve the broader goal of restoring and
maintaining the chemica~ physica~ and biological integrity of the nation's waters so that they
can support "the protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife and recreation in and
on the water."
For many years following the passage of CWA in 1972, EPA, states, and Indian tribes focused
mainly on the chemical aspects of the "integrity" goal. During the last decade, however, more
attention has been given to physical and biological integrity. Also, in the early decades of the
Act's implementation, efforts focused on regulating discharges from traditional "point source"
facilities, such as municipal sewage plants and industrial facilities, with little attention paid to
runoff from streets, construction sites, farms, and other "wet-weather" sources.
Starting in the late 1980s, efforts to address polluted runoff have increased significantly. For
"nonpoint" runoff, voluntary programs, including cost-sharing with landowners are the key tool.
For "wet weather point sources" like urban storm sewer systems and construction sites, a
regulatory approach is being employed.
Evolution of CWA programs over the last decade has also included something of a shift from a
program-by-program, source-by-source, pollutant-by-pollutant approach to more holistic
watershed-based strategies. Under the watershed approach equal emphasis is placed on
protecting healthy waters and restoring impaired ones. A full array of issues are addressed, not
just those subject to CWA regulatory authority. Involvement of stakeholder groups in the
development and implementation of strategies for achieving and maintaining state water quality
and other environmental goals is another hallmark of this approach.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Clean Water Act History
Growing public awareness and concern for controlling water pollution led to enactment of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972. As amended in 1977, this law
became commonly known as the Clean Water Act. The Act established the basic structure for
regulating discharges of pollutants into the waters of the United States. It gave EPA the authority
to implement pollution control programs such as setting wastewater standards for industry. The
Clean Water Act also continued requirements to set water quality standards for all contaminants
in surface waters. The Act made it unlawful for any person to discharge any pollutant from a
point source into navigable waters, unless a permit was obtained under its provisions. It also
funded the construction of sewage treatment plants under the construction grants program and
recognized the need for planning to address the critical problems posed by nonpoint source
pollution.
Subsequent enactments modified some of the earlier Clean Water Act provisions. Revisions in
1981 streamlined the municipal construction grants process, improving the capabilities of
treatment plants built under the program. Changes in 1987 phased out the construction grants
program, replacing it with the State Water Pollution Control Revolving Fund, more commonly
known as the Clean Water State Revolving Fund. This new funding strategy addressed water
quality needs by building on EPA-State partnerships.
Over the years, many other laws have changed parts of the Clean Water Act. Title I of the Great
Lakes Critical Programs Act of 1990, for example, put into place parts of the Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement of 1978, signed by the U.S. and Canada, where the two nations agreed to
reduce certain toxic pollutants in the Great Lakes. That law required EPA to establish water
quality criteria for the Great Lakes addressing 29 toxic pollutants with maximum levels that are
safe for humans, wildlife, and aquatic life. It also required EPA to help the States implement the
criteria on a specific schedule.
The electronic version of the Clean Water Act (available below) is a thirtieth anniversary
snapshot of the law, as amended through the enactment of the Great Lakes Legacy Act of2002
(Public Law 107-303, November 27, 2002). Provided by the Congressional Great Lakes Task
Force, it is the amended law as of that particular point in time. This electronic version annotates
the sections of the Act with the corresponding sections of the U.S. Code and footnote
commentary on the effect of other laws on the current form of the Clean Water Act.

-

-

...

CERCLA Ovenriew

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA),
commonly known as Superfund, was enacted by Congress on December 11, 1980. This law
created a tax on the chemical and petroleum industries and provided broad Federal authority to
respond directly to releases or threatened releases of hazardous substances that may endanger
public health or the environment. Over five years, $1.6 billion was collected and the tax went to
a trust fund for cleaning up abandoned or uncontrolled hazardous waste sites. CERCLA:
•

established prohibitions and requirements concerning closed and abandoned hazardous
waste sites;

•

provided for liability of persons responsible for releases of hazardous waste at these sites;
and

•

established a trust fund to provide for cleanup when no responsible party could be
identified.

The law authorizes two kinds of response actions:

...

•

Short-term removals, where actions may be taken to address releases or threatened
releases requiring prompt response .

-

•

Long-term remedial response actions, that permanently and significantly reduce the
dangers associated with releases or threats of releases of hazardous substances that are
serious, but not immediately life threatening. These actions can be conducted only at sites
listed on EPA's National Priorities List (NPL) .

...
...

CERCLA also enabled the revision of the National Contingency Plan (NCP). The NCP provided
the guidelines and procedures needed to respond to releases and threatened releases of hazardous
substances, pollutants, or contaminants. The NCP also established the NPL.

...

CERCLA was amended by the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) on
October 17, 1986.

...

...
...

...
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The Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act

42 U.S.C. 11001 et seq. (1986)

-

-

_

-

-

-

-

Also known as Title III of SARA, EPCRA was enacted by Congress as the national legislation
on community safety. This law was designated to help local communities protect public health,
safety, and the environment from chemical hazards.
To implement EPCRA, Congress required each state to appoint a State Emergency Response
Commission (SERC). The SERC's were required to divide their states into Emergency Planning
Districts and to name a Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) for each district.
Broad representation by frre fighters, health officials, government and media representatives,
community groups, industrial facilities, and emergency managers ensures that all necessary
elements of the planning process are represented.

Sec. 11003. - Comprehensive emergency response plans
(a) Plan required
Each local emergency planning committee shall complete preparation of an
emergency plan in accordance with this section not later than two years after October 17,
1986. The committee shall review such plan once a year, or more frequently as changed
circumstances in the community or at any facility may require.
(b) Resources
Each local emergency planning committee shall evaluate the need for resources
necessary to develop, implement, and exercise the emergency plan, and shall make
recommendations with respect to additional resources that may be required and the means
for providing such additional resources.
(c) Plan provisions
Each emergency plan shall include (but is not limited to) each of the following:
(1)

Identification of facilities subject to the requirements of this subchapter that are
within the emergency planning district, identification of routes likely to be used for
the transportation of substances on the list of extremely hazardous substances

-

-

-

-

-

-

referred to in section 11 002(a) of this title, and identification of additional facilities
contributing or subjected to additional risk due to their proximity to facilities subject
to the requirements of this subchapter, such as hospitals or natural gas facilities.
(2)

Methods and procedures to be followed by facility owners and operators and
local emergency and medical personnel to respond to any release of such
substances.
(3)

Designation of a community emergency coordinator and facility emergency
coordinators, who shall make determinations necessary to implement the plan.
(4)

Procedures providing reliable, effective, and timely notification by the facility
emergency coordinators and the community emergency coordinator to persons
designated in the emergency plan, and to the public, that a release has occurred
(consistent with the emergency notification requirements of section 11004 of this
title).
(5)

Methods for determining the occurrence of a release, and the area or population
likely to be affected by such release.

-

(6)

-

(7)

-

-

-

A description of emergency equipment and facilities in the community and at
each facility in the community subject to the requirements of this subchapter, and an
identification of the persons responsible for such equipment and facilities.

Evacuation plans, including provisions for a precautionary evacuation and
alternative traffic routes.
(8)

Training programs, including schedules for training of local emergency
response and medical personnel.
(9)

-

Methods and schedules for exercising the emergency plan.
(d) Providing of information
For each facility subject to the requirements of this subchapter:
(1)

-

Within 30 days after establishment of a local emergency planning committee
for the emergency planning district in which such facility is located, or within 11
months after October 17, 1986, whichever is earlier, the owner or operator of the
facility shall notify the emergency planning committee (or the Governor if there is
no committee) of a facility representative who will participate in the emergency
planning process as a facility emergency coordinator.

-

-

-

-

-

-

(2)

The owner or operator of the facility shall promptly inform the emergency
planning committee of any relevant changes occurring at such facility as such
changes occur or are expected to occur.
(3)

Upon request from the emergency planning committee, the owner or operator
of the facility shall promptly provide information to such committee necessary for
developing and implementing the emergency plan.
(e) Review by State emergency response commission
After completion of an emergency plan under subsection (a) of this section for an
emergency planning district, the local emergency planning committee shall submit a copy
of the plan to the State emergency response commission of each State in which such
district is located. The commission shall review the plan and make recommendations to
the committee on revisions of the plan that may be necessary to ensure coordination of
such plan with emergency response plans of other emergency planning districts. To the
maximum extent practicable, such review shall not delay implementation of such plan.
(1) Guidance documents

The national response team, as established pursuant to the National Contingency Plan
as established under section 9605 of this title, shall publish guidance documents for
preparation and implementation of emergency plans. Such documents shall be published
not later than five months after October 17, 1986.
(g) Review of plans by regional response teams

-

-

-

-

The regional response teams, as established pursuant to the National Contingency
Plan as established under section 9605 of this title, may review and comment upon an
emergency plan or other issues related to preparation, implementation, or exercise of such
a plan upon request of a local emergency planning committee. Such review shall not delay
implementation of the plan

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Endangered Species Act

7 U.S.C. 136; 16 U.S.C. 460 et seq. (1973)
The Endangered Species Act provides a program for the conservation of threatened and
endangered plants and animals and the habitats in which they are found. The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service of the Department of the Interior maintains the list of 632 endangered species
(326 are plants) and 190 threatened species (78 are plants).
Species include birds, insects, fish, reptiles, mammals, crustaceans, flowers, grasses, and trees.
Anyone can petition FWS to include a species on this list. The law prohibits any action,
administrative or real, that results in a "taking" of a listed species, or adversely affects habitat.
Likewise, import, export, interstate, and foreign commerce of listed species are all prohibited.
EPA's decision to register a pesticide is based in part on the risk of adverse effects on endangered
species as well as environmental fate (how a pesticide will affect habitat). Under FIFRA, EPA
can issue emergency suspensions of certain pesticides to cancel or restrict their use if an
endangered species will be adversely affected. Under a new program, EPA, FWS, and USDA are
distributing hundreds of county bulletins that include habitat maps, pesticide use limitations, and
other actions required to protect listed species.

-

The Freedom of Information Act

-

5 U.S.C. sis 552 (1966)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The Freedom of Information Act provides specifically that "any person" can make requests for
government information. Citizens who make requests are not required to identify themselves or
explain why they want the information they have requested. The position of Congress in
passing FOIA was that the workings of government are "for and by the people" and that the
benefits of government information should be made available to everyone.
All branches of the Federal government must adhere to the provisions of FOIA with certain
restrictions for work in progress (early drafts), enforcement confidential information, classified
documents, and national security information.
Sec. 552. - Public information; agency rules, opinions, orders, records, and proceedings
(a)

Each agency shall make available to the public information as follows:
(1)

Each agency shall separately state and currently publish in the Federal Register for the guidance
of the public-

(A)
descriptions of its central and field organization and the established places at which, the
employees (and in the case of a uniformed service, the members) from whom, and the methods
whereby, the public may obtain information, make submittals or requests, or obtain decisions;
(B)

statements of the general course and method by which its functions are channeled and
determined, including the nature and requirements of all formal and informal procedures
available;
(C)

rules of procedure, descriptions of forms available or the places at which forms may be obtained,
and instructions as to the scope and contents of all papers, reports, or examinations;
(D)

substantive rules of general applicability adopted as authorized by law, and statements of general
policy or interpretations of general applicability formulated and adopted by the agency; and

-

-

-

-

(E)
each amendment, revision, or repeal of the foregoing.
Except to the extent that a person has actual and timely notice of the terms thereof, a person may
not in any manner be required to resort to, or be adversely affected by, a matter required to be
published in the Federal Register and not so published. For the purpose of this paragraph, matter
reasonably available to the class of persons affected thereby is deemed published in the Federal
Register when incorporated by reference therein with the approval of the Director of the Federal
Register.

(2)
Each agency, in accordance with published rules, shall make available for public inspection and
copying -

(A)
fmal opinions, including concurring and dissenting opinions, as well as orders, made in the
adjudication of cases;

(B)
-

those statements of policy and interpretations which have been adopted by the agency and are
not published in the Federal Register;

-

(C)

-

administrative staff manuals and instructions to staff that affect a member of the public;

..

-

(D)

-

The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)

-

29 U.S.C. 651 et seq. (1970)

-

-

Congress passed the Occupational and Safety Health Act to ensure worker and workplace safety.
Their Goal was to make sure employers provide their workers a place of employment free from
recognized hazards to safety and health, such as exposure to toxic chemicals, excessive noise
levels, mechanical dangers, heat or cold stress, or unsanitary conditions.

-

In order to establish standards for workplace health and safety, the Act also created the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health(NIOSH) as the research institution for the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration. OSHA is a division of the U.S. Department of
Labor that oversees the administration of the Act and enforces standards in all 50 states.

..

The Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA)

-

33 U.S.C. 2702 to 2761

-

..
..

The Oil Pollution Act (OPA) of 1990 streamlined and strengthened EPA's ability to prevent and
respond to catastrophic oil spills. A trust fund financed by a tax on oil is available to clean up
spills when the responsible party is incapable or unwilling to do so. The OP A requires oil
storage facilities and vessels to submit to the Federal government plans detailing how they will
respond to large discharges. EPA has published regulations for aboveground storage facilities;
the Coast Guard has done so for oil tankers. The OPA also requires the development of Area
Contingency Plans to prepare and plan for oil spill response on a regional scale .

The Pollution Prevention Act (PPA)

42 U.S.C. 13101 and 13102, sIs et seq. (1990)
-

-

-

The Pollution Prevention Act focused industry, government, and public attention on reducing the
amount of pollution through cost-effective changes in production, operation, and raw materials
use. Opportunities for source reduction are often not realized because of existing regulations, and
the industrial resources required for compliance, focus on treatment and disposal. Source
reduction is fundamentally different and more desirable than waste management or pollution
control.
Pollution prevention also includes other practices that increase efficiency in the use of energy,
water, or other natural resources, and protect our resource base through conservation. Practices
include recycling, source reduction, and sustainable agriculture.

..
..

..
..

..

The Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA)

Sec. 2601. - Findings, policy, and intent
(a) Findings
The Cong ress finds that .,.
(1)

..

..
..
..

human beings and the environment are being exposed each year to a large
number of chemical substances and mixtures;

(2)
among the many chemical substances and mixtures which are constantly
being developed and produced, there are some whose manufacture, processing,
distribution in commerce, use, or disposal may present an unreasonable risk of
injury to health or the environment; and

(3)
the effective regulation of interstate commerce in such. chemical
substances and mixtures also necessitates the regulation of intrastate
commerce in such chemical substances and mixtures.

..

-

(b) Policy
It is the policy of the United States that -

(1)

-

..
..
..
..
-

adequate data should be developed with respect to the effect of chemical
substances and mixtures on health and the environment and that the
development of such data should be the responsibility of those who
manufacture and those who process such chemical substances and mixtures;

(2)
adequate authority should exist to regulate chemical substances and
mixtures which present an unreasonable risk of injury to health or the
environment, and to take action with respect to chemical substances and
mixtures which are imminent hazards; and

(3)
authority over chemical substances and mixtures should be exercised in
such a manner as not to impede unduly or create unnecessary economic

-

-

barriers to technological innovation while fulfilling the primary purpose of this
chapter to assure that such innovation and commerce in such chemical
substances and mixtures do not present an unreasonable risk of injury to health
or the environment.
(e) Intent of Congress
It is the intent of Congress that the Administrator shall carry out this chapter in a
reasonable and prudent manner, and that the Administrator shall consider the
environmental, economic, and social impact of any action the Administrator takes or
proposes to take under this chapter

-

-

-

-

-

-

Thanks to Cornell University for their publication of these laws and the EPA for their
sponsorship. Note that parts of the collection were generated from the most recent
version of the Government Printing Office CD ROM.

Entire collection and latest updates available at:

http://www.epa.gov

-

-

-

-
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Chemical Safety Information, Site
Security and Fuels Regulatory Relief Act
Under Section 112(r) of the Clean Air Act (CAA), by June 21,1999, certain facilities
were required to have in place a risk management program and submit a summary
of that program - called a Risk Management Plan (RMP) - to the Environmental
Protection Agency. On Aug. 5, 1999, President Clinton signed legislation that
removes from coverage by the RMP program any flammable fuel when used as fuel
or held for sale as fuel by a retail facility. The legislation also limits access to OffSite Consequence Analysis (OCA) data that are reported in RMPs by covered
facilities. For one year beginning Aug. 5, 1999, OCA information will not be
available to the public except in certain ways. During that one year period, the
federal government will conduct an assessment and issue regulations governing
future public access to OCA data.

What's New?

-

• Public access to OCA (also known as
"worst-case scenario") data.

Despite the removal of flammable fuels
from the RMP program, firefighters and
other local emergency responders should
receive information on the potential off-site
effects of accidents involving flammable
fuels. EPA and industry are working with
the National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA), a group that d~velops fire
protection codes and standards, to ensure
that local responders receive that
information. The new law directs the
General Accounting Office (GAO) to
assess in two years whether this goal has
been accomplished.

-

Flammable Fuels

Public Access to OCA Data

Flammable fuels used as fuel or held for
sale as fuel at a retail facility are removed
from coverage by the RMP program.
However, flammable fuels used as a
feedstock or held for sale as fuel at a
wholesale facility are still covered. A retail
facility is a facility "at which more than
one-half of the income is obtained from
direct sales to end users or at which more
than one-half of the fuel sold, by volume, is
sold through a cylinder exchange program."

The law exempts OCA data from
disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) and limits its
public availabilitY for at least one year. By
August 5, 2000, the federal government is
to (1) assess the risks of Internet posting
of OCA data and the benefits of public
access to that data, and (2) based on that
assessment, publish regulations governing
public access to OCA data. In the
meantime, EPA is to make publicly

-

-

-

-

-

-

The recently enacted Chemical Safety
Infonnation, Site Security and Fuels
Regulatory Relief Act establishes new
provisions for reporting and disseminating
information under Section 112(r) of the
Clean Air Act. The law has two distinct
parts that pertain to:
• Flammable fuels; and

Chemical Emergency Preparedness and Prevention Office
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-

-

-

-

-

-

available the OCA data without facility
identification infonnation, and covered
facilities must conduct public meetings to
provide summaries of their OCA data (see
uFacility Requirements").lfthe
government fails to issue regulations by
August 5, 2000, the FOIA exemption
expires.

Major Provisions
The law :
• Exempts OCA information from public
disclosure under FOIA for at least one
year;
• Makes OCA data available to Federal,
State and local officials, including
members of Local Emergency Planning
Committees, for emergency planning and
response purposes;
• Provides for a system for making OCA
data available to qualified researchers;

Facility Requirements
The new law requires every covered
facility to:
• Hold a public meeting to share
information about the local
implications of its RMP, including a
summary of the OCA portion of its
plan. Small businesses can meet
this requirement by publicly posting
the OCA summary;
• Notify the FBI by June 5, 2000,
that it held such a meeting or
posted such a notice within one
year before, or six months after,
August 5, 1999; and
• Tell EPA if it distributes its OCA
data to the public without
restrictions. EPA is to maintain a
public list of the facilities that have
so distributed their OCA data.

Penalties
• Prohibits Federal, State and local
officials and qualified researchers
from publicly releasing OCA data except
as authorized by the law;
• Calls for an assessment and regulations
regarding public access to OCA data
within one year;
• Pre-empts State FOIA laws regarding
public access to OCA data unless data
are collected under State law; and
• Requires reports be submitted to
Congress describing the effectiveness of
the RMP regulations in reducing the risk
of criminally caused releases, the
vulnerability offacilities to criminal and
terrorist activity, and the security of
transportation of substances listed under
CAA Section 112(r).

Chemical Emergency Preparedness and Prevention Office

The law includes criminal penalties of
up to $1 million for violating the
prohibition on unauthorized disclosure
ofOCA data.

For More Information
Visit EPA's Chemical Emergency
Preparedness and Prevention Office
homepage at http://www.epa.gov/
ceppo
View RMPs, except for the off-site
consequence analysis data, in
RMP*Info at http://www.epa.gov/
enviro.
Contact the EPCRA hotline: (800)
424-9346 or (703) 412-9810.
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The National Environmental Policy Act of
1969, as amended
(Pub. L. 91-190,42 U.S.C. 4321-4347, January 1,
1970, as amended by Pub. L. 94-52, July 3, 1975,
Pub. L. 94-83, August 9, 1975, and Pub. L. 97-258, §
4(b), Sept. 13, 1982)
An Act to establish a national policy for the
environment, to provide for the establishment of a
Council on Environmental Quality, and for other
purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as
the "National Environmental Policy Act of 1969."

Purpose
Sec. 2 [42 USC § 4321].
The purposes of this Act are: To declare a national
policy which will encourage productive and enjoyable
harmony between man and his environment; to
promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate
damage to the environment and biosphere and
stimulate the health and welfare of man; to enrich the
understanding of the ecological systems and natural
resources important to the Nation; and to establish a
Council on Environmental Quality.

TITLE I
CONGRESSIONAL DECLARATION OF
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Sec. 101 [42 USC § 4331].
(a) The Congress, recognizing the profound impact of
man's activity on the interrelations of all components
of the natural environment, particu larly the profou nd
http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepa/regs/nepa/nepaeqia.htm
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influences of population growth, high-density
urbanization, industrial expansion, resource
exploitation, and new and expanding technological
advances and recognizing further the critical
importance of restoring and maintaining
environmental quality to the overall welfare and
development of man, declares that it is the continuing
policy of the Federal Government, in cooperation with
State and local governments, and other concerned
public and private organizations, to use all practicable
means and measures, including financial and
technical assistance, in a manner calculated to foster
and promote the general welfare, to create and
maintain conditions under which man and nature can
exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social,
economic, and other requirements of present and
future generations of Americans .
(b) In order to carry out the policy set forth in this Act,
it is the continuing responsibility of the Federal
Government to use all practicable means, consistent
with other essential considerations of national policy,
to improve and coordinate Federal plans, functions,
programs, and resources to the end that the Nation
may --

1. fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as
trustee of the environment for succeeding
generatio ns;

2. assure for all Americans safe, healthful,

..
..
..

-

..

productive, and aesthetically and culturally
pleasing surroundings;

3. attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the
environment without degradation, risk to health or
safety, or other undesirable and unintended
consequences;

4. preserve important historic, cultural, and natural
aspects of our national heritage, and maintain,
wherever possible, an environment which
supports diversity, and variety of individual
choice;
http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepa/regs/nepa/nepaeqia.htm
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5. achieve a balance between population and
resource use which will permit high standards of
living and a wide sharing of life's amenities; and

6. enhance the quality of renewable resources and
approach the maximum attainable recycling of
depletable resources.
(c) The Congress recognizes that each person should
enjoy a healthful environment and that each person
has a responsibility to contribute to the preservation
and enhancement of the environment.
Sec. 102 [42 USC § 4332].
The Congress authorizes and directs that, to the
fullest extent possible: (1) the policies, regulations,
and public laws of the United States shall be
interpreted and administered in accordance with the
policies set forth in this Act, and (2) all agencies of the
Federal Government shall -(A) utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach
which will insure the integrated use of the natural
and social sciences and the environmental
design arts in planning and in decision making
which may have an impact on man's
environment;
(8) identify and develop methods and
procedures, in consultation with the Council on
Environmental Quality established by title II of
this Act, which will insure that presently
unquantified environmental amenities and values
may be given appropriate consideration in
decision making along with economic and
technical considerations;
(C) include in every recommendation or report on
proposals for legislation and other major Federal
actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment, a detailed statement by the
responsible official on -bttp:llceq.eh.doe.gov/nepa/regs/nepa/nepaeqia.htm
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(i) the environmental impact of the proposed
action,

-

(ii) any adverse environmental effects which
cannot be avoided should the proposal be
implemented,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(iii) alternatives to the proposed action,
(iv) the relationship between local short-term
uses of man's environment and the
maintenance and enhancement of long-term
productivity, and
(v) any irreversible and irretrievable
commitments of resources which would be
involved in the proposed action should it be
implemented.
Prior to making any detailed statement, the
responsible Federal official shall consult with and
obtain the comments of any Federal agency
which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise
with respect to any environmental impact
involved. Copies of such statement and the
comments and views of the appropriate Federal,
State, and local agencies, which are authorized
to develop and enforce environmental standards,
shall be made available to the President, the
Council on Environmental Quality and to the
public as provided by section 552 of title 5,
United States Code, and shall accompany the
proposal through the existing agency review
processes;
(0) Any detailed statement required under
subparagraph (C) after January 1, 1970, for any
major Federal action funded under a program of
grants to States shall not be deemed to be legally
insufficient solely by reason of having been
prepared by a State agency or official, if:
(i) the State agency or official has statewide
jurisdiction and has the responsibility for
http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepalregs/nepalnepaeqia.htm
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(ii) the responsible Federal official furnishes
guidance and participates in such
preparation,
(iii) the responsible Federal official
independently evaluates such statement
prior to its approval and adoption, and
(iv) after January 1, 1976, the responsible
Federal official provides early notification to,
and solicits the views of, any other State or
any Federal land management entity of any
action or any alternative thereto which may
have significant impacts upon such State or
affected Federal land management entity
and, if there is any disagreement on such
impacts, prepares a written assessment of
such impacts and views for incorporation
into such detailed statement.
The procedures in this subparagraph shall not
relieve the Federal official of his responsibilities
for the scope, objectivity, and content of the
entire statement or of any other responsibility
under this Act; and further, this subparagraph
does not affect the legal sufficiency of statements
prepared by State agencies with less than
statewide jurisdiction.

..

-

(F) recognize the worldwide and long-range
character of environmental problems and, where
consistent with the foreign policy of the United
States, lend appropriate support to initiatives,
resolutions, and programs designed to maximize
international cooperation in anticipating and
preventing a decline in the quality of mankind's

,..

-

1q

such action,

(E) study, develop, and describe appropriate
alternatives to recommended courses of action in
any proposal which involves unresolved conflicts
concerning alternative uses of available
resources;

..
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world environment;
(G) make available to States, counties,
municipalities, institutions, and individuals, advice
and information useful in restoring, maintaining,
and enhancing the quality of the environment;
(H) initiate and utilize ecological information in
the planning and development of resourceoriented projects; and
(I) assist the Council on Environmental Quality
established by title II of this Act.

Sec. 103 [42 USC § 4333].
All agencies of the Federal Government shall review
their present statutory authority, administrative
regulations, and current policies and procedures for
the purpose of determining whether there are any
deficiencies or inconsistencies therein which prohibit
full compliance with the purposes and provisions of
this Act and shall propose to the President not later
than July 1, 1971, such measures as may be
necessary to bring their authority and policies into
conformity with the intent, purposes, and procedures
set forth in th is Act.

Sec. 104 [42 USC § 4334].
Nothing in section 102 [42 USC § 4332] or 103 [42
USC § 4333] shall in any way affect the specific
statutory obligations of any Federal agency (1) to
comply with criteria or standards of environmental
quality, (2) to coordinate or consult with any other
Federal or State agency, or (3) to act, or refrain from
acting contingent upon the recommendations or
certification of any other Federal or State agency .

Sec. 105 [42 USC § 4335].

-

The policies and goals set forth in this Act are
supplementary to those set forth in existing
authorizations of Federal agencies.
http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepaJregs/nepaJnepaeqia.htm
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Sec. 201 [42 USC § 4341] .
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COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY

The President shall transmit to the Congress annually
beginning July 1, 1970, an Environmental Quality
Report (hereinafter referred to as the "report") wh ich
shall set forth (1) the status and condition of the major
natural, manmade, or altered environmental classes
of the Nation, including, but not limited to, the air, the
aquatic, including marine, estuarine, and fresh water,
and the terrestrial environment, including, but not
limited to, the forest, dryland, wetland, range, urban,
suburban an rural environment; (2) current and
foreseeable trends in the quality, management and
utilization of such environments and the effects of
those trends on the social, economic, and other
requirements of the Nation; (3) the adequacy of
available natural resources for fulfilling human and
economic requirements of the Nation in the light of
expected population pressures; (4) a review of the
programs and activities (including regulatory activities)
of the Federal Government, the State and local
governments, and nongovernmental entities or
individuals with particular reference to their effect on
the environment and on the conservation,
development and utilization of natural resources; and
(5) a program for remedying the deficiencies of
existing programs and activities, together with
recommendations for legislation.
Sec. 202 [42 USC § 4342] .
There is created in the Executive Office of the
President a Council on Environmental Quality
(hereinafter referred to as the "Council"). The Council
shall be composed of three members who shall be
appointed by the President to serve at his pleasure,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
The President shall designate one of the members of
http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepa/regs/nepa/nepaeqia.htm
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the Council to serve as Chairman. Each member shall
be a person who, as a result of his training,
experience, and attainments, is exceptionally well
qualified to analyze and interpret environmental trends
and information of all kinds; to appraise programs and
activities of the Federal Government in the light of the
policy set forth in title I of this Act; to be conscious of
and responsive to the scientific, economic, social,
aesthetic, and cultural needs and interests of the
Nation; and to formulate and recommend national
policies to promote the improvement of the quality of
the environment.
Sec. 203 [42 USC § 4343].
(a) The Council may employ such officers and
employees as may be necessary to carry out its
functions under this Act. I n addition, the Council may
employ and fix the compensation of such experts and
consultants as may be necessary for the carrying out
of its functions under this Act, in accordance with
section 3109 of title 5, United States Code (but
without regard to the last sentence thereof) .
(b) Notwithstanding section 1342 of Title 31 , the
Council may accept and employ voluntary and
uncompensated services in furtherance of the
purposes of the Council.
Sec. 204 [42 USC § 4344] .
It shall be the duty and function of the Council -1. to assist and advise the President in the
preparation of the Environmental Quality Report
required by section 201 [42 USC § 4341] of this
title;
2 . to gather timely and authoritative information
concerning the conditions and trends in the
quality of the environment both current and
prospective, to analyze and interpret such
information for the purpose of determining
whether such conditions and trends are
http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepalregs/nepalnepaeqia.htm
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interfering, or are likely to interfere, with the
achievement of the policy set forth in title I of this
Act, and to compile and submit to the President
studies relating to such conditions and trends;
3. to review and appraise the various programs and
activities of the Federal Government in the light
of the policy set forth in title I of this Act for the
purpose of determining the extent to which such
programs and activities are contributing to the
achievement of such policy, and to make
recommendations to the President with respect
thereto;

4. to develop and recommend to the President
national policies to foster and promote the
improvement of environmental quality to meet the
conservation, social, economic, health, and other
requirements and goals of the Nation;

5. to conduct investigations, studies, surveys,
research, and analyses relating to ecological
systems and environmental quality;

6. to document and define changes in the natural
environment, including the plant and animal
systems, and to accumulate necessary data and
other information for a continuing analysis of
these changes or trends and an interpretation of
their underlying causes;

7. to report at least once each year to the President
on the state and condition of the environment;
and

8. to make and furnish such studies, reports
thereon, and recommendations with respect to
matters of policy and legislation as the President
may request.

Sec. 205 [42 USC § 4345].

-

In exercising its powers, functions, and duties under
this Act, the Council shall --

-

http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepa/regs/nepa/nepaeqia.htm
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1. consult with the Citizens' Advisory Committee on
Environmental Quality established by Executive
Order No. 11472, dated May 29, 1969, and with
such representatives of science, industry,
agriculture, labor, conservation organizations,
State and local governments and other groups,
as it deems advisable; and
2. utilize, to the fullest extent possible, the services,
facilities and information (including statistical
information) of public and private agencies and
organizations, and individuals, in order that
duplication of effort and expense may be
avoided, thus assuring that the Council's
activities will not unnecessarily overlap or conflict
with similar activities authorized by law and
performed by established agencies.
Sec. 206 [42 USC § 4346].
Members of the Council shall serve full time and the
Chairman of the Council shall be compensated at the
rate provided for Level II of the Executive Schedule
Pay Rates [5 USC § 5313]. The other members of the
Council shall be compensated at the rate provided for
Level IV of the Executive Schedule Pay Rates [5 USC
§ 5315].
Sec. 207 [42 USC § 4346a].
The Council may accept reimbursements from any
private nonprofit organization or from any department,
agency, or instrumentality of the Federal Government,
any State, or local government, for the reasonable
travel expenses incurred by an officer or employee of
the Council in connection with his attendance at any
conference, seminar, or similar meeting conducted for
the benefit of the Council.
Sec. 208 [42 USC § 4346b].
The Council may make expenditures in support of its
international activities, including expenditures for: (1)
international travel; (2) activities in implementation of
http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepa/regs/nepa/nepaeqia.htm
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international agreements; and (3) the support of
international exchange programs in the United States
and in foreign countries.

Sec. 209 [42 USC § 4347].
There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out
the provisions of this chapter not to exceed $300,000
for fiscal year 1970, $700,000 for fiscal year 1971,
and $1,000,000 for each fiscal year thereafter.

The Environmental Quality Improvement Act, as
amended (Pub. L. No. 91- 224, Title II, April 3, 1970;
Pub. L. No. 97-258, September 13, 1982; and Pub. L.
No. 98-581 , October 30, 1984.
42 USC § 4372.
(a) There is established in the Executive Office of
the President an office to be known as the Office
of Environmental Quality (hereafter in this
chapter referred to as the "Office"). The
Chairman of the Council on Environmental
Quality established by Public Law 91-190 shall
be the Director of the Office. There shall be in the
Office a Deputy Director who shall be appointed
by the President, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate.
(b) The compensation of the Deputy Director
shall be fixed by the President at a rate not in
excess of the annual rate of compensation
payable to the Deputy Director of the Office of
Management and Budget.
(c) The Director is authorized to employ such
officers and employees (including experts and
consultants) as may be necessary to enable the
Office to carry out its functions ;under this
chapter and Public Law 91-190, except that he
may employ no more than ten specialists and
other experts without regard to the provisions of
Title 5, governing appointments in the
competitive service, and pay such specialists and
http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepalregs/nepalnepaeqia.htrn
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experts without regard to the provisions of
chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of
such title relating to classification and General
Schedule pay rates, but no such specialist or
expert shall be paid at a rate in excess of the
maximum rate for GS-18 of the General
Schedule under section 5332 of Title 5.
(d) In carrying out his functions the Director shall
assist and advise the President on policies and
programs of the Federal Government affecting
environmental quality by -1. providing the professional and administrative
staff and support for the Council on
Environmental Quality established by Public
Law 91- 190;

2. assisting the Federal agencies and
departments in appraising the effectiveness
of existing and proposed facilities, programs,
policies, and activities of the Federal
Government, and those specific major
projects designated by the President which
do not require individual project
authorization by Congress, which affect
environmental quality;

3. reviewing the adequacy of existing systems
for monitoring and predicting environmental
changes in order to achieve effective
coverage and efficient use of research
facilities and other resources;

4. promoting the advancement of scientific
knowledge of the effects of actions and
technology on the environment and
encouraging the development of the means
to prevent or reduce adverse effects that
endanger the health and well-being of man;

5. assisting in coordinating among the Federal
departments and agencies those programs
and activities which affect, protect, and
http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepa/regs/nepa/nepaeqia.htm
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improve environmental quality;
6. assisting the Federal departments and
agencies in the development and
interrelationship of environmental quality
criteria and standards established
throughout the Federal Government;

7. collecting, collating, analyzing, and
interpreting data and information on
environmental quality, ecological research,
and evaluation.
(e) The Director is authorized to contract with
public or private agencies, institutions, and
organizations and with individuals without regard
to section 3324(a) and (b) of Title 31 and section
5 of Title 41 in carrying out his functions.

42 USC § 4373. Each Environmental Quality Report
required by Public Law 91-190 shall, upon transmittal
to Congress, be referred to each standing committee
having jurisdiction over any part of the subject matter
of the Report.

42 USC § 4374. There are hereby authorized to be
appropriated for the operations of the Office of
Environmental Quality and the Council on
Environmental Quality not to exceed the following
sums for the following fiscal years which sums are in
addition to those contained in Public Law 91- 190:
(a) $2,126,000 for the fiscal year ending
September 30, 1979.
(b) $3,000,000 for the fiscal years ending
September 30, 1980, and September 30, 1981.
(c) $44,000 for the fiscal years ending September
30,1982,1983, and 1984.
(d) $480,000 for each of the fiscal years ending
September 30, 1985 and 1986.
http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepalregs/nepalnepaeqia.htm
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42 USC § 4375.
(a) There is established an Office of
Environmental Quality Management Fund
(hereinafter referred to as the "F und") to receive
advance payments from other agencies or
accounts that may be used solely to finance -1. study contracts that are jointly sponsored by
the Office and one or more other Federal
agencies; and
2. Federal interagency environmental projects
(including task forces) in which the Office
participates .
(b) Any study contract or project that is to be
financed under subsection (a) of this section may
be initiated only with the approval of the Director.
(c) The Director shall promulgate regulations
setting forth policies and procedures for operation
of the Fund .
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From the U.S. Code Online via GPO Access
[wais.access.gpo.gov]
[Laws in effect as of January 2, 2001]
[Document not affected by Public Laws enacted between
January 2, 2001 and December 19, 2002]
[CITE: 42USC4321)
TITLE 42--THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE CHAPTER 55--NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
POLICY

Sec. 4321. Congressional declaration of purpose
The purposes of this chapter are: To declare a national policy which
will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his
environment; to promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage
to the environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of
man; to enrich the understanding of the ecological systems and natural
resources important to the Nation; and to establish a Council on
Environmental Quality.
(Pub. L. 91-190, Sec. 2, Jan. 1, 1970, 83 Stat. 852.)
Short Title
Section 1 Pub. L. 91-190 provided: "That this Act {enacting this
chapter] may be cited as the 'National Environmental Policy Act of
1969'."
Transfer of Functions
Enforcement functions of Secretary or other official in Department
of the Interior related to compliance with system activities requiring
coordination and approval under this chapter, and enforcement functions
of Secretary or other official in Department of Agriculture, insofar as
they involve lands and programs under jurisdiction of that Department,
related to compliance with this chapter with respect to preconstruction, construction, and initial operation of transportation
system for Canadian and Alaskan natural gas transferred to Federal
Inspector, Office of Federal Inspector for Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation System, until first anniversary of date of initial
operation of Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System, see Reorg. Plan
No.1 of 1979, Secs. 102(e), (f), 203(a), 44 F.R. 33663, 33666, 93 Stat .
1373, 1376, effective July 1, 1979, set out in the Appendix to Title 5,
Government Organization and Employees. Office of Federal Inspector for
the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System abolished and functions and
authority vested in Inspector transferred to Secretary of Energy by
section 3012(b) of Pub. L. 102-486, set out as an Abolition of Office of
Federal Inspector note under section 71ge of Title 15, Commerce and
Trade .
Emergency Preparedness Functions

_

..

For assignment of certain emergency preparedness functions to
Administrator of Environmental Protection Agency, see Parts 1, 2, and 16
of Ex. Ord. No. 12656, Nov. 18, 1988, 53 F.R. 47491, set out as a note
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under section 5195 of this title.
Necessity of Military Low-Level Flight Training To Protect National
Security and Enhance Military Readiness
Pub. L. 106-398, Sec. 1 [[diva A], title III, Sec. 317], Oct. 30,
2000, 114 Stat. 1654, 1654A-57, provided that: "Nothing in the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) or the
regulations implementing such law shall require the Secretary of Defense
or the Secretary of a military department to prepare a programmatic,
nation-wide environmental impact statement for low-level flight training
as a precondition to the use by the Armed Forces of an airspace for the
performance of low-level training flights. I I
Pollution Prosecution
Pub. L. 101-593, title II, Nov. 16, 1990, 104 Stat. 2962, provided
that:
"SEC. 201. SHORT TITLE.
"This title may be cited as the 'Pollution Prosecution Act of
1990'.
"SEC. 202. EPA OFFICE OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION.
"(a) The Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency
(hereinafter referred to as the 'Administrator') shall increase the
number of criminal investigators assigned to the Office of Criminal
Investigations by such numbers as may be necessary to assure that the
number of criminal investigators assigned to the office-"(1) for the period October 1, 1991, through September 30,
1992, is not less than 72;
"(2) for the period October 1, 1992, through September 30,
1993, is not less than 110;
"(3) for the period October 1, 1993, through September 30,
1994, is not less than 123;
"(4) for the period October 1, 1994, through September 30,
1995, is not less than 160;
"(5) beginning October 1, 1995, is not less than 200.
"(b) For fiscal year 1991 and in each of the following 4 fiscal
years, the Administrator shall, during each such fiscal year, provide
increasing numbers of additional support staff to the Office of Criminal
Investigations.
"(c) The head of the Office of Criminal Investigations shall be a
position in the competitive service as defined in 2102 of title 5 U.S.C.
or a career reserve position as defined in 3132(A) of title 5 U.S.C. and
the head of such office shall report directly, without intervening
review or approval, to the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement.
"SEC. 203. CIVIL INVESTIGATORS.
"The Administrator, as soon as practicable following the date of
the enactment of this Act [Nov. 16, 1990], but no later than September
30, 1991, shall increase by fifty the number of civil investigators
assigned to assist the Office of Enforcement in developing and
prosecuting civil and administrative actions and carrying out its other
functions.
"SEC. 204. NATIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTE.
"The Administrator shall, as soon as practicable but no later than
September 30, 1991 establish within the Office of Enforcement the
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National Enforcement Training Institute. It shall be the function of the
Institute, among others, to train Federal, State, and local lawyers,
inspectors, civil and criminal investigators, and technical experts in
the enforcement of the Nation's environmental laws.
"SEC. 205. AUTHORIZATION.
"For the purposes of carrying out the provisions of this Act
[probably should be "this title"], there is authorized to be
appropriated to the Environmental Protection Agency $13,000,000 for
fiscal year 1991, $18,000,000 for fiscal year 1992, $20,000,000 for
fiscal year 1993, $26,000,000 for fiscal year 1994, and $33,000,000 for
fiscal year 1995."
REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 3 OF 1970
Eff. Dec. 2, 1970, 35 F.R. 15623, 84 Stat. 2086, as amended Pub.
L. 98-80, Sec. 2 (a) (2), (b) (2), (c) (2) (C), Aug. 23, 1983, 97
Stat. 485, 486
Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate and the House of
Representatives in Congress assembled, July 9, 1970, pursuant to the
provisions of Chapter 9 of Title 5 of the United States Code.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
section 1. Establishment of Agency
(a) There is hereby established the Environmental Protection Agency,
hereinafter referred to as the "Agency."
(b) There shall be at the head of the Agency the Administrator of
the Environmental Protection Agency, hereinafter referred to as the
"Administrator." The Administrator shall be appointed by the
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
(c) There shall be in the Agency a Deputy Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency who shall be appointed by the President,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. The Deputy
Administrator shall perform such functions as the Administrator shall
from time to time assign or delegate, and shall act as Administrator
during the absence or disability of the Administrator or in the event of
a vacancy in the office of Administrator.
(d) There shall be in the Agency not to exceed five Assistant
Administrators of the Environmental Protection Agency who shall be
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate. Each Assistant Administrator shall perform such functions as the
Administrator shall from time to time assign or delegate. [As amended
Pub. L. 98-80, Sec. 2 (a) {2}, (b) (2), {c} (2) (C), Aug. 23, 1983, 97 Stat.
485, 486.]
Sec. 2. Transfers to Environmental Protection Agency
(a) There are hereby transferred to the Administrator:
(I) All functions vested by law in the Secretary of the Interior and
the Department of the Interior which are administered through the
Federal Water Quality Administration, all functions which were
transferred to the Secretary of the Interior by Reorganization Plan No.
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2 of 1966 (80 Stat. 1608), and all functions vested in the Secretary of
the Interior or the Department of the Interior by the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act or by provisions of law amendatory or
supplementary thereof [see 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.].
(2) (i) The functions vested in the Secretary of the Interior by the
Act of August 1, 1958, 72 Stat. 479, 16 U.S.C. 742d-l (being an Act
relating to studies on the effects of insecticides, herbicides,
fungicides, and pesticides upon the fish and wildlife resources of the
United States), and (ii) the functions vested by law in the Secretary of
the Interior and the Department of the Interior which are administered
by the Gulf Breeze Biological Laboratory of the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries at Gulf Breeze, Florida.
(3) The functions vested by law in the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare or in the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare which are administered through the Environmental Health Service,
including the functions exercised by the following components thereof:
(i) The National Air Pollution Control Administration,
(ii) The Environmental Control Administration:
(A) Bureau of Solid Waste Management,
(B) Bureau of Water Hygiene,
(C) Bureau of Radiological Health,
except that functions carried out by the following components of the
Environmental Control Administration of the Environmental Health Service
are not transferred: (i) Bureau of Community Environmental Management,
(ii) Bureau of Occupational Safety and Health, and (iii) Bureau of
Radiological Health, insofar as the functions carried out by the latter
Bureau pertain to (A) regulation of radiation from consumer products,
including electronic product radiation, (B) radiation as used in the
healing arts, (C) occupational exposures to radiation, and (D) research,
technical assistance, and training related to clauses (A), (B), and (C).
(4) The functions vested in the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare of establishing tolerances for pesticide chemicals under the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, as amended, 21 U.S.C. 346, 346a,
and 348, together with authority, in connection with the functions
transferred, (i) to monitor compliance with the tolerances and the
effectiveness of surveillance and enforcement, and (ii) to provide
technical assistance to the States and conduct research under the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, as amended [21 U.S.C. 301 et
seq.], and the Public Health Service Act, as amended [42 U.S.C. 201 et
seq. ] .
(5) So much of the functions of the Council on Environmental Quality
under section 204(5) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(Public Law 91-190, approved January 1, 1970, 83 Stat. 855) [42 U.S.C .
4344(5}], as pertains to ecological systems.
(6) The functions of the Atomic Energy Commission under the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended [42 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.], administered
through its Division of Radiation Protection Standards, to the extent
that such functions of the Commission consist of establishing generally
applicable environmental standards for the protection of the general
environment from radioactive material. As used herein, standards mean
limits on radiation exposures or levels, or concentrations or quantities
of radioactive material, in the general environment outside the
boundaries of locations under the control of persons possessing or using
radio-active material .
(7) All functions of the Federal Radiation Council (42 U.S.C.
2021 (h) ) .
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(8) (i) The functions of the Secretary of Agriculture and the
Department of Agriculture under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act, as amended (7 U.S.C. 135-135k) [7 U.S.C. 136 et seq.],
(ii) the functions of the Secretary of Agriculture and the Department of
Agriculture under section 408(1) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act, as amended (21 U.S.C. 346a(1)), and (iii) the functions vested by
law in the Secretary of Agriculture and the Department of Agriculture
which are administered through the Environmental Quality Branch of the
Plant Protection Division of the Agricultural Research Service.
(9) So much of the functions of the transferor officers and agencies
referred to in or affected by the foregoing provisions of this section
as is incidental to or necessary for the performance by or under the
Administrator of the functions transferred by those provlslons or
relates primarily to those functions. The transfers to the Administrator
made by this section shall be deemed to include the transfer of (1)
authority, provided by law, to prescribe regulations relating primarily
to the transferred functions, and (2) the functions vested in the
Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare by section 169(d) (I) (B) and (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 (as enacted by section 704 of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, 83 Stat.
668); but shall be deemed to exclude the transfer of the functions of
the Bureau of Reclamation under section 3(b) (1) of the Water Pollution
Control Act (33 U.S.C. [former] 466a(b) (1)).
(b) There are hereby transferred to the Agency:
(1) From the Department of the Interior, (i) the Water Pollution
Control Advisory Board (33 U.S.C. [former] 466f) [see 33 U.S.C. 1363,],
together with its functions, and (ii) the hearing boards provided for in
sections 10(c) (4) and 10{f) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
as amended (33 U.S.C. [former] 466g(c) (4); 466g(f)). The functions of .
the Secretary of the Interior with respect to being or designating the
Chairman of the Water Pollution Control Advisory Board are hereby
transferred to the Administrator.
(2) From the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the Air
Quality Advisory Board (42 U.S.C. 1857e) [42 U.S.C. 7417], together with
its functions. The functions of the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare with
to being a member and the Chairman of that Board
are hereby transferred to the Administrator.
Sec. 3. Performance of Transferred Functions
The Administrator may from time to time make such provisions as he
shall deem appropriate authorizing the performance of any of the
functions transferred to him by the provisions of this reorganization
plan by any other officer, or by any organizational entity or employee,
of the Agency .
Sec. 4. Incidental Transfers
(a) So much of the personnel, property, records, and unexpended
balances of appropriations, allocations, and other funds employed, used,
held, available or to be made available in connection with the functions
transferred to the Administrator or the Agency by this reorganization
plan as the Director of the Office of Management and Budget shall
determine shall be transferred to the Agency at such time or times as
the Director shall direct .
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(b) Such further measures and dispositions as the Director of Office
of Management and Budget shall deem to be necessary in order to
effectuate the transfers referred to in subsection (a) of this section
shall be carried out in such manner as he shall direct and by such
agencies as he shall designate.

Sec. 5. Interim Officers
(a) The President may authorize any person who immediately prior to
the effective date of this reorganization plan held a position in the
executive branch of the Government to act as Administrator until the
office of Administrator is for the first time filled pursuant to the
provisions of this reorganization plan or by recess appointment, as the
case may be .
(b) The President may similarly authorize any such person to act as
Deputy Administrator, authorize any such person to act as Assistant
Administrator, and authorize any such person to act as the head of any
principal constituent organizational entity of the Administration.
(c) The President may authorize any person who serves in an acting
capacity under the foregoing provisions of this section to receive the
compensation attached to the office in respect of which he so serves.
Such compensation, if authorized, shall be in lieu of, but not in
addition to, other compensation from the United States to which such
person may be entitled .

Sec. 6. Abolitions
(a) Subject to the provisions of this reorganization plan, the
following, exclusive of any functions, are hereby abolished:
(1) The Federal Water Quality Administration in the Department of
the Interior (33 U.S.C. [former] 466-1).
(2) The Federal Radiation Council (73 Stat. 690; 42 U.S.C. 2021(h)).
(b) Such provisions as may be necessary with respect to terminating
any outstanding affairs shall be made by the Secretary of the Interior
in the case of the Federal Water Quality Administration and by the
Administrator of General Services in the case of the Federal Radiation
Council.

Sec. 7. Effective Date
The provisions of this reorganization plan shall take effect sixty
days after the date they would take effect under 5 U.S.C. 906(a) in the
absence of this section.

Message of the President
To the Congress of the United States:
I transmit herewith Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970, prepared in
accordance with chapter 9 of title 5 of the United States Code and
providing for an Environmental Protection Agency. My reasons for
transmitting this plan are stated in a more extended accompanying
message.
After investigation, I have found and hereby declare that each
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reorganization included in Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 is
necessary to accomplish one or more of the purposes set forth in section
901(a) of title 5 of the United States Code. In particular, the plan is
responsive to section 901(a) (1), "to promote the better execution of
the laws, the more effective management of the executive branch and of
its agencies and functions, and the expeditious administration of the
public business;" and section 901(a) (3), "to increase the efficiency
of the operations of the Government to the fullest extent practicable."
The reorganizations provided for in the plan make necessary the
appointment and compensation of new officers as specified in section 1
of the plan. The rates of compensation fixed for these officers are
comparable to those fixed for other officers in the executive branch who
have similar responsibilities.
Section 907 of title 5 of the united States Code will operate to
preserve administrative proceedings, including any public hearing
proceedings, related to the transferred functions, which are pending
immediately prior to the taking effect of the reorganization plan.
The reorganization plan should result in more efficient operation of
the Government. It is not practical, however, to itemize or aggregate
the exact expenditure reductions which will result from this action.
Richard Nixon.
The White House, July 9, 1970 .
Message of the President
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To the Congress of the United States:
As concern with the condition of our physical environment has
intensified, it has become increasingly clear that we need to know more
about the total environment--land, water and air. It also has become
increasingly clear that only by reorganizing our Federal efforts can we
develop that knowledge, and effectively ensure the protection,
development and enhancement of the total environment itself .
The Government's environmentally-related activities have grown up
piecemeal over the years. The time has come to organize them rationally
and systematically. As a major step in this direction, I am transmitting
today two reorganization plans: one to establish an Environmental
Protection Agency, and one to establish, within the Department of
Commerce, a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration .
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)
Our national government today is not structured to make a
coordinated attack on the pollutants which debase the air we breathe,
the water we drink, and the land that grows our food. Indeed, the
present governmental structure for dealing with environmental pollution
often defies effective and concerted action.
Despite its complexity, for pollution control purposes the
environment must be perceived as a single, interrelated system. Present
assignments of departmental responsibilities do not reflect this
interrelatedness.
Many agency missions, for example, are designed primarily along
media lines--air, water, and land. Yet the sources of air, water, and
land pollution are interrelated and often interchangeable. A single
source may pollute the air with smoke and chemicals, the land with solid
wastes, and a river or lake with chemical and other wastes. Control of
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the air pollution may produce more solid wastes, which then pollute the
land or water. Control of the water-polluting effluent may convert it
into solid wastes, which must be disposed of on land.
Similarly, some pollutants--chemicals, radiation, pesticides--appear
in all media. Successful control of them at present requires the
coordinated efforts of a variety of separate agencies and departments.
The results are not always successful.
A far more effective approach to pollution control would:
--identify pollutants.
--trace them through the entire ecological chain, observing and
recording changes in form as they occur.
--Determine the total exposure of man his environment .
--Examine interactions among forms of pollution.
--Identify where in the ecological chain interdiction would be most
appropriate.
In organizational terms, this requires pulling together into one
agency a variety of research, monitoring, standard-setting and
enforcement activities now scattered through several departments and
agencies. It also requires that the new agency include sufficient
support elements--in research and in aids to State and local antipollution programs, for example--to give it the needed strength and
potential for carrying out its mission. The new agency would also, of
course, draw upon the results of research conducted by other agencies .
components of the epa
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Under the terms of Reorganization Plan No.3, the following would be
moved to the new Environmental Protection Agency:
--The functions carried out by the Federal Water Quality
Administration (from the Department of the Interior).
--Functions with respect to pesticides studies now vested in the
Department of the Interior.
--The functions carried out by the National Air Pollution Control
Administration (from the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare).
--The functions carried out by the Bureau of Solid Waste Management
and the Bureau of Water Hygiene, and portions of the functions
carried out by the Bureau of Radiological Health of the
Environmental Control Administration (from the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare) .
--Certain functions with respect to pesticides carried out by the
Food and Drug Administration (from the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare) .
--Authority to perform studies relating to ecological systems now
vested in the Council on Environmental Quality.
--Certain functions respecting radiation criteria and standards now
vested in the Atomic Energy Commission and the Federal Radiation
Council.
--Functions respecting pesticides registration and related
activities now carried out by the Agricultural Research Service
(from the Department of Agriculture) .
With its broad mandate, EPA would also develop competence in areas
of environmental protection that have not previously been given enough
attention, such, for example, as the problem of noise, and it would
provide an organization to which new programs in these areas could be
added .
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In brief, these are the principal functions to be transferred:
Federal Water Quality Administration.--Charged with the control of
pollutants which impair water quality, it is broadly concerned with the
impact of degraded water quality. It performs a wide variety of
functions, including research, standard-setting and enforcement, and
provides construction grants and technical assistance.
Certain pesticides research authority from the Department of the
Interior.--Authority for research on the effects of pesticides on fish
and wildlife would be provided to the EPA through transfer of the
specialized research authority of the pesticides act enacted in 1958.
Interior would retain its responsibility to do research on all factors
affecting fish and wildlife. Under this provision, only one laboratory
would be transferred to the EPA--the Gulf Breeze Biological Laboratory
of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. The EPA would work closely with
the fish and wildlife laboratories remaining with the Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife.
National Air Pollution Control Administration.--As the
Federal agency concerned with air pollution, it conducts research on the
effects of air pollution, operates a monitoring network, and promulgates
criteria which serve as the basis for setting air quality standards. Its
regulatory functions are similar to those of the Federal Water Quality
Administration. NAPCA is responsible for administering the Clean Air
Act, which involves designating air quality regions, approving State
standards and providing financial and technical assistance to State
Control agencies to enable them to comply with the Act's provisions. It
also sets and enforces Federal automotive emission standards .
Elements of the Environmental Control Administration.--ECA is
focal point within HEW for evaluation and control of a broad range of
environmental health problems, including water quality, solid wastes,
and radiation. Programs in the ECA involve research, development of '
criteria and standards, and the administration of planning and
demonstration grants. From the ECA, the activities of the Bureaus of
Water Hygiene and Solid Waste Management and portions of the activities
of the Bureau of Radiological Health would be transferred. Other
functions of the ECA including those related to the regulation of
radiation from consumer products and occupational safety and health
would remain in HEW .
Pesticides research and standard-setting programs of the Food and
Drug Administration.--FDA's pesticides program consists of setting and
enforcing standards which limit pesticide residues in food. EPA would
have the authority to set pesticide standards and to monitor compliance
with them, as well as to conduct related research. However, as an
integral part of its food protection activities, FDA would retain its
authority to remove from the market food with excess pesticide residues .
General ecological research from the Council on Environmental
Quality.--This authority to perform studies and research relating to
ecological systems would be in addition to EPA's other specific research
authorities, and it would help EPA to measure the impact of pollutants .
The Council on Environmental Quality would retain its authority to
conduct studies and research relating to environmental quality.
Environmental radiation standards programs.--The Atomic Energy
Commission is now responsible for establishing environmental radiation
standards and emission limits for radioactivity. Those standards have
been based largely on broad guidelines recommended by the Federal
Radiation Council. The Atomic Energy Commission's authority to set
standards for the protection of the general environment from radioactive
material would be transferred to the Environmental Protection Agency .
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The functions of the Federal Radiation Council would also be
transferred. AEC would retain responsibility for the implementation and
enforcement of radiation standards through its licensing authority.
Pesticides registration program of the Agricultural Research
Service.--The Department of Agriculture is currently responsible for
several distinct functions related to pesticides use. It conducts
research on the efficacy of various pesticides as related to other pest
control methods and on the effects of pesticides on non-target plants,
livestock, and poultry. It registers pesticides, monitors their
persistence and carries out an educational program on pesticide use
through the extension service. It conducts extensive pest control
programs which utilize pesticides.
By transferring the Department of Agriculture's pesticides
registration and monitoring function to the EPA and merging it with the
pesticides programs being transferred from HEW and Interior, the new
agency would be given a broad capability for control over the
introduction of pesticides into the environment.
The Department of Agriculture would continue to conduct research on
the effectiveness of pesticides. The Department would furnish this
information to the EPA, which would have the responsibility for actually
licensing pesticides for use after considering environmental and health
effects. Thus the new agency would be able to make use of the expertise
of the Department.
advantages of reorganization
This reorganization would permit response to environmental problems
in a manner beyond the previous capability of our pollution control
programs. The EPA would have the capacity to do research on important'
pollutants irrespective of the media in which they appear, and on the
impact of these pollutants on the total environment. Both by itself and
together with other agencies, the EPA would monitor the condition of the
environment--biological as well as physical. With these data, the EPA
would be able to establish quantitative "environmental baselines"-critical if we are to measure adequately the success or failure of our
pollution abatement efforts.
As no disjointed array of separate programs can, the EPA would be
able--in concert with the States--to set and enforce standards for air
and water quality and for individual pollutants. This consolidation of
pollution control authorities would help assure that we do not create
new environmental problems in the process of controlling existing ones.
Industries seeking to minimize the adverse impact of their activities on
the environment would be assured of consistent standards covering the
full range of their waste disposal problems. As the States develop and
expand their own pollution control programs, they would be able to look
to one agency to support their efforts with financial and technical
assistance and training.
In proposing that the Environmental Protection Agency be set up as a
separate new agency, I am making an exception to one of my own
principles: that, as a matter of effective and orderly administration,
additional new independent agencies normally should not be created. In
this case, however, the arguments against placing environmental
protection activities under the jurisdiction of one or another of the
existing departments and agencies are compelling.
In the first place, almost every part of government is concerned
with the environment in some way, and affects it in some way. Yet each
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department also has its own primary mission--such as resource
development, transportation, health, defense, urban growth or
agriculture--which necessarily affects its own view of environmental
questions .
In the second place, if the critical standard-setting functions were
centralized within anyone existing department, it would require that
department constantly to make decisions affecting other departments--in
which, whether fairly or unfairly, its own objectivity as an impartial
arbiter could be called into question.
Because environmental protection cuts across so many jurisdictions,
and because arresting environmental deterioration is of great importance
to the quality of life in our country and the world, I believe that in
this case a strong, independent agency is needed. That agency would, of
course, work closely with and draw upon the expertise and assistance of
other agencies having experience in the environmental area .
roles and functions of epa
The principal roles and functions of the EPA would include:
--The establishment and enforcement of environmental protection
standards consistent with national environmental goals .
--The conduct of research on the adverse effects of pollution and on
methods and equipment for controlling it, the gathering of
information on pollution, and the use of this information in
strengthening environmental protection programs and recommending
policy changes.
--Assisting others, through grants, technical assistance and other
means in arresting pollution of the environment .
--Assisting the Council on Environmental Quality in developing and
recommending to the President new policies for the protection of
the environment.
One natural question concerns the relationship between the EPA and
the Council on Environmental Quality, recently established by Act of
Congress.
It is my intention and expectation that the two will work in close
harmony, reinforcing each other's mission. Essentially, the Council is a
top-level advisory group (which might be compared with the Council of
Economic Advisers), while the EPA would be an operating, "line"
organization. The Council will continue to be a part of the Executive
Office of the President and will perform its overall coordinating and
advisory roles with respect to all Federal programs related to
environmental quality.
The Council, then, is concerned with all aspects of environmental
quality--wildlife preservation, parklands, land use, and population
growth, as well as pollution. The EPA would be charged with protecting
the environment by abating pollution. In short, the Council focuses on
what our broad policies in the environment field should be; the EPA
would focus on setting and enforcing pollution control standards. The
two are not competing, but complementary--and taken together, they
should give us, for the first time, the means to mount an effectively
coordinated campaign against environmental degradation in all of its
many forms .
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NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION
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The oceans and the atmosphere are interacting parts of the total
environmental system upon which we depend not only for the quality of
our lives, but for life itself.
We face immediate and compelling needs for better protection of life
and property from natural hazards, and for a better understanding of the
total environment--and understanding which will enable us more
effectively to monitor and predict its actions, and ultimately, perhaps
to exercise some degree of control over them .
We also face a compelling need for exploration and development
leading to the intelligent use of our marine resources. The global
oceans, which constitute nearly three-fourths of the surface of our
planet, are today the least-understood, the least-developed, and the
least-protected part of our earth. Food from the oceans will
increasingly be a key element in the world's fight against hunger. The
mineral resources of the ocean beds and of the oceans themselves, are
being increasingly tapped to meet the growing world demand. We must
understand the nature of these resources, and assure their development
without either contaminating the marine environment or upsetting its
balance.
Establishment of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration--NOAA--within the Department of Commerce would enable us
to approach these tasks in a coordinated way. By employing a unified
approach to the problems of the oceans and atmosphere, we can increase
our knowledge and expand our opportunities not only in those areas, but
in the third major component of our environment, the solid earth, as
well .
Scattered through various Federal departments and agencies, we
already have the scientific, technological, and administrative resources
to make an effective, unified approach possible. What we need is to
bring them together. Establishment of NOAA would do so.
By far the largest of the components being merged would be the
Commerce Department's Environmental Science Services Administration
(ESSA), with some 10,000 employees (70 percent of NOAA's total personnel
strength) and estimated Fiscal 1970 expenditures of almost $200 million.
Placing NOAA within the Department of Commerce therefore entails the
least dislocation, while also placing it within a Department which has
traditionally been a center for service activities in the scientific and
technological area .
components of noaa
Under terms of Reorganization Plan No.4, the programs of the
following organizations would be moved into NOAA:
--The Environmental Science Services Administration (from within the
Department of Commerce) .
--Elements of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries (from the
Department of the Interior).
--The marine sport fish program of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife (from the Department of the Interior).
--The Marine Minerals Technology Center of the Bureau of Mines (from
the Department of the Interior).
--The Office of Sea Grant Programs (from the National Science
Foundation) .
--Elements of the United States Lake Survey (from the Department of
the Army) .
In addition, by executive action, the programs of the following
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organizations would be transferred to NOAA:
--The National Oceanographic Data Center (from the Department of the
Navy) .
--The National Oceanographic Instrumentation Center {from the
Department of the Navy}.
--The National Data Buoy Project (from the Department of
Transportation) .
In brief, these are the principal functions of the programs and
agencies to be combined:
THE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
(ESSA) comprises the following components:
--The Weather Bureau (weather, marine, river and flood forecasting
and warning) .
--The Coast and Geodetic Survey (earth and marine description,
mapping and charting) .
--The Environmental Data Service (storage and retrieval of
environmental data).
--The National Environmental Satellite Center (observation of the
global environment from earth-orbiting satellites) .
--The ESSA Research Laboratories {research on physical environmental
problems} .
ESSA's activities include observing and predicting the state of the
oceans, the state of the lower and upper atmosphere, and the size and
shape of the earth. It maintains the nation's warning systems for such
natural hazards as hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, earthquakes and
seismic sea waves. It provides information for national defense,
agriculture, transportation and industry.
ESSA monitors atmospheric, oceanic and geophysical phenomena on a
global basis, through an unparalleled complex of air, ocean, earth and
space facilities. It also prepares aeronautical and marine maps and
charts.
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries and marine sport fish activities.-Those fishery activities of the Department of the Interior's U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service which are ocean related and those which are
directed toward commercial fishing would be transferred. The Fish and
Wildlife Service's Bureau of Commercial Fisheries has the dual function
of strengthening the fishing industry and promoting conservation of
fishery stocks. It conducts research on important marine species and on
fundamental oceanography, and operates a fleet of oceanographic vessels
and a number of laboratories. Most of its activities would be
transferred. From the Fish and Wildlife Service's Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife, the marine sport fishing program would be
transferred. This involves five supporting laboratories and three ships
engaged in activities to enhance marine sport fishing opportunities .
The Marine Minerals Technology Center is concerned with the
development of marine mining technology.
Office of Sea Grant Programs.--The Sea Grant Program was authorized
in 1966 to permit the Federal Government to assist the academic and
industrial communities in developing marine resources and technology. It
aims at strengthening education and training of marine specialists,
supporting applied research in the recovery and use of marine resources,
and developing extension and advisory services. The Office carries out
these objectives by making grants to selected academic institutions.
The U.S. Lake Survey has two primary missions. It prepares and
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publishes navigation charts of the Great Lakes and tributary waters and
conducts research on a variety of hydraulic and hydrologic phenomena of
the Great Lakes' waters. Its activities are very similar to those
conducted along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts by ESSA's Coast and
Geodetic Survey .
The National Oceanographic Data Center is responsible for the
collection and dissemination of oceanographic data accumulated by all
Federal agencies .
The National Oceanographic Instrumentation Center provides a central
Federal service for the calibration and testing of oceanographic
instruments.
The National Data Buoy Development Project was established to
determine the feasibility of deploying a system of automatic ocean buoys
to obtain oceanic and atmospheric data .

role of noaa
Drawing these activities together into a single agency would make
possible a balanced Federal program to improve our understanding of the
resources of the sea, and permit their development and use while
guarding against the sort of thoughtless exploitation that in the past
laid waste to so many of our precious natural assets. It would make
possible a consolidated program for achieving a more comprehensive
understanding of oceanic and atmospheric phenomena, which so greatly
affect our lives and activities. It would facilitate the cooperatio~
between public and private interests that can best serve the interests
of all.
I expect that NOAA would exercise leadership in developing a
national oceanic and atmospheric program of research and development. It
would coordinate its own scientific and technical resources with the
technical and operational capabilities of other government agencies and
private institutions. As important, NOAA would continue to provide those
services to other agencies of government, industry and private
individuals which have become essential to the efficient operation of
our transportation systems, our agriculture and our national security. I
expect it to maintain continuing and close liaison with the new
Environmental Protection Agency and the Council on Environmental Quality
as part of an effort to ensure that environmental questions are dealt
with in their totality and they benefit from the full range of the
government's technical and human resources.
Authorities who have studied this matter, including the Commission
on Marine Science, Engineering and Resources, strongly recommended the
creation of a National Advisory Committee for the Oceans. I agree .
Consequently, I will request, upon approval of the plan, that the'
Secretary of Commerce establish a National Advisory Committee for the
Oceans and the Atmosphere to advise him on the progress of governmental
and private programs in achieving the nation's oceanic and atmospheric
objectives .

AN ON-GOING PROCESS
The reorganizations which I am here proposing afford both the
Congress and the Executive Branch an opportunity to re-evaluate the
adequacy of existing program authorities involved in these
consolidations. As these two new organizations come into being, we may
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well find that supplementary legislation to perfect their authorities
will be necessary. I look forward to working with the Congress in this
task.
In formulating these reorganization plans, I have been greatly aided
by the work of the President's Advisory Council on Executive
Organization (the Ash Council), the Commission on Marine Science,
Engineering and Resources (the Stratton Commission, appointed by
President Johnson), my special task force on oceanography headed by Dr .
James Wakelin, and by the information developed during both House and
Senate hearings on proposed NOAA legislation.
Many of those who have advised me have proposed additional
reorganizations, and it may well be that in the future I shall recommend
further changes. For the present, however, I think the two
reorganizations transmitted today represent a sound and significant
beginning. I also think that in practical terms, in this sensitive and
rapidly developing area, it is better to proceed a step at a time--and
thus to be sure that we are not caught up in a form of organizational
indigestion from trying to rearrange too much at once. As we see how
these changes work out, we will gain a better understanding of what
further changes--in addition to these--might be desirable.
Ultimately, our objective should be to insure that the nation's
environmental and resource protection activities are so organized as to
maximize both the effective coordination of all and the effective
functioning of each.
The Congress, the Administration and the public all share a profound
commitment to the rescue of our natural environment, and the
preservation of the Earth as a place both habitable by and hospitable to
man. With its acceptance of these reorganization plans, the Congress
will help us fulfill that commitment.
Richard Nixon .
The White House, July 9, 1970.
Ex. Ord. No. 11472. Cabinet Committee on the Environment and Citizens'
Advisory Committee on Environmental Quality
Ex. Ord. No. 11472, May 29, 1969, 34 F.R. 8693, as amended by Ex.
Ord. No. 11514, Mar. 5, 1970, 35 F.R. 4247; Ex. Ord. No. 12007, Aug. 22,
1977, 42 F.R. 42839, provided:
By virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United
States, it is ordered as follows:
Part I--Cabinet Committee on the Environment
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Section 101. Establishment of the Cabinet Committee. (a) There is
hereby established the Cabinet Committee on the Environment (hereinafter
referred to as "the Cabinet Committee").
(b) The President of the United States shall preside over meetings
of the Cabinet Committee. The Vice President shall preside in the
absence of the President.
(c) The Cabinet Committee shall be composed of the following
members:
The Vice President of the United States
Secretary of Agriculture
Secretary of Commerce
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
Secretary of the Interior
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Secretary of Transportation
and such other heads of departments and agencies and others as the
President may from time to time direct.
(d) Each member of the Cabinet Committee may designate an alternate,
who shall serve as a member of the Cabinet Committee whenever the
regular member is unable to attend any meeting of the Cabinet Committee.
(e) When matters which affect the interest of Federal agencies the
heads of which are not members of the Cabinet Committee are to be
considered by the Cabinet Committee, the President or his representative
may invite such agency heads or their alternates to participate in the
deliberations of the Cabinet Committee.
(f) The Director of the Bureau of the Budget [now the Director of
the Office of Management and Budget], the Director of the Office of
Science and Technology, the Chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisers, and the Executive Secretary of the Council for Urban Affairs
or their representatives may participate in the deliberations of the
Cabinet Committee on the Environment as observers.
(g) The Chairman of the Council on Environmental Quality
(established by Public Law 91-190) [this chapter] shall assist the
President in directing the affairs of the Cabinet Committee.
Sec. 102. Functions of the Cabinet Committee. (a) The Cabinet
Committee shall advise and assist the President with respect to
environmental quality matters and shall perform such other related
duties as the President may from time to time prescribe. In addition
thereto, the Cabinet Committee is directed to:
(1) Recommend measures to ensure that Federal policies and prog~ams,
including those for development and conservation of natural resources,
take adequate account of environmental effects.
(2) Review the adequacy of existing systems for monitoring and
predicting environmental changes so as to achieve effective coverage and
efficient use of facilities and other resources.
(3) Foster cooperation between the Federal Government, State and
local governments, and private organizations in environmental programs .
(4) Seek advancement of scientific knowledge of changes in the
environment and encourage the development of technology to prevent or
minimize adverse effects that endanger man's health and well-being.
(5) Stimulate public and private participation in programs and
activities to protect against pollution of the Nation's air, water, and
land and its living resources.
(6) Encourage timely public disclosure by all levels of government
and by private parties of plans that would affect the quality of
environment.
(7) Assure assessment of new and changing technologies for their
potential effects on the environment .
(8) Facilitate coordination among departments and agencies of the
Federal Government in protecting and improving the environment.
(b) The Cabinet Committee shall review plans and actions of Federal
agencies affecting outdoor recreation and natural beauty. The Cabinet
Committee may conduct studies and make recommendations to the President
on matters of policy in the fields of outdoor recreation and natural
beauty. In carrying out the foregoing provisions of this subsection, the
Cabinet Committee shall, as far as may be practical, advise Federal
agencies with respect to the effect of their respective plans and
programs on recreation and natural beauty, and may suggest to such
agencies ways to accomplish the purposes of this order. For the purposes
of this order, plans and programs may include, but are not limited to,
those for or affecting: (1) Development, restoration, and preservation
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of the beauty of the countryside, urban and suburban areas, water
resources, wild rivers, scenic roads, parkways and highways, (2) the
protection and appropriate management of scenic or primitive areas,
natural wonders, historic sites, and recreation areas, (3) the
management of Federal land and water resources, including fish and
wildlife, to enhance natural beauty and recreational opportunities
consistent with other essential uses, (4) cooperation with the States
and their local subdivisions and private organizations and individuals
in areas of mutual interest, (5) interstate arrangements, including
Federal participation where authorized and necessary, and (6) leadership
in a nationwide recreation and beautification effort.
Sec. 103. Coordination. The Secretary of the Interior may make
available to the Cabinet Committee for coordination of outdoor
recreation the authorities and resources available to him under the Act
of May 28, 1963, 77 Stat. 49 [16 U.S.C. 4601 et seq.], to the extent
permitted by law, he may make such authorities and resources available
to the Cabinet Committee also for promoting such coordination of other
matters assigned to the Cabinet Committee by this order.
Sec. 104. Assistance for the Cabinet Committee. In compliance with
provisions of applicable law, and as necessary to serve the purposes of
this order, (1) the Council on Environmental Quality (established by
Public Law 91-190) [this chapter] shall provide or arrange for necessary
administrative and staff services, support, and facilities for the
Cabinet Committee, and (2) each department and agency which has
membership on the Cabinet Committee under Section 101(c) hereof shall
furnish the Cabinet Committee such information and other assistance as
may be available.
Part II--Citizens' Advisory Committee on Environmental Quality
[Revoked. Ex. Ord. No. 12007, Aug. 22, 1977, 42 F.R. 42839.]
Part III--General Provisions
Sec. 301. Construction. Nothing in this order shall be construed as
subjecting any department, establishment, or other instrumentality of
the executive branch of the Federal Government or the head thereof, or
any function vested by law in or assigned pursuant to law to any such
agency or head, to the authority of any other such agency or head or as
abrogating, modifying, or restricting any such function in any manner .
Sec. 302. Prior bodies and orders. The President's Council on
Recreation and Natural Beauty and the Citizens' Advisory Committee on
Recreation and Natural Beauty are hereby terminated and the following
are revoked:
(1) Executive Order No. 11278 of May 4, 1966.
(2) Executive Order No. 11359A of June 29, 1967.
(3) Executive Order No. 11402 of March 29, 1968 .
Termination of Cabinet Committee on the Environment
The Cabinet Committee on the Environment was terminated and its
functions transferred to the Domestic Council, see section 2(b) of Ex.
Ord. No. 11541, eff. July 1, 1970, 35 F.R. 10737, set out as a note
under section 501 of Title 31, Money and Finance.
The Domestic Council was abolished by Reorg. Plan No.1 of 1977,
Sec. 3, 42 F.R. 56101, 91 Stat. 1633, set out in the Appendix to Title
5, Government Organization and Employees, effective on or before Apr. 1,
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1978, at such time as specified by the President. Section 50 of Reorg .
Plan No. 1 of 1977 transferred all functions vested in the Domestic
Council to the President with power to delegate the performance of such
transferred functions within the Executive Office of the President .
Termination of Citizens' Advisory Committee on Environmental Quality
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For provisions relating to termination of Citizens' Advisory
Committee on Environmental Quality see Ex. Ord. No. 12007, Aug. 22,
1977, 42 F.R. 42839, set out as a note under section 14 of the Federal
Advisory Committee Act in the Appendix to Title 5, Government
Organization and Employees.
Ex. Ord. No. 11514. Protection and Enhancement of Environmental Quality
Ex. Ord. No. 11514, Mar. 5, 1970, 35 F.R. 4247, as amended by Ex.
Ord. No. 11991, May 24, 1977, 42 F.R. 26967, provided:
By virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United
States and in furtherance of the purpose and policy of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (Public Law No. 91-190, approved
January 1, 1970) [this chapter], it is ordered as follows:
Section 1. Policy. The Federal Government shall provide leadership
in protecting and enhancing the quality of the Nation's environment to
sustain and enrich human life. Federal agencies shall initiate measures
needed to direct their policies, plans and programs so as to meet
national environmental goals. The Council on Environmental Quality, .
through the Chairman, shall advise and assist the President in leading
this national effort.
Sec. 2. Responsibilities of Federal agencies. Consonant with Title I
of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 [42 U.S.C. 4331 et
seq.], hereafter referred to as the "Act' " the heads of Federal
agencies shall:
{a} Monitor, evaluate, and control on a continuing basis their
agencies' activities so as to protect and enhance the quality of the
environment. Such activities shall include those directed to controlling
pollution and enhancing the environment and those designed to accomplish
other program objectives which may affect the quality of the
environment. Agencies shall develop programs and measures to protect and
enhance environmental quality and shall assess progress in meeting the
specific objectives of such activities. Heads of agencies shall consult
with appropriate Federal, State and local agencies in carrying out their
activities as they affect the quality of the environment.
{b} Develop procedures to ensure the fullest practicable provision
of timely public information and understanding of Federal plans a~d
programs with environmental impact in order to obtain the views of
interested parties. These procedures shall include, whenever
appropriate, provision for public hearings, and shall provide the public
with relevant information, including information on alternative courses
of action. Federal agencies shall also encourage State and local
agencies to adopt similar procedures for informing the public concerning
their activities affecting the quality of the environment .
{c} Insure that information regarding existing or potential
environmental problems and control methods developed as part of
research, development, demonstration, test, or evaluation activities is
made available to Federal agencies, States, counties, municipalities,
institutions, and other entities, as appropriate.
(d) Review their agencies' statutory authority, administrative
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regulations, policies, and procedures, including those relating to
loans, grants, contracts, leases, licenses, or permits, in order to
identify any deficiencies or inconsistencies therein which prohibit or
limit full compliance with the purposes and provisions of the Act. A
report on this review and the corrective actions taken or planned,
including such measures to be proposed to the President as may be
necessary to bring their authority and policies into conformance with
the intent, purposes, and procedures of the Act, shall be provided to
the Council on Environmental Quality not later than September 1, 1970.
(e) Engage in exchange of data and research results, and cooperate
with agencies of other governments to foster the purposes of the Act .
(f) Proceed, in coordination with other agencies, with actions
required by section 102 of the Act [42 U.S.C. 4332J.
(g) In carrying out their responsibilities under the Act and this
Order, comply with the regulations issued by the Council except where
such compliance would be inconsistent with statutory requirements.
Sec. 3. Responsibilities of Council on Environmental Quality. The
Council on Environmental Quality shall:
(a) Evaluate existing and proposed policies and activities of the
Federal Government directed to the control of pollution and the
enhancement of the environment and to the accomplishment of other
objectives which affect the quality of the environment. This shall
include continuing review of procedures employed in the development and
enforcement of Federal standards affecting environmental quality. Based
upon such evaluations the Council shall, where appropriate, recommend to
the President policies and programs to achieve more effective protection
and enhancement of environmental quality and shall, where appropriate,
seek resolution of significant environmental issues.
(b) Recommend to the President and to the agencies priorities among
programs designed for the control of pollution and for enhancement of
the environment.
(c) Determine the need for new policies and programs for dealing
with environmental problems not being adequately addressed .
(d) Conduct, as it determines to be appropriate, public hearings or
conferences on issues of environmental significance.
(e) Promote the development and use of indices and monitoring
systems (I) to assess environmental conditions and trends, (2) to
predict the environmental impact of proposed public and private actions,
and (3) to determine the effectiveness of programs for protecting and
enhancing environmental quality .
(f) Coordinate Federal programs related to environmental quality_
(g) Advise and assist the President and the agencies in achieving
international cooperation for dealing with environmental problems, under
the foreign policy guidance of the Secretary of State .
(h) Issue regulations to Federal agencies for the implementation of
the procedural provisions of the Act (42 U.S.C. 4332(2». Such
regulations shall be developed after consultation with affected agencies
and after such public hearings as may be appropriate. They will be
designed to make the environmental impact statement process more useful
to decisionmakers and the publiCi and to reduce paperwork and the
accumulation of extraneous background data, in order to emphasize the
need to focus on real environmental issues and alternatives. They will
require impact statements to be concise, clear, and to the point, and
supported by evidence that agencies have made the necessary
environmental analyses. The Council shall include in its regulations
procedures (I) for the early preparation of environmental impact
statements, and (2) for the referral to the Council of conflicts between
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agencies concerning the implementation of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969, as amended [this chapter], and Section 309 of the
Clean Air Act, as amended [42 U.S.C. 7609], for the Council's
recommendation as to their prompt resolution.
(i) Issue such other instructions to agencies, and request such
reports and other information from them, as may be required to carry out
the Council's responsibilities under the Act.
(j) Assist the President in preparing the annual Environmental
Quality Report provided for in section 201 of the Act [42 U.S.C. 4341].
(k) Foster investigations, studies, surveys, research, and analyses
relating to (i) ecological systems and environmental quality, (ii) the
impact of new and changing technologies thereon, and (iii) means of
preventing or reducing adverse effects from such technologies.
Sec. 4. Amendments of E.O. 11472. Executive Order No. 11472 of May
29, 1969, including the heading thereof, is hereby amended:
(1) By substituting for the term "the Environmental Quality
Council", wherever it occurs, the following: "the Cabinet Committee on
the Environment".
(2) By substituting for the term "the Council", wherever it
occurs, the following: "the Cabinet Committee".
(3) By inserting in subsection (f) of section 101, after
"Budget, ", the following: "the Director of the Office of Science and
Technology, "~a
(4) By substituting for subsection (g) of section 101 the following:
"(g) The Chairman of the Council on Environmental Quality
(established by Public Law 91-190) [this chapter] shall assist the
President in directing the affairs of the Cabinet Committee."
(5) By deleting subsection (c) of section 102.
(6) By substituting for "the Office of Science and Technology", in
section 104, the following: "the Council on Environmental Quality
,
(established by Public Law 91-190) [this chapter] "~a
(7) By substituting for "(hereinafter referred to as the
'Committee') ", in section 201, the following: "'(hereinafter referred
to as the 'Citizens' Committee') "~a
(8) By substituting for the term "the Committee", wherever it
occurs, the following: "the Citizens' Committee" .
Ex. Ord. No. 11523. National Industrial Pollution Control Council
Ex. Ord. No. 11523, eff. Apr. 9, 1970, 35 F.R. 5993, provided:
By virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United
States, and in furtherance of the purpose and policy of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (Public Law 91-190, approved January 1,
1970) [this chapter], it is ordered as follows:
Section 1. Establishment of the Council. (a) There is hereby
established the National Industrial Pollution Control Council
(hereinafter referred to as "the Industrial Council") which shall be
composed of a Chairman, a Vice-chairman, and other representatives of
business and industry appointed by the Secretary of Commerce
(hereinafter referred to as "the Secretary").
(b) The Secretary, with the concurrence of the Chairman, shall
appoint an Executive Director of the Industrial Council.
Sec. 2. Functions of the Industrial Council. The Industrial Council
shall advise the President and the Chairman of the Council on
Environmental Quality, through the Secretary, on programs of industry
relating to the quality of the environment. In particular, the
Industrial Council may--
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(I) Survey and evaluate the plans and actions of industry in the
field of environmental quality.
(2) Identify and examine problems of the effects on the environment
of industrial practices and the needs of industry for improvements in
the quality of the environment, and recommend solutions to those
problems.
(3) Provide liaison among members of the business and industrial
community on environmental quality matters .
(4) Encourage the business and industrial community to improve the
quality of the environment.
(5) Advise on plans and actions of Federal, State, and local
agencies involving environmental quality policies
industry
which are referred to it by the Secretary, or by the Chairman of the
Council on Environmental Quality through the Secretary.
Sec. 3. Subordinate Committees. The Industrial Council may
establish, with the concurrence of the Secretary, such subordinate
committees as it may deem appropriate to assist in the performance of
its functions. Each subordinate committee shall be headed by a chairman
appointed by the Chairman of the Industrial Council with the concurrence
of the Secretary.
Sec. 4. Assistance for the Industrial Council. In compliance with
applicable law, and as necessary to serve the purposes of this order,
the Secretary shall provide or arrange for administrative and staff
services, support, and facilities for the Industrial Council and any of
its subordinate committees.
Sec. 5. Expenses. Members of the Industrial Councilor any of its
subordinate committees shall receive no compensation from the United
States by reason of their services hereunder, but may be allowed travel
expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by
law (5 U.S.C. 5703) for persons in the Government service employed
intermittently.
Sec. 6. Regulations. The provisions of Executive Order No. 11007 of
February 26, 1962 (3 CFR 573) [see 5 U.S.C. 901 note] prescribing
regulations for the formation and use of advisory committees, are hereby
made applicable to the Industrial Council and each of its subordinate
committees. The Secretary may exercise the discretionary powers set
forth in that order .
Sec. 7. Construction. Nothing in this order shall be construed as
subjecting any Federal agency, or any function vested by law in, or
assigned pursuant to law to, any Federal agency to the authority of any
other Federal agency or of the Industrial Councilor of any of its
subordinate committees, or as abrogating or
any such
function in any manner.
Richard Nixon .
Executive Order No. 11643
Ex. Ord. No. 11643, eff. Feb. 8, 1972, 37 F.R. 2875, as amended by
Ex. Ord. No. 11870, eff. July 18, 1975, 40 F.R. 30611; Ex. Ord. No.
11917, eff. May 28, 1976, 41 F.R. 22239, which related to environmental
safeguards on activities for animal damage control on Federal lands, was
revoked by Ex. Ord. No. 12342, Jan. 27, 1982, 47 F.R. 4223.
Ex. Ord. No. 11644. Use of Off-Road Vehicles on Public Lands
Ex. Ord. No. 11644, Feb. 8, 1972, 37 F.R. 2877, as amended by Ex.
Ord. No. 11989, May 24, 1977, 42 F.R. 26959; Ex. Ord. No. 12608, Sept .
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9, 1987, 52 F.R. 34617, provided:
An estimated 5 million off-road recreational vehicles--motorcycles,
minibikes, trail bikes, snowmobiles, dunebuggies, all-terrain vehicles,
and others--are in use in the United States today, and their popularity
continues to increase rapidly. The widespread use of such vehicles on
the public lands--often for legitimate purposes but also in frequent
conflict with wise land and resource management practices, environmental
values, and other types of recreational activity--has demonstrated the
need for a unified Federal policy toward the use of such vehicles on the
public lands.
NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in me as President
of the United States by the Constitution of the United States and in
furtherance of the purpose and policy of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321), it is hereby ordered as follows:
Section 1. Purpose. It is the purpose of this order to establish
policies and provide for procedures that will ensure that the use of
off-road vehicles on public lands will be controlled and directed so as
to protect the resources of those lands, to promote the safety of all
users of those lands, and to minimize conflicts among the various uses
of those lands.
Sec. 2. Definitions. As used in this order, the term:
(l) "public lands" means (A) all lands under the custody and
control of the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of
Agriculture, except Indian lands, (B) lands under the custody and
control of the Tennessee Valley Authority that are situated in western
Kentucky and Tennessee and are designated as "Land Between the Lakes,"
and (C) lands under the custody and control of the Secretary of Defense;
(2) "respective agency head" means the Secretary of the Interior,
the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of Agriculture, and the Board, of
Directors of the Tennessee Valley Authority, with respect to public
lands under the custody and control of each;
(3) "off-road vehicle" means any motorized vehicle designed for or
capable of cross-country travel on or immediately over land, water,
sand, snow, ice, marsh, swampland, or other natural terrain; except that
such term excludes (A) any registered motorboat, (B) any
military,
emergency or law enforcement vehicle when used for emergency purposes,
and any combat or combat support vehicle when used for national defense
purposes, and (C) any vehicle whose use is expressly authorized by the
respective agency head under a permit, lease, license, or contract; and
(4) "official use" means use by an employee, agent, or designated
representative of the Federal Government or one of its contractors in
the course of his employment, agency, or representation.
Sec. 3. Zones of Use. (a) Each respective agency head shall develop
and issue regulations and administrative instructions, within six months
of the date of this order, to provide for administrative designation of
the specific areas and trails on public lands on which the use of offroad vehicles may be permitted, and areas in which the use of off-road
vehicles may not be permitted, and set a date by which such designation
of all public lands shall be completed. Those regulations shall direct
that the designation of such areas and trails will be based upon the
protection of the resources of the public lands, promotion of the safety
of all users of those lands, and minimization of conflicts among the
various uses of those lands. The regulations shall further require that
the designation of such areas and trails shall be in accordance with the
following-(1) Areas and trails shall be located to minimize damage to soil,
watershed, vegetation, or other resources of the public lands .
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(2) Areas and trails shall be located to minlmlze harassment of
wildlife or significant disruption of wildlife habitats.
(3) Areas and trails shall be located to minimize conflicts between
off-road vehicle use and other existing or proposed recreational uses of
the same or neighboring public lands, and to ensure the compatibility of
such uses with existing conditions in populated areas, taking into
account noise and other factors.
(4) Areas and trails shall not be located in officially designated
Wilderness Areas or Primitive Areas. Areas and trails shall be located
in areas of the National Park system, Natural,Areas, or National
Wildlife Refuges and Game Ranges only if the respective agency head
determines that off-road vehicle use in such locations will not
adversely affect their natural, aesthetic, or scenic values.
(b) The respective agency head shall ensure adequate opportunity for
public participation in the promulgation of such regulations and in the
designation of areas and trails under this section.
(c) The limitations on off-road vehicle use imposed under this
section shall not apply to official use.
Sec. 4. Operating Conditions. Each respective agency head shall
develop and publish, within one year of the date of this order,
regulations prescribing operating conditions for off-road vehicles on
the public lands. These regulations shall be directed at protecting
resource values, preserving public health, safety, and welfare, and
minimizing use conflicts.
Sec. 5. Public Information. The respective agency head shall ensure
that areas and trails where off-road vehicle use is permitted are well
marked and shall provide for the publication and distribution of
information, including maps, describing such areas and trails and
explaining the conditions on vehicle use. He shall seek cooperation of
relevant State agencies in the dissemination of this information.
Sec. 6. Enforcement. The respective agency head shall, where
authorized by law, prescribe appropriate penalties for violation of
regulations adopted pursuant to this order, and shall establish
procedures for the enforcement of those regulations. To the extent
permitted by law, he may enter into agreements with State or local
governmental agencies for cooperative enforcement of laws and
regulations relating to off-road vehicle use .
Sec. 7. Consultation. Before issuing the regulations or
administrative instructions required by this order or designating areas
or trails are required by this order and those regulations and
administrative instructions, the Secretary of the Interior shall, as
appropriate, consult with the Secretary of Energy and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
Sec. 8. Monitoring of Effects and Review. (a) The respective agency
head shall monitor the effects of the use of off-road vehicles on lands
under their jurisdictions. On the basis of the information gathered,
they shall from time to time amend or rescind designation of areas or
other actions taken pursuant to this order as necessary to further the
policy of this order.
(b) The Council on Environmental Quality shall maintain a continuing
review of the implementation of this order .
Sec. 9. Special Protection of the Public Lands. (a) Notwithstanding
the provisions of Section 3 of this Order, the respective agency head
shall, whenever he determines that the use of off-road vehicles will
cause or is causing considerable adverse effects on the soil,
vegetation, wildlife, wildlife habitat or cultural or historic resources
of particular areas or trails of the public lands, immediately close
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such areas or trails to the type of off-road vehicle causing such
effects, until such time as he determines that such adverse effects have
been eliminated and that measures have been implemented to prevent
future recurrence .
(b) Each respective agency head is authorized to adopt the policy
that portions of the public lands within his jurisdiction shall be
closed to use by off-road vehicles except those areas or trails which
are suitable and specifically designated as open to such use pursuant to
Section 3 of this Order.
Executive Order No. 11987
Ex. Ord. No. 11987, May 24, 1977, 42 F.R. 26949, which directed
executive agencies, and encouraged States, local governments, and
private citizens, to restrict the introduction of exotic species into
the natural ecosystems on lands and waters under their control, and
which directed executive agencies to restrict the exportation of native
species for introduction of such species into ecosystems outside the
United States where they do not naturally occur, unless such
introduction or exportation was found not to have an adverse effect on
natural ecosystems, was revoked by Ex. Ord. No. 13112, Sec. 6(b), Feb.
3, 1999, 64 F.R. 6186, set out below .
Ex. Ord. No. 11988. Floodplain Management
Ex. Ord. No. 11988, May 24, 1977, 42 F.R. 26951, as amended by ~x .
Ord. No. 12148, July 20, 1979, 44 F.R. 43239, provided:
By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and
statutes of the United States of America, and as President of the United
States of America, in furtherance of the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.), the National Flood
Insurance Act of 1968, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4001 et seq.), and the
Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-234, 87 Stat. 975)
[see Short Title of 1973 Amendment note set out under 42 U.S.C. 4001],
in order to avoid to the extent possible the long and short term adverse
impacts associated with the occupancy and modification of floodplains
and to avoid direct or indirect support of floodplain development
wherever there is a practicable alternative, it is hereby ordered as
follows:
Section 1. Each agency shall provide leadership and shall take
action to reduce the risk of flood loss, to minimize the impact of
floods on human safety, health and welfare, and to restore and preserve
the natural and beneficial values served by floodplains in carrying out
its responsibilities for (1) acquiring, managing, and disposing of
Federal lands and facilities; (2) providing Federally undertaken,
financed, or assisted construction and improvements: and (3) conducting
Federal activities and programs affecting land use, including but not
limited to water and related land resources planning, regulating, and
licensing activities.
Sec. 2. In carrying out the activities described in Section 1 of
this Order, each agency has a responsibility to evaluate the potential
effects of any actions it may take in a floodplain: to ensure that its
planning programs and budget requests reflect consideration of flood
hazards and floodplain management; and to prescribe procedures to
implement the policies and requirements of this Order, as follows:
(a) (1) Before taking an action, each agency shall determine whether
the proposed action will occur in a floodplain--for major Federal
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actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment,
the evaluation required below will be included in any statement prepared
under Section 102(2) (C) of the National Environmental Policy Act [42
U.S.C. 4332(2) (C)]. This determination shall be made according to a
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) floodplain map or a
more detailed map of an area, if available. If such maps are not
available, the agency shall make a determination of the location of the
floodplain based on the best available information. The Water Resources
Council shall issue guidance on this information not later than October
I, 1977.
(2) If an agency has determined to, or proposes to, conduct,
support, or allow an action to be located in a floodplain, the agency
shall consider alternatives to avoid adverse effects and incompatible
development in the floodplains. If the head of the agency finds that the
only practicable alternative consistent with the law and with the policy
set forth in this Order requires siting in a floodplain, the agency
shall, prior to taking action, (i) design or modify its action in order
to minimize potential harm to or within the floodplain, consistent with
regulations issued in accord with Section 2(d) of this Order, and (ii)
prepare and circulate a notice containing an explanation of why the
action is proposed to be located in the floodplain.
(3) For programs subject to the Office of Management and Budget
Circular A-95, the agency shall send the notice, not to exceed three
pages in length including a location map, to the state and areawide A-95
clearinghouses for the geographic areas affected. The notice shall
include: (i) the reasons why the action is proposed to be located in a
floodplain; (ii) a statement indicating whether the action conforms to
applicable state or local floodplain protection standards and (iii) a
list of the alternatives considered. Agencies shall endeavor to allow a
brief comment period prior to taking any action.
(4) Each agency shall also provide opportunity for early public
review of any plans or proposals for actions in floodplains, in
accordance with Section 2(b) of Executive Order No. 11514, as amended
[set out above], including the development of procedures to accomplish
this objective for Federal actions whose impact is not significant
enough to require the preparation of an environmental impact statement
under Section 102(2) (C) of the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969, as amended [42 U.S.C. 4332 (2) (C)] .
(b) Any requests for new authorizations or appropriations
transmitted to the Office of Management and Budget shall indicate, if an
action to be proposed will be located in a floodplain, whether the
proposed action is in accord with this Order.
{c} Each agency shall take floodplain management into account when
formulating or evaluating any water and land use plans and shall
land and water resources use appropriate to the degree of hazard
involved. Agencies shall include adequate provision for the evaluation
and consideration of flood hazards in the regulations and operating
procedures for the licenses, permits, loan or grants-in-aid programs
that they administer. Agencies shall also encourage and provide
appropriate guidance to applicants to evaluate the effects of their
proposals in floodplains prior to submitting applications for Federal
licenses, permits, loans or grants.
(d) As allowed by law, each agency shall issue or amend existing
regulations and procedures within one year to comply with this Order.
These procedures shall incorporate the Unified National Program for
Floodplain Management of the Water Resources Council, and shall explain
the means that the agency will employ to pursue the nonhazardous use of
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riverine, coastal and other floodplains in connection with the
activities under its authority. To the extent possible, existing
processes, such as those of the Council on Environmental Quality and the
Water Resources Council, shall be utilized to fulfill the requirements
of this Order. Agencies shall prepare their procedures in consultation
with the Water Resources Council, the Director of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, and the Council on Environmental Quality, and shall
update such procedures as necessary.
Sec. 3. In addition to the requirements of Section 2, agencies with
responsibilities for Federal real property and facilities shall take the
following measures:
(a) The regulations and procedures established under Section 2(d) of
this Order shall, at a minimum, require the construction of Federal
structures and facilities to be in accordance with the standards and
criteria and to be consistent with the intent of those promulgated under
the National Flood Insurance Program. They shall deviate only to the
extent that the standards of the Flood Insurance Program are
demonstrably inappropriate for a given type of structure or facility.
(b) If, after compliance with the requirements of this Order, new
construction of structures or facilities are to be located in a
floodplain, accepted floodproofing and other flood protection measures
shall be applied to new construction or rehabilitation. To achieve flood
protection, agencies shall, wherever practicable, elevate structures
above the base flood level rather than filling in land.
(c) If property used by the general public has suffered flood damage
or is located in an identified flood hazard area, the responsible agency
shall provide on structures, and other places where appropriate,
conspicuous delineation of past and probable flood height in order to
enhance public awareness of and knowledge about flood hazards.
(d) When property in floodplains is proposed for lease, easement,
right-of-way, or disposal to non-Federal public or private parties, the
Federal agency shall (1) reference in the conveyance those uses that are
restricted under identified Federal, State or local floodplain
regulations; and (2) attach other appropriate restrictions to the uses
of properties by the grantee or purchaser and any successors, except
where prohibited by law; or (3) withhold such properties from
conveyance.
Sec. 4. In addition to any responsibilities under this Order and
Sections 202 and 205 of the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 4106 and 4128), agencies which guarantee, approve,
regulate, or insure any financial transaction which is related to an
area located in a floodplain shall, prior to completing action on such
transaction, inform any private parties participating in the transaction
of the hazards of locating structures in the floodplain.
Sec. 5. The head of each agency shall submit a report to the Council
on Environmental Quality and to the Water Resources Council on June 30,
1978, regarding the status of their procedures and the impact of this
Order on the agency's operations. Thereafter, the Water Resources
Council shall periodically evaluate agency procedures and their
effectiveness.
Sec. 6. As used in this Order:
(a) The term ~~agency" shall have the same meaning as the term
~~Executive agency"
in Section 105 of Title 5 of the United States Code
and shall include the military departments; the directives contained in
this Order, however, are meant to apply only to those agencies which
perform the activities described in Section 1 which are located in or
affecting floodplains.
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(b) The term "base flood" shall mean that flood which has a one
percent or greater chance of occurrence in any given year.
(c) The term "floodplain" shall mean the lowland and relatively
flat areas adjoining inland and coastal waters including floodprone
areas of offshore islands, including at a minimum, that area subject to
a one percent or greater chance of flooding in any given year.
Sec. 7. Executive Order No. 11296 of August 10, 1966, is hereby
revoked. All actions, procedures, and issuances taken under that Order
and still in effect shall remain in effect until modified by appropriate
authority under the terms of this Order.
Sec. 8. Nothing in this Order shall apply to assistance provided for
emergency work essential to save lives and protect property and public
health and safety, performed pursuant to Sections 305 and 306 of the
Disaster Relief Act of 1974 (88 Stat. 148, 42 U.S.C. 5145 and 5146).
Sec. 9. To the extent the provisions of Section 2(a) of this Order
are applicable to projects covered by Section 104{h) of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974, as amended (88 Stat. 640, 42 U.S.C.
5304{h», the responsibilities under those provisions may be assumed by
the appropriate applicant, if the applicant has also assumed, with
respect to such projects, all of the responsibilities for environmental
review, decisionmaking, and action pursuant to the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended [42 U.S.C. 4321J .
Jimmy Carter.
Ex. Ord. No. 11990. Protection of Wetlands
Ex. Ord. No. 11990, May 24, 1977, 42 F.R. 26961, as amended by Ex.
Ord. No. 12608, Sept. 9, 1987, 52 F.R. 34617, provided:
By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and
statutes of the United States of America, and as President of the United
States of America, in furtherance of the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.), in order to avoid to
the extent possible the long and short term adverse impacts associated
with the destruction or modification of wetlands and to avoid direct or
indirect support of new construction in wetlands wherever there is a
practicable alternative, it is hereby ordered as follows:
Section 1. (a) Each agency shall provide leadership and shall take
action to minimize the destruction, loss or degradation of wetlands, and
to preserve and enhance the natural and beneficial values of wetlands in
carrying out the agency's responsibilities for {1} acquiring, managing,
and disposing of Federal lands and facilities; and (2) providing
Federally undertaken, financed, or assisted construction and
improvements; and (3) conducting Federal activities and programs
affecting land use, including but not limited to water and related land
resources planning, regulating, and licensing activities.
(b) This Order does not apply to the issuance by Federal agencies of
permits, licenses, or allocations to private parties for activities
involving wetlands on non-Federal property.
Sec. 2. (a) In furtherance of Section 101(b) {3} of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4331(b) (3» to improve and
coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs and resources to the end
that the Nation may attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the
environment without degradation and risk to health or safety, each
agency, to the extent permitted by law, shall avoid undertaking or
providing assistance for new construction located in wetlands unless the
head of the agency finds (1) that there is no practicable alternative to
such construction, and (2) that the proposed action includes all
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practicable measures to minimize harm to wetlands which may result from
such use. In making this finding the head of the agency may take into
account economic, environmental and other pertinent factors.
(b) Each agency shall also provide opportunity for early public
review of any plans or proposals for new construction in wetlands, in
accordance with Section 2(b} of Executive Order No. 11514, as amended
[set out above], including the development of procedures to accomplish
this objective for Federal actions whose impact is not significant
enough to require the preparation of an environmental impact statement
under Section 102(2) (C) of the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969, as amended [42 U.S.C. 4332 (2) (C)].
Sec. 3. Any
for new authorizations or appropriations
transmitted to the Office of Management and Budget shall indicate, if an
action to be proposed will be located in wetlands, whether the proposed
action is in accord with this Order .
Sec. 4. When Federally-owned wetlands or portions of wetlands are
proposed for lease, easement, right-of-way or disposal to non-Federal
public or private parties, the Federal agency shall (a) reference in the
conveyance those uses that are restricted under identified Federal,
State or local wetlands regulations; and (b) attach other appropriate
restrictions to the uses of properties by the grantee or purchaser and
any successor, except where prohibited by law; or (c) withhold such
properties from disposal.
Sec. 5. In carrying out the activities described in Section 1 of
this Order, each agency shall consider factors relevant to a proposal's
effect on the survival and quality of the wetlands. Among these fac~ors
are:
(a) public health, safety, and welfare, including water supply,
quality, recharge and discharge; pollution; flood and storm hazards; ~nd
sediment and erosion;
(b) maintenance of natural systems, including conservation and long
term productivity of existing flora and fauna, species and habitat
diversity and stability, hydrologic utility, fish, wildlife, timber, and
food and fiber resources; and
(c) other uses of wetlands in the public interest, including
recreational, scientific, and cultural uses.
Sec. 6. As allowed by law, agencies shall issue or amend their
existing procedures in order to comply with this Order. To the extent
possible, existing processes, such as those of the Council on
Environmental Quality, shall be utilized to fulfill the requirements of
this Order.
Sec. 7. As used in this Order:
(a) The term "agency" shall have the same meaning as the term
"Executive agency" in Section 105 of Title 5 of the united States Code
and shall include the military departments; the directives contained in
this Order, however, are meant to apply only to those agencies which
perform the activities described in Section 1 which are located in or
affecting wetlands .
(b) The term "new construction" shall include draining, dredging,
channelizing,
diking, impounding, and related activities and
any structures or facilities begun or authorized after the effective
date of this Order.
(c) The term "wetlands" means those areas that are inundated by
surface or ground water with a frequency sufficient to support and under
normal circumstances does or would support a prevalence of vegetative or
aquatic life that requires saturated or seasonally saturated soil
conditions for growth and reproduction. Wetlands generally include
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swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas such as sloughs, potholes, wet
meadows, river overflows, mud flats, and natural ponds.
Sec. 8. This Order does not apply to projects presently under
construction, or to projects for which all of the funds have been
appropriated through Fiscal Year 1977, or to projects and programs for
which a draft or final environmental impact statement will be filed
prior to October 1, 1977. The provisions of Section 2 of this Order
shall be implemented by each agency not later than October 1, 1977.
Sec. 9. Nothing in this Order shall apply to assistance provided for
emergency work, essential to save lives and protect property and public
health and safety, performed pursuant to Sections 305 and 306 of the
Disaster Relief Act of 1974 (88 Stat. 148, 42 U.S.C. 5145 and 5146) .
Sec. 10. To the extent the provisions of Sections 2 and 5 of this
Order are applicable to projects covered by Section 104(h) of the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, as amended (88 Stat. 640,
42 U.S.C. 5304{h)), the responsibilities under those provisions may be
assumed by the appropriate applicant, if the applicant has also assumed,
with respect to such projects, all of the responsibilities for
environmental review, decisionmaking, and action pursuant to the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended [42 U.S.C. 4321 et
seq. ] .
Ex. Ord. No. 12088. Federal Compliance With Pollution Control Standards
Ex. Ord. No. 12088, Oct. 13, 1978, 43 F.R. 47707, as amended by Ex.
Ord. No. 12580, Jan. 23, 1987, 52 F.R. 2928; Ex. Ord. No. 13148,
Sec. 901, Apr. 21, 2000, 65 F.R. 24604, provided:
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and
statutes of the United States of America, including Section 22 of the
Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. 2621), Section 313 of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended {33 U.S.C. 1323},
Section 1447 of the Public Health Service Act, as amended by the Safe
Drinking Water Act [now Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974] (42 U.S.C.
300j-6), Section 118 of the Clean Air Act, as amended (42 U.S.C.
7418{b)), Section 4 of the Noise Control Act of 1972 (42 U.S.C. 4903),
Section 6001 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended {42 U.S.C.
6961}, and Section 301 of Title 3 of the United States Code, and to
ensure Federal compliance with applicable pollution control standards,
it is hereby ordered as follows:
1-1. Applicability of Pollution Control Standards
1-101. The head of each Executive agency is responsible for ensuring
that all necessary actions are taken for the prevention, control, and
abatement of environmental pollution with respect to Federal facilities
and activities under the control of the agency.
1-102. The head of each Executive agency is responsible for
compliance with applicable pollution control standards, including those
established pursuant to, but not limited to, the following:
(a) Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. 2601 et seq.).
(b) Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended (33 U.S.C. 1251
et seq.).
(c) Public Health Service Act, as amended by the Safe Drinking Water
Act [now Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974] (42 U.S.C. 300f et seq.).
{d} Clean Air Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.) .
(e) Noise Control Act of 1972 (42 U.S.C. 4901 et seq.).
(f) Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.) .
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(g) Radiation guidance pursuant to Section 274(h) of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2021(h); see also, the
Radiation Protection Guidance to Federal Agencies for Diagnostic X Rays
approved by the President on January 26, 1978 and published at page 4377
of the Federal Register on February 1, 1978).
(h) Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972, as
amended (33 U.S.C. 1401, 1402, 1411-1421, 1441-1444 and 16 U.S.C. 14311434) [16 U.S.C. 1431 et seq., 1447 et seq.; 33 U.S.C. 1401 et seq.,
2801 et seq.].
(i) Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, as amended
(7 U.S.C. 136 et seq.).
1-103. "Applicable pollution control standards" means the same
substantive, procedural, and other requirements that would apply to a
private person .
1-2. Agency Coordination
1-201. Each Executive agency shall cooperate with the Administrator
of the Environmental Protection Agency, hereinafter referred to as the
Administrator, and State, interstate, and local agencies in the
prevention, control, and abatement of environmental pollution.
1-202. Each Executive agency shall consult with the Administrator
and with State, interstate, and local agencies concerning the best
techniques and methods available for the prevention, control, and
abatement of environmental pollution.
1-3. Technical Advice and Oversight
1-301. The Administrator shall provide technical advice and
assistance to Executive agencies in order to ensure their cost effective
and timely compliance with applicable pollution control standards.
1-302. The administrator shall conduct such reviews and inspections
as may be necessary to monitor compliance with applicable pollution
control standards by Federal facilities and activities.
1-4. Pollution Control Plan
[Revoked by Ex. Ord. No. 13148, Sec. 901, Apr. 21, 2000, 65 F.R.
24604. )
1-5. Funding
1-501. The head of each Executive agency shall ensure that
sufficient funds for compliance with applicable pollution control
standards are requested in the agency budget.
1-502. The head of each Executive agency shall ensure that funds
appropriated and apportioned for the prevention, control and abatement
of environmental pollution are not used for any other purpose unless
permitted by law and specifically approved by the Office of Management
and Budget .
1-6. Compliance With Pollution Controls
1-601. Whenever the Administrator or the appropriate State,
interstate, or local agency notifies an Executive agency that it is in
violation of an applicable pollution control standard (see Section 1-102
of this Order), the Executive agency shall promptly consult with the
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notifying agency and provide for its approval a plan to achieve and
maintain compliance with the applicable pollution control standard. This
plan shall include an implementation schedule for coming into compliance
as soon as practicable .
1-602. The Administrator shall make every effort to resolve
conflicts regarding such violation between Executive agencies and, on
request of any party, such conflicts between an Executive agency and a
State, interstate, or a local agency. If the Administrator cannot
resolve a conflict, the Administrator shall request the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget to resolve th~ conflict.
1-603. The Director of the Office of Management and Budget shall
consider unresolved conflicts at the request of the Administrator. The
Director shall seek the Administrator's technological judgment and
determination with regard to the applicability of statues and
regulations .
1-604. These conflict resolution procedures are in addition to, not
in lieu of, other procedures, including sanctions, for the enforcement
of applicable pollution control standards.
1-605. Except as expressly provided by a Presidential exemption
under this Order, nothing in this Order, nor any action or inaction
under this Order, shall be construed to revise or modify any applicable
pollution control standard .
1-7. Limitation on Exemptions
1-701. Exemptions from applicable pollution control standards may
only be granted under statues cited in Section 1-102(a} through 1-102(f}
if the President makes the required appropriate statutory determination:
that such exemption is necessary (a) in the interest of national
security, or (b) in the paramount interest of the United States .
1-702. The head of an Executive agency may, from time to time,
recommend to the President through the Director of the Office of
Management and Budget, that an activity or facility, or uses thereof, be
exempt from an applicable pollution control standard.
1-703. The Administrator shall advise the President, through the
Director of the Office of Management and Budget, whether he agrees or
disagrees with a recommendation for exemption and his reasons therefor .
1-704. The Director of the Office of Management and Budget must
advise the President within sixty days of receipt of the Administrator's
views .
1-8. General Provisions
1-801. The head of each Executive agency that is responsible for the
construction or operation of Federal facilities outside the United
States shall ensure that such construction or operation complies with
the environmental pollution control standards of general applicability
in the host country or jurisdiction.
1-802. Nothing in this Order shall create any right or benefit,
substantive or procedural, enforceable at law by a party against the
United States, its agencies, its officers, or any person .
1-803. Executive Order No. 11752 of December 17, 1973, is revoked.
Ex. Ord. No. 12114. Environmental Effects Abroad of Major Federal
Actions
Ex. Ord. No. 12114, Jan. 4, 1979, 44 F.R. 1957, provided:
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By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and the
laws of the united States, and as President of the United States, in
order to further environmental objectives consistent with the foreign
policy and national security policy of the United States, it is ordered
as follows:
Section 1
1-1. Purpose and Scope. The purpose of this Executive Order is to
enable responsible officials of Federal agencies having ultimate
responsibility for authorizing and approving actions encompassed by this
Order to be informed of pertinent environmental considerations and to
take such considerations into account, with other pertinent
considerations of national policy, in making decisions regarding such
actions. While based on independent authority, this Order furthers the
purpose of the National Environmental Policy Act [42 U.S.C. 4321 et
seq.] and the Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act [16 U.S.C.
1431 et seq. and 33 U.S.C. 1401 et seq.] and the Deepwater Port Act [33
U.S.C. 1501 et seq.] consistent with the foreign policy and national
security policy of the United States, and represents the United States
government's exclusive and complete determination of the procedural and
other actions to be taken by Federal agencies to further the purpose of
the National Environmental Policy Act, with respect to the environment
outside the United States, its territories and possessions.
Section 2
2-1. Agency Procedures. Every Federal agency taking major Federal
actions encompassed hereby and not exempted here from having significant
effects on the environment outside the geographical borders of the
United States and its territories and possessions shall within eight
months after the effective date of this Order have in effect procedures
to implement this Order. Agencies shall consult with the Department of
State and the Council on Environmental Quality concerning such
procedures prior to placing them in effect.
2-2. Information Exchange. To assist in effectuating the foregoing
purpose, the Department of State and the Council on Environmental
Quality in collaboration with other interested Federal agencies and
other nations shall conduct a program for exchange on a continuing basis
of information concerning the environment. The objectives of this
program shall be to provide information for use by decisionmakers, to
heighten awareness of and interest in environmental concerns and, as
appropriate, to facilitate environmental cooperation with foreign
nations .
2-3. Actions Included. Agencies in their procedures under Section 21 shall establish procedures by which their officers having ultimate
responsibility for authorizing and approving actions in one of the
following categories encompassed by this Order, take into consideration
in making decisions concerning such actions, a document described in
Section 2-4(a):
(a) major Federal actions significantly affecting the environment of
the global commons outside the jurisdiction of any nation (e.g., the
oceans or Antarctica);
(b) major Federal actions significantly affecting the environment of
a foreign nation not participating with the United States and not
otherwise involved in the action:
(c) major Federal actions significantly affecting the environment of
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a foreign nation which provide to that nation:
(1) a product, or physical project producing a principal product or
an emission or effluent, which is prohibited or strictly regulated by
Federal law in the United States because its toxic effects on the
environment create a serious public health risk; or
(2) a physical project which in the United States is prohibited or
strictly regulated by Federal law to protect the environment against
radioactive substances .
(d) major Federal actions outside the United States, its territories
and possessions which significantly affect natural or ecological
resources of global importance designated for protection under this
subsection by the President, or, in the case of such a resource
protected by international agreement binding on the United States, by
the Secretary of State. Recommendations to the President under this
subsection shall be accompanied by the views of the Council on
Environmental Quality and the Secretary of State.
2-4. Applicable Procedures. (a) There are the following types of
documents to be used in connection with actions described in Section 23:

(i) environmental impact statements (including generic, program and
specific statements);
(ii) bilateral or multilateral environmental studies, relevant or
related to the proposed action, by the United States and one [or more]
more foreign nations, or by an international body or organization in
which the united States is a member or participant; or
(iii) concise reviews of the environmental issues involved,
including environmental assessments, summary environmental analyses' or
other appropriate documents.
(b) Agencies shall in their procedures provide for preparation of
documents described in Section 2-4(a), with respect to actions described
in Section 2-3, as follows:
(i) for effects described in Section 2-3(a), an environmental impact
statement described in Section 2-4(a) (i);
(ii) for effects described in Section 2-3(b), a document described
in Section 2-4(a) (ii) or (iii), as determined by the agency;
(iii) for effects described in Section 2-3(c), a document described
in Section 2-4(a) (ii) or (iii), as determined by the agency;
(iv) for effects described in Section 2-3(d), a document described
in Section 2-4(a) (i), (ii) or (iii), as determined by the agency.
Such procedures may provide that an agency need not prepare a new
document when a document described in Section 2-4(a) already exists.
(c) Nothing in this Order shall serve to invalidate any existing
regulations of any agency which have been adopted pursuant to court
order or pursuant to judicial settlement of any case or to prevent any
agency from providing in its procedures for measures in addition to
those provided for herein to further the purpose of the National
Environmental Policy Act [43 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.] and other
environmental laws, including the Marine Protection Research and
Sanctuaries Act [16 U.S.C. 1431 et seq. and 33 U.S.C. 1401 et seq.], and
the Deepwater Port Act [33 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.], consistent with the
foreign and national security policies of the United States .
(d) Except as provided in Section 2-5(b), agencies taking action
encompassed by this Order shall, as soon as feasible, inform other
Federal agencies with relevant expertise of the availability of
environmental documents prepared under this Order .
Agencies in their procedures under Section 2-1 shall make
appropriate provision for determining when an affected nation shall be
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informed in accordance with Section 3-2 of this Order of the
availability of environmental documents prepared pursuant to those
procedures.
In order to avoid duplication of resources, agencies in their
procedures shall provide for appropriate utilization of the resources of
other Federal agencies with relevant environmental jurisdiction or
expertise.
2-5. Exemptions and Considerations. (a) Notwithstanding Section 2-3,
the following actions are exempt from this Order:
(i) actions not having a significant effect on the environment
outside the United States as determined by the agency;
(ii) actions taken by the President;
(iii) actions taken by or pursuant to the direction of the President
or Cabinet officer when the national security or interest is involved or
when the action occurs in the course of an armed conflict;
(iv) intelligence activities and arms transfers;
(v) export licenses or permits or export approvals, and actions
relating to nuclear activities except actions providing to a foreign
nation a nuclear production or utilization facility as defined in the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 [42 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.], as amended, or a
nuclear waste management facility;
(vi) votes and other actions in international conferences and
organizations;
(vii) disaster and emergency relief action.
(b) Agency procedures under Section 2-1 implementing Section 2-4 may
provide for appropriate modifications in the contents, timing and
availability of documents to other affected Federal agencies and
affected nations, where necessary to:
(i) enable the agency to decide and act promptly as and when
required;
(ii) avoid adverse impacts on foreign relations or infringement in
fact or appearance of other nations' sovereign responsibilities, or
(iii) ensure appropriate reflection of:
(1) diplomatic factors;
(2) international commercial, competitive and export promotion
factors;
(3) needs for governmental or commercial confidentiality;
(4) national security considerations;
(5) difficulties of obtaining information and agency ability to
analyze meaningfully environmental effects of a proposed action; and
(6) the degree to which the agency is involved in or able to affect
a decision to be made.
(c) Agency procedure under Section 2-1 may provide for categorical
exclusions and for such exemptions in addition to those specified in
sUbsection (a) of this Section as may be necessary to meet emergency
circumstances, situations involving exceptional foreign policy and
national security sensitivities and other such special circumstances. In
utilizing such additional exemptions agencies shall, as soon as
feasible, consult with the Department of State and the Council on
Environmental Quality.
(d) The provisions of Section 2-5 do not apply to actions described
in Section 2-3(a) unless permitted by law.
Section 3
3-1. Rights of Action. This Order is solely for the purpose of
establishing internal procedures for Federal agencies to consider the
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significant effects of their actions on the environment outside the
United States, its territories and possessions, and nothing in this
Order shall be construed to create a cause of action.
3-2. Foreign Relations. The Department of State shall coordinate all
communications by agencies with foreign governments concerning
environmental agreements and other arrangements in implementation of
this Order .
3-3. Multi-Agency Actions. Where more than one Federal agency is
involved in an action or program, a lead agency, as determined by the
agencies involved, shall have responsibility for implementation of this
Order .
3-4. Certain Terms. For purposes of this Order, "environment"
means the natural and physical environment and excludes social, economic
and other environments; and an action significantly affects the
environment if it does significant harm to the environment even though
on balance the agency believes the action to be beneficial to the
environment. The term "export approvals" in Section 2-5(a) (v) does not
mean or include direct loans to finance exports .
3-5. Multiple Impacts. If a major Federal action having effects on
the environment of the United States or the global commons requires
preparation of an environmental impact statement, and if the action also
has effects on the environment of a foreign nation, an environmental
impact statement need not be prepared with respect to the effects on the
environment of the foreign nation.
Jimmy Carter .
Executive Order No. 12194
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Ex. Ord. No. 12194, Feb. 21, 1980, 45 F.R. 12209, which established
the Radiation Policy Council and provided for its membership, functions,
etc., was revoked by Ex. Ord. No. 12379, Sec. 23, Aug. 17, 1982, 47 F.R.
36100, set out as a note under section 14 of the Federal Advisory
Committee Act in the Appendix to Title 5, Government Organization and
Employees.
Executive Order No. 12737
Ex. Ord. No. 12737, Dec. 12, 1990, 55 F.R. 51681, which established
President's Commission on Environmental Quality and provided for its
functions and administration, was revoked by Ex. Ord. No. 12852,
Sec. 4(c), June 29, 1993, 58 F.R. 35841, formerly set out below.
Ex. Ord. No. 12761. Establishment of President's Environment and
Conservation Challenge Awards
Ex. Ord. No. 12761, May 21, 1991, 56 F.R. 2364
provided:
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and
the laws of the United States of America, and in order to establish, in
accordance with the goals and purposes of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.), the
Environmental Quality Improvement Act of 1970, as amended (42 U.S.C.
4371 et seq.), and the National Environmental Education Act, Public Law
101-619, 104 Stat. 3325 (1990) [20 U.S.C. 5501 et seq.], an awards
program to raise environmental awareness and to recognize outstanding
achievements in the United States and in its territories in the areas of
conservation and environmental protection by both the public and private
sectors, it is hereby ordered as follows:
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Section 1. Establishment. The President's Environment and
Conservation Challenge Awards program is established for the purposes of
recognizing outstanding environmental achievements by U.S. citizens,
enterprises, or programs; providing an incentive for environmental
accomplishment; promoting cooperative partnerships between diverse
groups working together to achieve common environmental goals; and
identifying successful environmental programs that can be replicated .
Sec. 2. Administration. (a) The Council on Environmental Quality,
with the assistance of the President's Commission on Environmental
Quality, shall organize, manage, and administer the awards program,
including the development of selection criteria, the nomination of
eligible individuals to receive the award, and the selection of award
recipients.
(b) Any expenses of the program shall be paid from funds available
for the expenses of the Council on Environmental Quality.
Sec. 3. Awards. (a) Up to three awards in each of the following four
categories shall be made annually to eligible individuals,
organizations, groups, or entities:
(i) Quality Environmental Management Awards (incorporation of
environmental concerns into management decisions and practices);
(ii) Partnership Awards (successful coalition building efforts);
(iii) Innovation Awards (innovative technology programs, products,
or processes); and
(iv) Education and Communication Awards (education and information
programs contributing to the development of an ethic fostering
conservation and environmental protection) .
(b) Presidential citations shall be given to eligible program
finalists who demonstrate notable or unique achievements, but who are
not selected to receive awards .
Sec. 4. Eligibility. Only residents of the United States and
organizations, groups, or entities doing business in the United States
are eligible to receive an award under this program. An award under this
program shall be given only for achievements in the united States or its
territories. Organizations, groups, or entities may be profit or
nonprofit, public or private entities.
Sec. 5. Information System. The Council on Environmental Quality
shall establish and maintain a data bank with information about award
nominees to catalogue and publicize model conservation or environmental
protection programs which could be replicated.
George Bush.
Executive Order No. 12852
Ex. Ord. No. 12852, June 29, 1993, 58 F.R. 35841, as amended by Ex.
Ord. No. 12855, July 19, 1993, 58 F.R. 39107; Ex. Ord. No. 12965, June
27, 1995, 60 F.R. 34087; Ex. Ord. No. 12980, Nov. 17, 1995, 60 F.R.
57819; Ex. Ord. No. 13053, June 30, 1997, 62 F.R. 39945 [35945]; Ex .
Ord. No. 13114, Feb. 25, 1999, 64 F.R. 10099, which established the
President's Council on Sustainable Development, was revoked by Ex. Ord.
No. 13138, Sec. 3(f), Sept. 30, 1999, 64 F.R. 53880, formerly set out as
a note under section 14 of the Appendix to Title 5, Government
Organization and Employees.
Ex. Ord. No. 12898. Federal Actions To Address Environmental Justice in
Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations
Ex. Ord. No. 12898, Feb. 11, 1994, 59 F.R. 7629, as amended by Ex .
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Ord. No. 12948, Jan. 30, 1995, 60 F.R. 6381, provided:
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and
the laws of the United States of America, it is hereby ordered as
follows:
Section 1-1. IMPLEMENTATION.
1-101. Agency Responsibilities. To the greatest extent practicable
and permitted by law, and consistent with the principles set forth in
the report on the National Performance Review, each Federal agency shall
make achieving environmental justice part of its mission by identifying
and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse
human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, and
activities on minority populations and low-income populations in the
United States and its territories and possessions, the District of
Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Commonwealth of the
Mariana Islands.
1-102. Creation of an Interagency Working Group on Environmental
Justice. (a) Within 3 months of the date of this order, the
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency ("Administrator")
or the Administrator's designee shall convene an interagency Federal
Working Group on Environmental Justice ("Working Group"). The Working
Group shall comprise the heads of the following executive agencies and
offices, or their designees: (a) Department of Defense; (b) Department
of Health and Human Services; (c) Department of Housing and Urban
Development; (d) Department of Labor; (e) Department of Agriculture; (f)
Department of Transportation; (g) Department of Justice; (h) Department
of the Interior; (i) Department of Commerce; (j) Department of Energy;
(k) Environmental Protection Agency; (l) Office of Management and
Budget; (m) Office of Science and Technology Policy; (n) Office of the
Deputy Assistant to the President for Environmental Policy; (0) Office
of the Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy; (p) National
Economic Council; (q) Council of Economic Advisers; and (r) such other
Government officials as the President may designate. The Working Group
shall report to the President through the Deputy Assistant to the
President for Environmental Policy and the Assistant to the President
for Domestic Policy.
(b) The Working Group shall: (1) provide guidance to Federal
agencies on criteria for identifying disproportionately high and adverse
human health or environmental effects on minority populations and lowincome populations;
(2) coordinate with, provide guidance to, and serve as a
clearinghouse for, each Federal agency as it develops an environmental
justice strategy as required by section 1-103 of this order, in order to
ensure that the administration, interpretation and enforcement of
programs, activities and policies are undertaken in a consistent manner;
(3) assist in coordinating research by, and stimulating cooperation
among, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of Health and
Human Services, the Department of Housing and Urban Development, and
other agencies conducting research or other activities in accordance
with section 3-3 of this order;
(4) assist in coordinating data collection, required by this order;
(5) examine existing data and stUdies on environmental justice;
(6) hold public meetings as required in section 5-502(d) of this
order; and
(7) develop interagency model projects on environmental justice that
evidence cooperation among Federal agencies.
1-103. Development of Agency Strategies. (a) Except as provided in
section 6-605 of this order, each Federal agency shall develop an
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agency-wide environmental justice strategy, as set forth in subsections
(b)-(e) of this section that identifies and addresses disproportionately
high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs,
~u~~~~=w, and activities on minority populations and low-income
populations. The environmental justice strategy shall list programs,
policies, planning and public participation processes, enforcement, andl
or rulemakings related to human health or the environment that should be
revised to, at a minimum: (1) promote enforcement of all health and
environmental statutes in areas with minority populations and low-income
populations; (2) ensure greater public participation; (3) improve
research and data collection relating to the health of and environment
of minority populations and low-income populations; and (4) identify
differential patterns of consumption of natural resources among minority
populations and low-income populations. In addition, the environmental
strategy shall include, where appropriate, a timetable for
undertaking identified revisions and consideration of economic and
social implications of the rev~s~ons.
(b) Within 4 months of the date of this
each Federal agency
shall identify an internal administrative process for developing its
environmental justice strategy, and shall inform the Working Group of
the process.
(c) Within 6 months of the date of this order, each Federal agency
shall provide the Working Group with an outline of its proposed
environmental justice strategy.
(d) Within 10 months of the date of this order, each Federal agency
shall provide the Working Group with its proposed environmental jus~ice
strategy.
(e) By March 24, 1995, each Federal agency shall finalize its
environmental justice strategy and provide a copy and written
description of its strategy to the Working Group. From the date of this
order through March 24, 1995, each Federal agency, as part of its
environmental justice strategy, shall identify several specific projects
that can be promptly undertaken to address particular concerns
identified during the development of the proposed environmental justice
strategy, and a schedule for implementing those projects.
(f) Within 24 months of the date of this order, each Federal agency
shall report to the Working Group on its progress in implementing its
agency-wide environmental justice strategy.
(g) Federal agencies shall provide additional periodic
to
the Working Group as requested by the Working Group .
1-104. Reports to the President. Within 14 months of the date of
this order, the Working Group shall submit to the President, through the
Office of the Deputy Assistant to the President for Environmental Policy
and the Office of the Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy, a
report that describes the implementation of this order, and includes the
final environmental justice strategies described in section 1-103(e) of
this order .
Sec. 2-2. FEDERAL AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES FOR FEDERAL PROGRAMS. Each
Federal agency shall conduct its programs, policies, and activities that
substantially affect human health or the environment, in a manner that
ensures that such programs, policies, and activities do not have the
effect of excluding persons (including populations) from participation
in, denying persons (including populations) the benefits of, or
subjecting persons (including populations) to discrimination under, such
programs, policies, and activities, because of their race, color, or
national or~g~n.
Sec. 3-3. RESEARCH, DATA COLLECTION, AND ANALYSIS .
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3-301. Human Health and Envirorumental Research and Analysis. (a)
Envirorumental human health research, whenever practicable and
appropriate, shall include diverse segments of the population in
epidemiological and clinical studies, including segments at high risk
from envirorumental hazards, such as minority populations, low-income
populations and workers who may be exposed to substantial environmental
hazards.
(b) Environmental human health analyses, whenever practicable and
appropriate, shall identify multiple and cumulative exposures.
(c) Federal agencies shall provide minority populations and lowincome populations the opportunity to comment on the development and
design of research strategies undertaken pursuant to this order.
3-302. Human Health and Environmental Data Collection and Analysis.
To the extent permitted by existing law, including the Privacy Act, as
amended (5 U.S.C. section 552a): (a) each Federal agency, whenever
practicable and appropriate, shall collect, maintain, and analyze
information assessing and comparing envirorumental and human health risks
borne by populations identified by race, national origin, or income. To
the extent practical and appropriate, Federal agencies shall use this
information to determine whether their programs, policies, and
activities have disproportionately high and adverse human health or
environmental effects on minority populations and low-income
populations;
(b) In connection with the development and implementation of agency
strategies in section 1-103 of this order, each Federal agency, whenever
practicable and appropriate, shall collect, maintain and analyze
information on the race, national origin, income level, and other
readily accessible and appropriate information for areas surrounding
facilities or sites expected to have a substantial environmental, human
health, or economic effect on the surrounding populations, when such
facilities or sites become the subject of a substantial Federal
environmental administrative or judicial action. Such information shall
be made available to the public, unless prohibited by law; and
(c) Each Federal agency, whenever practicable and appropriate, shall
collect, maintain, and analyze information on the race, national origin,
income level, and other readily accessible and appropriate information
for areas surrounding Federal facilities that are: (1) subject to the
reporting requirements under the Emergency Planning and Community Rightto-Know Act, 42 U.S.C. section 11001-11050 as mandated in Executive
Order No. 12856 [former 42 U.S.C. 11001 note]; and (2) expected to have
a substantial environmental, human health, or economic effect on
surrounding populations. Such information shall be made available to the
public, unless prohibited by law.
(d) In carrying out the responsibilities in this section, each
Federal agency, whenever practicable and appropriate, shall share
information and eliminate unnecessary duplication of efforts through the
use of existing data systems and cooperative agreements among Federal
agencies and with State, local, and tribal governments.
Sec. 4-4. SUBSISTENCE CONSUMPTION OF FISH AND WILDLIFE.
4-401. Consumption Patterns. In order to assist in identifying the
need for ensuring protection of popUlations with differential patterns
of subsistence consumption of fish and wildlife, Federal agencies,
whenever practicable and appropriate, shall collect, maintain, and
analyze information on the consumption patterns of populations who
principally rely on fish and/or wildlife for subsistence. Federal
agencies shall communicate to the public the risks of those consumption
patterns.
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4-402. Guidance. Federal agencies, whenever practicable and
appropriate, shall work in a coordinated manner to publish guidance
reflecting the latest scientific information available concerning
methods for evaluating the human health risks associated with the
consumption of pollutant-bearing fish or wildlife. Agencies shall
consider such guidance in developing their policies and rules.
Sec. 5-5. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND ACCESS TO INFORMATION. (a) The
public may submit recommendations to Federal agencies relating to the
incorporation of environmental justice principles into Federal agency
programs or policies. Each Federal agency shall convey such
recommendations to the Working Group.
(b) Each Federal agency may, whenever practicable and appropriate,
translate crucial public documents, notices, and hearings relating to
human health or the environment for limited English speaking
populations.
(c) Each Federal agency shall work to ensure that public documents,
notices, and hearings relating to human health or the environment are
concise, understandable, and readily accessible to the public .
(d) The Working Group shall hold public meetings, as appropriate,
for the purpose of fact-finding, receiving public comments, and
conducting inquiries concerning environmental justice. The Working Group
shall prepare for public review a summary of the comments and
recommendations discussed at the public meetings.
Sec. 6-6. GENERAL PROVISIONS.
6-601. Responsibility for Agency Implementation. The head of each
Federal agency shall be responsible for ensuring compliance with thts
order. Each Federal agency shall conduct internal reviews and take such
other
as may be necessary to monitor compliance with this order .
6-602. Executive Order No. 12250. This Executive order is intendep
to supplement but not supersede Executive Order No. 12250 [42 U.S.C.
2000d-1 note], which requires consistent and effective implementation of
various laws prohibiting discriminatory practices in programs receiving
Federal financial assistance. Nothing herein shall limit the effect or
mandate of Executive Order No. 12250.
6-603. Executive Order No. 12875. This Executive order is not
intended to limit the effect or mandate of Executive Order No. 12875
[former 5 U.S.C. 601 note].
6-604. Scope. For purposes of this order, Federal agency means any
agency on the Working Group, and such other agencies as may be
designated by the President, that conducts any Federal program or
activity that substantially affects human health or the environment.
Independent agencies are requested to comply with the provisions of this
order .
6-605. Petitions for Exemptions. The head of a Federal agency, may
petition the President for an exemption from the requirements of this
order on the grounds that all or some of the petitioning agency's
programs or activities should not be subject to the requirements of this
order.
6-606. Native American Programs. Each Federal agency responsibility
set forth under this order shall apply equally to Native American
programs. In addition, the Department of the Interior, in coordination
with the Working Group, and, after conSUltation with tribal leaders,
shall coordinate steps to be taken pursuant to this order that address
Federally-recognized Indian Tribes .
6-607. Costs. Unless otherwise provided by law, Federal agencies
shall assume the financial costs of complying with this order.
6-608. General. Federal agencies shall implement this order
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consistent with, and to the extent permitted by, existing law.
6-609. Judicial Review. This order is intended only to improve the
internal management of the executive branch and is not intended to, nor
does it create any right, benefit, or trust responsibility, substantive
or procedural, enforceable at law or equity by a party against the
United States, its agencies, its officers, or any person. This order
shall not be construed to create any right to judicial review involving
the compliance or noncompliance of the United States, its agencies, its
officers, or any other person with this order.
William J. Clinton.
Ex. Ord. No. 13045. Protection of Children From Environmental Health
Risks and Safety Risks
Ex. Ord. No. 13045, Apr. 21, 1997, 62 F.R. 19885, as amended by Ex.
Ord. No. 13229, Oct. 9, 2001, 66 F.R. 52013, provided:
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and
the laws of the United States of America, it is hereby ordered as
follows:
Section 1. Policy.
1-101. A growing body of scientific knowledge demonstrates that
children may suffer disproportionately from environmental health risks
and safety risks. These risks arise because: children's neurological,
immunological, digestive, and other bodily systems are still developing;
children eat more food, drink more fluids, and breathe more air in
proportion to their body weight than adults; children's size and weight
may diminish their protection from standard safety features; and
children's behavior patterns may make them more susceptible to accidents
because they are less able to protect themselves. Therefore, to the
extent permitted by law and appropriate, and consistent with the
agency's mission, each Federal agency:
(a) shall make it a high priority to identify and assess
environmental health risks and safety risks that may disproportionately
affect children; and
(b) shall ensure that its policies, programs, activities, and
standards address disproportionate risks to children that result from
environmental health risks or safety risks.
1-102. Each independent regulatory agency is encouraged to
participate in the implementation of this order and comply with its
provisions.
Sec. 2. Definitions. The following definitions shall apply to this
order.
2-201. "Federal agency" means any authority of the United States
that is an agency under 44 U.S.C. 3502(1) other than those considered to
be independent regulatory agencies under 44 U.S.C. 3502(5). For purposes
of this order, "military departments,"
as defined in 5 U.S.C. 102, are
covered under the auspices of the Department of Defense.
2-202. "Covered regulatory action" means any substantive action in
a rulemaking, initiated after the date of this order or for which a
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking is published 1 year after the date of this
order, that is likely to result in a rule that may:
(a) be "economically significant"
under Executive Order 12866 [5
U.S.C. 601 note] (a rulemaking that has an annual effect on the economy
of $100 million or more or would adversely affect in a material way the
economy, a sector of the economy, productivity, competition, jobs, the
environment, public health or safety, or State, local, or tribal
governments or communities); and
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(b) concern an environmental health risk or safety risk that an
agency has reason to believe may disproportionately affect children.
2-203. "Environmental health risks and safety risks" mean risks to
health or to safety that are attributable to products or substances that
the child is likely to come in contact with or ingest (such as the air
we breath, the food we eat, the water we drink or use for recreation,
the soil we live on, and the products we use or are exposed to) .
Sec. 3. Task Force on Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to
Children.
3-301. There is hereby established the Task Force on Environmental
Health Risks and Safety Risks to Children ("Task Force' ') .
3-302. The Task Force will report to the President in consultation
with the Domestic Policy Council, the National Science and Technology
Council, the Council on Environmental Quality, and the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB).
3-303. Membership. The Task Force shall be composed of the:
(a) Secretary of Health and Human Services, who shall serve as a CoChair of the Council;
(b) Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, who shall
serve as a Co-Chair of the Council;
{c} Secretary of Education;
(d) Secretary of Labor;
{e} Attorney General;
(f) Secretary of Energy;
{g} Secretary of Housing and Urban Development;
(h) Secretary of Agriculture;
{i} Secretary of Transportation;
(j) Director of the Office of Management and Budget;
(k) Chair of the Council on Environmental Quality;
(1) Chair of the Consumer Product Safety Commission;
(m) Assistant to the President for Economic Policy;
(n) Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy;
{o} Assistant to the President and Director of the Office of Science
and Technology Policy;
(p) Chair of the Council of Economic Advisers; and
(q) Such other officials of executive departments and agencies as
the President may, from time to time, designate.
Members of the Task Force may delegate their responsibilities under
this order to subordinates .
3-304. Functions. The Task Force shall recommend to the President
Federal strategies for children's environmental health and safety,
within the limits of the Administration's budget, to include the
following elements:
(a) statements of principles, general policy, and targeted annual
priorities to guide the Federal approach to achieving the goals of this
order;
(b) a coordinated research agenda for the Federal Government,
including steps to implement the review of research databases described
in section 4 of this order;
(c) recommendations for appropriate partnerships among Federal,
State, local, and tribal governments and the private, academic, and
nonprofit sectors;
(d) proposals to enhance public outreach and communication to assist
families in evaluating risks to children and in making informed consumer
choices;
(e) an identification of high-priority initiatives that the Federal
Government has undertaken or will undertake in advancing protection of
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children's environmental health and safety; and
(f) a statement regarding the desirability of new legislation to
fulfill or promote the purposes of this order.
3-30S. The Task Force shall prepare a biennial report on research,
data, or other information that would enhance our ability to understand,
analyze, and respond to environmental health risks and safety risks to
children. For purposes of this report, cabinet agencies and other
agencies identified by the Task Force shall identify and specifically
describe for the Task Force key data needs related to environmental
health risks and safety risks to children that have arisen in the course
of the agency's programs and activities. The Task Force shall
incorporate agency submissions into its report and ensure that this
report is publicly available and widely disseminated. The Office of
Science and Technology Policy and the National Science and Technology
Council shall ensure that this report is fully considered in
establishing research priorities.
3-306. The Task Force shall exist for 6 years from the date of this
order. At least 6 months prior to the expiration of that period, the
member agencies shall assess the need for continuation of the Task Force
or its functions, and make appropriate recommendations to the President.
Sec. 4. Research Coordination and Integration.
4-401. Within 6 months of the date of this order, the Task Force
shall develop or direct to be developed a review of existing and planned
data resources and a proposed plan for ensuring that researchers and
Federal research agencies have access to information on all research
conducted or funded by the Federal Government that is related to adverse
health risks in children resulting from exposure to environmental health
risks or safety risks. The National Science and Technology Council shall
review the plan.
4-402. The plan shall promote the sharing of information on academic
and private research. It shall include recommendations to encourage that
such data, to the extent permitted by law, is available to the public,
the scientific and academic communities, and all Federal agencies.
Sec. S. Agency Environmental Health Risk or Sa
Risk Regulations.
5-501. For each covered regulatory action submitted to OMB's Office
of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) for review pursuant to
Executive Order 12866 [S U.S.C. 601 note], the issuing agency shall
provide to OIRA the following information developed as part of the
agency's decisionmaking process, unless prohibited by law:
(a) an evaluation of the environmental health or safety effects of
the planned regulation on children; and
(b) an explanation of why the planned regulation is preferable to
other potentially effective and reasonably feasible alternatives
considered by the agency.
S-S02. In emergency situations, or when an agency is obligated by
law to act more quickly than normal review procedures allow, the agency
shall comply with the provisions of this section to the extent
practicable. For those covered regulatory actions that are governed by a
court-imposed or statutory deadline, the agency shall, to the extent
practicable, schedule any rulemaking proceedings so as to permit
sufficient time for completing the analysis required by this section.
S-503. The analysis required by this section may be included as part
of any other required
, and shall be made
of the
administrative record for the covered regulatory action or otherwise
made available to the public, to the extent permitted by law.
Sec. 6. Interagency Forum on Child and Family Statistics.
6-601. The Director of the OMB ("Director") shall convene an
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Interagency Forum on Child and Family Statistics ("Forum"), which will
include representatives from the appropriate Federal statistics and
research agencies. The Forum shall produce an annual compendium
("Report") of the most important indicators of the well-being of the
Nation's children.
6-602. The Forum shall determine the indicators to be included in
each.Report and identify the sources of data to be used for each
indicator. The Forum shall provide an ongoing review of Federal
collection and dissemination of data on children and families, and shall
make recommendations to improve the coverage and coordination of data
collection and to reduce duplication and overlap .
6-603. The Report shall be published by the Forum in collaboration
with the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development. The
Forum shall present the first annual Report to the President, through
the Director, by July 31, 1997. The Report shall be submitted annually
thereafter, using the most recently available data.
Sec. 7. General Provisions.
7-701. This order is intended only for internal management of the
executive branch. This order is not intended, and should not be
construed to create, any right, benefit, or trust responsibility,
substantive or procedural, enforceable at law or equity by a party
against the United States, its agencies, its officers, or its employees .
This order shall not be construed to create any right to judicial review
involving the compliance or noncompliance with this order by the United
States, its agencies, its officers, or any other person .
7-702. Executive Order 12606 of September 2, 1987 is revoked.
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Ex. Ord. No. 13061. Federal Support of Community Efforts Along American
Heritage Rivers
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Ex. Ord. No. 13061, Sept. 11, 1997, 62 F.R. 48445, as amended by Ex.
Ord. No. 13093, July 27, 1998, 63 F.R. 40357, provided:
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and
the laws of the United States of America, including the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (Public Law 91-190) [42 U.S.C. 4321 et
seq.], and in order to protect and restore rivers and their adjacent
communities, it is hereby ordered as follows:
Section 1. Policies.
(a) The American Heritage Rivers initiative has three objectives:
natural resource and environmental protection, economic revitalization,
and historic and cultural preservation.
(b) Executive agencies ("agencies"), to the extent permitted by
law and consistent with their missions and resources, shall coordinate
Federal plans, functions, programs, and resources to preserve, protect,
and restore rivers and their associated resources important to our
history, culture, and natural heritage.
(c) Agencies shall develop plans to bring increased efficiencies to
existing and authorized programs with goals that are supportive of
protection and restoration of communities along rivers.
(d) In accordance with Executive Order 12630 [5 U.S.C. 601 note],
agencies shall act with due regard for the protection of private
property provided for by the Fifth Amendment to the United States
Constitution. No new regulatory authority is created as a result of the
American Heritage Rivers initiative. This initiative will not interfere
with matters of State, local, and tribal government jurisdiction.
(e) In furtherance of these policies, the President will designate
rivers that meet certain criteria as "American Heritage Rivers."
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(f) It is the policy of the Federal Government that communities
shall nominate rivers as American Heritage Rivers and the Federal role
will be solely to support community-based efforts to preserve, protect,
and restore these rivers and their communities .
(g) Agencies should, to the extent practicable, help identify
resources in the private and nonprofit sectors to aid revitalization
efforts .
(h) Agencies are encouraged, to the extent permitted by law, to
develop partnerships with State, local, and tribal governments and
community and nongovernmental organizations. Agencies will be responsive
to the diverse needs of different kinds of communities from the core of
our cities to remote rural areas and shall seek to ensure that the role
played by the Federal Government is complementary to the plans and work
being carried out by State, local, and tribal governments. To the extent
possible, Federal resources will be strategically directed to complement
resources being spent by these governments.
(i) Agencies shall establish a method for field offices to assess
the success of the American Heritage River initiative and provide a
means to recommend changes that will improve the delivery and
accessibility of Federal services and programs. Agencies are directed,
where appropriate, to reduce and make more flexible procedural
requirements and paperwork related to providing assistance to
communities along designated rivers.
(j) Agencies shall commit to a policy under which they will seek to
ensure that their actions have a positive effect on the natural,
historic, economic, and cultural resources of American Heritage River
communities. The policy will require agencies to consult with American
Heritage River communities early in the planning stages of Federal
actions, take into account the communities' goals and objectives and
ensure that actions are compatible with the overall character of these
communities. Agencies shall seek to ensure that their help for one
community does not adversely affect neighboring communities .
Additionally, agencies are encouraged to develop formal and informal
partnerships to assist communities. Local Federal facilities, to the
extent permitted by law and consistent with the agencies' missions and
resources, should provide public access, physical space, technical
assistance, and other support for American Heritage River communities.
(k) In addition to providing support to designated rivers, agencies
will work together to provide information and services to all
communities seeking support.
Sec. 2. Process for Nominating an American Heritage River.
(a) Nomination. Communities, in coordination with their State,
local, or tribal governments, can nominate their river, river stretch,
or river confluence for designation as an American Heritage River. When
several communities are involved in the nomination of the same river,
nominations will detail the coordination among the interested
communities and the role each will play in the process. Individuals
living outside the community may not nominate a river.
(b) Selection Criteria. Nominations will be judged based on the
following:
(1) the characteristics of the natural, economic, agricultural,
scenic, historic, cultural, or recreational resources of the river that
render it distinctive or unique;
(2) the effectiveness with which the community has defined its plan
of action and the extent to which the plan addresses, either through
planned actions or past accomplishments, all three American Heritage
Rivers objectives, which are set forth in section l{a) of this order;
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(3) the strength and diversity of community support for the
nomination as evidenced by letters from elected officials; landowners;
private citizens; businesses; and especially State, local, and tribal
governments. Broad community support is essential to receiving the
American Heritage River designation; and
(4) willingness and capability of the community to forge
partnerships and agreements to implement their plan to meet their goals
and objectives.
(c) Recommendation Process.
The Chair of the Council on Environmental Quality ("CEQ") shall
develop a fair and objective procedure to obtain the views of a diverse
group of experts for the purpose of making recommendations to the
President as to which rivers shall be designated. These experts shall
reflect a variety of viewpoints, such as those representing natural,
cultural, and historic resources;
environmental, and recreation
interests; tourism, transportation, and economic development interests;
and industries such as agriculture, hydropower, manufacturing, mining,
and forest management. The Chair of the CEQ will ensure that the rivers
recommended represent a variety of stream sizes, diverse geographical
locations, and a wide range of settings from urban to rural and ensure
that relatively pristine, successful revitalization efforts are
considered as well as degraded rivers in need of restoration.
(d) Designation.
(I) The President will designate certain rivers as American Heritage
Rivers. Based on the receipt of a sufficient number of
fied
nominations, up to 20 rivers will be designated in the first phase of
the initiative.
(2) The Interagency Committee provided for in section 3 of this
order shall develop a process by which any community that nominates and
has its river designated may have this designation terminated at its
request.
(3) Upon a determination by the Chair of the CEQ that a community
has failed to implement its plan, the Chair may recommend to the
President that a designation be revoked. The Chair shall notify the
community at least 30 days prior to making such a recommendation to the
President. Based on that recommendation, the President may revoke the
designation.
Sec. 3. Establishment of an Interagency Committee. There is hereby
established the American Heritage Rivers Interagency Committee
("Committee"). The Committee shall have two co-chairs. The Chair of
the CEQ shall be a permanent co-chair. The other co-chair will rotate
among the heads of the agencies listed below.
(a) The Committee shall be composed of the following members or
their designees at the Assistant Secretary level or equivalent:
(I) The Secretary of Defense;
(2) The Attorney General;
(3) The Secretary of the Interior;
(4) The Secretary of Agriculture;
(5) The Secretary of Commerce;
(6) The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development;
(7) The Secretary of Transportation;
(8) The Secretary of Energy;
(9) The Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency;
(10) The Chair of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation;
(11) The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Arts; and
(12) The Chairperson of the National Endowment for the Humanities.
The Chair of the CEQ may invite to participate in meetings of the
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Committee, representatives of other agencies, as appropriate.
(b) The Committee shall:
(1) establish formal guidelines for designation as an American
Heritage River;
(2) periodically review the actions of agencies in support of the
American Heritage Rivers;
(3) report to the President on the progress, accomplishments, and
effectiveness of the American Heritage Rivers initiative; and
(4) perform other duties as directed by the Chair of the CEQ.
Sec. 4. Responsibilities of the Federal Agencies. Consistent with
Title I of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 [42 U.S.C. 4331
et seq.], agencies shall:
(a) identify their existing programs and plans that give them the
authority to offer assistance to communities involved in river
conservation and community health and revitalization;
(b) to the extent practicable and permitted by law and regulation,
refocus programs, grants, and technical assistance to provide support
for communities adjacent to American Heritage Rivers;
(c) identify all technical tools, including those developed for
purposes other than river conservation, that can be applied to river
protection, restoration, and community revitalization;
(d) provide access to existing scientific data and information to
the extent permitted by law and consistent with the agencies mission and
resources;
(e) cooperate with State, local, and tribal governments and
communities with respect to their activities that take place in, or
affect the area around, an American Heritage River;
(f) commit to a policy, as set forth in section l(j) of this order,
in making decisions affecting the quality of an American Heritage River;
(g) select from among all the agencies a single individual called
the "River Navigator," for each river that is designated an American
Heritage River, with whom the communities can communicate goals and
needs and who will facilitate community-agency interchange;
(h) allow public access to the river, for agencies with facilities
along American Heritage Rivers, to the extent practicable and consistent
with their mission; and
(i) cooperate, as appropriate, with communities on projects that
protect or preserve stretches of the river that are on Federal property
or adjacent to a Federal facility.
Sec. 5. Responsibilities of the Committee and the Council on
Environmental Quality. The CEQ shall serve as Executive agent for the
Committee, and the CEQ and the Committee shall ensure the implementation
of the policies and purposes of this initiative.
Sec. 6. Definition. For the purposes of this order, Executive agency
means any agency on the Committee and such other agency as may be
designated by the President.
Sec. 7. Judicial Review. This order does not create any right or
benefit, substantive or procedural, enforceable by any party against the
United States, its agencies or instrumentalities, its officers or
employees, or any other person.
William J. Clinton .
Executive Order No. 13080
Ex. Ord. No. 13080, Apr. 7, 1998, 63 F.R. 17667, as amended by Ex.
Ord. No. 13093, July 27, 1998, 63 F.R. 40357, which established the
American Heritage Rivers Initiative Advisory Committee, was revoked by
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Ex. Ord. No. 13225, Sec. 3(b), Sept. 28, 2001, 66 F.R. 50292, set out as
a note under section 14 of the Federal Advisory Committee Act in the
Appendix to Title 5, Government Organization and Employees .
Proc. No. 7112. Designation of American Heritage Rivers
Proc. No. 7112, July 30, 1998, 63 F.R. 41949, provided:
In celebration of America's rivers, and to recognize and reward
grassroots efforts to restore them, last year I announced the American
Heritage Rivers initiative. My goal was to help communities realize
their visions for their rivers by making it easier for them to tap
existing programs and resources of the Federal Government. From across
the country, hundreds of communities answered my call for nominations,
asking that their rivers be designated American Heritage Rivers. I
applaud all of the communities that have drawn together and dedicated
themselves to the goal of healthy rivers, now and forever.
Having reviewed the recommendations of the American Heritage Rivers
Initiative Advisory Committee, I am pleased to be able to recognize a
select group of rivers and communities that reflect the true diversity
and splendor of America's natural endowment, and the tremendous energy
and commitment of its citizenry.
Pursuant to Executive Orders 13061 [set out above], 13080, and 13093
[set out above], I hereby designate the following American Heritage
Rivers:
<bullet> The Blackstone and Woonasquatucket Rivers, in the
States of Massachusetts and Rhode Island;
.
<bullet> The Connecticut River, in the States of Connecticut,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Vermont;
<bullet> The Cuyahoga River, in the State of Ohio;
<bullet> The Detroit River, in the State of Michigan;
<bullet> The Hanalei River, in the State of Hawaii;
<bullet> The Hudson River, in the State of New York;
<bullet> The Upper Mississippi River, in the States of Illinois,
Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, and Wisconsin;
<bullet> The Lower Mississippi River, in the States of Louisiana
and Tennessee;
<bullet> The New River, in the States of North Carolina,
Virginia, and West Virginia;
<bullet> The Rio Grande, in the State of Texas;
<bullet> The Potomac River, in the District of Columbia and the
States of Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia;
<bullet> The St. Johns River, in the State of Florida;
<bullet> The Upper Susquehanna and Lackawanna Rivers, in the
State of Pennsylvania;
<bullet> The Willamette River, in the State of Oregon.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this thirtieth day
of July, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety-eight, and
of the Independence of the United States of America the two hundred and
twenty-third.
William J. Clinton.
Ex. Ord. No. 13112. Invasive Species
Ex. Ord. No. 13112, Feb. 3, 1999, 64 F.R. 6183, provided:
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and
the laws of the United States of America, including the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.),
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Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of 1990, as
amended (16 U.S.C. 4701 et seq.), Lacey Act, as amended (18 U.S.C. 42),
Federal Plant Pest Act (7 U.S.C. 150aa et seq.), Federal Noxious Weed
Act of 1974, as amended (7 U.S.C. 2801 et seq.), Endangered Species Act
of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.), and other pertinent
statutes, to prevent the introduction of invasive species and provide
for their control and to minimize the economic, ecological, and human
health impacts that invasive species cause, it is ordered as follows:
Section 1. Definitions.
(a) "Alien species" means, with respect ,to a particular ecosystem,
any species, including its seeds, eggs, spores, or other biological
material capable of propagating that species, that is not native to that
ecosystem.
(b) "Control" means, as appropriate, eradicating, suppressing,
reducing, or managing invasive species populations, preventing spread of
invasive species from areas where they are present, and taking steps
such as restoration of native species and habitats to reduce the effects
of invasive species and to prevent further invasions .
(c) "Ecosystem" means the complex of a community of organisms and
its environment.
(d) "Federal agency" means an executive department or agency, but
does not include independent establishments as defined by 5 U.S.C. 104 .
(e) "Introduction" means the intentional or unintentional escape,
release, dissemination, or placement of a species into an ecosystem as a
result of human activity .
(f) "Invasive species" means an alien species whose introduction
does or is likely to cause economic or environmental harm or harm to
human health.
(g) "Native species" means, with respect to a particular
ecosystem, a species that, other than as a result of an introduction,
historically occurred or currently occurs in that ecosystem.
(h) "Species" means a group of organisms all of which have a high
degree of physical and genetic similarity, generally interbreed only
among themselves, and show persistent differences from members of allied
groups of organisms.
(i) "Stakeholders" means, but is not limited to, State, tribal,
and local government agencies, academic institutions, the scientific
community, nongovernmental entities including environmental,
agricultural, and conservation organizations, trade groups, commercial
interests, and private landowners .
(j) "United States" means the 50 States, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, Guam, and all possessions, territories, and the territorial
sea of the United States .
Sec. 2. Federal Agency Duties. (a) Each Federal agency whose actions
may affect the status of invasive species shall, to the extent
practicable and permitted by law,
(1) identify such actions;
(2) subject to the availability of appropriations, and within
Administration budgetary limits, use relevant programs and authorities
to: (i) prevent the introduction of invasive species; (ii) detect and
respond rapidly to and control populations of such species in a costeffective and environmentally sound manner; (iii) monitor invasive
species populations accurately and reliably; (iv) provide for
restoration of native species and habitat conditions in ecosystems that
have been invaded; (v) conduct research on invasive species and develop
technologies to prevent introduction and provide for environmentally
sound control of invasive species; and (vi) promote public education on
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invasive species and the means to address them; and
(3) not authorize, fund, or carry out actions that it believes are
likely to cause or promote the introduction or spread of invasive
species in the United States or elsewhere unless, pursuant to guidelines
that it has prescribed, the agency has determined and made public its
determination that the benefits of such actions clearly outweigh the
potential harm caused by invasive species; and that all feasible and
prudent measures to minimize risk of harm will be taken in conjunction
with the actions.
(b) Federal
shall pursue the duties set forth in this
section in consultation with the Invasive Species Council, consistent
with the Invasive
Management Plan and in cooperation with
stakeholders, as appropriate, and, as approved by the Department of
State, when Federal agencies are working with international
organizations and foreign nations.
Sec. 3. Invasive Species Council. (a) An Invasive Species Council
(Council) is hereby established whose members shall include the
Secretary of State, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of
Defense, the
of the Interior, the Secretary of Agriculture,
the Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of Transportation, and the
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency. The Council shall
be Co-Chaired by the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of
Agriculture, and the Secretary of Commerce. The Council may invite
additional Federal agency representatives to be members, including
representatives from subcabinet bureaus or offices with significant
responsibilities concerning invasive species, and may prescribe speqial
procedures for their participation. The Secretary of the Interior shall,
with concurrence of the Co-Chairs, appoint an Executive Director of the
Council and shall provide the staff and administrative support for th~
Council.
(b) The Secretary of the Interior shall establish an advisory
committee under the Federal Advisory Committee Act,S U.S.C. App., to
provide information and advice for consideration by the Council, and
shall, after consultation with other members of the Council, appoint
members of the advisory committee representing stakeholders. Among other
things, the advisory committee shall recommend plans and actions at
local, tribal, State, regional, and ecosystem-based levels to achieve
the goals and objectives of the Management Plan in section 5 of this
order. The advisory committee shall act in cooperation with stakeholders
and existing organizations addressing invasive species. The Department
of the Interior shall provide the administrative and financial support
for the advisory committee.
Sec. 4. Duties of the Invasive Species Council. The Invasive Species
Council shall provide national leadership regarding invasive species,
and shall:
(a) oversee the implementation of this order and see that the
Federal agency activities concerning invasive species are coordinated,
complementary, cost-efficient, and effective, relying to the extent
feasible and appropriate on existing organizations addressing invasive
species, such as the Aquatic Nuisance
Task Force, the Federal
Interagency Committee for the Management of Noxious and Exotic Weeds,
and the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources;
(b) encourage planning and action at local, tribal, State, regional,
and ecosystem-based levels to achieve the
and objectives of the
Management Plan in section 5 of this order, in cooperation with
stakeholders and existing organizations addressing invasive species;
(c) develop recommendations for international cooperation in
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addressing invasive species;
(d) develop, in consultation with the Council on Environmental
Quality, guidance to Federal agencies pursuant to the National
Environmental Policy Act on prevention and control of invasive species,
including the procurement, use, and maintenance of native species as
they affect invasive species;
(e) facilitate development of a coordinated network among Federal
agencies to document, evaluate, and monitor impacts from invasive
species on the economy, the environment, and human health;
(f) facilitate establishment of a coordinated, up-to-date
information-sharing system that utilizes, to the greatest extent
practicable, the Internet; this system shall facilitate access to and
exchange of information concerning invasive species, including, but not
limited to, information on distribution and abundance of invasive
species; life histories of such species and invasive characteristics;
economic, environmental, and human health impacts; management
techniques, and laws and programs for management, research, and public
education; and
(g) prepare and issue a national Invasive Species Management Plan as
set forth in section 5 of this order.
Sec. 5. Invasive Species Management Plan. (a) Within 18 months after
issuance of this order, the Council shall prepare and issue the first
edition of a National Invasive Species Management Plan (Management
Plan), which shall detail and recommend performance-oriented goals and
objectives and specific measures of success for Federal agency efforts
concerning invasive species. The Management Plan shall recommend
specific objectives and measures for carrying out each of the Federal
agency duties established in section 2(a) of this order and shall set
forth steps to be taken by the Council to carry out the duties assigned
to it under section 4 of this order. The Management Plan shall be
developed through a public process and in consultation with Federal
agencies and stakeholders .
(b) The first edition of the Management Plan shall include a review
of existing and prospective approaches and authorities for preventing
the introduction and spread of invasive species, including those for
identifying pathways by which invasive species are introduced and for
minimizing the risk of introductions via those pathways, and shall
identify research needs and recommend measures to minimize the risk that
introductions will occur. Such recommended measures shall provide for a
science-based process to evaluate risks associated with introduction and
spread of invasive species and a coordinated and systematic risk-based
process to identify, monitor, and interdict pathways that may be
involved in the introduction of invasive species. If recommended
measures are not authorized by current law, the Council shall develop
and recommend to the President through its Co-Chairs legislative
proposals for necessary changes in authority .
(c) The Council shall update the Management Plan biennially and
shall concurrently evaluate and report on success in achieving the goals
and objectives set forth in the Management Plan. The Management Plan
shall identify the personnel, other resources, and additional levels of
coordination needed to achieve the Management Plan's identified goals
and objectives, and the Council shall provide each edition of the
Management Plan and each report on it to the Office of Management and
Budget. Within 18 months after measures have been recommended by the
Council in any edition of the Management Plan, each Federal agency whose
action is required to implement such measures shall either take the
action recommended or shall provide the Council with an explanation of
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why the action is not feasible. The Council shall assess the
effectiveness of this order no less than once each 5 years after the
order is issued and shall report to the Office of Management and Budget
on whether the order should be revised.
Sec. 6. Judicial Review and Administration. (a) This order is
intended only to improve the internal management of the executive branch
and is not intended to create any right, benefit, or trust
responsibility, substantive or procedural, enforceable at law or equity
by a
against the United States, its agencies, its officers, or any
other person.
(b) Executive Order 11987 of May 24, 1977, is hereby revoked.
(c) The requirements of this order do not affect the
of
Federal agencies under 16 U.S.C. 4713 with respect to ballast water
programs.
(d) The requirements of section 2(a) (3) of this order shall not
apply to any action of the Department of State or Department of Defense
if the Secretary of State or the Secretary of Defense finds that
exemption from such requirements is necessary for
policy or
national security reasons.
William J. Clinton.
Ex. Ord. No. 13148. Greening the Government Through Leadership in
Environmental Management
Ex. Ord. No. 13148, Apr. 21, 2000, 65 F.R. 24595, provided:
the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and
the laws of the United States of America, including the Emergency
and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986 (42 U.S.C. 11001-11050)
(EPCRA), the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 13101-13109)
(PPA), the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401-7671q) (CAA), and section 30i
of title 3, United States Code, it is hereby ordered as follows:
PART 1--PREAMBLE
Section 101. Federal Environmental ~caUC~~H~~. The head of each
Federal agency is responsible for ensuring that all necessary actions
are taken to integrate environmental accountability into agency day-today decisionmaking and long-term planning processes, across all agency
missions, activities, and functions. Consequently, environmental
considerations must be a fundamental and integral component
of Federal Government policies, operations, planning, and management.
The head of each Federal agency is responsible for meeting the goals and
requirements of this order.
PART 2--GOALS
Sec. 201. Environmental Management. Through development and
implementation of environmental management
, each agency shall
ensure that strategies are established to support environmental
programs, policies, and procedures and that agency senior
level managers explicitly and actively endorse these strategies.
Sec. 202. Environmental Compliance. Each agency shall comply with
environmental regulations by establishing and implementing environmental
compliance audit programs and policies that emphasize pollution
prevention as a means to both achieve and maintain environmental
compliance.
Sec. 203. Right-to-Know and Pollution Prevention. Through timely
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planning and reporting under the EPCRA, Federal facilities shall be
leaders and responsible members of their communities by informing the
public and their workers of possible sources of pollution resulting from
facility operations. Each agency shall strive to reduce or eliminate
harm to human health and the environment from releases of pollutants to
the environment. Each agency shall advance the national policy that,
whenever feasible and cost-effective, pollution should be prevented or
reduced at the source. Funding for regulatory compliance programs shall
emphasize pollution prevention as a means to address environmental
compliance.
Sec. 204. Release Reduction: Toxic Chemicals. Through innovative
pollution prevention, effective facility management, and sound
acquisition and procurement practices, each agency shall reduce its
reported Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) releases and off-site transfers
of toxic chemicals for treatment and disposal by 10 percent annually, or
by 40 percent overall by December 31, 2006.
Sec. 205. Use Reduction: Toxic Chemicals and Hazardous Substances
and Other Pollutants. Through identification of proven substitutes and
established facility management practices, including pollution
prevention, each agency shall reduce its use of selected toxic
chemicals, hazardous substances, and pollutants, or its generation of
hazardous and radioactive waste types at its facilities by 50 percent by
December 31, 2006. If an agency is unable to reduce the use of selected
chemicals, that agency will reduce the use of selected hazardous
substances or its generation of other pollutants, such as hazardous and
radioactive waste types, at its facilities by 50 percent by December 31,
2006.
Sec. 206. Reductions in Ozone-Depleting Substances. Through
evaluating present and future uses of ozone-depleting substances and
maximizing the purchase and the use of safe, cost effective, and
environmentally preferable alternatives, each agency shall develop a
plan to phase out the procurement of Class I ozone-depleting substances
for all nonexcepted uses by December 31, 2010.
Sec. 207. Environmentally and Economically Beneficial Landscaping.
Each agency shall strive to promote the sustainable management of
Federal facility lands through the implementation of cost-effective,
environmentally sound landscaping practices, and programs to reduce
adverse impacts to the natural environment .
PART 3--PLANNING AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Sec. 301. Annual Budget Submission. Federal agencies shall place
high priority on obtaining funding and resources needed for
implementation of the Greening the Government Executive Orders,
including funding to address findings and recommendations from
environmental management system audits or facility compliance audits
conducted under sections 401 and 402 of this order. Federal agencies
shall make such requests as required in Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) Circular A-11.
Sec. 302. Application of Life Cycle Assessment Concepts. Each agency
with facilities shall establish a pilot program to apply life cycle
assessment and environmental cost accounting principles. To the maximum
extent feasible and cost-effective, agencies shall apply those
principles elsewhere in the agency to meet the goals and requirements of
this order. Such analysis shall be considered in the process established
in the OMB Capital Programming Guide and OMB Circular A-11. The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), in coordination with the
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Workgroup established in section 306 of this order, shall, to the extent
feasible, assist agencies in identifying, applying, and developing tools
that reflect life cycle assessment and environmental cost accounting
principles and provide technical assistance to agencies in developing
life cycle assessments and environmental cost accounting assessments
under this Part.
Sec. 303. Pollution Prevention to Address Compliance. Each agency
shall ensure that its environmental regulatory compliance funding
policies promote the use of pollution prevention to achieve and maintain
environmental compliance at the agency's facilities. Agencies shall
adopt a policy to preferentially use pollution prevention
ects and
activities to correct and prevent noncompliance with environmental
regulatory requirements. Agency funding requests for facility compliance
with Federal, State, and local environmental regulatory requirements
shall emphasize pollution prevention through source reduction as the
means of first choice to ensure compliance, with reuse and recycling
alternatives having second priority as a means of compliance.
Sec. 304. Pollution Prevention Return-on-Investment Programs. Each
agency shall develop and implement a pollution prevention program at its
facilities that compares the life cycle costs of treatment and/or
disposal of waste and pollutant streams to the life cycle costs of
alternatives that eliminate or reduce toxic chemicals or pollutants at
the source. Each agency shall implement those projects that are lifecycle cost-effective, or otherwise offer substantial environmental or
economic benefits.
Sec. 305. Policies,
, and Plans.
(a) Within 12 months of the date of this order, each agency shall
ensure that the goals and requirements of this order are incorporated
into existing agency environmental directives, policies, and documents
affected by the requirements and goals of this order. Where such
directives and policies do not already exist, each agency shall, within
12 months of the date of this order, prepare and endorse a written
agency environmental management strategy to achieve the requirements and
goals of this order. Agency preparation of directives, policies, and
documents shall reflect the nature, scale, and environmental impacts of
the agency's activities, products, or services. Agencies are encouraged
to include elements of relevant agency policies or strategies developed
under this part in agency planning documents prepared under the
Government Performance and Results Act of 1993, Public Law 103-62 [see
Short Title of 1993 Amendment note set out under 31 u.s.c. 1101].
(b) By March 31, 2002, each agency shall ensure that its facilities
develop a written plan that sets forth the facility's contribution to
the goals and requirements established in this order. The plan should
reflect the size and complexity of the facility. Where pollution
prevention plans or other formal environmental planning instruments have
been prepared for agency facilities, an agency may elect to update those
plans to meet the requirements and goals of this section .
(c) The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Council shall develop
acquisition policies and procedures for contractors to supply agencies
with all information necessary for compliance with this order. Once the
appropriate FAR clauses have been published, agencies shall use them in
all applicable contracts. In addition, to the extent that compliance
with this order is made more difficult due to lack of information from
existing contractors, or concessioners, each agency shall take practical
steps to obtain the information needed to comply with this order from
such contractors or concessioners.
Sec. 306. Interagency Environmental Leadership Workgroup_ Within 4
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months of the date of this order, EPA shall convene and chair an
Interagency Environmental Leadership Workgroup (the Workgroup) with
senior-level representatives from all executive agencies and other
interested independent Government agencies affected by this order. The
Workgroup shall develop policies and guidance required by this order and
member agencies shall facilitate implementation of the requirements of
this order in their respective agencies. Workgroup members shall
coordinate with their Agency Environmental Executive (AEE) designated
under section 301(d) of Executive Order 13101 [42 U.S.C. 6961 note] and
may request the assistance of their AEE in resolving issues that may
arise among members in developing policies and guidance related to this
order. If the AEEs are unable to resolve the issues, they may request
the assistance of the Chair of the Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) .
Sec. 307. Annual Reports. Each agency shall submit an annual
progress report to the Administrator on implementation of this order.
The reports shall include a description of the progress that the agency
has made in complying with all aspects of this order, including, but not
limited to, progress in achieving the reduction goals in sections 502,
503, and 505 of this order. Each agency may prepare and submit the
annual report in electronic format. A copy of the report shall be
submitted to the Federal Environmental Executive (FEE) by EPA for use in
the biennial Greening the Government Report to the President prepared in
accordance with Executive Order 13101 [42 U.S.C. 6961 note]. Within 9
months of the date of this order, EPA, in coordination with the
Workgroup established under section 306 of this order, shall prepare
guidance regarding the information and timing for the annual report. The
Workgroup shall coordinate with those agencies responsible for Federal
agency reporting guidance under the Greening the Government Executive
orders to streamline reporting requirements and reduce agency and
facility-level reporting burdens. The first annual report shall cover
calendar year 2000 activities.
PART 4--PROMOTING ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
Sec. 401. Agency and Facility Environmental Management Systems. To
attain the goals of section 201 of this order:
(a), Within 18 months of the date of this order, each agency shall
conduct an agency-level environmental management system self assessment
based on the Code of Environmental Management Principles for Federal
Agencies developed by the EPA (61 Fed. Reg. 54062) and/or another
appropriate environmental management system framework. Each assessment
shall include a review of agency environmental leadership goals,
objectives, and targets. Where appropriate, the assessments may be
conducted at the service, bureau, or other comparable level.
(b) Within 24 months of the date of this order, each agency shall
implement environmental management systems through pilot projects at
selected agency facilities based on the Code of Environmental Management
Principles for Federal Agencies and/or another appropriate environmental
management system framework. By December 31, 2005, each agency shall
implement an environmental management system at all appropriate agency
facilities based on facility size, complexity, and the environmental
aspects of facility operations. The facility environmental management
system shall include measurable environmental goals, objectives, and
targets that are reviewed and updated annually. Once established,
environmental management system performance measures shall be
incorporated in agency facility audit protocols .
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Sec. 402. Facility Compliance Audits. To attain the goals of section
202 of this order:
(a) Within 12 months of the date of this order, each agency that
does not have an established regulatory environmental compliance audit
program shall develop and implement a program to conduct facility
environmental compliance audits and begin auditing at its facilities
within 6 months of the development of that program .
{b} An agency with an established regulatory environmental
compliance audit program may elect to conduct environmental management
system audits in lieu of regulatory environmental compliance audits at
selected facilities.
(c) Facility environmental audits shall be conducted periodically.
Each agency is encouraged to conduct audits not less than every 3 years
from the date of the initial or previous audit. The scope and frequency
of audits shall be based on facility size, complexity, and the
environmental aspects of facility operations. As appropriate, each
agency shall include tenant, contractor, and concessioner activities in
facility audits .
{d} Each agency shall conduct internal reviews and audits and shall
take such other steps, as may be necessary, to monitor its facilities'
compliance with sections 501 and 504 of this order .
(e) Each agency shall consider findings from the assessments or
audits conducted under Part 4 in program planning under section 301 of
this order and in the preparation and revisions to facility plans
prepared under section 305 of this order .
(f) Upon request and to the extent practicable, the EPA shall
.
provide technical assistance in meeting the requirements of Part 4 by
conducting environmental management reviews at Federal facilities and
developing policies and guidance for conducting environmental compliance
audits and implementing environmental management systems at Federal
facilities.
Sec. 403. Environmental Leadership and Agency Awards Programs .
(a) Within 12 months of the date of this order, the Administrator
shall establish a Federal Government environmental leadership program to
promote and recognize outstanding environmental management performance
in agencies and facilities .
{b} Each agency shall develop an internal agency-wide awards program
to reward and highlight innovative programs and individuals showing
outstanding environmental leadership in implementing this order. In
addition, based upon criteria developed by the EPA in coordination with
the Workgroup established in section 306 of this order, Federal
employees who demonstrate outstanding leadership in implementation of
this order may be considered for recognition under the White House
awards program set forth in section 803 of Executive Order 13101 of
September 14, 1998 [42 U.S.C. 6961 note).
Sec. 404. Management Leadership and Performance Evaluations .
{a} To ensure awareness of and support for the environmental
requirements of this order, each agency shall include training on the
provisions of the Greening the Government Executive orders in standard
senior level management training as well as training for program
managers, contracting personnel, procurement and acquisition personnel,
facility managers, contractors, concessioners, and other personnel as
appropriate. In coordination with the Workgroup established under
section 306 of this order, the EPA shall prepare guidance on
implementation of this section.
(b) To recognize and reinforce the responsibilities of facility and
senior headquarters program managers, regional environmental
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coordinators and officers, their superiors, and, to the extent
practicable and appropriate, others vital to the implementation of this
order, each agency shall include successful implementation of pollution
prevention, community awareness, and environmental management into its
position descriptions and performance evaluations for those positions.
Sec. 405. Compliance Assistance.
) Upon request and to the extent practicable, the EPA shall
provide technical advice and assistance to agencies to foster full
compliance with environmental regulations and all aspects of this order.
(b) Within 12 months of the date of this order, the EPA shall
develop a compliance assistance center to provide technical assistance
for Federal facility compliance with environmental regulations and all
aspects of this order.
(c) To enhance landscaping options and awareness, the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) shall provide information on the
suitability, propagation, and the use of native plants for landscaping
to all agencies and the general public by USDA in conjunction with the
center under subsection (b) of this section. In implementing Part 6 of
this order, agencies are encouraged to develop model demonstration
programs in coordination with the USDA.
Sec. 406. Compliance Assurance.
(a) In consultation with other agencies, the EPA may conduct such
reviews and inspections as may be necessary to monitor compliance with
sections 501 and 504 of this order. Each agency is encouraged to
cooperate fully with the efforts of the EPA to ensure compliance with
those sections.
(b) Whenever the Administrator notifies an agency that it is not in
compliance with section 501 or 504 of this order, the agency shall
provide the EPA a detailed plan for achieving compliance as promptly as
practicable.
(c) The Administrator shall report annually to the President and the
public on agency compliance with the provisions of sections 501 and 504
of this order.
Sec. 407. Improving Environmental Management. To ensure that
government-wide goals for pollution prevention are advanced, each agency
is encouraged to incorporate its environmental leadership goals into its
Strategic and Annual Performance Plans required by the Government
Performance and Results Act of 1993, Public Law 103-62 [see Short Title
of 1993 Amendment note set out under 31 U.S.C. 1101], starting with
performance plans accompanying the FY 2002 budget.
PART 5--EMERGENCY PLANNING, COMMUNITY RIGHT-TO-KNOW, AND
POLLUTION PREVENTION
Sec. 501. Toxics Release Inventory/Pollution Prevention Act
Reporting. To attain the goals of section 203 of this order:
(a) Each agency shall comply with the provisions set forth in
section 313 of EPCRA [42 U.S.C. 11023], section 6607 of PPA [42 U.S.C.
13106], all implementing regulations, and future amendments to these
authorities, in light of applicable EPA guidance .
(b) Each agency shall comply with these provisions without regard to
the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) or North American
Industrial Classification System (NAICS) delineations. Except as
described in sUbsection (d) of this section, all other existing
statutory or regulatory limitations or exemptions on the application of
EPCRA section 313 to specific activities at specific agency facilities
apply to the reporting requirements set forth in subsection (a) of this
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section.
(c) Each agency required to report under subsection (a) of this
section shall do so using electronic reporting as provided in EPA's
EPCRA section 313 guidance.
(d) Within 12 months of the date of this order, the Administrator
shall review the impact on reporting of existing regulatory exemptions
on the application of EPCRA section 313 at Federal facilities. Where
feasible, this review shall include pilot studies at Federal facilities.
If the review indicates that application of existing exemptions to
Federal Government reporting under this section precludes public
reporting of substantial amounts of toxic chemicals under subsection
501(a), the EPA shall prepare guidance, in coordination with the
Workgroup established under section 306 of this order, clarifying
application of the exemptions at Federal facilities. In developing the
guidance, the EPA should consider similar application of such regulatory
limitations and exemptions by the private sector. To the extent
feasible, the guidance developed by the EPA shall be consistent with the
reasonable application of such regulatory limitations and exemptions in
the private sector. The guidance shall ensure reporting consistent with
the goal of public access to information under section 313 of EPCRA and
section 6607 of PPA. The guidance shall be submitted to the AEEs
established under section 301(d) of Executive Order 13101 [42 U.S.C.
6961 noteJ for review and endorsement. Each agency shall apply any
guidance to reporting at its facilities as soon as practicable but no
later than for reporting for the next calendar year following release of
the guidance.
.
{e} The EPA shall coordinate with other interested Federal agencies
to carry out pilot projects to collect and disseminate information about
the release and other waste management of chemicals associated with toe
environmental response and restoration at their facilities and sites.
The pilot projects will focus on releases and other waste management of
chemicals associated with environmental response and restoration at
facilities and sites where the activities generating wastes do not
otherwise meet EPCRA section 313 thresholds for manufacture, process, or
other use. Each agency is encouraged to identify applicable facilities
and voluntarily report under subsection (a) of this section the releases
and other waste management of toxic chemicals managed during
environmental response and restoration, regardless of whether the
facility otherwise would report under subsection (a). The releases and
other waste management of chemicals associated with environmental
response and restoration voluntarily reported under this subsection will
not be included in the accounting established under sections 503(a) and
(c) of this order .
Sec. 502. Release Reduction: Toxic Chemicals. To attain the gqals of
section 204 of this order:
(a) Beginning with reporting for calendar year 2001 activities, each
agency reporting under section 501 of this order shall adopt a goal of
reducing, where cost effective, the agency's total releases of toxic
chemicals to the environment and off-site transfers of such chemicals
for treatment and disposal by at least 10 percent annually, or by 40
percent overall by December 31, 2006. Beginning with activities for
calendar year 2001, the baseline for measuring progress in meeting the
reduction goal will be the aggregate of all such releases and off-site
transfers of such chemicals for treatment and disposal as reported by
all of the agency's facilities under section 501 of this order. The list
of toxic chemicals applicable to this goal is the EPCRA section 313 [42
U.S.C. 11023J list as of December 1, 2000. If an agency achieves the 40
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percent reduction goal prior to December 31, 2006, that agency shall
establish a new baseline and reduction goal based on agency priorities.
(b) Where an agency is unable to pursue the reduction goal
established in subsection (a) for certain chemicals that are mission
critical and/or needed to protect human health and the environment or
where agency off-site transfer of toxic chemicals for treatment is
directly associated with environmental restoration activities, that
agency may request a waiver from the EPA for all or part of the
requirement in subsection (a) of this section. As appropriate, waiver
requests must provide: (1) an explanation of the mission critical use of
the chemical; (2) an explanation of the nature of the need for the
chemical to protect human health; (3) a description of efforts to
identify a less harmful substitute chemical or alternative processes to
reduce the release and transfer of the chemical in question; and (4) a
description of the off-site transfers of toxic chemicals for treatment
directly associated with environmental restoration activities. The EPA
shall respond to the waiver request within 90 days and may grant such a
waiver for no longer than 2 years. An agency may resubmit a request for
waiver at the end of that period. The waiver under this section shall
not alter requirements to report under section 501 of this order.
(c) Where a specific component (e.g., bureau, service, or command)
within an agency achieves a 75 percent reduction in its 1999 reporting
year publicly reported total releases of toxic chemicals to the
environment and off-site transfers of such chemicals for treatment and
disposal, based on the 1994 baseline established in Executive Order
12856 [former 42 U.S.C. 11001 note], that agency may independently elect
to establish a reduction goal for that component lower than the 40
percent target established in subsection (a) of this section. The agency
shall formally notify the Workgroup established in section 306 of this
order of the elected reduction target.
Sec. 503. Use Reduction: Toxic Chemicals, Hazardous Substances, and
Other Pollutants. To attain the goals of section 205 of this order:
(a) Within 18 months of the date of this order, each agency with
facilities shall develop and support goals to reduce the use at such
agencies' facilities of the priority chemicals on the list under
subsection (b) of this section for identified applications and purposes,
or alternative chemicals and pollutants the agency identifies under
subsection (c) of this section, by at least 50 percent by December 31,
2006.
(b) Within 9 months of the date of this order the Administrator, in
coordination with the Workgroup established in section 306 of this
order, shall develop a list of not less than 15 priority chemicals used
by the Federal Government that may result in significant harm to human
health or the environment and that have known, readily available, less
harmful substitutes for identified applications and purposes. In
addition to identifying the applications and purposes to which such
reductions apply, the Administrator, in coordination with the Workgroup
shall identify a usage threshold below which this section shall not
apply. The chemicals will be selected from listed EPCRA section 313 [42
U.S.C. 11023] toxic chemicals and, where appropriate, other regulated
hazardous substances or pollutants. In developing the list, the
Administrator, in coordination with the Workgroup shall consider: (1)
environmental factors including toxicity, persistence, and bioaccumulation; (2) availability of known, less environmentally harmful
substitute chemicals that can be used in place of the priority chemical
for identified applications and purposes; (3) availability of known,
less environmentally harmful processes that can be used in place of the
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priority chemical for identified applications and purposes; (4) relative
costs of alternative chemicals or processes; and (5) potential risk and
environmental and human exposure based upon applications and uses of the
chemicals by Federal agencies and facilities. In identifying
alternatives, the Administrator should take into consideration the
guidance issued under section 503 of Executive Order 13101 [42 U.S.C.
6961 note] .
(c) If an agency, which has facilities required to report under
EPCRA, uses at its facilities less than five of the priority chemicals
on the list developed in subsection (b) of this section for the
identified applications and purposes, the agency shall develop, within
12 months of the date of this order, a list of not less than five
chemicals that may include priority chemicals under subsection (b) of
this section or other toxic chemicals, hazardous substances, and/or
other pollutants the agency uses or generates, the release, transfer or
waste management of which may result in significant harm to human health
or the environment.
(d) In lieu of requirements under subsection (a) of this section, an
agency may, upon concurrence with the Workgroup established under
section 306 of this order, develop within 12 months of the date of this
order, a list of not less than five priority hazardous or radioactive
waste types generated by its facilities. Within 18 months of the date of
this order, the agency shall develop and support goals to reduce the
agency's generation of these wastes by at least 50 percent by December
31, 2006. To the maximum extent possible, such reductions shall be
achieved by implementing source reduction practices.
(e) The baseline for measuring reductions for purposes of achieving
the 50 percent reduction goal in subsections (a) and (d) of this section
for each agency is the first calendar year following the development of
the list of priority chemicals under subsection (b) of this section.
(f) Each agency shall undertake pilot projects at selected
facilities to gather and make publicly available materials accounting
data related to the toxic chemicals, hazardous substances, and/or other
pollutants identified under subsections (b), (c), or (d) of this
section.
(g) Within 12 months of the date of this order, the Administrator
shall develop guidance on implementing this section in coordination with
the Workgroup. The EPA shall develop technical assistance materials to
assist agencies in meeting the 50 percent reduction goal of this
section.
(h) Where an agency can demonstrate to the Workgroup that it has
previously reduced the use of a priority chemical identified in
subsection 503(b) by 50 percent, then the agency may elect to waive the
50 percent reduction goal for that chemical.
Sec. 504. Emergency Planning and Reporting Responsibilities. Each
agency shall comply with the provisions set forth in sections 301
through 312 of the EPCRA [42 U.S.C. 11001-11022], all implementing
regulations, and any future amendments to these authorities, in light of
any applicable guidance as provided by the EPA.
Sec. 505. Reductions in Ozone-Depleting Substances. To attain the
goals of section 206 of this order:
(a) Each agency shall ensure that its facilities: (1) maximize the
use of safe alternatives to ozone-depleting substances, as approved by
the EPA's Significant New Alternatives Policy (SNAP) program; (2)
consistent with subsection (b) of this section, evaluate the present and
future uses of ozone-depleting substances, including making assessments
of existing and future needs for such materials, and evaluate use of,
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and plans for recycling, refrigerants, and halons; and (3) exercise
leadership, develop exemplary practices, and disseminate information on
successful efforts in phasing out ozone-depleting substances.
(b) Within 12 months of the date of this order, each agency shall
develop a plan to phase out the procurement of Class I ozone-depleting
substances for all nonexcepted uses by December 31, 2010. Plans should
target cost effective reduction of environmental risk by phasing out
Class I ozone depleting substance applications as the equipment using
those substances reaches its expected service life. Exceptions to this
requirement include all exceptions found in current or future applicable
law, treaty, regulation, or Executive order.
(c) Each agency shall amend its personal property management
policies and procedures to preclude disposal of ozone depleting
substances removed or reclaimed from its facilities or equipment,
including disposal as part of a contract, trade, or donation, without
prior coordination with the Department of Defense (000). Where the
recovered ozone-depleting substance is a critical requirement for 000
missions, the agency shall transfer the materials to the 000. The 000
will bear the costs of such transfer.
PART 6--LANDSCAPING MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Sec. 601. Implementation.
(a) Within 12 months from the date of this order, each agency shall
incorporate the Guidance for Presidential Memorandum on Environmentally
and Economically Beneficial Landscape Practices on Federal Landscaped
Grounds (60 Fed. Reg. 40837) developed by the FEE into landscaping
programs, policies, and practices.
(b) Within 12 months of the date of this order, the FEE shall form a
workgroup of appropriate Federal agency representatives to review and
update the guidance in subsection (a) of this section, as appropriate.
(c) Each agency providing funding for nonfederal projects involving
landscaping projects shall furnish funding recipients with information
on environmentally and economically beneficial landscaping practices and
work with the recipients to support and encourage application of such
practices on Federally funded projects.
Sec. 602. Technical Assistance and Outreach. The EPA, the General
Services Administration (GSA), and the USDA shall provide technical
assistance in accordance with their respective authorities on
environmentally and economically beneficial landscaping practices to
agencies and their facilities.
PART 7--ACQUISITION AND PROCUREMENT
Sec. 701. Limiting Procurement of Toxic Chemicals, Hazardous
Substances, and Other Pollutants.
(a) Within 12 months of the date of this order, each agency shall
implement training programs to ensure that agency procurement officials
and acquisition program managers are aware of the requirements of this
order and its applicability to those individuals.
(b) Within 24 months of the date of this order, each agency shall
determine the feasibility of implementing centralized procurement and
distribution {e.g., "pharmacy"} programs at its facilities for
tracking, distribution, and management of toxic or hazardous materials
and, where appropriate, implement such programs.
(c) Under established schedules for review of standardized
documents, 000 and GSA, and other agencies, as appropriate, shall review
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their standardized documents and identify opportunities to eliminate or
reduce their use of chemicals included on the list of priority chemicals
developed by the EPA under subsection 503(b) of this order, and make
revisions as appropriate.
(d) Each agency shall follow the policies and procedures for toxic
chemical release reporting in accordance with FAR section 23.9 effective
as of the date of this order and policies and procedures on Federal
compliance with right-to-know laws and pollution prevention requirements
in accordance with FAR section 23.10 effective as of the date of this
order.
Sec. 702. Environmentally Benign Adhesives. Within 12 months after
environmentally benign pressure sensitive adhesives for paper products
become commercially available, each agency shall revise its
specifications for paper products using adhesives and direct the
purchase of paper products using those adhesives, whenever technically
practicable and cost effective. Each agency should consider products
using the environmentally benign pressure sensitive adhesives approved
by the u.S. Postal Service (USPS) and listed on the USPS Qualified
Products List for pressure sensitive recyclable adhesives.
Sec. 703. Ozone-Depleting Substances. Each agency shall follow the
policies and procedures for the acquisition of items that contain, use,
or are manufactured with ozone-depleting substances in accordance with
FAR section 23.8 and other applicable FAR provisions.
Sec. 704. Environmentally and Economically Beneficial Landscaping
Practices.
(a) Within 18 months of the date of this order, each agency shall
have in place acquisition and procurement practices, including provision
of landscaping services that conform to the guidance referred to in
section 601 of this order, for the use of environmentally and
economically beneficial landscaping practices. At a minimum, such
practices shall be consistent with the policies in the guidance referred
to in section 601 of this order.
(b) In implementing landscaping policies, each agency shall purchase
environmentally preferable and recycled content products, including EPAdesignated items such as compost and mulch, that contribute to
environmentally and economically beneficial practices.
PART 8--EXEMPTIONS
Sec. 801. National Security Exemptions. Subject to subsection 902(c)
of this order and
as otherwise required by applicable law, in the
interest of national security, the head of any agency may request from
the President an exemption from complying with the provisions of any or
all provisions of this order for particular agency facilities, provided
that the procedures set forth in section 120(j) (1) of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 9620(j) (1)), are followed, with the following
exceptions: (a) an exemption issued under this section will be for a
specified period of time that may exceed 1 year; (b) notice of any
exemption granted under this section for provisions not otherwise
required by law is only required to the Director of OMB, the Chair of
the CEQ, and the Director of the National Security Council; and (c) an
exemption under this section may be issued due to lack of
appropriations, provided that the head of the agency requesting the
exemption shows that necessary funds were requested by the agency in its
budget submission and agency plan under Executive Order 12088 of October
13, 1978 [set out as a note above], and were not contained in the
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President's budget request or the Congress failed to make available the
requested appropriation. To the maximum extent practicable, and without
compromising national security, each agency shall strive to comply with
the purposes, goals, and implementation steps in this order. Nothing in
this order affects limitations on the dissemination of classified
information pursuant to law, regulation, or Executive order.
Sec. 802. Compliance. After January 1, 2002, OMB, in consultation
with the Chair of the Workgroup established by section 306 of this
order, may modify the compliance requirements for an agency under this
order, if the agency is unable to comply with the requirements of the
order. An agency requesting modification must show that it has made
sUbstantial good faith efforts to comply with the order. The costeffectiveness of implementation of the order can be a factor in OMB's
decision to modify the requirements for that agency's compliance with
the order.
PART 9--GENERAL PROVISIONS
Sec. 901. Revocation. Executive Order 12843 of April 21, 1993
[former 42 U.S.C. 76711 note], Executive Order 12856 of August 3, 1993
[former 42 U.S.C. 11001 note], the Executive Memorandum on
Environmentally Beneficial Landscaping of April 26, 1994 [not classified
to the Code], Executive Order 12969 of August 8, 1995 [former 41 U.S.C.
401 note], and section 1-4. "Pollution Control Plan" of Executive
Order 12088 of October 13, 1978 [set out as a note above], are revoked.
Sec. 902. Limitations.
(a) This order is intended only to improve the internal management
of the executive branch and is not intended to create any right,
benefit, or trust responsibility, substantive or procedural, enforceable
at law by a party against the United States, its agencies, its officers,
or any other person.
(b) This order applies to Federal facilities in any State of the
united States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the United States Virgin Islands, the
Northern Mariana Islands, and any other territory or possession over
which the United States has jurisdiction. Each agency with facilities
outside of these areas, however, is encouraged to make best efforts to
comply with the goals of this order for those facilities.
(c) Nothing in this order alters the obligations under EPCRA, PPA,
and CAA independent of this order for Government-owned, contractoroperated facilities and Government corporations owning or operating
facilities or subjects such facilities to EPCRA, PPA, or CAA if they are
otherwise excluded. However, each agency shall include the releases and
other waste management of chemicals for all such facilities to meet the
agency's reporting responsibilities under section 501 of this order.
(d) Nothing in this order shall be construed to make the provisions
of CAA sections [sic] 304 [42 U.S.C. 7604] and EPCRA sections 325 and
326 [42 U.S.C. 11045, 11046] applicable to any agency or facility,
except to the extent that an agency or facility would independently be
subject to such provisions .
Sec. 903. Community Outreach. Each agency is encouraged to establish
a process for local community advice and outreach for its facilities
relevant to aspects of this and other related Greening the Government
Executive orders. All strategies and plans developed under this order
shall be made available to the public upon request.
PART 10--DEFINITIONS

-

-

-

-

For purposes of this order:
Sec. 1001. General. Terms that are not defined in this part but that
are defined in Executive Orders 13101 [42 U.S.C. 6961 note) and 13123
[42 U.S.C. 8251 note] have the meaning given in those Executive orders.
For the purposes of Part 5 of this order all definitions in EPCRA and
PPA and implementing regulations at 40 CFR Parts 370 and 372 apply.
Sec. 1002. "Administrator" means the Administrator of the EPA.
Sec. 1003. "Environmental cost accounting" means the modification
of cost attribution systems and financial analysis practices
specifically to directly track environmental costs that are
traditionally hidden in overhead accounts to the responsible products,
processes, facilities or activities.
Sec. 1004. "Facility" means any building, installation, structure,
land, and other property owned or operated by, or constructed or
manufactured and leased to, the Federal Government, where the Federal
Government is formally accountable for compliance under environmental
regulation (e.g., permits, reports/records and/or planning requirements)
with requirements pertaining to discharge, emission, release, spill, or
management of any waste, contaminant, hazardous chemical, or pollutant.
This term includes a group of facilities at a single location managed as
an integrated operation, as well as government owned contractor operated
facilities.
Sec. 1005. "Environmentally benign pressure sensitive adhesives"
means adhesives for stamps, labels, and other paper products that can be
easily treated and removed during the paper recycling process.
Sec. 1006. "Ozone-depleting substance" means any substance
designated as a Class I or Class II substance by EPA in 40 CFR Part 82.
Sec. 1007. "Pollution prevention" means "source reduction," as
defined in the PPA, and other practices that reduce or eliminate the
creation of pollutants through: (a) increased efficiency in the use of
raw materials, energy, water, or other resources; or (b) protection of
natural resources by conservation.
Sec. 1008. "Greening the Government Executive orders" means this
order and the series of orders on greening the government including
Executive Order 13101 of September 14, 1998 [42 U.S.C. 6961 note),
Executive Order 13123 of June 3, 1999 [42 U.S.C. 8251 note), Executive
Order 13134 of August 12, 1999 [7 U.S.C. 7624 note), and other future
orders as appropriate.
Sec. 1009. "Environmental aspects" means the elements of an
organization's activities, products, or services that can interact with
the environment.
William J. Clinton.
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-

-

* This full statute copy is provided as an educational example.
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The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended
(Pub. L. 91-190, 42 U.S.C. 4321-4347, January 1, 1970, as amended by Pub. L. 94-52, July 3, 1975,
Pub. L. 94-83, August 9, 1975, and Pub. L. 97-258, § 4(b), Sept. 13, 1982)
An Act to establish a national policy for the environment, to provide for the establishment of a Council on
Environmental Quality, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress
assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "National Environmental Policy Act of 1969."

Purpose

Sec. 2 [42 USC § 4321J.
The purposes of this Act are: To declare a national policy which will encourage productive and enjoyable
harmony between man and his environment; to promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to
the environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of man; to enrich the understanding
of the ecological systems and natural resources important to the Nation; and to establish a Council on
Environmental Quality.

-

TITLE I

-

CONGRESSIONAL DECLARATION OF NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
POLICY

-

..

-

-

Sec. 101 [42 USC § 4331J.
(a) The Congress, recognizing the profound impact of man's activity on the interrelations of all
components of the natural environment, particularly the profound influences of population growth, highdensity urbanization, industrial expansion, resource exploitation, and new and expanding technological
advances and recognizing further the critical importance of restoring and maintaining environmental
quality to the overall welfare and development of man, declares that it is the continuing policy of the
Federal Government, in cooperation with State and local governments, and other concerned public and
private organizations, to use all practicable means and measures, including financial and technical
assistance, in a manner calculated to foster and promote the general welfare, to create and maintain
conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic,
and other requirements of present and future generations of Americans.
(b) In order to carry out the policy set forth in this Act, it is the continuing responsibility of the Federal
Government to use all practicable means, consistent with other essential considerations of national
policy, to improve and coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs, and resources to the end that the
Nation may1. fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the environment for succeeding
generations;
2. assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and aesthetically and culturally pleasing
surroundings;
3. attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without degradation, risk to health or
safety, or other undesirable and unintended consequences;

-

-

-

-

-

4.
5.
6.

preserve important historic, cultural, and natural aspects of our national heritage, and maintain,
wherever possible, an environment which supports diversity, and variety of individual choice;
achieve a balance between population and resource use which will permit high standards of living
and a wide sharing of life's amenities; and
enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach the maximum attainable recycling of
depletable resources.

(c) The Congress recognizes that each person should enjoy a healthful environment and that each
person has a responsibility to contribute to the preservation and enhancement of the environment.

Sec. 102 [42 USC § 4332].
The Congress authorizes and directs that, to the fullest extent possible: (1) the policies, regulations, and
public laws of the United States shall be interpreted and administered in accordance with the policies set
forth in this Act, and (2) all agencies of the Federal Government shall (A) utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach which will insure the integrated use of the
natural and social sciences and the environmental design arts in planning and in decisionmaking
which may have an impact on man's environment;
(8) identify and develop methods and procedures, in consultation with the Council on
Environmental Quality established by title II of this Act, which will insure that presently
unquantified environmental amenities and values may be given appropriate consideration in
decisionmaking along with economic and technical considerations;
(C) include in every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other major
Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, a detailed statement
by the responsible official on -(i) the environmental impact of the proposed action,
(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be
im pi em ented,
(iii) alternatives to the proposed action,

-

-

(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment and the
maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity, and
(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be involved
in the proposed action should it be implemented.
Prior to making any detailed statement, the responsible Federal official shall consult with and
obtain the comments of any Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise
with respect to any environmental impact involved. Copies of such statement and the comments
and views of the appropriate Federal, State, and local agencies, which are authorized to develop
and enforce environmental standards, shall be made available to the President, the Council on
Environmental Quality and to the public as provided by section 552 of title 5, United States Code,
and shall accompany the proposal through the existing agency review processes;

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(D) Any detailed statement required under subparagraph (C) after January 1, 1970, for any major
Federal action funded under a program of grants to States shall not be deemed to be legally
insufficient solely by reason of having been prepared by a State agency or official, if:
(i) the State agency or official has statewide jurisdiction and has the responsibility for
such action,
(ii) the responsible Federal official furnishes guidance and participates in such
preparation,
{iii} the responsible Federal official independently evaluates such statement prior to its
approval and adoption, and
(iv) after January 1, 1976, the responsible Federal official provides early notification to,
and solicits the views of, any other State or any Federal land management entity of any
action or any alternative thereto which may have significant impacts upon such State or
affected Federal land management entity and, if there is any disagreement on such
impacts, prepares a written assessment of such impacts and views for incorporation into
such detailed statement.
The procedures in this subparagraph shall not relieve the Federal official of his responsibilities for
the scope, objectivity, and content of the entire statement or of any other responsibility under this
Act; and further, this subparagraph does not affect the legal sufficiency of statements prepared by
State agencies with less than statewide jurisdiction.
{E} study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to recommended courses of action in
any proposal which involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available
resources;
(F) recognize the worldwide and long-range character of environmental problems and, where
consistent with the foreign policy of the United States, lend appropriate support to initiatives,
resolutions, and programs designed to maximize international cooperation in anticipating and
preventing a decline in the quality of mankind's world environment;
(G) make available to States, counties, municipalities, institutions, and individuals, advice and
information useful in restoring, maintaining, and enhancing the quality of the environment;
{H} initiate and utilize ecological information in the planning and development of resourceoriented projects; and
(I) assist the Council on Environmental Quality established by title II of this Act.

Sec. 103 [42 USC § 4333].
All agencies of the Federal Government shall review their present statutory authority, administrative
regulations, and current policies and procedures for the purpose of determining whether there are any
deficiencies or inconsistencies therein which prohibit full compliance with the purposes and provisions of
this Act and shall propose to the President not later than July 1, 1971, such measures as may be
necessary to bring their authOrity and policies into conformity with the intent, purposes, and procedures
set forth in this Act.

Sec. 104 [42 USC § 4334].

...
...

...

...
...

Nothing in section 102 [42 USC § 4332] or 103 [42 USC § 4333] shall in any way affect the specific
statutory obligations of any Federal agency (1) to comply with criteria or standards of environmental
quality, (2) to coordinate or consult with any other Federal or State agency, or (3) to act, or refrain from
acting contingent upon the recommendations or certification of any other Federal or State agency.
Sec. 105 [42 USC § 4335]•
The policies and goals set forth in this Act are supplementary to those set forth in existing authorizations
of Federal agencies .

TITLE II
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Sec. 201 [42 USC § 4341].

...

-

...

-

-

The President shall transmit to the Congress annually beginning July 1, 1970, an Environmental Quality
Report (hereinafter referred to as the "reporttt) which shall set forth (1) the status and condition of the
major natural, manmade, or altered environmental classes of the Nation, including, but not limited to, the
air, the aquatic, including marine, estuarine, and fresh water, and the terrestrial environment, including,
but not limited to, the forest, dryland, wetland, range, urban, suburban an rural environment; (2) current
and foreseeable trends in the quality, management and utilization of such environments and the effects of
those trends on the social, economic, and other requirements of the Nation; (3) the adequacy of available
natural resources for fulfilling human and economic requirements of the Nation in the light of expected
population pressures; (4) a review of the programs and activities (including regulatory activities) of the
Federal Government, the State and local governments, and nongovernmental entities or individuals with
particular reference to their effect on the environment and on the conservation, development and
utilization of natural resources; and (5) a program for remedying the deficiencies of existing programs and
activities, together with recommendations for legislation.
Sec. 202 [42 USC § 4342].
There is created in the Executive Office of the President a Council on Environmental Quality (hereinafter
referred to as the "Council"). The Council shall be composed of three members who shall be appointed by
the President to serve at his pleasure, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. The President
shall designate one of the members of the Council to serve as Chairman. Each member shall be a person
who, as a result of his training, experience, and attainments, is exceptionally well qualified to analyze and
interpret environmental trends and information of .all kinds; to appraise programs and activities of the
Federal Government in the light of the policy set forth in title I of this Act; to be conscious of and
responsive to the scientifiC, economic, social, aesthetic, and cultural needs and interests of the Nation;
and to formulate and recommend national policies to promote the improvement of the quality of the
environment.
Sec. 203 [42 USC § 4343J.
(a) The Council may employ such officers and employees as may be necessary to carry out its functions
under this Act. In addition, the Council may employ and fix the compensation of such experts and
conSUltants as may be necessary for the carrying out of its functions under this Act, in accordance with
section 3109 of title 5, United States Code (but without regard to the last sentence thereof).
(b) Notwithstanding section 1342 of Title 31, the Council may accept and employ voluntary and
uncompensated services in furtherance of the purposes of the Council.

-

-

-
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-

-

Sec. 204 [42 USC § 4344].
It shall be the duty and function of the Council 1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Sec. 205 [42 USC § 4345].
In exercising its powers, functions, and duties under this Act, the Council shall -1.

2.

-

to assist and advise the President in the preparation of the Environmental Quality Report required
by section 201 [42 USC § 4341] of this title;
to gather timely and authoritative information concerning the conditions and trends in the quality
of the environment both current and prospective, to analyze and interpret such information for the
purpose of determining whether such conditions and trends are interfering, or are likely to
interfere, with the achievement of the policy set forth in title I of this Act, and to compile and
submit to the President studies relating to such conditions and trends;
to review and appraise the various programs and activities of the Federal Government in the light
of the policy set forth in title I of this Act for the purpose of determining the extent to which such
programs and activities are contributing to the achievement of such policy, and to make
recommendations to the President with respect thereto;
to develop and recommend to the President national policies to foster and promote the
improvement of environmental quality to meet the conservation, social, economic, health, and
other requirements and goals of the Nation;
to conduct investigations, studies, surveys, research, and analyses relating to ecological systems
and environmental quality;
to document and define changes in the natural environment, including the plant and animal
systems, and to accumulate necessary data and other information for a continuing analysiS of
these changes or trends and an interpretation of their underlying causes;
to report at least once each year to the President on the state and condition of the environment;
and
to make and furnish such studies, reports thereon, and recommendations with respect to matters
of policy and legislation as the President may request.

consult with the Citizens' Advisory Committee on Environmental Quality established by Executive
Order No. 11472, dated May 29, 1969, and with such representatives of science, industry,
agriculture, labor, conservation organizations, State and local governments and other groups, as
it deems advisable; and
utilize, to the fullest extent possible, the services, facilities and information (including statistical
information) of public and private agencies and organizations, and individuals, in order that
duplication of effort and expense may be avoided, thus assuring that the Council's activities will
not unnecessarily overlap or conflict with similar activities authorized by law and performed by
established agencies.

Sec. 206 [42 USC § 4346].

-

Members of the Council shall serve full time and the Chairman of the Council shall be compensated at the
rate provided for Level II of the Executive Schedule Pay Rates [5 USC § 5313]. The other members of the
Council shall be compensated at the rate provided for Level IV of the Executive Schedule Pay Rates [5
USC § 5315].

-

Sec. 207 [42 USC § 4346a].

-

The Council may accept reimbursements from any private nonprofit organization or from any department,
agency, or instrumentality of the Federal Government, any State, or local government, for the reasonable
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-

travel expenses incurred by an officer or employee of the Council in connection with his attendance at
any conference, seminar, or similar meeting conducted for the benefit of the Council.
Sec. 208 [42 USC §4346b].
The Council may make expenditures in support of its international activities, including expenditures for:
(1) international travel; (2) activities in implementation of international agreements; and (3) the support of
international exchange programs in the United States and in foreign countries.
Sec. 209 [42 USC § 4347] •
There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out the provisions of this chapter not to exceed $300,000
for fiscal year 1970, $700,000 for fiscal year 1971, and $1,000,000 for each fiscal year thereafter.
The Environmental Quality Improvement Act, as amended (Pub. L. No. 91- 224, Title II, April 3, 1970;
Pub. L. No. 97-258, September 13, 1982; and Pub. l. No. 98-581, October 30, 1984.
42 USC § 4372.
(a) There is established in the Executive Office of the President an office to be known as the
Office of Environmental Quality (hereafter in this chapter referred to as the "Office"). The
Chairman of the Council on Environmental Quality established by Public Law 91-190 shall be the
Director of the OffICe. There shall be in the Office a Deputy Director who shall be appointed by
the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
(b) The compensation of the Deputy Director shall be fixed by the President at a rate not in
excess of the annual rate of compensation payable to the Deputy Director of the Office of
Management and Budget.
(c) The Director is authorized to employ such officers and employees (including experts and
consultants) as may be necessary to enable the Office to carry out its functions ;under this
chapter and Public Law 91-190, except that he may employ no more than ten specialists and
other experts without regard to the provisions of Title 5, governing appointments in the
competitive service, and pay such specialists and experts without regard to the provisions of
chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of such title relating to classification and General
Schedule pay rates, but no such specialist or expert shan be paid at a rate in excess of the
maximum rate for GS-18 of the General Schedule under section 5332 of Title 5.
(d) In carrying out his functions the Director shall assist and advise the President on policies and
programs of the Federal Government affecting environmental quality by -1.

providing the professional and administrative staff and support for the Council on
Environmental Quality established by Public Law 91- 190;
2. assisting the Federal agencies and departments in appraising the effectiveness of
existing and proposed facilities, programs, policies, and activities of the Federal
Government, and those specific major projects designated by the President which do not
require individual project authorization by Congress, which affect environmental quality;
3. reviewing the adequacy of existing systems for monitoring and predicting environmental
changes in order to achieve effective coverage and effICient use of research facilities and
other resources;
4. promoting the advancement of scientific knowledge of the effects of actions and
technology on the environment and encouraging the development of the means to
prevent or reduce adverse effects that endanger the health and well-being of man;

..
5.

..
..

6.

7.

assisting in coordinating among the Federal departments and agencies those programs
and activities which affect, protect, and improve environmental quality;
assisting the Federal departments and agencies in the development and interrelationship
of environmental quality criteria and standards established throughout the Federal
Government;
collecting, collating, analyzing, and interpreting data and infonnation on environmental
quality, ecological research, and evaluation .

-

(e) The Director is authorized to contract with public or private agencies, institutions, and
organizations and with individuals without regard to section 3324(a) and (b) of Title 31 and
section 5 of Title 41 in carrying out his functions.

-

42 USC § 4373. Each Environmental Quality Report required by Public Law 91-190 shall, upon
transmittal to Congress, be referred to each standing committee having jurisdiction over any part of the
subject matter of the Report.

..

..
..

42 USC § 4374. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated for the operations of the Office of
Environmental Quatity and the Council on Environmental Quality not to exceed the following sums for the
following fiscal years which sums are in addition to those contained in Public Law 91- 190:
(a) $2.126,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1979.
(b) $3,000,000 for the fiscal years ending September 30, 1980, and September 30, 1981 .
(c) $44,000 for the fiscal years ending September 30, 1982, 1983, and 1984.
(d) $480,000 for each of the fiscal years ending September 30, 1985 and 1986.
42 USC § 4375.
(a) There is established an Office of Environmental Quality Management Fund (hereinafter
referred to as the "Fund to receive advance payments from other agencies or accounts that may
be used solely to finance tl

..

..

-

)

1.
2.

study contracts that are jointly sponsored by the Office and one or more other Federal
agencies; and
Federal interagency environmental projects (including task forces) in which the Office
participates.

(b) Any study contract or project that is to be financed under subsection (a) of this section may be
initiated only with the approval of the Director.
(c) The Director shall promulgate regulations setting forth policies and procedures for operation of
the Fund.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Clean Air Act
The Clean Air Act is the comprehensive Federal law that regulates air emissions from area,
stationary, and mobile sources. This law authorizes the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to
establish National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) to protect public health and the
environment.
The goal of the Act was to set and achieve NAAQS in every state by 1975. The setting of
maximum pollutant standards was coupled with directing the states to develop state
implementation plans (Sip's) applicable to appropriate industrial sources in the state.
The Act was amended in 1977 primarily to set new goals (dates) for achieving attainment of
NAAQS since many areas of the country had failed to meet the deadlines. The 1990 amendments
to the Clean Air Act in large part were intended to meet unaddressed or insufficiently addressed
problems such as acid rain, ground-level ozone, stratospheric ozone depletion, and air toxics.

Sec. 7401. - Congressional findings and declaration of purpose
(a) Findings
The Cong ress finds (1)

that the predominant part of the Nation's population is located in its rapidly
expanding metropolitan and other urban areas, which generally cross the
boundary lines of local jurisdictions and often extend into two or more States;

(2)
that the growth in the amount and complexity of air pollution brought
about by urbanization, industrial development, and the increasing use of motor
vehicles, has resulted in mounting dangers to the public health and welfare,
including injury to agricultural crops and livestock, damage to and the
deterioration of property, and hazards to air and ground transportation;

(3)

-

-

that air pollution prevention (that is, the reduction or elimination, through
any measures, of the amount of pollutants produced or created at the source)
and air pollution control at its source is the primary responsibility of States and
local governments; and

(4)

-

-

-

-

-

-

that Federal financial assistance and leadership is essential for the
development of cooperative Federal, State, regional, and local programs to
prevent and control air pollution.

(b) Declaration
The purposes of this subchapter are (1)

to protect and enhance the quality of the Nation's air resources so as to
promote the public health and welfare and the productive capacity of its
popu lation;

(2)
to initiate and accelerate a national research and development program to
achieve the prevention and control of air pollution;

(3)
to provide technical and financial assistance to State and local
governments in connection with the development and execution of their air
pollution prevention and control programs; and

(4)
to encourage and assist the development and operation of regional air
pollution prevention and control programs.

..
..

-

..

-

(c) Pollution prevention
A primary goal of this chapter is to encourage or otherwise promote reasonable
Federal, State, and local governmental actions, consistent with the provisions of this
chapter, for pollution prevention

..

..
..
..

The Chemical Safety Information, Site Security and Fuels Regulatory Relief Act

One Hundred Sixth Congress
of the

..

United States of America

..
..

..

AT THE FIRST SESSION
Begun and held at the City of Washington on Wednesday,
the sixth day of January, one thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine
An Act
To amend the Clean Air Act to remove flammable fuels from the list of substances
with respect to which reporting and other activities are required under the risk

..
..
..

management plan program, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives of
the United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE •
This Act may be cited as the "Chemical Safety Information,
Site Security and Fuels Regulatory Relief Act ~ ~ .

..
..

SEC. 2. REMOVAL OF PROPANE SOLD BY RETAILERS AND OTHER
FLAMMABLE FUELS FROM RISK MANAGEMENT LIST•
Section 112(r) of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7412(r)) is
amended-

..
..
-

(1) by redesignating subparagraphs (A) through (C) of para-graph
(4) as clauses (i) through (iii), respectively, and indenting

-

-

appropriately;
(2) by striking in paragraph (4) "Administrator shall con-sider
each of the following criteria-" and inserting the fol-Iowing:
" Administrator-

_

"(A) shall consider-";

-

(3) in subparagraph (A) (iii) (as designated by paragraphs

-

end and inserting "; and";

-

(1) and (2)), of paragraph (4) by striking the period at the

(4) by adding at the end of paragraph (4) the following:
"(B) shall not list a flammable substance when used
as a fuel or held for sale as a fuel at a retail facility

-

-

-

..

under this subsection solely because of the explosive or
flammable properties of the substance, unless a fire or
explosion caused by the substance will result in acute
adverse health effects from human exposure to the sub-stance,
including the unburned fuel or its combustion
byproducts, other than those caused by the heat of the
fire or impact of the explosion."; and
(5) by inserting the following new subparagraph at the
end of paragraph (2):
"(D) The term 'retail facility' means a stationary source
at which more than one-half of the income is obtained
from direct sales to end users or at which more than

-

-

-

-

-

-

one-half of the fuel sold, by volume, is sold through a
cylinder

exchange

program. ' , .
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MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE
IN THE UNITED STATES: 2000 FACTS AND FIGURES
EXECUTIVESU~ARY

OVERVIEW
This report describes the national municipal solid waste (MSW) stream based on data
collected for 1960 through 2000. The historical perspective is useful for establishing trends in
types of MSW generated and in the ways it is managed. In this Executive Summary, we briefly
describe the methodology used to characterize MSW in the United States and provide the latest
facts and figures on MSW generation, recycling, and disposal.

In the United States, we generated approximately 231.9 million tons of MSW in 2000an increase of 0.9 million tons from 1999.* This is an increase of only 0.3 percent from 1999 to
2000. Excluding composting, the amount ofMSW recycled increased to 53.4 million tons, an
increase of 3.3 million tons from 1999. This is a 6.6 percent increase in the tons recycled. The
tons recovered for recycling (including composting) rose to 69.9 million tons in 2000, up from
64.8 million tons in 1999. The recovery rate for recycling (including composting) was 30.1
percent in 2000, up from 28.1 percent in 1999. (See Tables ES-I and ES-2 and Figures ES-l and
ES-2.)

MSW generation in 2000 declined to 4.5 pounds per person per day.*" The recycling rate
in 2000 was 1.4 pounds per person per day. Discards after recycling declined to 3.2 pounds per
person per day in 2000 (Table ES-3).

Data shown for 1999 have been adjusted to reflect the latest revisions and, therefore, may differ slightly from
the same measure reported previously. For example, tonnage ofMSW generated in 1999 has been revised
upward from 229.9 million tons to 231.0 million tons.
H

The 2000 generation, recovery and disposal per person values were calculated from 2000 Census data. For data
years 1999 and earlier, population estimates- based on 1990 Census data were used. Revised Census data for
1999 and earlier years were not available when this Executive Summary was prepared. The population data
series revisions will be included in later editions of this report.
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Table ES-!
GENERATION, MATERIALS RECOVERY, COMPOSTING,
AND DISCARDS OF MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE, 1960 - 2000
(In minions of tons)
MilUons of U ns
1960

1970

1980

1990

1995

1998

1999

2000

88.1

121.1

15l.6

205.2

211.4

223.4

231.0

231.9

5.6

8.0

14.5

29.0

45.3

48.0

50.1

53.4

Recoverv for composting*

Neg.

Neg.

Neg.

4.2

9.6

13.1

14.7

16.5

Total Materials Recovery

5.6

8.0

14.5

33.2

54.9

61.1

64.8

69.9

82.5

113.0

137.1

172.0

156.5

162.3

166.2

162.0

Generation
Recovery for recycling

Discards after Recoverv

* Composting of yard trimmings and food wastes. Does not include mixed MSW compo sting or backyard
composting.
Details may not add to totals due to rounding.
Source: Franklin Associates. Ltd.

Table ES-2
GENERATION, MATERIALS RECOVERY, COMPOSTING
AND DISCARDS OF MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE, 1960 - 2000
(In pounds per person per day)

I

I

Pounds ncr ~rson ~r da!
1960

1970

1990

1980

1995

1998

1999

2000

Generation

2.68

3.25

3.66

4.50

4.40

4.52

4.64

Recovery for recycling

0.17

0.22

0.35

0.64

0.94

0.97

l.01

1.04

com~osting*

Neg.

Neg.

Neg.

0.09

0.20

0.27

0.30

0.32

Total Materials Recovery

0.17

0.22

0.35

0.73

1.14

1.24

1.31

1.36

Discards after Recovery

2.51

3.03

3.31

3.77

3.26

3.29

3.33

3.15

179.979

203.984

227.255

249.907

263.168

270.561

272.691

281.422

Recoverr for

Population (millions)

4.51

* Composting of yard trimmings and food wastes. Does not include mixed MSW composting or backyard
composting.
Details may not add to totals due to rounding .
The per capita discard rate may decline for 1999 and earlier years when revised Census population figures are
obtained.
Source: Franklin Associates. Ltd.
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Table ES-3
GENERA TION, MATERIALS RECOVERY, COMPOSTING,
AND DISCARDS OF MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE, 1960 - 2000
(In percent of total generation)

Percent of total
1970
1980

1960
Generation
Recovery for recycling

*

1990

1995

1998

1999

2000

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%
23.0%

6.4%

6.6%

9.6%

14.2%

21.5%

21.5%

21.7%

Recovery for composting*

Neg.

Neg.

Neg.

2.0%

4.5%

5.9%

6.4%

7.1%

Total Materials Recovery
Discards after R.ecoven

6.4%

6.6%

9.6%

16.2%

26.0%

27.4%

28.1%

30. 1~

93.6%

93.4%

90.4%

83.8%

74.0%

72.6%

71.9%

69.9%

Composting of yard trimmings and food scraps. Does not include mixed MSW composting or backyard
composting.
Details may not add to totals due to rounding.
Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd.

Figure e5-1: MSW Generation Rates from 1960 to 2000
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The state of the economy has a strong impact on consumption and waste generation.
Waste generation continued to increase through the 1990s as economic growth continued to be
strong. Between 1998 and 1999, paper and paperboard generation increased 4.9 percent. Total
MSW generation increased only slightly between 1999 and 2000, and this can be attributed, to a

great extent, to a decline in production of paper and paperboard of 1.7 percent.

Figure ES-2: MSW recycling rates from 1960 to 2000
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(Paper industry production is very sensitive to economic factors, and 2000 was not a good year
for the industry.) At the same time, recovery of products (including paper and paperboard)
increased substantially in 2000, and therefore a recycling rate of 30.1 percent was achieved in
spite of the slowdown in the economy. The paper and paperboard recovery, as a percent of
generation, increased from 40.9 percent to 45.4 percent in 2000. The majority of the increase in
recovery came from increased exports in 2000.
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WHAT IS INCLUDED IN MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE?
MSW-otherwise known as trash or garbage-consists of everyday items such as
product packaging, grass clippings, furniture, clothing, bottles, food scraps, newspapers,
appliances, and batteries. Not included are materials that also may be disposed in landfills, but
are not generally considered MSW, such as construction and demolition debris, municipal
wastewater treatment sludges, and non-hazardous industrial wastes.

MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE IN PERSPECTIVE
Trends Over Time
Over the last few decades, the generation, recycling, and disposal of MSW have changed
substantially (see Tables ES-I, ES-2, and ES-3 and Figures ES-l and ES-2). MSW generation
has continued to increase from 1960, when it was 88 million tons. The generation rate in 1960
was just 2.7 pounds per person per day; it grew to 3.7 pounds per person per day in 1980;
reached 4.5 pounds per person per day in 1990; and it stabilized at 4.5 pounds per person per day
in 2000 after increasing through the 1990s.

Over time, recycling rates have increased from 10 percent of MSW generated in 1980 to
16 percent in 1990, to 30 percent in 2000. Disposal has decreased from 90 percent of the amount
generated in 1980 to 70 percent ofMSW in 2000. This compares to 73 percent in 1999.

MUNlCIPAL SOLID WASTE IN 2000
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has two ways of analyzing the 231.9
million tons of MSW generated in 2000. The first is by material (paper and paperboard, yard
trimmings, food scraps, plastics, metals, glass, wood, rubber, leather and textiles, and other); the
second is by several major product categories. The product-based categories are containers and
packaging; nondurable goods (e.g., newspapers) durable goods (e.g., appliances); food scraps;
and other materials.
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Materials in MSW
A breakdown, by weight, of the MSW materials generated in 2000 is provided in Figure
ES-3. Paper and paperboard products made up the largest component of MSW generated (37
percent), and yard trimmings comprised the second-largest component (12 percent). Glass,
metals, plastics, wood, and food scraps each constituted between 5 and ] 1 percent of the total
MSW generated. Rubber, leather, and textiles combined made up about 7 percent of MSW,
while other miscellaneous wastes made up approximately 3 percent of the MSW generated in
2000.

Figure ES-3: 2000 Total MSW Generation - 232 Million Tons
(Before Recycling)

Rubber, leather & textiles

6.7"10

A portion of each material category in MSW was recycled or composted in 2000. The
highest rates of recovery were achieved with yard trimmings, paper products, and metal
products. About 57 percent (15.8 million tons) of yard trimmings were recovered for composting
in 2000. This represents nearly a four-fold increase since 1990. About 45 percent (39.4 million
tons) of paper and paperboard were recovered for recycling in 2000. Recycling these organic
materials alone diverted nearly 24 percent of municipal solid waste from landfills and
combustion facilities. In addition, about 6.4 million tons, or about 35 percent, of metals were
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recovered for recycling. Recycling rates for all materials categories in 2000 are listed in Table
ES-4.

Table ES·4
GENERATION AND RECOVERY OF MATERIALS IN MSW, 2000
(In millons of tons and percent of generation of each material)

Weight
Generated

Weight
Recovered

Recovery as
a Percent
of Generation

Paner and oaoerboard

86.7

39.4

45.4%

Glass

12.8

2.9

23.0%

13.5

4.6

34.0%

3.2

0.9

27.4%

1.4

0.9

66.9%

18.0

6.4

35.4%

Metals
Steel
Aluminum
Other nonferrous metals*
Total metals

24.7

1.3

5.4%

Rubber and leather

6.4

0.8

12.2%

Textiles

9.4

1.3

13.5%

12.7

0.5

3.8%

4.0
174.7

0.9
53.4

21.3%
30.6%

Food other**

25.9

0.7

2.6%

Yard trimminl!s

27.7

15.8

56.9%

3.5
57.1
231.9

Nel!.

Nel!.

16.5
69.9

28.8%
30.1%

Plastics

Wood
Other materials
Total Materials in Products
Other wastes

Miscellaneous inorl!anic wastes
Total Other Wastes
TOTAL MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE

*
**

Includes waste from residential, commercial, and institutional sources.
Includes lead from lead-acid batteries.
Includes recovery of paper for composting.
Neg. = Less than 50,000 tons or 0.05 percent.
Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd.

Products in MSW
The breakdown, by weight, of product categories generated in 2000 is shown in Figure
ES-4. Containers and packaging comprised the largest portion of products generated, at 32.2
percent (75 million tons) of total MSW generation. Nondurable goods were the second-largest
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fraction, comprising 27.5 percent (64 million tons). The third-largest category of products is
durable goods, which comprised 15.7 percent (36 million tons) of total MSW generation.
Figure ES-4: Products Generated In MSW - 2000
(Total Weight = 232 million tons)

The generation and recovery of the product categories in MSW in 2000 is shown in Table
ES-5. This table shows that recovery of containers and packaging was the highest of the three
product categories - almost 39 percent of containers and packaging generated in 2000 were
recovered for recycling. About 55 percent of all aluminum cans were recovered (45 percent of all
aluminum packaging, including foil), while 58 percent of steel packaging (mostly cans) was
recovered. Paper and paperboard containers and packaging were recovered at a rate of 56
percent; corrugated containers accounted for most of that amount.
Approximately 26 percent of glass containers were recovered, while about 6 percent of
wood packaging (mostly wood pallets removed from service) was recovered for recycling. About
9 percent of plastic containers and packaging were recovered, mostly soft drink, milk, and water
bottles.
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Table ES-5

GENERATION AND RECOVERY OF PRODUCTS Ll\l MSW
BY MATERIAL, 2000
(In millons of tons and percent of generation of each product)

WehIht
Generated

Weight
Recovered

Recovery as
a Percent
of Generation

Durable Good.~

Steel

1.0

".9
Neg.

27.4%

Aluminum
Other non-ferrous metal~*

14

0.9

64.3%

13.0

3.8

29.2%

Gla~s

1.6

Nel!.

Nee.

Plac;ti.cs

7.5

0.3

4.0%

10.6

Total metals

Neg.

Rubber and leacher

5.5

0.8

14.5%

Wood

4.8

Nel:!

Nel:!.

Textiles

2.8

0.2

7.1%

1.1
36.3

0.9
6.0

81.8%
16.6%

47.3

17.3

36.6%

Net!,

Other materials
Total durable 1l00ds
Nondurable Goods

Paner and oaoerboard
Plastics

6.0

Net!.

Rubber and leather

0.8

Nel!.

Nee:.

Textiles

6.4

1.0

15.6%

3.?

Nee..

63.7

18.3

Ne2,
28.8%

Other materials
Total nondurable goods
Containers and Packa2in2
Steel

2.9

1.7

58.6%

Aluminum

2.0

0.9

45.0%

Total metals

4.9

2.6

53.1%

Gla~s

11.2

2.9

25.9%

39A

?2.l

56.1%

Plastics

11.2

L.O

8.9%

Wood

7.9

0.5

6.3%

0.1
74.7

Nee:.
29.1

Nee:.
38.9%

Panerand

.

"

Ocher materials
Taml containers and packaJrinll
Other wastes
Food other**
Yard .

Miscellaneous inoraanic wastes
Totlll Other Wastes
TOTAL MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE

*
**

25.9

0.7

2.6%

27.7

L5.8

56.9%

3.5
57.1
231.9

Neg.
16.5
69.9

Net!.
28.8%
30.1%

Includes waste from residential, commercial, and institutional sources.
Includes lead from lead-acid batteries.
Includes recovery of paper for composting.
Details may not add to totals due to rounding.
Neg. = Less than 50,000 tons or 0.05 percent.
Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd.
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Overall recovery of nondurable goods was 28.8 percent in 2000. Most of this recovery
comes from paper products such as newspapers and high-grade office papers (e.g., white papers).
Newspapers constituted the largest portion of this recovery, with 58 percent of newspapers
generated being recovered for recycling. An estimated 54 percent of high-grade office papers
and 32 percent of magazines were recovered in 2000. Each of these categories' recovery
increased both in tonnage and percentage between 1999 and 2000.
Recovery percentages of other paper products in the nondurable goods category also
increased between 1999 and 2000, with Standard (A) mail" recovered at an estimated 32 percent,
directories at an estimated 18 percent, and other commercial printed product4i at an estimated 23
percent.
The nondurable goods category also includes clothing and other textile products-16
percent of these products were recovered for recycling or export in 2000.
Overall, durable goods were recovered at a rate of 16.6 percent in 2000. Nonferrous
metals other than aluminum had one of the highest recovery rates, at 67 percent, due to the high
rate of lead recovery from lead-acid batteries. Recovery of steel in all durable goods was 27.5
percent, with high rates of recovery from appliances and other miscellaneous durable goods.
Twenty-six percent of rubber in tires was recovered for recycling. (Other tires were retreaded
and shredded rubber tires were made into tire-derived fuel.)
One of the products with a very high recovery rate was lead-acid batteries, recovered at a
rate of 96.4 percent in 2000. Other products with particularly high recovery rates were steel from
major appliances (73.5 percent), corrugated boxes (70.7 percent), newspapers (58.2 percent),
steel cans (57.2 percent), and aluminum cans (54.6 percent).

*

Standard (A) mail was fonnerly called Third Class mail by the U.S. Postal Service.
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RESIDENTIAL AND COMERCIAL SOURCES OF MSW
Sources of MSW, as characterized in this report, include both residential and commercial
locations. We estimated residential waste (including waste from multi-family dwellings) to be 55
to 65 percent of total MSW generation. Commercial waste (including waste from schools, some
industrial sites where packaging is generated, and businesses) constitutes between 35 and 45
percent of MSW. Local and regional factors, such as climate and level of commercial activity,
contribute to these variations.

MANAGEMENT OF MSW
Overview
EPA's integrated waste management hierarchy includes the following three components,
listed in order of preference:
•

Source reduction (or waste prevention), including reuse of products and onsite, or
backyard, composting of yard trimmings

•

Recycling, including offsite, or community, composting.

•

Disposal, including waste combustion (preferably with energy recovery) and
landfilling.

Although EPA encourages the use of strategies that emphasize the top of the hierarchy
whenever possible, all three components remain important within an integrated waste
management system.

Source Reduction
When EPA established its waste management hierarchy in 1989, it emphasized the
importance of reducing the amount of waste created, reusing whenever possible, and then
recycling what is left. When nlunicipal solid waste is reduced and reused, this is called "source
reduction" -meaning the material never enters the waste stream. Instead it is managed at the
source of generation.
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Source reduction, also called waste prevention, includes the design, manufacture,
purchase, or use of materials, such as products and packaging, to reduce their amount or toxicity
before they enter the MSW management system. Examples of source reduction activities are:
•

Designing products or packaging to reduce the quantity or the toxicity of the
materials used, or to make them easy to reuse.

•

Reusing existing products or packaging; for example, refillable bottles, reusable
pallets, and reconditioned barrels and drums.

•

Lengthening the lives of products such as tires as fewer need to be produced and
therefore disposed of.

•

U sing packaging that reduces the amount of damage or spoilage to the product.

•

Managing nonproduct organic wastes (e.g., food scraps, yard trimmings) through
onsite composting or other alternatives to disposal (e.g., leaving grass clippings on
the lawn).

As the nation has begun to realize the value of its resources, both financial and material,
efforts to reduce waste generation have increased. EPA has been able to estimate source
reduction for the nation based on economic and waste data. Table ES-6 shows that steady
progress was made in waste prevention since 1990. In 2000, the United States prevented more
than 55 million tons of municipal solid waste from entering the waste stream since 1990.

Table ES-6
SOURCE REDUCTION OF
MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE SINCE 1990
(In millions of tons)

I

Year

1992
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

I

Million Tons
Source Reduced

0.6
8.0

21.4
31.0
31.8
37.3

42.8
55.1
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The waste prevention achieved to date comes from all parts of the waste stream.
However, reducing the amount of yard trimmings is a particularly important source reduction
success story. Table ES-7 shows that almost half of the waste prevented in 2000 came from
organic waste materials, particularly yard trimmings. This is likely the result of many locally
enacted bans on the disposal of yard trimmings from landfills around the country, as well as
successful campaigns promoting onsite composting and the use of mulching lawn mowers.

Prevention of waste other than yard trimmings has been important as well. Containers
and packaging represent approximately 28 percent of the materials source reduced in 2000, in
addition to nondurable goods (e.g., newspapers, clothing) at 17 percent, durable goods (e.g.,
appliances, furniture, tires) at 10 percent, and other MSW (e.g., yard trimmings, food scraps) at
45 percent.

Table ES-7
SOURCE REDUCTION BY MAJOR MATERIAL CATEGORIES, 2000
(In miJJions of tons)

Waste Stream
Durable Goods (e.g., appliances, furniture)

Million Tons
Source Reduced
5.4

Nondurable Goods (e.g., newspapers, clothing)
Containers & Packaging (e.g., bottles, boxes)

15.5

9.3

Other MSW (e.g., yard trimmings, food scraps)
Total Source Reduction (1990 baseline)

55.1

25.0

There are several materials for which disposal rates have increased. In particular, clothing
and footwear show significant increased disposal rates, as do plastic containers. Part of the rise
in plastics use can be attributed to the long-term trend of manufacturers substituting their glass
packaging with plastic. However, not all of the increases are due to material substitution.

Much of the nation's increase in waste generation in the 1990s was due to the booming
economy. Americans found themselves with additional dollars in their pockets after paying the
mortgage or rent and their other expenses. As a result, we increasingly became a nation of
consumers. The result was an increasing need for the disposal of municipal solid waste.
However, the United States made progress in the area of waste reduction and reuse, as indicated
13
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by the 55 million tons of source reduction in 2000. Had this source reduction not occurred, waste
generation in 2000 would have risen from the actual level, 232 million tons, to 287 million tons.
Source reduction avoided an increase of nearly 25 percent.

Recycling

•

Recycling (including community composting) recovered 30.1 percent (69.9 million
tons) ofMSW in 2000.

•

There were about 9,250 curbside recycling programs in the United States in 2000.
This is slightly fewer than the 9,300 curbside recycling programs identified in 1999.

•

About 3,800 yard trimmings composting programs were reported in 2000.

Disposal

An estimated 14.5 percent ofMSW was combusted in 2000, slightly down from 14.7
percent in 1999. During 2000, about 55.3 percent of MSW was landfilled, down somewhat from
57.2 percent in 1999. As shown in Figure ES-5, the number of municipal so1id waste landfills
decreased substantially over the past 10 years, from nearly 8,000 in 1988 to 1,967 in 2000while average landfill size increased. At the national level, capacity does not appear to be a
problem, although regional dislocations sometimes occur.

•

The percentage of MSW land filled decreased slightly from 1999 to 2000. Over the
long tenn, the tonnage of MSW land filled in 1990 was 140.1 million tons, but
decreased to 120.9 million tons in 1995. The tonnage increased to 132.1 million tons
in 1999, then declined to 128.3 in 2000. The tonnage landfilled results from an
interaction among generation, recycling, and combustion, which do not necessarily
rise and fall at the same time.

•

The net per capita discard rate (after recovery for recycling, including composting)
was 3.15 pounds per person per day, down from 3.33 pounds per person per day in
1999* (Table ES-2).

Note that the calculated per capita discard rate may decline for 1999 and earlier years when revised Census
population figures are obtained.
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Figure ES·5: Number of Landfills in the United States
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MSW recovered for recycling (including composting) and disposed of by combustion
and landfilling in 2000 is shown in Figure ES-6. In 2000, 69.9 millions tons (30.1 percent) of
MSW were recycled, 33.7 million tons (14.5 percent) were combusted, and 128.3 million tons
(55.3 percent) were landfilled or otherwise disposed. (Relatively small amounts of this total
undoubtedly were littered or illegally dumped rather than landfilled.)

PERSPECTIVE FOR THE NATION
As economic growth results in more products and materials being generated, there will be
an increased need to invest in source reduction activities such as lightweighting of products and
packaging, reuse of products, grasscycling, and backyard composting. Also important will be
utilizing existing recycling and composting facilities, further developing this infrastructure, and
buying recycled products, to conserve resources and minimize our dependence on disposal
through combustion and landfilling.

15
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Figure ES-6: Management of MSW In the United States - 2000

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
This report and related additional data are available on the Internet at
<www .cpa .gov!oS\v>. Additional information on source reduction is available in National

Source Reduction Characterization Report/or Municipal Solid Waste in the United States,
EPA530-R-99-034, November 1999.
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Preface
Title XVI. Section 1605 (a) of the Energy Policy Act of
1992 (enacted October 24, 1992) provides:

available data. This subsection does not provide any new
data collection authority.

Not later than one year after the date of the enactment of

The first report in this series, Emissions of Greenhouse
Gases 1985-1990, was published in September 1993. This
report-the tenth annual report. as required by lawpresents the Energy Information Administration's latest
estimates of emissions for carbon dioxide, methane,
nitrous oxide, and other greenhouse gases. These estimates are based on activity data and applied emissions
factors and not on measured or metered emissions
monitoring.

this Act. the Secretary, through the Energy Information
Administration, shall develop. based on data avaiLable
to, and obtained by, the Energy Information Administration, an inventory of the national aggregate emissions of each greenhouse gas for each calendar year of the
baseline period of 1987 through 1990. The Administrator of the Energy Information Administration shall
annually update and analyze such inventory using

I

The estimates of greenhouse gas emissions contained in this report are based on energy consumption data from the
Energy Information Administration's (EIA's) Annual Energy Review 2001 (AER200J). The AER2001 is the first EIA
I publication that contains revised electricity and fuel data from 1989 to 2000. As a result. EIA has revised its estimates .
for the years 1989 through 2000 for energy-related carbon dioxide emjssions, total greenhouse gas emissions,
I sector-specific emissions, and elnissions by fuel type. Last year's emissions report was based primarily on EIA'sJuly
2001 A10nthly Energy Review (see text box on page 27).

I
I
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Executive Summary
U.S. greenhouse gas emissions can be attrjbuted to the
combination of the fonowing factors: a reduction in
overall economic growth from 3.8 percent in 2000 to 0.3
percent in 2001; a 4.4-percent reduction in manufacturing output that lowered industrial emissions; warmer
winter weather that decreased the denland for heating
fuels; and a drop in electricity demand and coal-fired
power generation that reduced emissions from electricity generation.

Overview
U.S. Anthropogenic Greenhouse Gas
Emissions, 1990·2001
Carbon Equivalent
Estimated 2001 Emissions
(Million Metric Tons)

1,883,3

Change Compared to 2000
{Million Metric Tons}

U.S. greenhouse gas emissions in 2001 were 11.9 percent
higher than 1990 emissions 0,683 million metric tons
carbon equivalent). Since 1990. U.S. emissions have
increased more slowly than the average annual growth
in population (1.2 percent), primary energy consumption (1.2 percent), electric power generation {l.9 percent), or gross domestic product (2.9 percent).

-23.7

Change from 2000

(Percent)

-1.2%

Change Compared to 1990

{Million Metric Tons}

200.8

(Percent)

11.9%

-----------------------------------------------_.
Change from 1990
Average Annual Increase,
1990-2001 (Percent)

1.0%

U.S. emissions of greenhouse gases in 2001 totaled 1.883
million metric tons carbon equivalent, 1.2 percent less
than in 2000 (1,907 million metIic tons carbon equivalent). The 1.2-percent decrease from 2000 to 2001 is the
largest percentage annual decline in total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions during the 1990 to 2001 time frame.
The only other year since 1990 in which total emissions
have declined is 1991, when emissions fell by 0.6 percent. U.S. greenhouse gas emissions have averaged
1.0-percent annual growth since 1990. The decline in

Table ES 1 shows trends jn emissions of the principal
greenhouse gases, measured in million metric tons of
gas. In Table ES2, the value shown for each gas is
weighted by its global warming potential (GWP). which
is a measure of "radiative forcing." The G\A/P concept.
developed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), provides a comparative measure of the
impacts of different greenhouse gases on global warming relative to the global warming potential of carbon
dioxide. l
In 2001. the IPee Working Group I released its Third
Assessment Report, Climate Change 2001: The Scientific
Basis. 2 Among other things. the Third Assessment
Report updated a number of the GWP estimates that

Table ES1. Summary of Estimated U.S. Emissions of Greenhouse Gases) 1990-2001
(Million Metric Tons of Gas)
Gas
R
Carbon Dioxide

I 1990 I 1991 I 1992 i 1993 I 1994 I 1995 I 1996 I 1997 I 1998

• • • • • • • • ..

5,002.8 4,960.0 5,063.9 5. "I75A

1999

2000

I P2001

5,260.2 5,320.9 5.505.0 5,573.0 5,596.4 5,672.8 5,855.1

Methane............. . ...

31.7

31.9

31.9

31.0

31.1

31.1

29.9

29.5

29.0

28.7

Nitrous Oxide ....... . _ . . . .

1.2

1.2

L2

1.2

1.3

1.3

1.2

1.2

1.2

'1.2

5.788.5
28 .0
1.2
1.2

28.3

HFCs, PFCs, and SF e; ••••• •

"'Estimates of eoorgy~related carbon dioxide emissions have been revised as part of an agency-wide adjustment to energy consumption data. Soe
27 for detailed explanation .

text box. on page

"Less than 0.05 mlllJon metrIC tons of gas.
P ;:: prelimInary data.
Note: Data fnthis 'table are revised frOfn t.*1e data contatnGd in the previous E lA report, Emissions ofGreenhouse Gases in the United States 2000.
OOE/EIA-0573(2000) M'a$hlngton, DC, November 2001) .

Source: Estimates pres&ntetJ in \his report.

ISee "Units for Measuring Greenhouse Gases on page 2, and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Climate Change 2001: Tile Scientific Basis (Cambridge. UK: Cambridge University Press. 2001).
2Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Climate Cllange 2001: The Scientific Basis (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press.
2001).
N
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Table ES2. U.S. Emissions of Greenhouse Gases, Based on Global Warming Potentiai, 1900...2001
(Million Mettic Tons Carbon Equivalent)
Gas

I 1990 I 1991 I 1992 I 1993
1,353
200
96

1994

1995

1,381

1,411

1,435

200

194

195

i ,451
195

98

99

'106

'102

appeared in the IPCC's Second Assessment Report.3 The
GVVPs published in the Third Assessment Report were
used for the calculation of carbon-equivalent emissions
for this report. For a discussion of GWPs and a comparison of U.S. carbon-equivalent emissions calculated
using the GWPs from the IPCC's Third and Second
Assessment Reports, see Chapter 1, page 12. Generally,
total U.S. carbon equivalent emissions are 0.8 percent
higher when the G-vVPs from the Third Assessment
Report are used.
During 2001. 82.1 percent of tota] U.S. greenhouse gas
emissions consisted of carbon djoxide from the combustion of fossil fuels such as coal, petroleunl, and natural
gas (after adjustments for U.S. tenitories and international bunker fuels). U.S. emissions trends are driven
largely by trends in fossil energy consumption. In recent
years, national energy consumption, like emissions, has
grown relatively slowly. with year-to-year deviations
from trend gro\<vth caused by weather-related phenomena. fluctuations in business cycles, changes in the fuel
mix for electlic power generation, and developlnents in
domestic and international energy markets.
Other 2001 U.S. greenhouse gas emissions include carbon dioxide from non-combustion sources (1.7 percent
of total U.S. greenhouse gas ernissions). nlethane (9.3
percent), nitrous oxide (5.2 percent). and other gases (1.7
percent) (Figure ES1). Methane and nitrous oxide emissions are caused by the biological decomposition ofvarious waste strearns and fertilizer, f-ugitive emissions from
chemical processes, fossil fuel production and conlbustion, and many smaller sources. The other gases include
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). used primarily as refrigerants; perfluorocarbons (PFCs), released as fugUive
emis..o;;ions from aluminUln smelting and also used in
semiconductor manufacture; and sulfur hexafluoride
(SFJ. used as an insulator in utility-scale electrical
equipment.

1996
1,501

1997

1998

1999

2:000

I P2001

188
101

Figure E51. U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions
by Gas, 2001
Energy~Related

Carbon Dioxide
1,547.0 (82.1%)~___

(Million Metric Tons
Carbon Equivalent)
HFCs, PFCs, and SFs
31.4 (1.7%)

Nitrous Oxide
97.5 (5.2%)

Source: Table ES2 and Table 4 in this report.

This report. required by Section 1605(a) of the Energy
Policy Act of 1992, provides estin1ates of U.S. emissions
of greenhouse gases, as well as information on the methods used to develop the estimates. The estimates are
based on activity data and applied emissions factors, not
on measured or metered emissions nlOnitOling.

Carbon Dioxide
The preliminary estimate of U.S. carbon dioxide emissions from both energy consumption and industrial processes in 2001 is 1,519 million metIic tons carbon
equivalent. which is 1.1 percent lower than in 2000 and
accounts for 84 percent of total U.S. greenhouse gas
emissions. The 1.1-percent decrease in carbon dioxide
emissions in 2001 is the largest annual decline of the 1990
to 2001 period. A 0.8-percent decline in 1991 was the
only other annual decrease in carbon dioxide emissions
during the period. U.S. carbon dioxide emissions have

3Intergovernmenral Panel on Climate Change. Climate Change 1995: The Sdence ofC}lmate Cha[lg{~ (Cambridge. UK: Cambridge University
Press. 1996).
x
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grown by an average of 1.3 percent annually since
1990. Although short-tenTI changes in carbon dioxide
emissions can result fronl temporary variations in
weather. power generation fuel mixes, and the economy, in the longer tenn their growth is driven by population. income, and consumer choices of energy-using
equipment, as well as the "carbon intensity" of energy
use (carbon dioxide emissions per unit of energy
consumed).
Figure ES2 shows recent trends in some common
indexes used to measure the carbon intensity of thE' U.S.
economy. Carbon dioxide emissions per unit of GDP
have continued to fall relative to 1990; this measure is
now 15.8 percent lower than in 1990. Carbon dioxide
emissions per capita. after rising to 3.5 percent above the
1990 level in 1999 and 2000. fell in 2001 to 1.1 percent
above the 1990 leveL The combination ofincreasing population growth and rising carbon dioxide emissions per
capita resulted in increased aggregate carbon dioxide
emissions per year from 1990 through 2000 (a total
increase of 17.0 percent). The drop in per capita emissions in 2001 brought the increase since 1990 down to
15.7 percent. Carbon dioxide emissions per unit of net
electricity generation increased by 0.6 percent in 2001
from the 2000 level. Although coal-fired generation fell
more than other sources of fossil-fuel-generated electIic
power. increases in emissions from oil- and naturalgas-fired generators offset the decrease. Because oi1fired generators often are less efficient than those that
use other fuels. they produce more emissions per unit of
Figure E82. Carbon Dioxide Emissions Intensity
of U.S. Gross Domestic Producl,
Population, and Ele~t.ricity Production,

1990-2001
110

Index (1990 = 100)
--------- - -- --- ---- --. -- -- ---- -- ---------- ------- --- -- -- -. --C~ Emissions per Capita

105
100

electricity produced. Declines in t\,vo of these indexes
reflect an economy that was less carbon-intensive in
2001 than in 2000.
Carbon dioxide emissions from the U.S. electric power
sector (which includes utilities. independent power producers. and combined heat and power facilities whose
primary business is the production and sale of electricity) in 2001 are estimated at 611.7 million metric tons carbon equivalent, 1.5 percent lower than the 2000 level of
621.2 million lnetric tons carbon equivalent.4 The 2001
decrease can be attlibuted largely to a 2.2-percent drop
in total electricity generation. A 2.6-percent decline in
carbon dioxide emissions from coal combustion indicates that the most carbon-intensive form of power generation feU even more than total generation. Also
conuibuting to the decline was a 2.0-percent increase in
generation from nuclear fuel, which produces no carbon
dioxide emissions.
Figure ES3 illustrates trends in carbon dioxide emissions
by energy consumption sector. In general. with the
exception of the industrial sector. emissions have
increased steadily at the sectoral level since 1990. An
exception to the general upward trend was 1990-1991.
when economic recession and higher oil plices following the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait led to downturns in
both the transportation and industlial sectors that were
enough to produce a 0.9-percent decrease in national
energy-related carbon dioxide emissions in 1991. Average annual growth rates in carbon dioxide emissions by
sector during the 1990-2001 period were 2.5 percent
for the conunercial sector, 1.8 percent for the residential
Figure ES3. U.S. Carbon Dioxide Emissions
by Sectoff 1990..2001
Index (1990 = 100)
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Sources: Estimates presented in this report.

4 As described in detail in Chapter 2, the Energy Information Administration (EIA) has recently completed a reorganization oHts electric
power data sptems to proVide better accounting offuel use. electricity generation. emissions, and other infonnation from the U.S. electric
power industry. which has undergone Significant structural changes over the past. decade. The data reorganization has led to revisions in
ETA's historical data on fuel use for electricity generation. with corresponding revisions in the 1990-2000 estimates of energy-related carbon
dioxide emissions. total greenhouse gas emissions. sector-specific emissions, and emissions by fuel type.
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6. Land Use Issues
Overview
Land use change and forestry issues are important to
national and global inventories of greenhouse gases in
two ways:
• Vegetation can "sequester" or remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and store it for potentially
long periods in above- and below-ground biomass,
as well as in soils. Soils, trees, crops. and other plants
may make significant contributions to reducing net
greenhouse gas emissions by serving as carbon
"sinks."
• Humans can alter the biosphere through changes in
land use and forest management practices and, in
effect, alter the quantities of atmospheric and terrestrial carbon stocks, as wen as the natural carbon flux
among biomass, soils, and the atmosphere.
Land use issues are of particular interest to the United
States because U.S. forests and soils annually sequester
large amounts of carbon dioxide. Much of the forest land
in the United States was originally cleared for agriculture, lumber, or fuel in the hundred years prior to 1920.
Since then, however. much of the agricultural and pasture land has reverted to forest land, increasing its ability to sequester atmospheric carbon dioxide.
The amount of carbon being sequestered annually is
uncertain, in part because of an absence of data and difficulties in measuring sequestration. Moreover, in addition to technical uncertainties. there are also policy and

accounting questions about the aspects of the biological
carbon cycle that would be included in national inventories as anthropogenic emissions and removals.
The revised gUidelines for national emissions inventories published in 1997 by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) stipulate the inclusion of carbon sequestration through land use and foresoy in
national greenhouse gas inventories as an offset to gross
greenhouse gas emissions from other sources. i33 The
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates
annual U.S. carbon sequestration for the year 2000 at 246
million metric tons carbon equivalent, a decline of
approximately 17.7 percent from the 299 million metric
tons carbon equivalent sequestered in 1990 (Table 31).
Behveen 1990 and 2000. land use change and forestry
practices represented an offset of approximately 15.4
percent of total U.S. anthropogenic carbon dioxide
emissions.

Land Use Change and
Forestry Carbon Seque'stration
The EPA's estimates for carbon sequestration from land
use change and forestry in 2000 include four main components: (l} changes in forest carbon stocks (210 million
metric tons carbon equivalent or 85.4 percent of the
total), (2) changes in agricultural soil carbon stocks (18
million metric tons carbon eqUivalent or 7.3 percent of
the total), (3) changes in carbon stocks in urban trees (16
million metric tons carbon equivalent or 6.5 percent of

Table 31. Net Carbon Dioxide Sequestration from U.S. Land Use Change and Forestry, 1990 and 1995-2000
(Million Metric Tons Carbon Equivalent)

I

Component
Forests ... .. , ........ .. ........

1990
2688

I

1995

1996

2678

267 b

1991
207 0
16'"

Urban Trees .............. . . . ...

168

16a

16a

Agricultural Soils .. ............ ..

10a

16a

5a
2996

32

16a
3a
302 b

Landfilled Yard Trimmings. " .....

Total

I'

•

~

•

06

.....

'"

•

",4

..

~

..

"

.........

"

>c

It

-.

-'

303 s

3tl

2°

2°

2000
210 b
162
1Sb
2b

242b

242b

24S b

246b

17°

1998
205 b
168
iS b

1999
208!>
168

19b

<1Estimate based on historical data.
bEstimate based on a combination of historical data and projections.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components due to independent rounding.
Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks 1990-2000. EPA-430R*02-003 {W ashington. DC. ApriI2002}, web site www.epa.gov.

133lntergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Greenhouse Gas Inventory Reference Manual: Revised 1996 IPCC Guidelines for National
Greenhouse Gas Inventories, Vol. 3 (Paris. France. 1997), web site \-V\Vw-ipcc.ch/pub/guide.hun.
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Global Estimates of Carbon Sequestration Through Land Use and Forestry Activities
Two recent studies have attempted to estimate global
levels of carbon sequestration. A 2000 report by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
on land use, land use change and forestry (LULUCF)
activities provides a range of values for global carbon
sequestration attributable to land use and forestry
practices. The IPCC maintains that accounting for the
amount of carbon being sequestered annually involves
a high degree of uncertainty due to lack of data and to
difficulties in measUling sequestration. Further, the
report states that there are policy and accounting
uncertainties regarding which aspects of the biological
r.arbon cycle should be included in national inventories
as anthropogenic emissions and removals. Nevertheless, the IPCC does provide values for carbon sequestration attributable to LULUCF activities. a
The report provides estimates for carbon stock changes
resulting fronl LULUCF activities under IPCC guidelines and. alternatively, under three United Nations
Food and AgIiculture Organization (FAO) "definitional scenarios." The FAO definitional scenarios are
based on different accounting methods, which assume
that. area conversion rates remain constant and exclude
carbon in soils and wood products. An the accounting
scenarios provide estimates for sequestration within
UNFCCC Annex I countriesb dUling the first commit!nent period (2008-2012) of the Kyoto Protocol. The
FAO scenarios include the harvest/regeneration cycle,
because regeneration is defined as reforestation. Three
FAO accounting approaches are distinguished:
• In the FAO Land-Based I Accounting Scenario, the
stock change over the fun commitment period is
measured. including stock losses during harvest,
as well as delayed emissions from dead organic
matter for reforestation. This approach results in
estimated Annex I emissions of 333 to 849 million
metric tons carbon eqUivalent per year from land
use and forestry activities.
• In the FAO Land-Based II Accounting Scenario, the
carbon stock change between the beginning of the
activity and the end of the commitment period is

measured, including decay from harvest. This
approach results in estimates for the Annex I COlmtries that range from net sequestration of 205 million metric tons carbon equivalent per year to net
emissions of 280 million metric tons carbon equivalent per year from land use and forestry activities.
• In the FAO Activity-Based Accounting Scenario. only
the accumulation of carbon in new forest stands
and new dead organic matter is counted under
reforestation. This approach results in estimates
for the Annex I countries that range from net
sequestration of 483 million metric tons carbon
equivalent per year to net emissions of 3 million
metric tons carbon equivalent per year from land
use and forestry activities.
Other global studies also provide a wide range of estimates of carbon sequestration. A working paper developed by the CICERO Center for International Climate
and Environmental Research indicates that, globally,
the area available for forest plantations could range
frorn 345 million to 510 million hectares, and that an
estimated 2.9 biUion metric tons of carbon per year can
be removed from the atmosphere in forest plantations. c
In contrast, a 1991 study by Nordhausd suggests that
approximately 0.3 billion metric tons of carbon could
be captured annually over a period of 75 years. The fact
that the estimates from the two studies differ by a
fun order of magnitude illustrates the difficulties
and uncertainties involved in estimating carbon
sequestration.

I
I

The table on the opposite page shows estimates of
annual carbon sequestration totals for Annex I and
non-Annex I countries that could result from LULUCF
activities under the Kyoto Protocol. According to those
estimates, more than 300 mil1ion metlic tons of carbon
sequestration "credits" could be made available annuany through LULUCF activities in the Annex I countries, and the potential for sequestration is much
greater in the non-Annex I countries. The greatest
potential for carbon sequestration is in forestry-related
activities. e

(continued on page 75)

I
I

arntergovernmenta) pan, el on Climate Ch,mge. Summary for Policymakers: Land Use, L.alld-USt~ Change, and Forestry (Cambridge. UK~ "
Cambridge University Press. May 2000), p. 4, web site www.ipcc.ch/pub/srlu)ucf-e.pdf.
bAs deSignated in the U niled Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCq.
cH. Kolshus, Carbon S€ljuestratio11 in Sinks: All Overview of Potential and Costs, CICERO Working Paper 2001: J 1 (Oslo, Norway:
CICERO Center for Interna tional Climate and Environmental Researc h. November 2001), web site WVvW .cicero. uio.no/ media/! 616.pdf.
dW.D. Nordhaus, ~The Cost of Slowing Climate Change: A Survey," The Energy Journal. Vol. 12. No.1 (1991). pp. 37-65.
eH. Kolshus. Carbon Sequestration ill Sinks: All Overview of Potential and Costs. CICERO Working P<lper 2001: 11 (Oslo. Nonva.y:
CICERO Center for International Climate and EnVironmental Research. November 2(01). '\veb site W'\\iW .dcero.uio.noimedia/1616.pdf.
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Global Estimates of Carbon Sequestration Through Land Use and Forestry Activities
(Continued)
Estimates of Annual Carbon Sequestration Through lULUCF Activities by 2010 Under Provisions of the
Kyoto Protocol
(Million Metric Tons Carbon per Year)
Activities

Annex I Countries

Non-Annex I Countries

Reduced Deforestation .......... . ....... , .............. .

60 (Q-90)

1,698

Afforestation and Reforestation ......... , ................. .

26 (7-46)

373 (190-538)

Article 3.3

Article 3.4
Croplands (e.g., reduced tillage, erosion control) ............. .
Forests (e.g., enhanced regeneration, fertilization) ......... .. . .

75
101

Grazing Lands (e.g., herd, fire, and wood management) ....... .

69

Agroforests (e.g., management oftrees in agriculture) ......... .

12

168
14

Urban land (e.g., tree, waste and wood product management) .. .

1
0

391

Deforested Land to Agroforest Instead of Pasture/Crop . ....... .
Severely Degraded Land to Crop, Grass, or Forest land ....... .

Cropland to Grassland ............ . .............. .. . . .. .

24

Total for Article 3.4 .................................. .

300

50

69

3
14
710

Notes: Numbers in parentheses represent a range of estimates. Quantities for Articies 3.3 and 3.4 cannot be summed, because
they may apply for the same area. Totals may not equal sum of components due to independent rounding.
Sour(',es: H. Kotshus, Carbon Sequestration in Sinks: An Overview of Potential and Costs, CICERO Working Paper 2001: 11
(Oslo, Nor..vay: CICERO Center for International Climate and Environmental Research, November 2001). p. 6, web site
www.cicero.uio.noJmedial1616.pdf; L Noble and R.J. Scholes, "Sinks and the Kyoto Protocol,~ Climate Policy, Vol. 1 (2001). pp.
5-25; and F. Missfe!dtand E. Haites, "The Potentia! Contribution of Sinks to Meeting Kyoto Protocol Commitments," Emrironmenlal Science and Policy, Vol. 4, NO.6 (2001}, pp. 269-292.

the total), and (4) changes in carbon stocks in landfilled
yard trimmings (2 miUion metric tons carbon equivalent
or 0.8 percent of the total) .134

yard trimmings are based on the EPA's ovm method of
examining life-cycle greenhouse gas elnissions and
sinks associated with solid waste management. l3S

The EPA's estimates for carbon sequestration in forests
are based on carbon stock estimates developed by the
U.S. Forest Service. U.s. Departnlent of Agriculture
(USDA). employing methodologies that are consistent
with the 1996 IPee guidelines. The USDA estimates of
carbon stocks in urban trees were based on field measurements in ten U.S. cities and data on national urban
tree cover, again employing a methodology consistent
with the 1996 IPee guidelines. Estimates for sequestration in agricultural soils were based on changes jn carbon stocks in mineral and organic soils resulting from
agricultural land use and land management. as well as
emissions of carbon dioxide resulting from the use of
crushed Hmestone and dolomite on soils. iv1ethodologies
drawn from the IPCC guidelines were used to derive all
components of changes in agricultural soi1 carbon
stocks. The EPA estimates for carbon stocks in Iandfilled

The EPA's carbon flux estimates, with the exception of
those from wood products, urban trees, and liming, are
based on surveys of U.S. forest lands and soils carried
out at 5- or IO-year intervals by the U.S. Forest Service.
The resulting annua1 averages are applied to years
between surveys. Annual estimates of carbon fluxes
between survey years are interpolated and. therefore,
change little from year to year, except when a new
asseSSlnent is made. For landfilled yard trimmings, periodic solid waste survey data are interpolated to derive
annual storage estimates. The most current national forest and soil surveys were completed for the year 1997;
thus, carbon flux estimates from forests are derived in
part from modeled projections for future years. Data on
carbon fluxes from urban trees, collected over the
decade 1990-2000, 'were applied to the entire time
series. 136

134U.S. Envlronmemal Protection Agency. Jnventory of U.S. Grc-eniwllse Gas Emissions and Sjn~:s 1990-2000, EPA-430-R-02-003 (Washington, DC. April 2002). web site VlW\l\l.epa.gov.
135U .S. Environmental Protection Agency, Solid Waste A1anagemem and Greenhouse Gases: A Lifr.-Cyde Assessment of EmiSSions and Sinks.
2nd Edition, EPA-530-R-02-006 (\Vashington, DC. May 2002). web site www.epa.gov.
136U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Inventory of' U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks 1990-2000. EPA-430-R-02-003 tWashing·
ton, DC. April 2002). web site \vww.epa.gov.
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Satellite Data Indicate That Forests Store 700 Million Metric Tons of Carbon Annually
In a recent study, investigators have used satellite data
from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to construct detailed maps of forest carbon pools, sources, and sinks in North America,
Europe. and Russia. Their findings indicate that
approximately 700 million metric tons of carbon is
stored in those forests annually-equivalent to approximately 11.5 percent of global energy-related carbon
dioxide emissions in 1999. The data indicate that, with
the exception of Canada's boreal forests, which were
aR. Myneni et. al. "Forests Storing 700 Million Tons of Carbon Per Year.~ UniSci Daily University Science News (December 12.2001).
web site http://unisci.com/stories/200)4/12120l2.htm.

• Forest floor (fine woody debriS. tree litter, and
humus)

Changes in Forest
Carbon Stocks
Worldwide, the most significant anthropogenic activity
that affects forest carbon sequestration is deforestation,
particularly that of tropical forests. During the 1980s,
tropical deforestation is projected to have resulted in
approximately 6 billion metric tons of carbon dioxide
emissions to the atmosphere annually. This value represents approximately 23 percent of g10bal carbon dioxide
emissions resulting from anthropogenic activities during the 1980s. Approximately 7 percent of global carbon
dioxide emissions were compensated for by carbon
sequestration as a result of forest fe-growth in the
Northern Hemisphere. 137 In the United States, the most
significant pressures on the amount of carbon sequestered through forest lands are land management activities and the continuing effects of past changes in land
use. These activities directly affect carbon flux by shifting the amount of carbon accumulated in forest ecosystems. 138 Land management activities affect both the
stocks of carbon that can be stored in land-based carbon
sinks. such as forests and soils, and the flO\iVS, or fluxes,
of carbon between land-based sinks and the
atmosphere.
Forests are multifaceted ecosystems with numerous
interrelated components, each of which stores carbon.
These components include:
It

Trees (living trees, standing dead trees, roots. stems,
branches. and foliage)

• Understory vegetation (shrubs and bushes, roots,
stems, branches, and foliage)

• Down dead wood (logging residue and other dead
wood on the ground, stumps. and roots of stumps)
• Organic material in soil.
As a result of natural biological processes occurring
within forests, as well as anthropogenic activities. carbon is constantly cycling through these components and
between the forest and the atmosphere. The net change
in overall forest carbon may not always be equal to the
net flux between forests and the atmosphere. because
timber harvests may not necessarily result in an instant
return of carbon to the atmosphere. Timber harvesting
transfers carbon from one of the seven forest components or "forest pools" to a "product pool." Once carbon
is transferred to a product pool. jt is emitted over time as
carbon dioxide as the product combusts or decays.
Emission rates vary significantly, depending on the type
of product pool that houses the carbon. 139
In the United States, enhanced forest management,
regeneration offonnerly cleared forest areas, and timber
harvesting have resulted in the annual sequestration of
carbon throughout the past decade. Since the 1920s,
deforestation for agricultural purposes has become a
practically nonexistent practice. More recently, managed grnwth practices have become conlmon in eastern
forests, greatly increasing their biomass density over the
past 50 years. In the 1970s and 1980s, federally sponsored tree planting and soil conservation programs were
embraced. These programs resulted in the reforestation
of formerly harvested lands, improvement in timber
management activities, soil erosion abatement, and the

or

137U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Inventory U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks 1990-2000. EPA-430- R -02-003 (WashingApril 2002). "veb site www.epa.gov.
138U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks 1990-2000, EPA-430-R-02-003 (Washing ton, DC, April 2002), web site www.epa.gov.
l39U .S. Environmental Protection Agency, Inventory of u.s. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks 1990-2000, EPA -430-R -02-003 (Washington, DC. April 2002) . web site vlww.epa.gov .

ton, DC.
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conversion of cropland to forests. Forest harvests have
also affected carbon sequestration. The majority of harvested timber in the United States is used in wood products. The bulk of the discarded wood products are
landfil1ed: thus, large quantities of the harvested carbon
are relocated to long-term storage pools rather than to
the atmosphere. The size of wood product landfi11s has
increased over the past century. 140
According to the EPA (Table 32), between 1990 and 2000,
U.S. forest and harvested wood components accounted
for an average annual net sequestration of 210 Inillion
metric tons carbon equivalent, resulting from domestic
forest growth and increases in forested land area. Over
the same period, however, increasing harvests and
land-use changes have resu1ted in a decrease of approximately 22 percent in the overal1 rate of annual
sequestration.

Changes in Urban Tree
Carbon Stocks
Urban forests make up a considerable portion of the
total tree canopy cover in the United States. Urban areas,
which cover 3.5 percent of the continental United States.
are estimated to contain about 3.8 billion trees, accounting for approximately 2.8 percent of total tree cover. The

EPA's carbon sequestration estimates for urban trees are
derived from estimates by Nowak and Crane. 141 based
on data collected from 1990 through 2000. Net carbon
dioxide flux from urban trees is estimated at 16 million
metric tons carbon equivalent annually from 1990
through 2000 (Table 31).142

Changes in Agricultural Soil
Carbon Stocks
The amount of organic carbon in soils depends on the
balance between addition of organic materials and loss
of carbon through decomposit.ion. The quantity and
quality of organic matter within soils, as well as decomposition rates, are detemlined by the interaction of
climate. soil properties, and land use. Agricultural practices-including clearing. drainage, ti11age, planting,
grazing. crop residue management. fertilization. and
flooding-can alier organic matter inputs and decomposition, causing a net flux of carbon to or from soils. The
IPCC methodology. which is used by the EPA to estimate the net flux from agricultural soils (Table 33), is
divided into three categories of land use and land management activities: (1) agricultural land use and land
management activities on mineral soils; (2) agricultural
land use and land management actiVities on organic
soils~ and (3) liming of soils. Of the three activities, the

N~t

Carbon Dioxide Sequestration in U.S. Forests t 1990 and 1995-2000
(Million Metric Tons Carbon Equivalent)
Description
1996a
1997°
1995 b
1990a j 1995a
Forest Carbon Stocks ....•...•. ,
211
211
211
149
14·9

Table 32.

I

Trees .... .... . ...............

128

128

128

122

Understory ...... . .... .... .. . ..

3
7

3

3
7

4
-8

Down Dead Wood .. .. ...... .. ..

'15

7
i5

Forest Soils ... , . . .... , .. , .....

58
57

58
56

Forest Floor ... . . , .. .. .. ...... .

Harvested Wood Ca.r bon stoCKS .•
Wood Products

•

•

Y

~

"

y

..

•

..

..

•

..

'"

..

..

~

Landfilled Wood ....... ... .......

Total .... ,..•. . ....' ...•....... .

122
4

-8
16
15
56
14

13

15

15
58
56
15

44
268

41

41

42

42

261

267

201

205

16
15

58
'16

1999b
149
122
4
·8

2000b
149
122
4

-8

16

16

15

59
17

15
61
18

42
208

210

43

SEstimates based 00 historical data.
bEstimates based Of'! a combination of historical data and proj ections.
Notes: The sums of thel annual net stock changes in this table (shown in the "Totar row) represent estimates of the actual net flux
between the total' forest carbon pool and the atmosphere. Forest values are based on periodic measurements; harvested wood estimates are based on annuat surveys. Totals may not equal sum of components due to independent rounding.
Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Inventory of US. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks '1990-2000. EPA-430R-02-003 (Washington, DC, April 2002), web site www.epa.gov.

140U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks 1990-2000. EPA-430-R-02-003 (Washington. DC. April 2002), p. 129, \>veb site www_epa.gov.
HID.]. Nowak and D.E. Crane. "Carbon Storage and Sequestration by Urban Trees in the United States." Environmental PoIJution. Vol.
116. No.3 (2001). pp. 381-389.
142U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Tnventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks 1990-2000. EPA-430-R-02-003 (Washing .

ton. DC. April 2002}. web site www.epa.gov.
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use and management of mine raj soils is estimated to be
the most significant contributor to total flux from 1990
through 2000. 143

Changes in Landfille,d Yard
Trimming Carbon St.ocks
Carbon stored in landfilled yard trimmings can remain
indefinitely. In the United States. yard trimmings (grass
clippings, leaves. and branches) make up a considerable
portion of the municipal waste stream, and significant
amounts of the yard trimmings collected are discarded
in landfills. Both the amount of yard tlimmings collected
annually and the percentage of trimmings landfilled
have declined over the past decade, and net carbon dioxide sequestration in landfiUed yard trimmings has
declined accordingly (Table 31). The EPA's methodology for estimating carbon storage relies on a life-cycle
analysis of greenhouse gas emissions and sinks associated with solid waste management. 144

Land Use and Internatio nal
Climate Change Negotiations
In past international negotiations on climate change, the
Urrlted States and many other countties have maintained that the inclusion of LULUCF activities in a binding agreement that limits greenhouse gas emissions is of
the utmost importance; however. issues of whether and
how terrestrial carbon sequestration could be accepted
for meeting various commitments and targets have
remained subjects of complex and difficult international
negotiations on climate change.

Many of the countries involved in clilnate change negotiations have agreed that implementation of LULUCF
activities under an international clin1ate change agreement may be complicated by a lack of clear definitions
for words such as "reforestation" and "forest." Further.
implementation may be hindered by the lack of effective
accounting rules. According to researchers at the Pew
Center on Global Climate Change. 145 implementation of
LULUCF provisions in an international climate change
agreement raises many issues for such activities and! or
projects. such as:
• "W'hat is a direct human-induced activity?
•

~'hat is

a forest and what is reforestation?

• How wm
addressed?

uncertainty

and

verifiability

• How'wi1l the issues of (non) permanence and leakage be addressed?
• \iVhich activities beyond afforestation, reforestation
and deforestation (ARD) , if any. should be included,
and what accounting rules should apply?
• \Vhich carbon pools and which greenhotlse gases
should be considered?
Uncertainties related to data issues have also slowed
international negotiations on climate change.
The most recent UNFCCC climate negotiations. which
took pJace at the Conference of the Paliies (COP) in
Bonn, Germany. in July 2001 (COP-6.5) and Man'akech.
Morocco. in Noven1ber 2001 (COP-7) led to an agreement called the Marrakech Accords. LULUCF activities
were debated throughout the negotiations, and it is
believed that the LULUCF issue was one of the main

Table 33. Net Carbon Dioxide Sequestration in U.S. Agricultural Soils f 1990 and 1995-2000
(Million Metric Tons Carbon Equivalent)
1996
1997
Description
1990
1995
1998
1999

I

I

272b

2000

. .. .

-6.1~

-6.2~'

-6.2°

-6.2D

Liming of Soils ............ , .... .

-2.6<1

-6.2'"
_2.4B

27.2 b
-6.2b

-2.4;"

-2.6;;:

TotaJ ...., ...................•

10.2a

16Aa

16.58

18.3<1

-2.sa
18.5a

18.48

Mineral Soils . .......... , .. , , . . .
Org,a nlc Soils. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

18.93

25,1 a

be

-2.68.

f.lEstimates based on historical data.
tlEstimates based on a combination of historical data and projections.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components due to independent rounding.
Source: U.S. EnVironmental Protection Agency, Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emission..~ and Sinks 1990-2000, EPA-430R-02-003 (Washington, DC, April 2002), web site www.epa.gov.

14 3U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.lnvento.r:.v of U.S. Greenhouse Gas EmiSSions and Sinks 1990-2000. EPA-430-R-02-003 (\Nashing·
ton, DC. April 2002). web site www.epa.gov.
144U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Solid Waste Manage.ment and Greenhouse Gases: A Life-Cycle Assessment of Emis$ions and Sinks,
2nd Edition. EPA-530-R-02-006 (Washington, DC. May 2002), web site ww\v.epa.gov,
145G. Marland and B. Schlamadinger. Land Use and GlobaJ Climate Change: Forests. Land Management, and the Kyoto Protocol (Arlington. VA:
Pew Center on Global Climat.e Change, June 2000), p. 5. web site w\\Iw.pevvclimate.orglprojects/land_use.cfm.
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reasons that the negotiations at COP-6 in November
2000 failed. Consensus on including carbon sinks in the
Kyoto Protocol was reached only at the very end of the
climate change negotiations at COP_7.146 Should the
Kyoto Protocol eventually be ratified. specific implementation lules for LULUCF would have to be
developed.

Land Use Data Issues
Uncertainties in the EPA estimates of U.S. carbon
sequestration include sampling and measurement
errors inherent to forest carbon estimates, The forest surveys engage a statistical sample that represents the
expansive variety of grovvth conctitions over large territories. A1though more ctlrrentinventories are conducted
annually in each State, much of the existing data may
have been collected over lnore than one year in any
given State. Thus. there may be uncertainty about the
year assodated with the forest survey data. In addition,
the existing forest survey data do not include forest
stocks in Alaska, Hawaii. and the U.S. territories
(although net carbon fluxes from these stocks are antidpated to be insignificant) .141

change negotiations. This concern is especia11y problematic if the carbon stocks are large and the stock changes
are comparatively smaIl.149 Several countties involved
in the negotiations have maintained that the accounting
often'estrial carbon stock changes over a 5-year conunitment period fails to account for the differing dynamiCS
of carbon stocks and fluxes over time.
Accounting for carbon sequestration through land use
and forestry practices also raises the issues of "pennanence'· · and "leakage." Carbon sequestration occurring
at one time and place presents the jssue of whether the
carbon win be lost at a later tiIne (permanence) or result
in offsetting .losses elsewhere (leakage). For example.
suppose an international cliInate change agreement is
developed in which changes in carbon stocks within a
certain commitment period are used to meet targets. If
there is a gap betvveen commitlnent periods. there \-viU
be a possibility for unaccounted losses (or gains) in certain countries. A similar possibility of unaccounted
losses will arise if countries in one geographic area
receive" credits" for carbon that is sequestered in countries in a different geographic area but subsequent carbon losses remain unaccounted. ISO

Additiona] uncertainty results from the derivations of
carbon sequestration estimates for forest floor.
understory vegetation, and soil from models based on
forest ecosystem studies. To extrapo1ate results of these
studies to the forested lands in question, an assumption
was made that the studies effectively described regional
or national averages. This assumption may result in bias
from applying data from studjes that improperly represent average forest conditions, from modeling errors.
and/ or from errors in converting estimates from one
reporting unit to another. 148

Leakage is defined as the unexpected loss of expected
carbon sequestration benefits when the displacement of
activities or market effects leads to carbon losses elsewhere. For example. avoiding deforestation in one geographic location may accelerate the rate of deforestation
in another geographic location. Leakage may also occur
through the impact of a large reforestation program on
timber prices. Increased availability of timber could
result in lo\ver prices, v,lhich in turn could cause reduced
rates of planting in other locations. Reduced timber
prices may also result in the conversion of existing forests for agriculture. 15I

Aside from the land use data issues and uncertainties
discussed above, which are specific to the methodologies used for the EPA estimates, therE:' is concern about
larger and more general uncertainty surrounding estimates of terrestrial carbon sequestration. It is anticipated
to be difficult. as wen as expensive, to determine carbon
stock changes over shorter time periods, such as the
5-year periods suggested during international climate

In addition to concerns about uncertainty, permanence,
and leakage, a recent sdentific study published in the
science journal Nature has raised questions about carbon
sequestration through terrestrial sinks. The authors of
the study, Dr. John Lichter and Dr. Willianl Schlesinger,
concluded that while forests do sequester carbon dioxide from the air and store it in the soil, the majority of the
sequestered carbon is ultimately released back into the

14GH. Kolshus. Carbon Sequestration in Sinks: An Overview of Potential and Costs. CICERO Working Paper 2001: 11 (Oslo. Norway: CICERO
Center for International Climate and Environmental ReseaTch. November 200l), web site w\vw.cicero.uio.no/media/1616.pdf.
14.7U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Inventor)' of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks 1990·2000. EPA -4 30· R -02-003 (Washing·
ton. DC. April 2002). web site \vv,/w .epa.gov.
148U.S . Environmental PTOtection Agency. inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks 1990-2000, EPA-430-R-02-003 (\Vashington. DC. April 2002). web site www.epa.gov.
149 G. Marland and B. Schlamadmger. Land Use and Global Climate Change: Forests, Land lvfanagement. and the Kyoto Protocol (Arlington. VA:
Pew Center on Global Climate Change. June 2000). p. 31. web site www.pewclimate.org/projects/land_llse.cfm.
150G. Marland and B. Schlamadinger. Land Use and Global Climate Change: Forests, Land Management, and the KyotoProtoco1 (Arlington, VA:
Pe,,\<' Center on Global Climate Change. June 2000). p. 31. web site www.pewclimate.org/ projects / land_use.cfm.
iSle. Marland and B. Schlamadinger. Land Use and Global Climate Change: Forests, Land ]'vfanagemenc. and the Kyoto Protocol (Arlington. V A:
Pew Center on Global Climate Change. June 2000) . p. 32. web site \v,.vw.pewdimate.org/pTojects / land_llse.cfm.
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atmosphere as carbon dioxide when organic soil mate1ial decomposes. They maintain that their findings highlight the uncertainty of the role of soils as long-ternl
carbon storage pools and assert that c.onsiderable
long- term net carbon sequestration in forest soils may be
unlikely. tv1any scientists agree that much work remains
to be done on the science surrounding terrestrial carbon
sequestration: however, a number of the countries
involved in international cHmate change negotiations
assert that the potential for terrestJial carbon sequestration should be embraced, or at the very least, not discounted or overlooked.
In response to the findings presented by Drs. Lichter and
Shlesinger. EcoSecurities Ltd., an established environmental finance company that specializes in advising on
global v.tanning issues, maintains that their research has
been consistently miSinterpreted. The company believes
that the study's conclusions are inappropriate for two
reasons. First. it was never the carbon fertilization effect

alone that climate change policymakers considered to be
the greenhouse gas mitigation value, of forests. Second,
because more than 20 percent of all anthropogenic
greenhouse gas entissions corne from forest conversion
and degradation. the avoidance of deforestation should
also be viewed as a prime emission reduction measure,152
Thus. while there are methods available for estimating
the amount of carbon sequestered through U.S. forests
and soils. many uncertainties remain in the accounting
methodology and overall conceptual feasibUity of carbon sequestration both nationally and globally. For this
reason, caution should be employed when accounting
for and accepting as fact the amount of carbon sequestered through land use and forestry practices. or when
making decisions about the amount of sequestered carbon to be treated as an offset to national carbon dioxide
emissions.

I 52EcoSecurities Ltd ... 'Sinks' and Climate Change. Commem on Recent Reporting on Last Week's Nature Journal." Press Release Uune
2001). web site www.ecosecuriLies.com1200aboucus/223press_releases/223press_release_sinks_cllmate.html.
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Exhibit 1.6 Rank Ordering of Statos Based on Number of Hazardous Waste: Generators and Quantity of RCRA He

Generated,1999
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No. 415. Environ mental Industry-Revenues and Em ploymelu;,
by Industry Segment: r980 to 1998
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f·RODUCTlON, MOVEMENT Ar~D DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS WASTE (a)
PRODIJCTlON MOUVEMENTS ET EUrtAlNATION DE DECHETS DANGEREUX (3)
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Table 1.

Summary Statistics for the United States: 1997-Con.
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PRODUCTION, MOVEMENT AND DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS WASTE (a)
PRODIJ(; TlOr~, MOUV,EMENTS ET EUMINAnON DE DECHETS DANGEREUx'la)
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ultraclean burners help

efficiency, real progress also
waits in the form of improved

accuracy: in predicting energy
use through inverse modeling,
and in heat gain information
published for specific
equipment.SustainabiUty will
require notonty adjusted

attitudes, but adjusted
algorithms as well. Start with
a look at the con(ept in
general, and finish with

some interesting office
buHding research.
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Summar)': En-v;ronmentai assessment has long been
held to be a key tool in achie-ving one of the
cornerstones of European Community enl'ironmental
policy, that of en-vironmental integration. Howel'er, it
has taken the best part of 30 years to get to the point
of implementation of the Strategic Enl'ironmental
Assessment (SEA) Directive, due in 2004. Securing
legislation for environmental assessment at strategic
decision ie-vels as well a.~ project lel'el EfA has been a
symbolic milestone for environmentalists. This paper
explores the background to the SEA Directil'e and
analyses in detail its key requirements and
implications for implementation. The paper also
examines the relationship between the SEA Directi-ve
and the changing policy context over the period of its
long gestation. It cOI,eludes that the SEA Directive
has arrived at an opportune time to rein-vigorate the
environmental integration agenda, currently
beleaguered by the wlch stronger social and economic
agendo. dominant in current EU conceptions of
sustainable de-velopment. While there has been positil'e
formalisation and strengthening of EU environmental
policy o-ver the past 30 years, aJ1:uably there has been
inadequate real chm,ge in terms of the effective
integration of the ellvironment into decision-making
on the ground.

I. Introduction
The SEA Directive (200 1/42(EC) I was agreed by EU
Member States in June 2001 and is due to come into force
on 21 July 2004. The EU's Fifth Environmental Action
Programme ("Towards Sustainability")2 provides a rationale for the SEA Directive stating (Part I-Section 7.3):
Given the role of achieving sustainable development, it
seems only logical, if not essential, to apply an assessment
of the environmental implications of all relevant policies,
plans and programmes.

While the SEA Directive, as finally agreed, applies only to
plans and programmes (that set the context for development
projects), it is already bringing greater attention to higher
policy level decision-making, since decisions made at this
level are likely to be increasingly exposed as EIA/SEA
moves up the decision-making tiers. 3 Policy making was
deemed. too difficult politically to address at the same time
as plans and programmes.While the main development of
the SEA Directive occurred primarily over the last ten years,
its origins lie somewhat earlier in the original debates in the
mid-1970s on legislating for environmental impact assessment (EIA). Indeed, the SEA Directive cannot, nor should
it, be considered in isolation from the EIA Directive 85i337/
EEC.4 The EIA Directive was intended to establish
procedures for requiring EIA of certain public and private
projects. This position had not been arrived at without
considerable controversy, not least over whether projectlevel assessment was really the best place to start on an EIA
initiative, or whether plans and programmes would not have
been a more effective and appropriate level for Communitywide action.
The European Commission was at pains to secure a finn
legal foothold [or the EIA Directive since it was seen as the
cornerstone of the Third Action Programme, and because it
was intent on avoiding the weight of litigation experienced
in the United States. It was felt that development at the
project level had a more direct impact in terms of distortion
of competition than did plans and programmes and therefore more readily justified under the Treaty of Rome. 5 There
were, of course, other reasons why plans and programmes
were not included. At the time there was little methodological expertise in assessing plans and programmes (though
that was also to some extent true of projects) and the
procedures for formulating plans and programmes were
seen as being too disparate across Member States. However,
tlus is not necessarily a good reason for failing to press
ahead with legislation;6 it is often legislation that leads to
the development of appropriate methodologies rather than
the other way around. This was certainly true for the EIA
Directive, and in the early 1990s local authorities in the UK

I OJ 21.7.2001 L197/30, Directive 2001/42jEC on the assessment of
the effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment
(the 'SEA Directive'), also available at http://europa.eu.intjcomm/
environmentjeia/sea-Iegalcontext .htrn#adopt.
25th Environmental Action Prograrnme1993-2000 OJ 17.5.93
CBS.
3 Sheate, W.R, Dagg, S, Richardson, J, Aschemann, R, Palerm, J
and Steen, U 'Integrating the Emironment into Strategic DecisionMaking: Conceptualizing Policy SEA' (2003) European Envirollment, 13 (1), 1-18.
4 Council Directive 85/337 JEEC on the assessment of the effects of
certain public and private projects on the environment, OJ
05.7.1985 Ll75/ 40.
5 Stuffman, C. (1979). Minutes of evidence taken before the
European Communities Committee (UK House of Lords, SubCommittee G, Emironmenl), 23.1.79, evidence heard in private.
6 G. Wandesforde-Smith 'Environmental Impact Assessment in the
European Community' (Pre-print to publication (in 1979) in

Zeitschr~ft fiir

Umweltpolitik, 1978).

were left to work out how to implement environmental
appraisal of development plans.1
In many ways it has been a tortuous path to the SEA
Directive, but there are a number of reasons why
environmentalists can feel vindicated that securing the
SEA Directive was a noble, if winding, path to tread.
And, as we shall see, it has been environmentalists, with the
European Commission and European Parliament, that have
been in the vanguard of pushing this legislation along, 8 and
through challenges in the courts over inadequacies arising
from having an EIA Directive without SEA (especially the
fact that the assessment was coming too late in the decisionmaking process, after key decisions have already been
taken).9 Many Member States, in contrast, have been
dragged more or less reluctantly to recognize its importance,
and its lengthy gestation is due to political rather than
substantive practical or methodological reasons. While the
context for SEA has changed over 30 years, from environmental protection to environmental integration to sustain·
able development. in many ways SEA is as necessary as it
ever was, if not more so. That contextual change has not
been a linear, progressive one. Indeed, it might be viewed
more as "coming full circle" in returning to the days when
strong environmental protection measures were being
challenged by demands for economic growth. The SEA
Directive has been a significant achievement for environ~
mental integration, consistent with the ongoing "Cardiff
process",10 but needs to be seen against the backdrop ofthe
recent dominance of the economic and social agendas of the
Lisbon process. ll
This paper analyses the Directive in some detail, ftrst by a
brief historical perspective of the development of the SEA
Directive, which provides an important understanding of
the driving forces underlying its development. A brief
examination of the lengthy preamble then follows, which
provides the policy and legislative context and justification
for the Directive. Each article of the Directive is then
tabulated against detailed annotation and commentary. Key
issues that have emerged during the Directive's development
and from the tabulated analysis are then discussed and
implications of the SEA Directive for implementation and
EU environmental policy considered.

II. The Development of the SEA
Directive
Rather than havi.ng a separate SEA Directive, there is
actually considerable logic in incorporating project EIA and
SEA into the same body of legislation,12,13 this was very
much part of the original debates over the draft EIA
Directive in the 1970s and 19805. In environmental
assessment practice there is a clear continuum and a tiered
relationship between project EIA and SEA at progressively
more strategic levels, from programmes (groups of projects)
to plans and policies. Divorced from SEA, project EIA
frequently serves only to appraise irreversible impacts, not
to remove or reduce them from the start. Early SEA,
however, is well placed to anticipate and, therefore, avoid
environmental problems. 14
In fact, it is not too difficult in drafting terms to link EIA

and SEA by amending the EIA Directive, I ) and as examwt;U

Town and Country Planning (Development Plan) Regulations
1991, SI 1991 No 2794; and see UK Department of the
Em-ironment (1993) Environmental Appraisal of Development
Plans: A Good Practice Guide (HMSO: London, 1993).
B For example, Council for the Protection of Rural England
(CPRE) (1992), 'Mock' EC Directive on Environmental Assessment:
Proposals for amending EC Directive 85j337/EEC (CPRE: 1992);
CPRE Proposed Directive on Strategic Environmental Assessment:
A Campaign Briefing Pack (CPRE: 1997); Birdlife International,
CPRE, EEB and T&E, Comments by CPRE, EEB, Birdlife
International and T &E to the Common Position on an Amended
proposal for a Council Directive on the assessment of tire effects of
certain plans and programmes on the environment (2000); EEB/
CPRE Recommendations for Second Reading of the Council
Divertil'e on the Assessment of the effects of certain plans anti
program11'U!s on the environment: EEB Comments on the report of the
European Parliament Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection (2000).
9 See for example, Case C392/92 - Bund Naturshutz and others v
Bavarian Higher Regional Court [1994] ECR 1·3717.
10 At the Heads of Government Cardiff Summit in June 1998 the
EU committed itself to the integration of the em-ironment into all
EU policies (Commission of the European Communities (1998),
Partnership for Integration - A Strategy for integraring the
Environment into European Union Policies, COM (98) 333). The
Cardiff Summit set off a process of developing strategies for
environmental integration for the various fonnations of the
Council of Ministers. This was followed up by the Vienna Summit
in December 1998, the 'Best Practices' workshop held in Bonn in
1999 (Commission of the European Communities (1999). Conclusions of the German Presidency of the Ee Council of Ministers on
the International Workshop on "Best Practices for Integration of
Environmental Protection Requirements into Other Policies",
Bonn, 25&26 May 1999), and the meetings of the European
Council in Cologne in June 1999, Helsinki in 2000 and Goteborg in
June 2001. 11 had been hoped at Helsinki that the Goteborg
Summit would result in the conclusion to the p~ocess (Fergusson
M, Coffey, C, Wilkinson, D, Baldock, D, Farmer, A, Kraemer, R
A and Mazurek, A·G The Effectiveness of EU Council Integration
Strategies and Options for Carrying Forward the 'Cardiff' Process
(lEEP/Ecologic: 2001). However. Goteborg conclu<ied that section
strategies should be finalised and further developed and implemented as soon as possible and reported at the Spring European
Council in 2002. The Cardiff process was also given a wider
dimension within the framework of the Sustainable Development
Strategy, which was also adopted at Goteborg in June 2001
(European Council (2001), Goteborg Presidency Conclusions 15
and 16 June 2001). This included adding in the environmental pillar
to the Lisbon process of social and economic reforms. The EU's
Sustainable Development Strategy was set to be reviewed regularly
at the annual Spring Environment Council meeting.
11 The 'Lisbon process' was agreed at the European Council held in
Lisbon in 2000 and aims for the EU "to become the most
competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world,
capable of sustainable growth with more and better jobs and
greater social cohesion" (European Council (2000) Lisbon Presidency Conclusions 23 and 24 March 2000).
12 Cerny, R. J and Sheate, W.R 'Strategic Environmental Assessment: Amending the EA Directive' (1992) Environmental Policy and
Law, 22/3:154-159.
13 Sheate, W.R. Making an Impact: A Guide to EIA Law and Policy
(Cameron May: London, 1994)
14 Above n. 12.
1.5 See for example CPRE 'Alock' Ee Directive on Environmental
Assessment, above n. 8.
7
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later in this paper, there are many very close similarities
between the two Directives that could be strengthened by
one piece of consolidated legislation. However, politically,
this was seen as too great a leap to be achieved at once, and
the Commission was at pains to keep the draft SEA
Directive completely separate from amendments to the
project EIA Directive during the 1990s.1 6 The SEA
Directive has, then, had almost as tortuous a history as
the EIA Directive: early drafts, applying to policies, plans
and programmes, were under discussion within the Commission in 1990 and 1991 only to be abandoned at the
Edinburgh Summit at the end of 1992 due to a UK vetoP
The Commission resurrected the idea a couple of years later
and consulted publicly on a draft in the summer of 1995,
though by that time any reference to policies had been
removed, with the proposed Directive applying only to plans
and programmes. This was redrafted yet again in early 1996
and the Commission secured internal agreement on the new
version at the end of 1996 (COM (96) 511 fmal)18,19
This proposal sat rather at odds with the spirit of earlier
drafts, since it was not only restricted to plans and
programmes, but rather more obscurely to 'town and
country planning' plans and programmes. This resulted in
a very narrow defmition of plans and programmes, and
some degree of confusion since town and country planning
has a very specific legislative context in the UK which is not
necessarily the same as land use and spatial planning
elsewhere in the European Union. This may have been an
attempt to appease the UK, which had continued to object
to a formal SEA Directive even while encouraging the
development of environmental appraisal of local authority
development plans. 2o It was also the only version that was
able to secure agreement across the whole of the European
Commission. If the SEA Directive had applied only to
"town and country" plans and programmes, it would have
resulted in little impact upon UK practices. If this was the
reason, it was unsuccessful since the (then Conservative) UK
Government continued to object to the European Union
imposing legislation on environmental assessment at more
strategic decision levels.
The proposal came before the European Parliament for
its tirst reading in October 1998. 21 This resulted in a number
of Significant amendments which, after consideration by the
Commission, resulted in an amended proposal for an SEA
Directive (COM (99) 73 final).22 The most significant
changes occurred to Art. 2, though these were also reflected
elsewhere in the proposals, e.g. in the preamble recitals, as
was the explicit inclusion of sustainable development (Art.
1). Amendments to Art. 2 placed town and country planning
plans and programmes simply as one of many categories,
rather than as the defining criterion for detennining which
plans and programmes would be affected. Transport plans
and programmes, for example, were clearly identified. The
Commission also commissioned a number of reports on
SEA in practice and held a number of workshops on the
subject23 as a means to advance debate.
By December 1999 the Environment Ministers of the 15
Member States had reached a p~litic~l agreement on a
co~~on text for the fut~~e DIrective (the Common
POSItion). The Common POSttIon was formally adopted on
30 March 2000. As co-le~lator, the Euro~n r~rl~ment

subject to the amendments voted at its plenary session
(Second Reading).24 The Commission published its opinion
on the amendments to the Common Position voted by the
European Parliament on 16 October 2000. 25 It was able to
accept a number of the Parliament's amendments in
principle, but not others. Significant differences between
the Council and Parliament resulted in the draft Directive
going to. the Conciliation Committee during early 2001. For
example, there were attempts by German Christian Democrat MEPs to weaken the requirement for tiering of SEA at
different decision making levels, and differing views between
the Council, Commission and European Parliament as to
whether future Structural Funds were covered by the
Directive (see below).

III. The SEA Directive - Legal Basis
The legal basis for the SEA Directive was far more secure in
2001 than that for the EIA Directive in 1985, which had to
be justified under the approximation of laws as part of the
completion of the single market under the Treaty of Rome,
as pertaining to the European Economic Community at the
time. The ftrst recital of the Preamble to the SEA Directive
refers to Art. 174 (environmental protection) and Art. 6 of
the Treaty (environmental integration and sustainable
deVelopment) as the legal basis on which the Directive is
set out:

16 Council Directive 97/11/EC amending Council Directive 85/337/
EEC on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private
rrojects on the environment OJ 14.03.1997 L73/5.
7 Above n. 12.
18 Commission of the European Communities (1996), Proposal for

a Council Directive on the assessment of certain plans and
programmes on the environment. COM (96) 511 final. 4 December

1996.
19 Von Seht, H. and Wood, C. 'The Proposed European Directive
on Environmental Assessment: Evolution and Evaluation' (1998)
Environmental Policy and Law, 28 (5), 242-250.
20 UK. Department of the Environment Environmental Appraisal of
Development Plans: A Good Practice Guide (HMSO: London,
1993).
21 EP Minutes of 20/10/98, A4-0245!98
22 Commission of the European Communities (1998a), Amended
Proposal for a Council Directive on the assessment of certain plans
and programmes on the environment, COM (99) 73 final, December

1998.
Commission of the European Communities (1998b), Strategic
Environmental Assessment: Report of the Workshop, Semmering,
Austria, 5-7 October 1998; Commission of the European Communities (1998c), Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) in Europe,
4th European Workshop on Environmental Impact Assessment,
DGXI; see also European Commission DG Environment web site
for further information on the range of SEA studies, at <http://
europa.eu.int/commjenvironmentjeia/sea-supporLhtm> .
24 European Parliament, Opinion of 6 September 2000, Verbatim
Report of Proceedings, Second Reading A5-0196j2000, available at
http://www3.europarl.eu.int/omk/omnsapi~.so/debatsL5?FILE=20000906EN&LANGUE=EN&LEVEL=aifi\ ISAPlhlPUI
23
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Whereas:
(1) Article 174 of the Treaty provides that Community
policy on the environment is to contribute to, inter alia,
the preservation, protection and improvement of the
quality of the environment, the protection of human
health and the prudent and rational utilisation of natural
resources and that it is to be based on the precautionary
principle. Article 6 of the Treaty provides that environmental protection requirements are to be integrated into
the definition of Community policies and activities, in
particular with a view to promoting sustainable development.
The Directive cites Art. 175(1) as the Article that enables the
Council and European Parliament to take action to achieve
the objectives set out in Art. 174. The legislative procedure
for Art. 175(1) is co-decision with qualified majority voting.
The co-decision procedure applies to all actions taken in
pursuit of the Art. 174 objectives, unless one of the
derogations in Art. 175(2) applies, in which case the
legislative procedure is co-operation with unanimous voting.
The derogations in Art. 175(2) include:
• "provisions primarily of a fiscal nature" and
• "measures concerning town and country planning,
land use with the exception of waste management and
measures of a general nature, and management of
water resources".
There was some dispute over whether Art. 175(2) should
have been cited instead, but SEA, for example, of Structural
Funds would not constitute a provision primarily of a fiscal
nature, and SEA relates to sectors well beyond just town
and country planning. 26
Historically, environmental assessment has been a key
tool through which the Ee has sought to achieve its key
environmental policy principle, that of environmental
integration, and has featured in some shape or form
throughout its Environment Action Programmes.27 The
second recital of the preamble cites the Fifth Environment
Action Programme in support of the Directive:
(2) The Fifth Environment Action Programme: Towards
sustainability - A European Community programme of
policy and action in relation to the environment and
sustainable development,28 supplemented by Decision
No 2179/98/EC29 on its review, affirms the importance of
assessing the likely environmental effects of plans and
programmes.
Further international justification is provided by reference
to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) in the
third recital:
(3) The Convention on Biological Diversity requires
Parties to integrate as far as possible and as appropriate
the conservation and sustainable use of biological
diversity into relevant sectoral or cross-sectoral plans
and programmes.
The CBD at Art. 14(b) stresses the importance of applying
appropriate environmental assessment processes for programmes and polices to ensure that likely significant effects
on biodiversity are taken into account. 30
Recitals 4-6 of the preamble highlight the importance of
environmental assessment for integrating the environment
into plans and programmes, and that SEA will provide a
more consistent framework in which to operate. It also
emphasises the need for common procedural requirements

in all Member States in order to achieve a high level of
environmental protection. Recital 7 refers to the Espoo
Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a
Transboundary Context of February 25 1991 and the (as
then) proposed SEA protocol, and the need for adequate
transboundary consultations over plans and programmes
likely to have significant effects.
Recitals 8-9 stress the importance of subsidiarity (recital
8) in laying down a minimum environmental assessment
framework that sets out broad principles and leaves the
detail to Member States as to whether its requirements
should be integrated into existing procedures or specific
procedures should be established. Given assessment is to
take place at different levels, duplication should be avoided.
Recital 10 outlines the relationship of the SEA Directive to
other legislation, specifically all plans and programmes
which set the framework for future development consents of
projects under the EIA Directive 85/337/EEC,31 and plans
and programmes under the Habitats Directive 92/43/EC.32
Where the area affected is small or only a minor
modification is proposed, it is left to Member States to
decide if such actions are likely to have significant effects.
Recitals 11-19 summarise the SEA process and make
provision (Recital 19) for joint procedures between the Birds
Directive 79/409/EEC33 or the Water Framework Directive
2000/6OjEC. 34 Recital 20 requires a first report on the
application and effectiveness of the Directive' be carried out
by the Commission five years after its entry into force, and
subsequently at seven-year intervals.

IV. The SEA Directive - Detailed
Analysis
The SEA Directive defines "environmental assessment"
(and therefore SEA) for the purposes of the Directive in
procedural terms in Art. 2:
"environmental assessment" shall mean the preparation of
an environmental report, the carrying out of consultations,

26 BirdJife International Justification for the legal basis of the
Directh'e on the Assessment of the Effects of Certain Plans and
Programmes on the Enviromnent (the SEA Directive) (Bird life
International Bricfmg Document: 2001).
27 Sheate, W.R. 'Environmental Integration and Sustainable
Development in the EU: Changing Conceptions and Potential for
Conflict in Emironmental Assessment' (2003) Environmental Policy'
and Law, 33 (5): 222-233.
28 5th Environmental Action ProgrammeI993-2000 OJ 17.5.93
CI38/5 .
29 OJ 10.10.1998 L275/1.
30 Byron, H. Biodiversity and Environmental Impact Assessment: A
Good Practice Guide for Road Schemes (The RSPB. WWF-UK?
English Nature and the Wildlife Trusts: Sandy, 2000).6.
31 OJ 5.7.1985 L175/40, as amended by Directive 97/11jEC (OJ
!4.3.1997 L73/5).
,2 OJ 22.7.1992 L'206j7. Directive as last amended by Directive 97/
62/EC (OJ 8.11.1997 L305/42) .
33 OJ 25.4.1979 LI03;1., as last amended by Directive 97/49fOC
(OJ 13.8.1997 L223/9).
34 OJ 22.12.2000 L327/l.
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the taking into account of the environmental report and
the results of the consultations in decision-making and
the provision of information on the decision in accordance with Articles 4 to 9;
Other than not relating to policies, this definition in
conjunction with Arts 4 to 9, would appear to compare
quite favourably with a comprehensive definition of SEA35
that combines the essential parts of two well-known
definitions, 36, 37
SEA is a systematic, decision aiding procedure for
evaluating the likely significant environmental effects of
options throughout the policy plan or programme
development process, bcgiruting at the earliest opportunity, including a written report and the involvement of
the public throughout the process.
The key elements of a report and public involvement and
their role in informing the decision-making process are
included. The extent to which the SEA Directive, when
implemented, will meet best practice in SEA remains to be

seen, and inevitably there are likely to be significant
variations among Member States.
Table 1 below sets out the full text of the Articles and
Annexes of the SEA Directive (excluding the preamble).
Against each Article are provided annotations highlighting
significant relationships with the EIA Directive, and
providing commentary on the origins and implications of
the specific text. In this way key issues are identified and
highlighted for subsequent discussion.

Above n. 3 at p. 4.
Therivel, R., Wilson, E., Thompson, S., Heaney, D. and
Pritchard, D. Strate!(ic Environmental Assessment (Earthscan:
London, 1992).
37 Sadler, B. and Verheem, R. Strategic Environmental Assessment:
Status, Challenges and Future Directions (Ministry of Housing,
Spatial Planning and the Enviromnent of the Netherlands: 1996).
35

36

Table 1: Annotated Text of the SEA Directive 2001/42/EC
Text of Articles
(OJ L 197, 21.7.2001, p.30-37)

Relationship to EIA Directive 85/
337/EEC as amended by 97/11/
EC

Commentary

Article 1 - Objectives
The objective of this Directive is to provide for a high level of
protection of the environment I~ and to contribute to the integration
of environmental considerations into the preparation and adoption
of plans and programmes with a view to promoting sustainable
development I', by ensuring that, in accordance with this Directive,
an environmental assessment is carried out of certain plans and
programmes which are likely to have significant effects on the
environment.

This compares with Art. 2 of the
EIA Directive:

i High level of protection (see V.
below on Scope of Application
(Set the framework)

Article 2 - Definitions
For the purposes of this Directive:
...
(a) "plans and programmes" shall mean plans and progra~es (W),
including those co-fmanced by the European Community, I"') as well
as any modifications to them:
- which are subject to preparation and/or adoption by an authority
at national, regional or local level or which are prepared by an
authority for adoption, through a legislative procedure by
Parliament or Government, and
- which are required by legislative, regulatory or administrative
provisions; ("]
(b) "environmental assessment" shall mean the preparation of an
environmental report Ii the carrying out of consultations, the taking
into account of the environmental report and the results of the
consultations in decision-making and the provision of information
on the decision in accordance with Articles 4 to 9;
(c) "environmental report" shall mean the part of the plan or
programme documentation containing the information required in
Article 5 and Annex I;
(d) "The public" shall mean one or more natural or legal persons
and, in accordance witb nationallegisla~.ion or practice, their
associations, organisations or groups. ""

"1. Member States shall adopt
all measures necessary to ensure
that, before consent is given,
projects likely to have significant
effects on the environment by
virtue. inter alia, of their nature,
size or location are made subject
to a requirement for
development consent and an
assessment with regard to their
effects ... "

vi (b) (c) Unlike the EIA

Directive the production of an
environmental report is explicit-the EIA Directive refers instead
to the ":information to be
provided" [Art. 5 (3), 85/337/
EEC] - see V. Environmental
Report below.
vii (d) The "public concerned" is
not defmed in the EIA Directive
[Art. 6].

ii Emironmental integration
defined as in Art. 6 of the
Amsterdam consolidated Treaty.
in association with promoting
sustainable development - see V.
Environmental Integration
below.

ill Not policies - dropped by
COM (96) 511 fmal, after early

attempts to include policies in
the early 1990s - see V. Scope of
application below.
iv Structural Funds addressed
during conciliation January 2001
(by Birdlife, CPRE. EEB) - see
V. Scope of application below.
v Administrative provisions are
important as spreads net wider,
and has given rise to debate over
which plans are subject to SEA.
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Article 3 - Scope
1. An environmental assessment, in accordance with Articles 4 to 9,
shall be carried out for plans and programmes referred to in
paragraphs 2 to 4 which are likely to have significant environmental
effects.
2. Subject to paragraph 3, an environmental assessment shall be
carried out for all plans and programmes,
(a) which are prepared for agriculture, forestry, fisheries, energy,
industry, transport, waste management, water management,
telecommunications. tourism, town and country planning or land use
and which set the framework for future development consent of
projects listed in Annexes I and II to Directive 85/337/EEC, (ix) or
(b) which, in "iew of the likely effect on sites, have been determined
to (X) require an assessment pursuant to Article 6 or 7 of Directive 92/
43/EEC.
3. Plans and programmes referred to in paragraph 2 which determine
the use of small areas at local level and minor modifications to plans
and programmes referred to in paragraph 2 shall require an
environmental assessment only where the Member States determine
that they are likely to have significant environmental effects. (xi)
4. Member States shall determine whether plans and programmes,
other than those referred to in paragraph 2, which set the framework
for future development consent of~rojects, are likely to have
significant environmental effects. [J
5. Member States shall determine whether plans or programmes
referred to in paragraphs 3 and 4 are likely to have significant
environmental effects either through case-by-case examination or by
specifying types of plans and programmes or by combining both
approaches. (xill) For this purpose Member States shall in all cases
take into account relevant criteria set out in Annex II, in order to
ensure that plans and programmes with likely significant effects on
the environment are covered by this Directive.
6. In the case-by-case examination and in specifying types of plans
and programmes in accordance with paragraph 5, the authorities
referred to in Article 6(3) shall be consulted. (xiY]
7. Member States shall ensure that their conclusions pursuant to
paragraph 5, including the reasons for not requiring an
environmental assessment pursuant to Articles 4 to 9, are made
available to the public. l'j
8. The following plans and programmes are not subject to this
Directive:
- plans and programmes the sole purpose of which is to serve
national defence or civil emergency,
- financial or budget plans and programmes.
9. This Directive does not apply to plans and programmes cofinanced under the current respective programming periods* for
Council Regulations (EC) No 1260,1992** and No 1257/993***. (ni]

ru;

viii The SEA Directive makes no
reference to direct and indirect
effects, unlike Art. 3 of the EfA
Directive:
"The environmental impact
assessment shall identify, describe
and assess, in an appropriate
manner, . . .. the direct and indirect
effects of a project on the
following factors ........ "- see V.
Environmental report below.
xi 3. Similar to Annex II
category of the EIA Directive,
but potentially has more far
reaching effects - see V. Scope of
application (Screening) below.
xii 4. No such catch-aU category
exists in the EIA Directive
(though has been proposed in
the past, e.g. CPRE, 1992). The
lack of such a category has, in
the past, led to an inability to
require EIA in the UK - wind
farms, golf courses. trout farms
("salmonids"»).
xiii 5.Screening - similar
approach to EIA Directive, and
has learnt from the lessons of the
ElA Directive (Art. 4).

L,,( 2. Much debate and change
over the course of the proposal.
Exactly what is meant by "set
the framework for .. .oJ is still
unclear - see V. Scope of
application below.

x "have been determined to" Birdlife International tried to get
this phrase deleted after the
Common Position (April 2000),
since under the Habitats
Directive such an assessment is
required for any plan or
programmes likely to have a
significant effect 011 a protected
site. There is no qualification for
such an effect "to have been
determined" .

xii 4. This is a catch-all category
- i.e. allows extension to plans
and programmes not listed - see
V. Scope of application
(Screening) below.
xiii 5. Belt & braces approach to
ensure that primary objective of
subjecting plans and
programmes likely to have
significant effects to SEA is met,
and whole classes of PPs having
significant effects are not
excluded (achieved as a result of
proposals by Birdlife
InternationaL January 2(01) see V. Scope of application
( Screening) below.
xiv 6. Environmental authorities
given significant role, but not the
public, as lobbied for by NGOs
- see V. Public consultation
below.
xv 7. Reasons for not requiring
SEA secured by NGOs e.g.
Birdlife, April 2000 after
Common Position.

* The 2000-2006 programming period for Council Regulation (EC) No 1260/
99 and the 2000-2006 and 2000-2007 programming periods for Council
Regulation (BC) No l257/99.
** Council R~oulation (EC) No 1260/99 of21 June 1999 laying down general
provisions on the Structural Funds. (OJ L 16l, 26.6.1999, p . 1.)
.. * Council Regulation (EC) No l257/99 of 17 May 1999 on support for rural
development from the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
(EAGGF) and amending and repealing certain regulations. (OJ L 160,
26.6.1999, p. 80.)

xvi 9. NGO action secured the
possible application of the
Directive to future Structural
Fund roun<;ls - see V. Scope of
application (Structural Funds)
below.

Article 4 - General obligations
1. The environmental assessment referred to in Article 3 shall be
carried out during the preparation of a plan or programme and
before its adoption or submission to the legislative procedure. (x-n;
2. The requirements of this Directive shall either be integrated into
existing procedures in Member States for the adoption of plans and
programmes or incorporated in procedures established to comply
with this Directive.

xvii "during" is significant as it
relates to Art. 6 below on
consultation. As the assessment
must take place during the
preparation of the plan or
programme, so must public
consultation .- see V. Public
consultation below.
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3. Where plaru and programmes form part of a hierarchy, Member
States shall, with a view to avoiding duplication of the assessment,
take into account the fact that the assessment will be carried out, in
accordance with this Directive, at different levels of the hierarchy.
For the purpose of, inter alia, avoiding duplication of assessment,
Member States shall apply Article 5(2) and (3). r'tiii)

xviii 3. Tiering also relates to
ElA Directive, i.e. tiering
between plans, programmes and
projects.

r

dx
Article 5 - Enriroomental report
]
1. Where an emironmental assessment is required under Article 3(1).
an environmental report shan be prepared in which the likely

significant effects on the environment of implementing the plan or
programme, and reasonable alternatives F) taking into account the
objectives and the geographical scope ofthe plan or programme, are
identified, described and evaluated. The information to be given for
this purpose is referred to in Annex I.
2. The environmental report prepared pursuant to paragraph 1 shall
include the information that may reasonably be required taking into
account current knowledge and methods of assessment, the contents
and level of detail in the plan or programme, its stage in the decisionmaking process and the extent to which certain matters are more
appropriately assessed at different levels in that process in order to
avoid duplication of the assessment. (0;
3. Relevant information available on environmental effects of the
plans and programmes and obtained at other levels of decisionmaking or through other Community legislation may be used for
providing the information referred to in Annex. I.
4. The authorities referred to in Article 6(3) shall be consulted when
deciding on the scope and level of detail of the information which
must be included in the environmental report. [xxiii]

xix Unlike the EIA Directive the
production of an environmental
report is explicit (see note vi
above).

xx Alternatives more explicitly
and stronger than required in the
ElA Directive, and requires
reasonable alternatives to be
considered - see V.
Environmental report below.
xxiii 4. Scoping still only
optional in EIA Directive.

xviii 3. Tiering - debate during
development of Directive on this
as German Christian Democrats
sought to defeat the whole
concept of tiering by having only
one assessment - see V. Tiering
below.

xxi 2. Wording in first part is
similar to EIA Directive, except
then refers to tiering, i.e.
appropriate level of detail for the
level of decision-making.
xxii 3. this cross referencing of
decision levels reinforces tiering

xxiii 4. Formal mandatory
scoping, but not including the
public (as sought by NGOs) sec V. Scoping below.

[m;

Artide 6 -

Co~1Jltations

1. The draft plan or programme and the environmental report
prepared in accordance with Article 5 shall be made available to the
authorities referred to in paragraph 3 of this Article and the public.
2. The authorities referred to in paragraph 3 and the public referred
to in paragraph 4 shall be given an early and effective opportunity
(~ within appropriate time frames to express their opinion on the
draft plan or programme and the accompanying environmental
report before the adoption of the plan or programme or its
submission to the legislative procedure.
3. Member States shall designate the authorities to be coruulted
which, by reason of their specific environmental responsibilities, are
likely to be concerned by the environmental effects of implementing
plans and programmes.
4. Member States shall identify the public for the purposes of
paragraph 2, including the public affected or likely to be affected by,
or having an interest in, the decision-making subject to this Directive,
including relevant non-governmental organisations, such as those
promoting environmental protection and other organisations
concerned. F1
5. The detailed arrangements for the information and consultation of
the authorities and the public shall be determined by the Member
States.

Article 7 - TraosbollDdary consultations
1. Where a Member State considers that the implementation of a
plan or programme being prepared in relation to its territory is likely
to have significant effects on the environment in another Member
State, or where a Member State likely to be significantly affected so
requests, the Member State in whose territory the plan or programme
is being prepared shall, before its adoption or submission to the
legislative procedure, forward a copy of the draft plan or programme
and the relevant environmental report to the other Member State.

14

xxiv Unlike the EIA Directive,
this emphasizes "early"
consultation in (2), as
assessment process is "during"
plan preparation, consultation
in PP could be akin to
consultation during scoping,
baseline gathering, and
identification and assessment
stages.

xnii Provisions very similar to
those implementing Espoo for
the EIA Directive.

xxv The public is defmed quite
widely and explicitly, not just
those affected, but also those
having an interest in, and NC:rOs
- see V. Public consultation
below.

xxvi Implements requirements of
the SEA Protocol to the Espoo
convention on transboundary
impacts.
See V. Espoo aDd SEA Protocol
below.
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2. Wnere a Member State is sent a copy of a draft plan or programme
and an environmental report under paragraph I, it shall indicate to
the other Member State whether it wishes to enter into consultations
before the adoption of the plan or programme or its submission to
the legislative procedure and, if it so indicates, the Member States
concerned shall enter into consultations concerning the likely
trans boundary environmental effects of implementing the plan or
programme and the measures envisaged to reduce or eliminate such
effects. Where such consultations take place, the Member States
concerned shall agree on detailed arrangements to ensure that the
authorities referred to in Article 6(3) and the public referred to in
Article 6(4) in the Member State likely to be significantly affected are
informed and given an opp~rtunity to forward their opinion within a
reasonable time-frame. (XXVII)
3. Where Member States are required under this Article to enter into
consultations, they shall agree, at the beginning of such
consultations, on a reasonable time-frame for the duration of the
consultations.
Article 8 - Decision making
The environmental report prepared pursuant to Article 5, the
opinions expressed pursuant to Article 6 and the results of any
transboundary consultations entered into pursuant to Article 7 shall
be taken into account during the preparation of the plan or
programme (4 and before its adoption or submission to the
legislative procedure.

"xxviii Taking into account"
requirement is similar to the EIA
Directive. but its effect is very
different because it occurs before
the "decision-making process".
The equivalent in EIA would be
to take into account
consultations and the assessment
during the preparation of the
environmental impact statement,
i.e. by the developer. before the
application and EIS is submitted

Article 9 - Information on the decision
1. Member States shall ensure that, when a plan or programme is
adopted, the authorities referred to in Article 6(3), the public and any
Member State consulted under Article 7 are informed and the
following items are made available to those so informed:
(a) the plan or programme as adopted.
(b) a statement summarising how environmental considerations have
been integrated [ub} into the plan or programme and how the
environmental report prepared pursuant to Article 5, the opinions
expressed pursuant to Article 6 and the results of consultations
entered into pursuant to Article 7 have been taken into account in
accordance with Article 8 and the reasons for choosing the plan or
programme as adopted, in the light of the other reasonable
alternatives dealt with (XXX], and
(c) the measures decided concerning monitoring Fxi] in accordance
with Article 10.
2. The detailed arrangements concerning the information referred to
in paragraph 1 shall be determined by the Member States.
Article 10 - Monitoring
1. Member States shall monitor the significant environmental effects
of the implementation of plans and programmes in order, inter alia,
to identify at an early stage unforeseen adverse .~ffects, and to be able
to undertake appropriate remedial action. rXXXll)
2. In order to comply with paragraph 1, existing monitoring
arrangements may be used if appropriate, with a view to avoiding
duplication of monitoring.

xxviii "Taking into account"

during the preparation of the
plan, before adoption, provides
for earlier public influence on
the planning process than in the
EIA Directive.

xxix (b) this implies more than
just environmental
considerations being taken into
account; they should be fully
integrated into the plan or
programme.
xx.~

Reasons for decision
provision is stronger than the
EIA Directive requirement? See
V. Reasons for decision below.
xxx (c) No monitoring in EIA

xxxi (c) reinforces monitoring
requirement in Art. 10.

xxxii No monitoring in EIA
Directive - strongly resisted
during 97/ll/Ee development.
Latest 5 year review report 2003
recommends introducing a postdecision monitoring system as a
tool for improving quality
control. (see V. Monitoring
below). Little justification now
for not having it in ElA (though
applies to developer, cf.
authorities for SEA)

xx.~ii

Monitoring with a clear
purpose - to be able to act to
remedy problems. However,
monitoring is only of the
significant environmental effects
of implementation of the plan/
programme and is potentially
restrictive.
(2) This requires a new process if
not available already important link to tiering though
not mentioned as such, i.e. tiered
plans pwvide a means of and
reason ror monitoring.
See V. Monitoring below.
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Article 11 - Relationship with other Community legi.s1ation
I. An em-ironmental assessment carried out under this Directive shall
be without prejudice to any requirements under Directive 85/337/
EEC and to any other Community law requirements.(usiil)
2. For plans and programmes for which the obligation to carry out
assessments of the effects on the environment arises simultaneouslv
from this Directive and other Community legislation, Member Stat~
may provide for coordinated or joint procedures fulfilling the
requirements of the relevant Community legislation in order, inter
alia, to avoid duplication of assessment.
3. For plans and programmes co-fmanced by the European
Community, the environmental assessment in accordance with this
Directive shall be carried out in conformity with the specific
provisions in relevant Community legislation.
Article 12 - Information, reporting and review
1. Member States and the Commission shall exchange information
on the experience gained in applying this Directive.
2. Member States shall ensure that environmental reports are of a
sufficient quality 1xxm:J to meet the requirements of this Directive and
shall communicate to the Commission any measures they take
concerning the quality of these reports.
3. Before 21 July 2006 the Commis.'iion shall send a first report on the
application and effectiveness of this Directive to the European
Parliament and to the Council. With a "lew further to integrating
environmental protection requirements, in accordance with Article 6
of the Treaty, and taking into account the experience acquired in the
application of this Directive in the Member States, such a report will
be accompanied by proposals for amendment of this Directive, if
appropriate. In particular, the Commission will consider the
possibility of extending the scope of this Directive to other areas/
sectors and other types of plans and programmes. A new evaluation
report shall fonow at seven-year intervals.
4. The Commission shall report on the relationship between this
Directive and Regulations (EC) No 1260/1999 and No 1257/1999
well ahead of the expiry of the programming periods provided for in
those Regulations, with a view to ensuring a coherent approach with
regard to this Directive and subsequent Community RegUlations.
Article 13 - Implementation of the Directive
1. Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and
administrative provisions necessary to comply with this Directive
before 21 July 2004. They shall forth""ith inform the Commission
thereof.
2. When Member States adopt the measures, they shall contain a
reference to this Directive or shall be accompanied by such reference
on the occasion of their official publication. The methods of making
such reference shan be laid down by Member States.
3. The obligation referred to in Article 4(1) shall apply to the plans
and programmes of which the first formal preparatory act is
subsequent to the date referred to in paragraph 1. Plans and
programmes of which the first fonnal preparatory act is before that
date and which are adopted or submitted to the legislative procedure
more than 24 months thereafter, shall be made subject to the
obligation referred to in Article 4(1) unless Member States decide on
a case by case basis that this is not feasible and inform the public of
their decision. IUrf]
4. Before 21 July 2004, Member States shall communicate to the
Commission, in addition to the measures referred to in paragraph 1,
separate information on the types of plans and programmes which, in
accordance with Article 3, would be subject to an environmental
assessment pursuant to this Directive. The Commission shall make
this information available to the Member States. The information
will be updated on a regular basis.

xxxiii 1. Proposed amendments
by Christian Democrat MEPs
could have prejudiced 85/337/
EEC - see V. Tiering below

xxxiv Not covered by EIA
Directive as environmental
report/'EIS not explicit in EIA
Directive. Poor quality control
highlighted by recent five -year
report.

xxxiv Clear obligation to put in
place procedures for ensuring
quality control (again has
potential links to tiering as
subsequent lier provide means of
monitoring and therefore
auditing quality of previous
stage) - see V. Environmental
report. below.
Strengthened after Common
Position Birdlife April 2000.

xxxv Transitional arrangements,
to avoid "pipeline" problems:Where adoption of a plan or
programme that had been
initiated before 21 July 2004
does not occur until after 21 July
2006, the Directive shall apply
unless it is not feasible.
See V. Implementation below.
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Article 14 - Entry into force
This Directive shall enter into force on the day of its publication in
the Official Journal of the European Communities.
Article 15 - Addressees
This Directive is addressed to the Member States.
Done at Luxembourg, 21 June 2001
For the European Parliament
The President
N. FONTAINE

For the Council
The President
B. ROSENGREN

ANNEX I
Information referred to in Article 5(1}
The infonnation to be pro\'ided under Article 5(1), subject to Article
5(2) and (3), is the following:
(a) an outline of the contents, main objectives of the plan or
programme and relationship with other relevant plans and
programmes;
(b) the relevant aspects of the current state of the environment and
the likely evolution thereof without implementation of the plan or
programme;
(c) the environmental characteristics of areas likely to be significantly
affected;
(d) any existing environmental problems which arc relevant to the
plan or programme including, in particular, those relating to any
areas of a particular environmental importance, such as areas
designated pursuant to Directives 79/409/EEC and 92/43/EEC;
(e) the environmental protection objectives, established at
international, Community or Member State level, which are relevant
to the plan or programme and the way those objectives and any
environmental considerations have been taken into account during
its preparation;
(I) the likely significant effects. on the environment, including on
issues such as biodiversity XJUl.,\ population, human health, fauna,
flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors, material assets, cultural
heritage including architectural and archaeological heritage,
landscape and the interrelationship between the above factors;
(g) the measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and as fully as possible
offset any significant adverse effects on the environment of
implementing the plan or programme;
(h) an outline of the reasons for selecting the alternatives dealt with,
and a description of how the assessment was undertaken including
any difficulties (such as technical deficiencies or lack of know-how)
encountered in compiling the required information;
(i) a description of the measures envisaged concerning monitoring in
accordance with Article 10.
0) a non-technical summary of the information provided under the
above headings.
§ these effects should include secondary, cumulative, synergistic, short,
medium and long-term permanent and temporary, positive and negative
effects. l<XXYIl

ANNEX 11
Criteria for determining tbe likely significance of effects
referred to in Ardcle 3(5)
1. The characteristics of plans and programmes, having regard, in
particular, to xxxviii
- the degree to which the plan or programme sets a framework for
projects and other activities, either with regard to the location.
nature, size and operating conditions or by allocating resources;
- the degree to which the plan or programme intluences other plans
and programmes including those in a hierarchy;
- the relevance of the plan or programme for the integration of
environmental considerations in particular with a view to
promoting sustainable development;
- environmental problems relevant to the plan or programme;

Equivalent in EIA Directive (as
amended) Annex IV?

Zero option not explicit in ElA

.t
.t

xxX\'i Biodiversity reference
pushed by Birdlife after
Common Position.
xxxvii No reference to direct and
indirect effects. While
secondary. cumulative etc.
effects are mentioned, it is
curious that indirect effects are
not. Birdlife tried to insert an
amendment to include this, in
October 1999 - see V •
Environmental report below.

x

.t except xxxvi

.t

.t

x

.t
.I except xxxvii, EIA includes
"direct and indirect effects"

Equivalent in ElA Directive (as
amended) ADDex Ill?

x

x

x

xxxviii Clearly characteristics of
the plan or programme relate to
different factors compared to
EIA Directive. This paragraph
reinforces the importance of
tiering in particular - see V.
Tiering below.
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-

the relevance of the plan or programme for the implementation of
Community legislation on the environment (e.g. plans and
programmes linked to waste-management or water protection).
2. Characteristics of the effects and of the area likely to be affected,
having regard, in particular, to
- the probability, duration, frequency and reversibility of the
effects;
- the cumulative nature of the effects;
- the transboWldary nature of the effects;
- the risks to human health or the environment (e.g. due to
accidents);
- the magnitude and spatial extent of the effects (geographical area
and size of the population likely to be affected);
- the value and vulnerability of the area likely to be affected due 10:
• special natural characteristics or cultural heritage;
• exceeded environmental quality standards or limit values;
• intensive land-use;
- the effects on areas or landscapes which have a recognised
national, Community or international protection status.

V. Discussion
Environmental Integration
There is widespread agreement in the European Union that
the concept of integrating the environment into policy
making is a key principle of moving towards sustainable
development. 38 Since 1998 this principal of EU environmental policy making has been enshrined in the so-called
"Cardiff Process",39 representing what the Commission
identifies as the start of the third of three "waves" of
environmental integration since 1992.40
The European Union's Sustainable Development Strategy,41 however, emphasises economic and social progress
above environmental integration - it is the Lisbon process
on economic and social reform42 that headlines the strategy
(and is also annexed) rather than the Cardiff Process on
environmental integration. Remarkably, the entire strategy
avoids use of the term "environmental integration". Moreover, it contains an essentially "weak" (very weak)
interpretation of sustainable development:
"Achieving this [sustainable development] in practice
requires that economic growth supports social progress and
respects the environment, that social policy underpins
economic performance, and that environmemal policy is
cost-effective. "43
This theme of an essentially weak interpretation of
sustainable development is further continued in the draft
European Constitution 44 , 45 which again has further
elevated sustainable development, this time to being part
of the Union's Objectives (Art. 1-3), while environmental
integration continues to be seen separately, in the same form
as Art. 6 of the Amsterdam Treaty, now in Part III of the
Draft Constitution - The Policies and Functioning of the
Union - as Art. 1II-2:
"Environmental protection requirements must be integrated into the definition and implementation of the
Union policies and activities referred to in this Part, in
particular with a view to promoting sustainable development."46
The adoption of the SEA Directive, therefore, emerging as it
did out of a strong historical environmental integration
philosophy, provides an important counterpoint to the

x

./
./
./

.I
./

.I±

./

continued weakening of the conception of sustainable
development elsewhere in EU policy. Article 1 of the SEA
Directive also emphasizes the importance of integrating the
SEA process (the "environmental considerations") with the
preparation as well as the adoption of plans and programmes, i.c. the plan and programme making process.

38 Wilkinson, D (1998), Steps Towards Integrating the Environment into Other EU Policy Sectors, in O'Riordan, T and Voisey, H
(eds.) (1998), The Transition to Sustainability: The Politics of
Agenda 21 in Europe, Earthscan, London.
39 Above n. 10.
40 Commission of the European Communities (2003) at http:.!/
europa.eu.int/comm/environment/integration/integration_history.htm, accessed 18 May 2003. The first wave was 1992-1997 with
the commitment to sustainable development, focused on the 1992
Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit and the Maastricht Treaty. The
second wave was 1997-1998, with the strengthening of integration
through the Amsterdam Treaty and the agreement at the Cardiff
Summit in 1998 on the Commission's Communication to the
European Council "Partnership for Integration", which began the
so-called Cardiff process. The Cardiff process was the focus for the
third wave from 1998-2001 and the build up to the Helsinki and
G6teborg Summits and the publication of the EU's Sustainable
Development Strategy.
41 Commission of the European Communities (2001), \..ommunication from the Commission COM (2001) 264 final, A Sustainable Europe for a Better World: A European Union Strategy for
Sustainable Development, Brussels. 15.5.200l.
42 Above n. 11.
43 Above n. 41, p.2.
44 European Convention, Draft Constitution Volumes I-II, CONV
724/03 and 725/03, The European Convention Secretariat, Brussels,
26/27 May 2003.
45 Sheate (2003): above n. 27.
4(; The qualification "... in particular with a view to promoting
sustainable development" arguably weakens environmental integration if the conception of sustainable development is weak, i.e.
dominated by economic and social considerations. This phrase has
also crept into Annex II of the SEA Directive as a potential
qualification to the criterion of "relevance of the plan or programme
for the integration of environmental considerations . .. , ..
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Scope of application
Policies:
The application of the SEA Directive to policies was
dropped by the time the first formal draft was published
as COM (96) 511 final. Earlier attempts to include policies
in the early 1990s fell by the wayside as various Member
States objected to what was seen as potential interference in
the political process. 47 NGOs, that had been instrumental in
promoting SEA at all levels in the early 1990s,48 did not seek
to reinstate policies in early campaigns on the proposal
(COM (96) 511 final) because of the political risk that even a
directive for plans and programmes might be lost under the
prevailing de-regulation agenda of the mid-1990s. 49 They
did attempt, unsuccessfully, to insert policies into future
consideration under the five year review process. However,
the logic of "tiering" (see below) recognized by the SEA
Directive is that SEA should also be applied to policy level
decisions. The European Commission, recognizing this,
commissioned research during 2000-2001 into the application of SEA to the most strategic decision-making levels,
including policies. 50 In practice, a variety of forms of SEA
are already being applied at policy level in some Member
States,51 but without the consistency that would be ensured
by EC legislation.
Set the framework:
There was considerable debate over the scope of application
of the SEA Directive during its development. From only
covering land use plans and programmes, to town and
country planning, to any plans or programmes that set the
framework for future development consent of projects listed
in Annexes I and II to Directive 85/337/EEC. The challenge
for Member States in implementing the Directive is to work
out what plans and programmes come within the ambit of
"set the framework for". It could be argued that this is very
broad, and given the directive applies not just to legislative
provisions, but also administrative measures. the Directive
may be applicable to a range of non-statutory plans,
programmes, and strategies, if it can he argued that they
set the framework for subsequent projects. The European
Commission's guidance on implementing the Directive 52
recognizes that the EJA Directive was seen by the Eel in
case C-72/95 Kraaifeveld to have wide scope and a broad
purpose,53 and suggests that a similar approach should be
adopted by Member States for the SEA Directive.
An example from the UK might be the national and
regional water resource strategies produced by the Environment Agency (for England and Wales), which set the policy
context in which future project decisions will be taken, e.g.
new reservoirs, water abstraction, and water transfer
schemes, all of which will be subject to the EIA Directive.
However, the Environment Agency is only a consultee in the
development consent process for such projects. But it is the
licensing authority for abstractions and discharges and has a
duty to ensure adequate distribution of water resources.
Water companies, therefore, are unlikely to come forward
with water resource schemes that have no chance of
licensing by the Environment Agency. Indeed, the Commission guidance (referring to case C-188/89 Foster and others v
British Gas) suggests that privatized utility companies may
also be required to undertake SEA where they undertake

long-term planning, e.g. for water resources, where under
non-privatised regimes such plans would be carried out by
authorities. 54 By their nature water resource strategies could
result in significant effects on the environment, e.g. by
promoting groundwater abstraction or new reservoirs. So
water resource strategies would appear to set the framework
for future development consent of projects under the EIA
Directive, albeit indirectly. 55 Indeed, that is the key purpose
behind the strategies' development and forms of SEA have
already been applied by the Agency.56 The intention is to
provide a strategic environmental context within which
water company investment decisions come forward and
therefore any applications for subsequent development
projects. The Agency and the UK Government have yet to
finalise the list of Agency strategies to which the SEA
Directive is likely to apply. In Scotland, by contrast, the
Scottish Executive has announced that it will require all
public sector generated plans and programmes to be
subjected to SEA. 57
The relationship between different levels of plans, of
course, introduces the concept of tiering (see below), though
this would not appear to have to be a direct relationship, e.g.
a water resource strategy might set the framework indirectly
(in terms of water availability) for subsequent decisions on
housing development.
Structural funds:
EIA and SEA have, in response to problems caused by the
funding of damaging projects, been integrated in a limited

Above n. 12.
e.g. CPRE (1992), above n. 8.
49 CPRE (1997), Birdlife International, CPRE, EEB and T&E
(2000), above n. 8.
50 Sheate, W.R., Dagg, S., Richardson, J., Aschemann, R., Palerm,
J. and Steen, U. (:~001). SEA and Integration oj the Environment
into Strategic Decision-Making (Volumes 1-3), Final Report to the
European Commission, DO Xl. Contract No. B4-3040/99/136634/
MARfB4, available at http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/eia/
sea-support.htm#int, Office for Official Publications of the
European Communities, Luxembourg; Sheate, W.R, Dagg, S,
Richardson, J. Aschemann, R, Palerm, J and Steen, U (2003),
Integrating the Environment into Strategic Decision-Making:
Conceptualizing Policy SEA, European Environment, 13 (1), 1-18.
5l Sheate (2003): above n. 27.
52 Commission of the European Communities, (2003), Implementation of Directive 2001/42/EC on the Assessment of the Effects of
Certain Plans and Programmes on the Environment, DG Environment 23 September 2003. available at http://europa.eu.int/comm/
cnvironmcntjeia/030923_sea_guidance. pdf.
53 Op. cit at para. 3.4.
54 Op.cit at para 3.l2.
55 Op.cit at para 3.23: the Commission recognizes that 'setting the
framework' may be indirect, e.g. the plan or programme contains
criteria or conditions which guide the way the consenting authority
decides an application for development consent (for projects under
the ETA Directive), such as placing limits on the type or extent of
activity.
56 Environment Agency (2001). ~Vater Resources for the Future: A
Strategy Jor England and Wales, Environment Agency, Bristol.
57 Scottish Executive (2003), Strategic Environmental Assessment,
News Release SENW532/2oo3, 28 May 2003, available online at
http://www .scotland.gov. uk/pages/news/2oo3 /05 ISENW 53 2.aspx,
accessed 15 October 2003.
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form into the ED Structural Funds process. Key case law58
in the early 1990s concerning the lack of environmental
sensitivity with which the first (1989-1993) tranche of
Structural Funds had been deployed meant that the
European Commission could no longer ignore the potential
for Community funds to result in environmentally damaging schemes. Consequently, environmental appraisal of
regional development plans in the context of the Structural
Funds was made a mandatory obligation in 1993, when the
European Commission amended the existing Structural
Fund Regulations 59 , 60 The amended regulations61 required
Regional Development Plans (RDPs) submitted under
objectives 1, 2 and 5b to include an assessment of their
impact on the environment. This constituted a binding,
quasi-strategic environmental assessment requirement. In
recognition of methodological problems encountered, the
European Commission published A Handbook on Environmental Assessment of Regional Development Plans and EU
Structural Funds Programmes. 62 The regulations governing
the Structural Funds regulations were revised again in
199963 and emphasised the need to assess the compatibility
of RDPs with national, regional and local environmental
management objectives. 64 The requirement for environmental appraisal is set out in Art. 41(2) of these regulations.
The SEA Directive, therefore, was seen by a number of
NGOs as a key vehicle for strengthening the environmental
assessment requirement of the structural funds. Organsiations such as Birdlife International, European Environmental Bureau and the Council for the Protection of Rural
England were particularly active in promoting the need for
the SEA Directive to apply to the Structural Funds. 65 The
final text of the Directive in Arts 3 and 12 ensures that the
SEA Directive does not apply to the current programming
periods of the Structural Funds (2000-2006/7). The Commission is, however, required to report on the relationship
between the Structural Funds and the SEA Directive, with
the implication (though it is not necessarily much stronger
than this) that subsequent programming periods may come
under the SEA Directive should the first review of the
Directive so decide (Art. 12 (4)):
"4. The Commission shall report on the relationship
between this Directive and Regulations (Ee) No 1260/
1999 and No 1257/1999 well ahead of the expiry of the
programming periods provided for in those Regulations,
with a view to ensuring a coherent approach with regard to
this Directive and subsequent Community Regulations."
The suggestion of a coherent approach in Art. 12 (4) implies
that the SEA Directive would be applied to future
programming periods for the Structural Funds (the exemption from the Directive only applies to the current
programming periods66). That was certainly the desire and
expectation of the NGOs seeking to secure this amendment
during 2000, following agreement of the Common Position. 67 However, a coherent approach does not necessarily
mean the same approach, and much will depend upon the
reporting and review process and the political context
pertaining at the time. It may well be that NGOs will need to
argue the case just as strongly during the Directive's review
process as during its development, if the full application of
the SEA Directive to Structural Funds is to be brought
about.

Screening:
Screening is required 011 a case by case basis or by specifying
types of plans or programmes. or a combination of both, as
for the EIA Directive. Annex II provides criteria to be taken
into account in deciding which plans and programmes are
likely to have significant effects and therefore subject to
SEA. Where a case-by-case approach is adopted, the
environmental authorities must be consulted (Art. 3 (6)).
Reasons for not requiring an assessment, as well as where
one is required, must also be given (Art. 3 (7)). This
requirement was secured by NGOs after the Common
Position. Plans and programmes affecting small areas at the
local level and minor moditications to plans and programmes covered by the SEA Directive will require
assessment only where Member States determine they are
likely to have significant environmental effects (Art. 3 (3)).
The rigorous application of the Annex II criteria will be
essential to ensure potentially damaging plans and programmes do not slip through the net.
Most interesting though is the "catch-all" provision (Art.
3 (4)) for applying SEA to any plans and programmes, over
and above those defmed, that set the framework for future
development consents:
"4. Member States shall determine whether plans and
programmes, other than those referred to in paragraph 2,
which set the framework for future development consent of
projects, are likely to have significant environmental
effects. "
This will allow Member States to apply the SEA Directive to
plans in sectors not already mentioned by the SEA Directive
in Art. 3 (2). The Art. 3 (2) defmition refers specifically to
plans and programme that set the framework for future
development consent of projects listed in Annexes I and II
of 85/337 IEEe. The Commission guidance makes clear this
will also include projects in those sectors not listed in Art. 3
(2) as well as projects which are in those sectors, but are not
listed in the annexes to the EIA Directive. 68 Effectively,
therefore this would appear [0 extend the catch-all beyond
the scope current scope of the EIA Directive, so long as

58 For example: An Taisce and World Wild Fund for Nature v
Commission of the European Communities" European Court of
First Instance, Case Number T-461/93, 23 September 1994;
Stichting Greenpeace Council (Greenpeace International) and
Others v Commission of the European Communities, European
Court of First Instance (First Chamber), Case Number T-585/93, 9
August 1995.
59 Council Regulation (EEC) No. 2052/88
60 Bradley. K (1999), Environmental Appraisal of Regional
Development Plans in the Context of the Structural Funds,
Environmental Impact Assessment Review, 19:245--257.
61 Council Regulation (EEC) No. 2081/93
62 Commission of the European Communities (1998), A Handbook
on Environmental Assessment of Regional Development Plans and
EU Structural Funds Programmes, European Commission.
63 Council Regulation (EC) No. 1260/1999
64 Clement, K (2001), Strategic Environmental Awakening: European Progress in Regional Environmental Integration, European
Emironment. 75-88.
65 Abov"e n. -49
66 Above n. 52. at para. 3.8
67 Above n. 8.
68 Above n. 50, at para. 3.37.
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there is an appropriate plan or programme setting the
framework, even though there has been no similar catch-all
provision in the EIA Directive up to now. This has caused
problems in the past in Member States not being able to
apply the EIA Directive to new technologies or forms of
development not listed in the annexes. 69 Attempts by NGOs
in the past to amend the ElA Directive to make such a
provision have not been successfuPo

Emironmental report
Article 5 of the SEA Directive requires the production of an
environmental report, to be taken into account along with
the results of consultations during the SEA process. This is
an important departure from the EIA Directive, where the
Commission and Member States were at pains to avoid the
requirement for a single document (environmental impact
statement, EIS), given the litigious history of EIA in the
United States of America. In practice, of course, the
"information to be provided" by the developer is invariably
presented as an £IS. The acknowledgement that there needs
to be a written output to the assessment process leaves the
EIA Directive somewhat out of phase with the SEA
Directive and now seems even less justified than at the
time. Critically, a formal written output requires and
enables a quality control mechanism to be implemented
(see below). Key aspects of the content of the environment
report are discussed below.
Alternatives:
The SEA Directive is stronger than the EIA Directive in
requiring "reasonable alternatives" (taking into account the
objectives and the geographical scope of the plan or
programme) to be identified, described and evaluated (cf.
alternatives studied by the developer· in the ElA Directive).
It is particularly important that the Directive should
promote the consideration of alternatives since it is at
strategic decision levels that alternative options need to be
properly assessed, before the direction and nature of
subsequent projects is determined. It is important that this
requirement is not interpreted too narrowly and that, for
example, "need" is questioned by the consideration of
demand management options.
Direct and indirect effects:
Intriguingly, unlike the EIA Directive, there is no reference
to direct and indirect effects, only significant effects, which
include secondary, cumulative, synergistic, short, medium
and long-term, permanent and temporary, positive and
negative effects (Annex If). Indirect effects imply a wider
scope of potential effects including geographically distant
effects. There is considerable confusion over the definition
of cumulative effects,?] but Coopern defines indirect effects
as:
"effects which are not a direct result of the plan [or
programme/project]. often occurring away/rom the action
(e.g. quarrying aggregates for road building) or as a result
of a complex pathway . .. .''73
At the strategic level it would seem particularly appropriate
to be considering indirect etlects - effects that occur away
from the immediate action in time or space, such as the
aggregates example quoted above - and possibly even more
so than at the project level. 1n practice, indirect effects are

often poorly addressed at project level EIA in part at least
because they are often likely to be associated with separate
consent processes from the project under consideration.
During the passage of the draft SEA Directive Birdlife
International tried unsuccessfully to insert an amendment to
include reference to indirect effects. 74
Quality control:
The lack of ElA quality control is recognized in the latest
EIA Directive five year report. 75 In the SEA Directive the
importance of quality control is recognised, though achieved
only following strengthening amendments promoted by
NGOs,?6 which resulted in the Directive requiring Member
States to "ensure that environmental reports are of a
sufficient quality to meet the requirements of the Directive"
(Art. 12 (2». The exact mechanism for achieving this quality
control will be down to the Member States, but could
(ideaUy) include some form of independent body, especially
important for scrutinizing authorities adopting their own
plans and programmes.

Public consultation
The Directive is an advance on the EIA Directive in that it
recognises the need for eady consultation during the plan or
programme's preparation process, and not just in the fmal
stages. How this will be implemented remains to be seen.
For some sectors there will be existing plan/programme
processes that already provide the opportunity for public
involvement (e.g. land use and spatial planning in some
Member States), but for others new opportuni~ies may need
to be created. Draft UK Guidance on the SEA Directive for
land use planning,77 for example, is somewhat ambivalent
about wider public involvement (other than the production
of a scoping report and the environmental report being
made available),?8 referring to the use of NGOs and interest
groups as effective proxies for the wider public at strategic

See CPRE Mock Directive, Above n. 8
Ibid.
71 Cooper, L. M. and Sheate, W. R. (2003), Integrating Cumulative
Effects Assessment into UK Strategic Planning: Implications of the
ED SEA Directive, Impact Assessment and Project Appraisal, 21 (4)
~in press, December 2003).
2 Cooper, L. M . (2003), Draft Guidance on Cumulative Effects
Assessment of Plans, EPMG Occasional Paper 03/LMC/CEA,
Imperial College London, available at http://www.env.ic.ac.ukj
researchjepmgjCooperCEAGuidance.pdf.
73 Op cit, p. 50.
74 Birdlife international (1999), The Amended Proposal for a
Council Directive on Assessment of the Effects of Certain Plans
and Programmes on the Em-ironment (COM (96) 511 and COM
(99) 73) - Comments by Birdlife International October 1999, p.l.
75 Commission of the European Communities (2003), Report from
the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on
the Application and Effectiveness of the EIA Directive 85/337/EEC
(as amended by Directive 97Jll/EC): How Successful are the
Member States in Implementing the EIA Directive? June 2003 .
76 e.g. after Common Position by Birdlife International, April 2000.
71 Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (2002), Draft guidance on
the strategic environmental assessment Directive, ODPM October
2002, available at hup:/ jwww .odpm.gov.ukJstellent/groups/
odpmJJlannillgJdocuments/pagejodpIDJJlan_605912.hcsp.
78 Op cit., ss 3.5.6 and 3.9.3.
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levels. For some strategic decisions, particularly where
controversial, more imaginative approaches to engagement
may be needed, e.g. deliberative techniques such as citizens'
juries or consensus conferences.
The context of consultation and participation has
evolved over recent years, especially given the agreement
of the Aarhus Convention.79 The Directive encourages early
consultation during the SEA process, which incorporates
the Aarhus provisions encouraging participation at the
earliest opportunity, though it is not specified at the scoping
stage, only consultation with environmental authorities is
required at that point. Aarhus, in fact, is not referred to
explicitly in the SEA Directive, but is the subject of a
separate Directive which impacts directly upon the EIA
Directives - Directive 2003/35/EC on Public Participation. 80
However, since Aarhus is already incorporated into the SEA
Directive, Art. 2 (5) of 2003/35/EC regarding public
participation concerning plans and programmes, only
applies to those plans and programmes not already covered
by the public participation procedures of the SEA Directive.
Tiering

The concept of tiering is explicit and reinforced throughout
the SEA Directive, but particularly in Art. 4 (3), Art. 11 and
Annex II. During Conciliation, German Christian Democrat MEPs sought to defeat the concept of tiering by
requiring only one assessment (if both SEA and EIA
applied) as an extreme means of avoiding duplication. This
proposal failed to understand the importance of undertaking assessment at the appropriate level of detail according to the level of decision-making, and was fortunately
defeated. 81
It is unclear how the SEA Directive will affect those
programmes/projects where there have been issues over
project deflnition under the EIA Directive, i.e. whether a
project is a project or a programme. Examples include, inter
alia, power stations and many road schemes that suffer from
"salami-slicing". In a particular example, that of the
Wilton power station in the UK in the early 1990s, an
EIA was carried out and consent subsequently granted.1:!2
The EIS made it clear that the power station was only one
part of the 'project' and that other component 'projects'
would be subject to separate EIAs (after the main power
station consent was granted) under various separate consent
processes. This included 90km of 400kv power line
upgrades, a gas pipeline, and a combined heat and power
pipeline. A concern with the Amendment Directive (97/11/
EC) was that it still failed to resolve this issue of project
defmition, continuing to leave it for the courts to decide. 83
In this case the power station project is more strategic than
just a single project - it is more like a programme, and sets
the framework for the power line upgrades, gas pipeline etc.
(they wouldn't be needed otherwise), but it is not coming
forward as part of a strategic planning framework (under
the privatized electricity regime proposed schemes come
forward in a very ad hoc, speculative manner). (The
European Commission at the time said that where power
lines would have a significant effect then, in principle at
least, they should be considered at the time of the power
station application as part of the power station EIA.)H4
Since the power lines and gas pipeline were not addressed
under the power station EIA, now the SEA Directive will

apply to programmes and plans (and recognises the
importance of tiering), it seems reasonable to believe it
ought to provide the solution to this problem in future. A
key problem here is that the "sub-projects" could have a
very signiflcant bearing on whether the site selected is the
most appropriate.
How will the SEA Directive apply in these cases, since for
many power stations it is not possible to point to a specific
strategic process that would set the framework (for renewable
energy schemes and roads on the other hand there are
possible strategic processes that might be appropriate)? The
problem would appear to depend on whether the framework
is truly "strategic", i.e. a top down approach to setting the
framework (such as exists in the UK or Netherlands in land
use planning), or a bottom up "incremental" approach to
SEA where a collection of projects is seen as constituting a
programme or plan (as in Portugal85 ). The fonner represents
what is probably most commonly conceived of as strategic
(but is non-existent in the UK for most power stations86),
while the latter clearly has more immediate conceptual ties to
project level EIA and the EIA Directive. However, with the
incremental approach, there may be no adequate mechanism
for making the assessment happen when widely different
consent processes are involved in a "collection of projects".
SEA has always been seen as the answer to this problem,
since those more strategic issues at the programme level
ought to be addressed by the SEA, prior to the individual
EIAs. If the SEA Directive cannot address this problem it will
be a continuing loophole between EIA and SEA.
"Scoping"
Formal mandatory scoping is required, unlike the EIA
Directive where it is optional on the developer. Scoping is

UNECE (1998), Aarhus Convention on Access to Information,
Public Participation in Decision-Making and Access to Justice in
Environmental Matters, 23-25 June 1998, Aarhus, Denmark.
80 OJ 25.6.2003 Ll56.
81 WWF and Birdlife international (2001), Recommendations for
conciliation on the proposed SEA Directive, January 2001, p.l.
82 Sheate, W. R. (1996), Env;ronmel2lal Impact Assessment: Law
and Poliq - Making an Impact II (2nd edition), Cameron May,
London, pp 140-147.
83 The ECJ, with respect to an important motorway case in
Gennany - Bund Naturshutz and others v Bavarian Higher Ref(ional
Court (Case C392j92) - was able to a.void addressing this question
of project definition . The Advocate General in his Opinion to the
Court (3 May 1994), however, did consider it:
" ... the purpose of the directive should 1I0t be lost by the projects
which should be subject to an environmental impact assessment
being given a form which renders an environmental impact
assessment meaningless. The Member States must ensure that
the obligation to carry out an environmental impact assessment is
not circumvented by a definition that is over-strict or otherwise
inappropriate, in the light of the purpose of the directive .... "
(para. 70).
84 Letter from the European Commission to CPRE, 26 June 1992.
85 Maria do Rosario Partidario (2003), personal communication
19.10.03.
86 Byron, H. and Sheate, W.R. (1997), Strategic Environmental
Assessment: Current Status in the Water and Electricity Sectors in
England and Wales, Environmental Policy and Practice 6 (4), 155165.
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widely recognised as one of the most important stages in
EIA and SEA and so this mandatory requirement is to be
welcomed. However, while environmental authorities are to
be consulted. on the scope of the assessment (Art. 5 (4», the
public is not required to be consulted. NGOs sought to
require this, to no avail. 87 The presence of mandatory
scoping for SEA, though, and the desire in the Directive for
tiering, brings into question how the lack of mandatory
scoping under the EIA Directive can continue to be
sustained.
Espoo and the SEA protocol

Article 7 requires Member States to put in place provision
for consultation with other Member States where any of
their plans and programmes are likely to have significant
effects in other Member States. The Directive follows the
approach of the Espoo Convention on EIA in a Transboundary Context, and the recent SEA protocol 88 to the
Espoo Convention extending consultation provisions to
plans and programmes.
Reasons for decision

The provision for giving reasons for the decision is stronger
than in the EIA Directive, in that a statement is required
summarising how environmental considerations have been
integrated into the plan or programme and how the
environmental report and the results of consultations have
been taken into account. The reasons for choosing the plan
or programme as adopted, in the light of the other
reasonable alternatives dealt with, must be given. Clearly
it is especially important at strategic levels to justify why a
particular option has been selected as opposed to other
possible alternative options. The Directive thereby also
promotes the integration of the assessment with the
planning and decision-making process.
Monitoring

Prior to the Common Position there was no monitoring
article provision in the draft Directive. This was pushed for
by NGOs, such as Birdlife International during April 2000.
The importance of monitoring should not be underestimated. It has been missing from the EIA Directive largely
because it was often seen as imposing an additional burden
on developers and competent authorities. 89 Indeed the latest
Commission five year review report in 2003 recommended
introducing a post-decision monitoring system as a tool for
improving quality controL90 However, in the context of the
SEA Directive monitoring is now required (Art. 10), and
this ties in well with the requirement for tiering, since the
latter enables and provides a reason for monitoring.
Monitoring under the Directive is also required for a
clear purpose: that of being able to act to remedy problems.
However, monitoring is to be carried out only of the
significant environmental effects of implementation of the
plan/programme and is therefore potentially very restrictive. 91 This is linked to the lack of consideration of
"indirect" effects in the SEA, although cumulative effects
are supposed to be covered ("indirect" implies a wider scope
of potential effects, including geographically distant effects).
Monitoring of a wider range of indicators92 may be
important in order to pick up small but synergistic or

additive cumulative effects, which on their own would not
be considered to be "significant". Paragraph 2 of Art. 10
allows existing monitoring arrangements to be used if
appropriate, in order to avoid duplication. However, if 110
existing monitoring arrangements are appropriate a new
process will be needed.
Implementation

The Directive shall apply to plans and programmes of which
the first formal preparatory act occurs after 21 July 2004.
Transitional arrangements are provided in Art. 13 to
attempt to avoid the "pipeline" problems experienced by
the original EIA Directive. Where the adoption of a plan or
programme that had been initiated before 21 July 2004 does
not occur until after 24 months, the Directive shall apply
unless a Member State judges on a case by case basis that it
is not feasible and informs the public. There is potential for
some ambiguity over this requirement, i.e. is the 24 month
period from 21 July 2004 or from the first preparatory act
where that occurs prior to 21 July 2004. Some commentators, e.g. NGOs campaigning for the fullest implementation
of the Directive, would no doubt prefer it be the frrst
preparatory act, since this would bring the implementation
date for such transitional plans and programmes as near as
possible to 21 July 2004. However, the 21st July 2004 would
appear to be the only date that provides sufficient legal
certainty93, since the exact defmition of the frrst preparatory
act will vary across the plans and programmes of different
sectors and Member States. There will be no universally
recognisable date of application, as is understood for the
EIA Directive.

VI. Conclusion
So why do we need SEA and will it make a difference? Too
many important decisions are made at a strategic level that
bind project level decisions, foreclosing options. EIA alone,
therefore, is not enough. Tiering is critical and the SEA
Directive makes this explicit. and includes provision for
avoiding duplication. However, tiering does not mean that
EIA is not required if SEA has been carried out at plan and

Birdlife International, Proposed Amendments to Common
Position, April 2000; and CPRE/EEB/Birdlife, May 2000 - above
n.8.
88 EeE Protocol on strategic environmental assessment to the
Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context (the Espoo Convention), opened for signature
21 May 2003 at the Fifth Ministerial Conference 'Environment for
Europe' in Kiev, Ukraine.
89 Above n. 82, at p. 112.
90 Above n. 75 at p. 7
91 Risse, R, Crowley, M, Vincke, P and Waaub, J-P (2003),
Implementing the European SEA Directive: The Member States'
Margin of Discretion, EfA Review, 23, at p. 466.
92 Ibid.
93 As found by the EeJ with respect to 'pipeline cases' in Bund
Naturshutz, (above n. 9) and Grosskrotzenburg (Commission of the
European Communities v Federal Republic of Germany, European
Court of Justice, Case Number C-431/92, II August 1995.
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programme level, although it may if more environmentally
benign options have been chosen and no significant
environmental effects from resulting projects are likely. In
most cases however, EIA will still be required (but may be
more focused) and iteration will then be possible back up
the decision levels to inform the strategic planning
processes. Tiering should be a two way process and not
simply top down.
Key advances of the SEA Directive on the EIA Directive
include: mandatory scoping, monitoring, catch-all screening, improved consideration of alternatives, and earlier
public participation. Implementation provides a challenge
for the Member States. The UK, for example, is still
working out how, but intends to use one overarching
Regulation under the European Communities Act 1972 to
apply across all sectors in England and Wales, while the
Scottish Executive intends to apply the SEA Directive to all
public sector plans and programmes in Scotland. The UK
Government intends consulting on a draft of the England
and Wales Regulation in the autumn of 2003.
Arising out of the discussion above is the continuing
anomaly of having separate legislation for EIA and SEA.
The next amendment process of the EIA Directive is due
over the next two years (2004/5) following the latest
review,94 and the first review of the SEA Directive will be
due in 2006. This coincidence of the review processes
provides an early opportunity to consider the consolidation
of both Directives as a coherent whole. The analysis above
has highlighted the strong similarities between the two
directives (wording has in many cases simply been transferred across), and it seems difficult to sustain the original
argument for separation, which was the political difficulty
of trying to address both together. Since we now have both
directives the review process should be seen as the
opportunity to provide much-needed coherence and reinforce the desire of the SEA directive for tiering and
subsidiarity.
NGOs have had significant impact on the development of
the SEA Directive and therefore will need to be ever
watchful that Member States implement the requirements of
the Directive properly. One of the reasons for delay in
agreeing the Directive was the natural desire of Member
States to secure a sufficiently robust legal basis in order to
avoid subsequent challenges and complaints. But such
challenges may be unavoidable and indeed necessary to
ensure proper compliance.
So, what has happened to policies? The agenda has
changed somewhat in light of the Cardiff and Lisbon
processes during the late 1990s and early 2000s. Historically
there has been considerable political opposition to including
policies in any SEA Directive. Most recently (2002) the
Commissi.on Impact Assessment too195 has been introduced
and is being applied to the development of Commission
policies and strategies. This tool is a form of sustainability
appraisal (though with considerable emphasis on quantifi-

cation) and has emerged from the ED's Sustainable
Development Strategy. Consequently it represents an
essentially weak interpretation of sustainable development,96 and it is therefore worrying that ED policy level
decisions may be subject to a much weaker standard of
"sustainability" appraisal than plans, programmes and
projects subject to the stronger environmental SEA and
EIA. Some Member States are also going down the
sustainability appraisal route (and have influenced the
development of the Commission's Impact Assessment tool).
This is particularly significant as the most strategic decisions
need to ensure the most environmentally sustainable options
are provided for lower level tiers. Otherwise SEA will be
applied to less than environmentally optimum options
dictated by policy level decisions where environmental
considerations may already have been compromised to
economic and social priorities. On the other hand, SEA may
be seen as an important counter balance to the onward
march of weaker sustainability approaches to assessment,
and perhaps provide a useful opportunity to stop and reflect
on how such assessment approaches should continue to
evolve.
The SEA Directive has, then, arrived at an opportune
time to reinvigorate the environmental integration agenda,
that of the Cardiff process currently beleaguered by the
much stronger social and economic agenda of Lisbon that is
dominant in current ED conceptions of sustainable de velopment. 97 While there has been positive formalisation and
strengthening of EU environmental policy over the past 30
years, arguably there has been far less real change in terms
of the effective integration of the environment into d.ecisionmaking on the ground. While environmental integration
may still be explicit in policy statements, this needs to be
more than rhetoric. It is the way in which the environment is
integrated that matters. If environmental considerations are
forced to give way to economic growth, then the environment may have been integrated into policymaking only to be
de-prioritised and effectively little more than "taken into
account". This would represent effectively the loss of 30
years of progress for environmental integration. There
would seem to be an urgent need to re-emphasise the
environment in the wider sustainability agenda before it is
permanently sidelined among the other priorities of the
expanding European Union. The SEA Directive may> it is
hoped, provide a much-needed boost for environmental
integration.
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 25 Years of RCRA:Building on Our Past to Protect Our Future - - - - - -

he year 2001 was an important milestone in envirorunental protection: the
25th annlYtrsary of tht Resourct CunStlyatlun and Recm;try Act ~RCRA).
The ReRA statme, regulations, and programs were created at a time ,,,-hen we rud
not know how much waste was produced or what happened to it. \\t'lat ,,,-e knew
[or cerLain ,vas lhal wasle needed Lo be safely m~ulaged.

T

Since that tinle, we have v..imessed a sea of change in pollution prevention,
waste minimization, and deanup_ As a society, we have changed 0\wer time,
and so have the types of wastes we produce and how we manage them.
Businesses, indiyiduals, and organizations have made a conscious effort to
prevent or reduce the amount of waste they generate. As technology has
advanced, we haye also updated and improved our methods of safe waste
managenlellt and deanup. These sowld waste practices and controls allow us
to continue to protect human health and the emi.rOlllIeut from the risks of
waste well into the future.
From the beginning, many dedicated people made-and continue to makeinvaluable contributions to the RCRA program. ~.1any have spent their liyes
working Lo safeguard our natural environment [rom wtLo;le pollution. I tip my
hat to each and e,'el)' one of these individuals for jobs well done. I especially
want to single out Nicholas Humber, who served as Director of EP~s
Resource Conservation and Recovery Division from 1973-19i8. Humber
rued September 11, 2001 at the 'Vorld Trade Center.
The events of September 11, 200 I showed us that our roles in environmental
protection are eveT-changing. \Ve must anticipate potential harm and adapt to
new ways of doing business. And, we must continue to work side-by-side widl
other federal agencies, states, tribes, industr); and the public to imprO\"e waste
minimization, rec~'ding) and waste management. In this endeavOl; we must
remember the importance of dIe message on this publication's cover) "Don't
'Vaste Another Day." It is our responsibility to make envirollllentally sowld
decisions every day It really does affect our children's future.

Marianne LmlOnL Horinko
Assistant Adminisn-ator
Office of Solid 'Vaste and Emergency Response
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The Need for RCRA
[Hazardous waste disposal is] one of the
highest priority environmental problems
confronting the Nation.

-President Gerald Ford
when signing RCRA into law

W

aste. In 1969, the .New fork Tzme.J called \Vaoite "the third pollution." It's a bit more fitting to call it the fU'st pollution. It's
the first pollution because left unchecked, waste pollutes the air,
the water, and the land, and it changes the Earth's diluate. Look at
1960s America.

So widespread was pollution from \I,'aste that favorite "s\\i;mming
holes" were no longer safe for sv.umning and town \,,'ell water was
no longer safe for drinking. Unsightly dumps marred thc counu):side and \vatenvays. Dumps not only spoiled the land and (he
water, but they also were vectors for disease, providing safe habitats for rats~ flies, mosquitoes) and other vermin. They frequently
burned or caused extensive damage to surrotUlding areas.
Taking stoc.k of all this environmental daInage, Congress passed
the Solid 'Vaste Disposal Act (S"VDA) in 1965. It formed tlle framework for states to better control the disposal of trash from all sources.
S\NDA set minirnum safety requirements for 10ctU landfills. Even
with S\VDA in place, nash still overflowed £l'om laIldfills and dumps.
In dIe decade between 1950 aIld 1960, tlle amount of trash individuals created increased 60 percent. In 1969~ tlle . \rw 1(11* Timt'S
declared: '~n avahmche of wa.ste and waste disposal problems is
building up aruund the nation's majur cities in an impending emt'l'gency that may parallel the existing crises in air and water."
In l.he I 960s, America also discovered .mother dilllcnsion to W'<lstchazardous waste. In 1965, more [han four million chenlicals were
being produced in the U.S., and synthetic chemical manufacturing
\vas on the rise. Manufacturing dlese chemicals often created toxic
by-products tlmt needed to be disposed of. and dlat disposal wcnt
largely Ulu"egulated.
The formation of EPA in 1970 eq>CUlded the federal role in \vaste
management. The Agency worked with dIe states and industry to
collect and analyze information on resource reCOVeT)~ and on 'V.'aste
types and volumes. It looked at the risks posed bY'A'aSte and at. the
likelihood of harm to human health and dIe envirOlmlellt. By 1974,
it was apparent that dIe Solid ,\Vaste Disposal Act was not strong
enough to address dIe dangers posed by the increasing ,"olume of
solid and hazardous '\oVastt'.
'Vaste management in the United Sta.tes was fundamentally changed
on October 21, 1976 when Congress pas5cd thc Resourcc Consen'ation and RecO\"ery Act (ReRA!. Although it actually amends
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the Solid vV3$te Disposal Act, the legislation is so
lo simply as
'"RCM,'~ without reference to the original Act.

comprchcn~ivc~ il is g-cncrally referred

Congress established RCRA's goals, which are to:
• Ensure that wastes are managed in a manner
that protects human health and the emi.ronmenr;
• Reduce or eliminate, as expeditiously as possible) the amount of waste generated, including hazardous wastc; and

n}97fi, tlae House Conamittee onlttterstate and
/ Foreign. Conunerce sunanaarized: Current
estin'Udes indicate tlaat ap]WOXinuateiy 30-35
naiUion tons of hazardous waste are literally
dutnped on tlte ground eacla year. MaJ9' of tltese
substa.nces can blind, cripple, or kiU. They can
defoliate tlte environment, contanUnate drinking
water supplies, and enter tlae food claain uff.tkr
present, largely unregulated disposal prlJCtices.

• Conserve energy and nallual resources
through waste recycling and recovery.

RCRA is a significant depm1ure from the end-of-the-pipe pollution
control statutes Congress previously passed. It is intended to be
a pollution preyention measure. It also is intended to be a joint
federal and stare enterprise. The federal program provides basic
requirements that give consistency to S)lstems that states implement. States implement their O\vn waste management programs,
so that they can desig11 programs that fit their needs~ resources.
and economies.
RCRA banned open dumping. It provided a comprehensive national progr<llU to encourage source reduction, recycling~ and safe
disposal of municipal·w·d.Sres. \:\1-tat's mon; RCRA mandated sttict
requirements for treatment) storage, and disposal of hazardous
\",aste to minimize present and future risks. TIlls booklet looks at
2.1 years of ReRA.

2
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25 Years of
Protection
The new expansion ofthe hazardous waste

The Early Years

management program which the President has
signed presents amajor challenge for EPA and
the nation, but it is one which we cannot fail to
meet if we are to protect our dtizens' health and
our country5 environment from the dangers of
uncontrolled hazardous waste disposal.

T

acldin g waste management on a national scale proyed to be a
formidable task. First, in 1979, the Agency laid out design
and operating cQnditions for sanitary landfills recei\;ng municipal
waste and garbage. These cDnditiDns were the first step tmvard
closing all open garbage dumps, and to ensure that disposal facilities pDsed no threats to human health and the environment. States
had to' incQrporate dlese provisiQns into their SQlid waste managemcnl prQgr-uus.

-Former EPA Administrator

William D. Ruckelshaus

time~ EPA began the challenging task of creating
hazardous waste regulations to achieve RCRA's gQals. EPA had
to QVerCDmC the fact that it had little Qr nO' data on or experience
in such waste management. In 1980, EPA achieved a significant
milestone in hazardQus waste prDgram development by publishing the "Hazardous vVa.c;te and CQnsQlidated Permit RegulatiDn$,"
in the Fednal Regis/n.

At the same

The RCRA regulatiDns are a cradle-tQ-grave management system
that uses u-acking and permitting to mQnitQr and cDnn-QI hazardous waste, They define sDlid and hazardous ",-;}.ste) but alsO' impose
strict snmdards Qn anyQne who generates~ recycles~ n-;msports,
treats, stores, or dispuses uf hazardous waste,
The universe Df hazardQus waste is large and diverse) as is the RCRA
regulalcd cDmnmnily. NOl only docs il include lypiGll "hea\-y~' industry that we think of as hazardous waste producers, but also gDVernment facilities, IDCal small businesses, hQspitals, uni\'ersities~ and
many other entities. SQme CQmmQn examples Qf hazardDus waste
arc used sQlvcnts~ battery acid~ chemical \\~lStes) and variQUS pharmaceutical wastes.
After creating the ba.~c regulatiQns, EPA focused its energy on authDrizing states to implement the RCRA. hazardQus waste prDgram.
EPA audlOrizes states to' Qperate their Qwn hazardQus waste prograIns when those prQgraIllS aI-e at least equal to and cQnsistent \\;th
federal standards. By ~Iarch 1981, EPA had audlOrized dle first 16
states to' manage their OVv'l RCRA prQgraIllS. NQv.\ 48 states~ Qne
territo~ <U1d tlle District Qf CQhmlbia are audlOrized to' Qperate
theil' 0\"IT1 hazardous \Aiaste management programs em"eling gen-
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cralors, Lransporlers, and
treatment, storage, and disposal facilities (TSDFs).

The Formative
Years

t/ Established
protective "cradleto-grave" hazardous

waste structure

t/ Implemented
permitting and
tracking system

t/ Developed TSDFs
design and performance standards

t/ Initiated state
authorization
program

After 1980, the Agency continued to refine and develop tile
"base" hazardous waste regulations. On October 1, 1981,
EPA issued the first RCRA hazal-dous waste permit-ensuring
that the facility managed
wastes according to RCRA
technical standards and operating procedures. The Agency
enhanced the design and performance requirements for
hazardous waste TSDFs in
19R2.

Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA)
In November 1984, Congress significantly expanded and reinforced RCRA's protective fr;mlework. The Amendments established uver 70 stamtory pro'''sions requiling· EPA action. Among
oilier things, HS'VA:
• Created RCRA's Land Disposal Restrictions \1.DR) program.
• Established the RCRA

COITecti\'{'~

Action requirements.

• Specified permitting deadlincs for hazardous waste facilities.
• Regulalcd businesscs thal gcncraled cycn small
hazardous waste.

amounL~

of

• Required a nation\.,\;'de look at ilir conditions of solid waste
landfills.

4
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Cleanups Resurrect Communities
RCRA Works for Bethlehem Works
In 1998, Bethlehem Steel Company (BCS) closed a stee1--makingplant
that had been operating for more than 100 years. The fonner plant
bordem the Lehigh River and contained a coke production facility; a
steel and iron-making, finishing, and forging opexation; and a chemical plant. 'Ib revitalize the area in South Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,
BCS designed an ambitious project called Bethlehem ~Tks.
Because the soil and ground water on the ~mOO-acre
site were contaminated by hazardous waste, the site is
subject to RCRA corrective action. BCS. the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection. and EPA
fonned a team to facilitate cleanups and remediation

liability. Working together. the team devised and approved ways to clean up contaminants. address potentialliabllities, and eliminate avenues of exposure. BCS
also is working closely with the community to complete
this $400 million redevelopment project. Bethlehem
vtbrks will include the National Museum of Industrial
History (m association with the Smithsonian Institution);
an iron and steelshawcase; a 2S0-room hotel and conference center; multiplex cinema; family fun center;
swimming pool; ice skating center; and retail stores.

RCRA Helps Restore
Waterfront Property
Under the direction of EPA and state
RCRA programs. a former waste facility
cleaned up a 22-acre peninsula contami-

nated with chrome ore tailings and
wastes from 140 yeam of chemical manufacturing. The site discharged 62 pounds
a day of hexavalent chrotnium, a caminogen. into nearby ground water.

Promot:ing Revitalization
EPA uses various tools :in its continuous effort to promote and streamline cleanups
of contaminated sites. A prospective purchaser agreement (PPA) is an agreement
where EPA conditionally releases a buyer
from liability for contamination that existed
before the buyer began work on the site.
In return, the buyer agrees to help EPA with
its mission of protecting human health and
the environment.
Such a PPA was used with a company in
Virginia. This one centered around the exchange of land in Virginia, that had been
marred by pollution left behind from 43
years of manufactur:ing. EPA determined
the company's intended uses of the facility
would not aggravate existing contamination or interfere with on-going cleanups.
A PPA allowed the Virginia community to
reap the benefits-whicll included new employment opportunities- of keeping the
commercial property in productive use.

The facility paid for the entire cleanup, estimated to be $10 million, as
part of one RCRA consent decree involving corrective action. The
waterfront property is now being redeveloped.

5
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No More Land Disposal
In 1984, about 25 million tons of hazardous waste wel'e land-disposed aIInuall): To protect the nation's ground "vater aIId soil from
hazardous waste contarnination, HS\VA established treatment requirements that must be met before waste can be disposed of in
land units. All hazardous waste must be chemically or physically
treated so that the toxicity or mobility of the waste is reduced. Bet\veen 1986 amd 1998} the LDR program issued treatment standards
spccifying the mcLhod or level of lrcauncnt for all hazardous wastc.
As technology and indusuy ad\'ance, and as new hazardous wastes
are identified, tn~atmenr standaI-ds continue to be developed_
The LDR program serves as an incentive for businesses to implement waste minimization plaIlS_ Some ways that hazardous waste
generators minimize their waste is by l'eusing and recycling ir-or by
not creating it in the first place. RCRA's tough LDR requirements,
coupled with its emphasis on SOtUld waste minimization practices,
ha\"C dramatically reduced both the nlffilbel' of hazardous waste
generators and the anlount of waste they generate.
In 1980, nearly 50,000 businesses generated hazardous waste, and
about 30,000 businesses nUl waste treatment, storage, or disposal
facllitie.s (TSDFs). In 1999, only 20,000 businesses produced hazardous waste, ,vith about 2,000 TSDFs managing that Wa5te. '\That's
more, the al110unt of hazardous '~last(" disposed of in landfills has
gone from ~ million tons La less than half that <ll1lOUlIL-nearly a 60
percent reduction.

More Cleanups
In 1980, nearly 60,000 businesses notified EPA that dley treated,
stored, or disposed of hazardous ,vask. ~ fany of these fiu:iliries followed outdated practices, which caused contamination to areas
within and arOlUld these businesses that needed to be cleaned up.
The number of such ~tes needing clemltlp wm, e!'umated to be marc
than three tinles the number of sites on the' national Supelfund list.
HS\VA gready e>..1Janded EPXs authority to require cleanups at
TSDFs. It created EPA's Corrective Action Program. Under Corrective Action, cleanups aI'C requll'Cd for all w"asre leaking lllto the
environment from any source at a hazardous waste facility.

Stronger Permitting for Hazardous Waste Facilities
HSWA restablished permitting deadlines for hazardous waste landfills) incinerators) and storag-e facilities. On November 8, 1985,
hazardous \vaste landfIlls and surface impouncbnents that failed to
comply with financial assurance and ground-water monitoring requirements wel'C forced to close.
6

C'firtee the start of the LDR

~progrtnn~ a signi.ficmat volume
of htl.Zamous waste has been
directed away from land-based
management. LandjiUing de~ased about 94 pen:ent~ and
underground injection decreased
about 70 perceJlt.
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Corrective Action Provides Solutions

Housatonic River
Regains New Life

Major Tire Pile Cleaned Up

The Housatonic River in Massachusetts
was once known primarily by local
sportsmen. It was also a disposal systern for a local transformer manufacturer. Over the years, the River became
contaminated with polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and other hazardous
waste, creating a major risk to the
health oflocal residents, and to the environment.

Thanks to a RCRA Corrective Action
pennitissuedin 1991, over 10,000 cu-

bic yards of contaminated sediments

When a 1998 fire ignited a mountain of abandoned tires on
the Gila River Indian CommWlity Reservation in southern
Arizona, the fire wasn't the only hot topic to resolve.
The abandoned tire pile that caught on fire and forced the
evacuation of more than 300 residents contained waste tires
from 13 Arizona counties. The counties had arranged for
disposal with a private company that collected and temporarily stockpiled the tires on the Gila River Reservation
before going to a disposal facility. When the company
responsible for disposing of the tires breached its contract with the counties, the tires were left abandoned on
the reservation.

have been removed from the
EPA used a combination ofRCRA enforcement procedures
Housa.tonic River; more than 80 million
to get the site cleaned up. In September 200 I, the cOWlties
gallons of ground water have been recompleted the cleanup of both burned and unburned tires.
moved and treated; and another I million gallons of PCB-contaminated oil
have been recovered. In addition,
more than 100,000 cubic yards of contaminated sediment and
bank soil will be removed
over the next few years.
RCRA Works with Community
This river and floodplain
When a community of Denver residents became aware of
remediation. and $50 million
the indoor air risks associated with releases from a plume of
allocated toward redevelopcontaminated ground water that migrated from a facility in
ment work, willnot only protheir
area, they took action.
tect commercial. industrial,
undeveloped. recreational, I
.As a result of RCRA Corrective Action, the community parand residential properties.
ti~ipated in a series of "Open Houses," and worked closely
but also allow the old transWIth EPA and the facility to get over 100 homes tested for
fanner manufacturing plant
possible
contamination. Over 50 homes now have new vento open for reuse.
tilation systems. In addition, indoor air risks are within acceptable levels. The community is still working with EPA to
test the remaining homes in the area.
The affected community is made up of more than 30 percent
lower-to-middle income minority residents, which include
Hispanic and East Asian Americans.

7
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As a result of these requirements, virtually all operating hazardous waste landfIlls and incinerators cmne under slale and EPA
permits within a few years, and many were closed dO\\lTI. For example, indusu;al facilites managing waste in ponds, lagoons, and
impoundments have gone from 1,000 to fewer than SO over the
last 25 years.

HSWA

t/ Established treatment
standards to prevent the
disposal of untreated
wastes into and onto the
land

In all, RCRA's tough requirments for safe design and operating
standards for hazardous waste facilities led industry to better management practices.

t/ Led to pennitting of

ACloser Look at Solid Waste Landfills Leads to
Better Municipal Solid Waste Management

t/ Established an enforce-

HSvVA required EPA to research and report on the environmental
soundness of muncipal solid waste landfills, and on amounts of waste
being processed by them. In October 1988, the Agem.y reported
that Americans generated 160 million tons of municipal solid waste
(~fSvV) each year. Of that, 131 million tons were sent to 6,500 municipal solid waste landfills (MS'VLFs). The Agency also found dlat
these landfills inconsistendy used em.;'romnental controls) and dmt
they posed significcU1t thre.ats to gromld .Uld SUrfcKC water resources.
Just a few months later, in February 1989, EPA published its ~mdn

Jin Actimz, which outlined goals and recommendations for municipal
solid waslc managcmenl. To make solid waste nliUlagemcnl more
effective, federal, state, tribal, and local governments adopted an
integrated approach to waste management. This appl'oach combines complementary waste management techniques that include
~ourcc reduction and rc(;ycling.

Integrated VVaste
Management
t/ Source reduction, which
prevents waste generation; in the first place,
and encourages reuse

t/ Recycling and
composting, which
promotes recovery over
disposal

t/ Landfilling and combustion, which provides
safer disposal capacity
and waste-to- energy

EPA established a national goal for source reduction and recycling.
The goal was to achieve
25 percent recycling and
source reduction rates by
1992. Most states met or
exceeded that rate by
thtn. Today, ntarly all
states and many Native
American communities
practice inlegraled waSlc
management, and average a 28 percent recycling
rate nationally.
The Agen(:y documented
and measured the benefits
8

more than 900 hazardous waste management
facilities
ment presence in the
field, including a strong
criminal enforcement
program

t/ Closed substandard
landfills and incinerators

"
1

1988, 131 naillioJt fOKS of
mllJticipl.I1 solid waste wellt to
6,500 llUUlfills. Today, fewer tlaaJt
2,500 landjillsrenuain open.
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trom source reduction and recycling. For exmnple, EPA has found
t.h.tl increa.~ng the national recycling rate lO :l~ perccul would reduce greenhouse gas emissions by an estimated 17 million metric
tons. Such reduction roughly equals the carbon dio..,ode emissions
from 12 million cars.

1990s
RCRA
Implementation
Study Sets Focus for
the 19905

til Establish and communi-

The Agency spent the final decade of the 20th century follovvi.ng
up HSWA mandates, and looking at more and better ways to prevent risks fi-om waste. Bringing more than half of all hazardous
waste under regulatory controls, EPA added a another cfunension
to the definition of hazardous ,vaste, and devised a new and improved procedure [Q evaluate wastes that are likely to leach toxic
constituents into ground water.

cate clear priorities

By refining and streamling regulations, loopholes were closed while

til Balance prevention and

economic burdens were eased. Industry and waste m,magement
data continued to be collected and analyzed, and regulatory barriers to recycling were eliminated. A number of additional waste
streams were identified for specific listing as hazardous waste. Specific waSles [rom petroleum refining, coke products, and some
organic chemicals also were added [Q the hazardous waste list,
marking more than 500 known hazardous wastes on thiillist.

cleanup efforts

til Develop clear and concise
regulations

til Emphasize waste minimization

til Support compliance and
enforcement activities

til Develop better environmental management data

til Accelerate scientific and
technological development

Safer Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
New federal standards were
established for municipal
solid waste landfills
(]\1S\VLFs) in October
1991. These regulations
establish a protective,
practical system for disposing of the nation's trash.
They specify design, operating, and closure standards; restrict landfilllocations; and require liners and
ground-water monitoring.
Srate and tli.bal regulatory
agencies provide the primary oversight and issue
permits, according to the
federal criteria. Today, 40
states and one territOlY have
approved ]\fSWLF permit
programs.
9

1991 MSWLF
Criteria

til Maximize landfill life
by encouraging
source reduction and
recycling

til Protect ground water
from contamination

t/ Specify design and
operating practices
that protect human
health

til Protect future generations with strict
conditions for landfill
closure
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Recycling is Working
Alternate Disposal Program
Increases Recycling
EPA's Pay-As-You-Throw program (also known as unit pricing or
valiable-rate pticing is B. household trash disposal system that
charges residents based on the amount of solid waste that they throw
away. Residents in communities with Pay-As-YouThrow programs have direct economic incentives
to produce less waste and recycle more.
Partnerships
L)

Lead to
Newspaper Reuse, New Jobs

Traditionally, residents pay for waste collection through
pmperty taxes or a fixed fee, regaIDless of how much
(or how little) trash they generate Pay-As-You-Throw
breaks with tradition by treating trash services just
like utilities. Households pay a variable rate depending on the amount of service they use.

In 1989, EPA joined the NOl1he~t Recycling Council
(NERC) in an effort to get the newsprint industry and
newspaper publishel"s to recycle old newspaper.;.
NERC worked with 10 northeastern states, newspaper publishers. and newsprint paper mills, and carne
up with an agreement to increase the production of
recycled-content newsprint. Shortly after. the demand
faT old newspapers and magazines in the Northeast
and throughou1 the United States increased. In fact, the
average recycled content in newsprint more than
doubled in the United States. Between 1990 and 1997,
it jumped from 20 to 45 percent 'lbday, 27 states have
agreements with newspaper publishels to invest in
newsprint with recycled conlent.

Fort Collins, Colorado found that its Pay-As-You-Throw
system significantly boosted household recycling efforts and helped the city reach its recycling goals.
By July 1996, recycling had increased to 79 peIcent
participation in single-family and duplex households, up from 53.5 peFcent the previous year. The
program has been so successful that the residents
of Fort Collins looked for opportunities to inmease
their recycling, by adding new materials to their
recyclables.

Besides helping to preserve our natural reSOUll::es,
EPA's partnemhip with NERC is also an example of
the Jobs Through Recycling OTR) program, which
benefits both the environment and the economy.
Through]TR. EPA enhances business development,
technical assistance, and financing eff011s for recycling-related business in local communities. Since its
inception, JTR has helped create more than 8,500
jobs. generated $640.5 million in capital investment.
created 15.3 millions tons of capacity. and used 13.9
million tons of recovered materials.

Recycling Is Working
Across America
Recycling offers widespread benefits to the
economy. In 2001, the u.s. recycling and
reuse industry supported more than 66,000
recycling and reuse establishments that
grossed over $236 billion in annual revenue.
The industry employed over 1.1 million
people WIth payrolls of nearly $37 billion~

u.s.

Besides being good for the economy. recycling obviously is good for the
environment. When a recycled product is manufactured, 'less energy is used
than when virgin or laW matelials are used to make the same product. For
example, annual eneIgy savings from recycling aluminum cans are nearly
186 million BTUs per ton: plastics saves about 22 million BTUs per ton a year;
and l"ecycling steel can.s, paper, and glass saves around 52 million BTUs per
ton annually.

10
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Creating More Partnerships
Federal Procurem.ent
Guidelines

R

einforcing the federal role
in resource recovery, EPA
desigtUlted products containing
recovered nulterials and tnat:le
reconlmendatioftS for buying
these products. 0... October 20,
1993, a Presidential Executive
Order called for a" expedited
process to iNcrease the federal
goverN7nent's use of recycledcontent prodzlCts. CONSequeNtly,
the Guidelines C1lrrent~ desigNate 5~ products containing
recycled content.

A shift to fe\\ler regulatory and more yoluntary actions occurred
in the 1990s. An outgrowth of this philosophy was EPA's
WasteWise program, which was law1(,'hed in 1994. ":"aste'Vise
recruits and culti,'ates partners to reduce waste, Parmers r,mge
fi'um small businesses, u;bes, guvernments, and uniYersltles, 10
Fortune SOO corporations. 'Vaste'Vise now has nearly 1,200 partners viho are committed to
cutLing costs and conserving
T~ TasteWz.se partners
resources by reducing waste.
" " eliWlUulted 35 nliUion
11lToughout the decade, part- toNS of ntunicipal solid waste
nerships with Native American
tribes were e:X'Panded, and other partnerships ha\"e enhanced tribes'
capabilities to develop and implement their own hazardous and solid
waste management programs. TIle Agency also is working closely
with tribes to dose open dumps in Indian country.. EPA is pro\li.ding
technical and financial assistance nor only to dose those dlIDlPS, bur
also to establish and manage sustainable alternatives to them.

Industrial Waste Management
TIle Agem,y increasingly turned its attention to the largest component of the US. waste stream-industrial waste. Industrial waste is
mainly nonhazardous waste that comes limn 12,000 manufactUli.ng
facilities that generate 7.6 billion tons of this waste a "year.

1994 Waste Minimization National
Plan

t/ Aims to reduce by half,
the most problematic
chemicals in hazardous
wastes by 2005

t/ Emphasizes source
reduction and environmentally sound recycling over treatment
and disposal

t/ Prevents transfers of
chemical releases from
one medium to another,
such as air to water or
land to water

EPA is collaborating Vtrith key stakeholders to design a safe and
practical waste management system for industrial waste. The culmination of this effort is voluntary guidance designed to assist
facility managers, state and tribal emTI-onmental managers, cUld the
public ro evaluate and choose protective practices for managing industrial waste. Currendy, 30 states nm industrial '",,'aste management
programs.

Tight Hazardous Waste Combustion Standards
Throughout the decade, EPA reinforced hazardous waste combustion standards and reinforced Vlaste minimization objectives.
• Strict emission standards were inlposed on boilers and industrial nlrnaces (HIFs) burning hazardous waste.
• In 1993, EPA released the Hazardous \Vaste -rvrinimizarion and
Combustion Sn-ategy. The Strategy aimed to achieve greater
reductions in hazardous vv'aste generation and) to improve the
safclY ~Uld rdiabilil)" of incincrators ,md BIFs,
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Environmental Commitments
Make a Difference

New Partnerships Encourage Faster
Brownfields Cleanup
"Brownfields" are abandoned, idle, or underused industrial and
commercial properties Where expansion or redevelopment is
complicated by real or perceived environmental contamination. About 600,000 brownfield sites are estimated to be al'Ound
the country.
EPA launched several efforts to encourage and expedite the
cleanup or brownfield sites and move these lands into productive use. Since March 2000. EPA has selected nine RCM
brownfield prevention pilot projects. The selected pilots proposed a variety ()f innovative solutions, Iallging from increasing
community involvement in future land-use decision-making to
using legal authorities to deal with bankrupt sites.

Doing It Right the First
Time
In 1991, workers at the Ford Motor
Company's plant in Ypsilanti, Michigan decided they wanted to help rid
the environment of hazardous waste.
Plant engineers accomplished this mission by replacing toxic cleaning and
drawing chemicals with a water-based
compound. The ohange eliminated
30,000 pounds of trichlomethylene
(TCE) and 5.000 pounds of methylene
chloride releases amruall)( The plant
also stopped. disposing of liquid hazardous wastes from the plant's dip tank.
When commenting on their success,
Ford officials stressed the importance
ofimplementing waste prevention early

The nine RCRA brownfield prevention pilot
projects are: CBSNiacom (Bridegep0l1,
CT); Bethlehem Steel Corporation
(Lackawanna, NY); PEeD (Chester. PA);
<Blue Valley Redevelopment (Kansas City,
MO): Pharmacia & Upjohn Company (Nol1h
Haven, CT); Union Carbide Caribe
(GuayaniUa, Puerto Rico): Safety-Kleen
(Muskegon Heights, MI); BP Refinery (Wood
River.IL); and Milt Adams (Denver, CO).

Partnering to Reduce Waste
Seattle University was named EPA's WasteWise
Partner of the Year 2001 In the university/college category. the award recognizes the efforts
of the University's Environmental Services Office and the campus community to minimize
waste (including recycling paper and plastic
products and reusing products, such as furnitm-e and office equipment) that may otherwise
go into a landfill. The University recycled more
than 500 tons of mat eli aI, saving nearly $25,000
in disposal costs.

in the process.
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Reinventing the RCRA Program

RCRA Reinvention
Efforts

tI Risk-based regulations
that match the levels of
risk posed by specific
hazardous wastes

tI Regulations that are
easily understood to
facilitate compliance
and foster community
relations
tlldentify and reduce
record-keeping burdens

EPA continually looks for ways t.o improve RCRA regulations.
RCRNs regulatory process evolved and changed with the acquisition of new information and technological advances. TIle current
RCRA philosophy is to provide flexibility in achieving desired regl.llatory results; to make sun:: infurmatiun and decision-mal;ng an:
shared \\Ii.th everyone involved; to create envu'onmentally sound incentives for achieving regulatory compliance; and to strive for a better inlerface with other environmental la\vs and regulations. Some
examples of ReRA's reim;ention efiorts:
• encourage safe management and recycling of common products, such as batteries and pesticides, that are hazardous when
they're discarded;
• make cleanups faster by tailoring rep;ulations to site-specific
situations;
• elimlnate dupllcate regulatory controls on radloacnve hazardous waste; and
• change paperwork requirements from multiple notifications
to a single notification.

Public Involvement
The public plays a prominent and important role in the RCRA
program. Few environmental issues are of more concern to the
public than waste management in dleir communities. Therefore.
EPA n~qulres \'\"aste management facilities to inyulye the public and
the local community throughout the RCM permitting process.
,\.ny rime during the process, the public can submit comments and
request public. hearings to clarify information or "oice objections.
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RCRA guarantees that the public has a role in facility clean-up
processes. Under corrective action) [or ex:unplc~ lhe local COllllnunity can access a facility's inspection information, and participate
in remedial decisions and processes.
Environmental justice is a priority in RCRA 'waste management.
EPA's goal is to ensure that all Alnel"icans are protected from em;ron mental pollution) and that minorities do not bear disproportionate effects of that pollution. RCRA. requires full public participation
in hazardous waste permits. EPA. works coopemtivdy \\'ith tribes to
control open dmnps in Indian Countrs and it ,\lorks closely with
minority communities to develop guidance in areas of special interest. EPA, has issued guidance for the management of municipal waste
transfer stations and for siting new hazardous waste facilities.
EPA's commitment to prm;ding public access under RCRA is further evidenced through it's outreach initiatives to tribal, Hispanic..
and other minority conununities, and through \\-idespread distribution o[ producls in print iUld on the Internet.

Creating Clean-up Goals and Corrective Action
Reforms
Facilities managing hazardous waste must dean up contamination
resulting from past mismanagement Cleanup requirements under
RCRA arc managed through the Corrective. Action Program.
Throughout the 1990s and today, EPA has focused on establishing
priorities to accelerate cleanups. EPA is focusing con-ecrive ae.tion
resources on preventing human exposure to, and lnigration of, contaminated ground water at more than 1,700 facilities where early
cleanup progress is appropriate. EPA also has lalmched correctiYe
action reform efforts aimed at accelerating cleanups by promoting
greater flexibility; making regulatory changes to remove disincentives to cleanups; focusing on ncar-term goals for cleanups; and
stressing results-based approaches, instead of process-based systems.
As a result of these reforms, EPA and the states now have brought
hWldreds of RCRA facilities under control. Nearly 40 percent of
the RCRA corrective action facilities have eidler completed or made
signifiGmt progress in their cleanups.
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RCRA Cleanup
Reforms Focus
on Results

t/ Conduct faster,
more focused,
flexible cleanups

t/ Pilot innovative
approaches to
cleanups

t/ Connect communities and capitalize
on redevelopment
potentials
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At 25...
Since RCRA was enacted in 1976, great strides have been nladf"
in keeping our environment safe from the waste we produce. A
broad range of hazaJ.'dous wasre streaIllS ha\'e been identified~
treatment standards have been developed and refined as new technology is developed. System5 and processe5 haye been polished
and streaIlllined to keep requirements flexiblc~ but safe. Hazardous waste generation has been reduced from nearly 300 million
tons to around 40 million tons. All but two states are authorized
to operate their own hazardous waste programs, and more than
1,000 facilities are in the RCR\ operating permit baseline. Nationwide recycling and solid waste reduction efforts haye kept
about 62 million tons of trlli;h a y~ar fi'om being disposed ofkeeping that material in use and out of landfills. These waste reduction efforts resulted in a national recycling Tate of 28 percent.

ReRA worh-and it h€Ui worked tor 25 yeaI's--to protect human
health and the environment by reducing risk from waste. It remains
effective because it is intricately connected to our American "'lay of
life, \-vith our hea\'1 ' reliance on industry and technology: Hazm'rlous
and solid waste management standards are continually being refined
and updated in response to local needs, new research, and new technologies. For 25 years, RCRA has responded to en\i.ronmental challenges on all fronts-air, water, and laIld-by pursuing and promoting
parmerships 'with stateS:. t:J.~bes~ industry.. and the public.

lS
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The Challenge
Ahead
We have numerous environmental challenges
ahead of us. Each provides an opportunity to
renew our commitment to increased cooperation, and the chance to provide our children and
grandchildren with a deaner and safer place to
raise afamily. J...am confident that together
we can raise the bar of environmental
achieM?ment- and dear it by a wide margin.

I

n these rdatively short
25 years, EPA has
made significant progress in safe waste management. The result: a
cleaner environment.
Looking ahead to the
next decade and beyond,
America \ ...i11 still need to
manage wastes, but
probably differently.

-EPA Administrator Christine Todd Whitman

EPA's role in implementing the RCRA
program is e~l)ec.ted to change. 'Vh:ile strong oversight. of regulatory
prO\i..~ons "ill continue, EPA wants to champion voluntary pollution prevention activities that go beyond compliance, The Agency
\'lill continue to explore more proactive tools, including partnerships vv'ith industry and government, to set. goals for pollution pre\"e'ntion, as well as to help the nation to move toward these goals.
The next decade will require much-needed cooperation between
EPA and its pa.rmers. The Agency must continue to work side-byside with other federal agencies, states, tribes, industr}; and the
public in achieving safe \vaste management. The challenges facing
the ReM program in the new nUllennium are great. Technological changes, population growth, economic expansion, and national
security concerns are just a fe\v.

Al lhc smne time, lhere is plenty of room to refine, improve, .md
build on the success already achieyed. Better protec.tion of human health and the en";l'onment is guaranteed by partnering , ...ith
states, tribes, industry, and the public in waste prevention, safe
~-astc management, and cleanups.
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25 Years: Preserving, Preventing, Protecting
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Read 'Your Own
Water Meter
oncerned about how much water your
household L1ses? You can track vour
usage easily by reading your O\vn water
meter, which is hOLlsed in a metal case in

C

yow' yard.
If you read your meter each time YOLI
receive YOLlr bill, your reading should
ahvays be higher than the one on your bill
because of the time lapse between the
meter reader's visit and v,:hen your bill
arrives in the mail.
You can record your own water meter
readings on the other side of this page.
Here's How:

u
j

>

Study the household water meter below.
YOll take the reading trom the set of dials
that looks like a car's odometer.
To read the meter, start from the lcfi:hand side and read only .t he first tour digits.
This meter shows 28 units of water (one
lU1it equals 100 cubic teet, or 750 g.lllons).
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Knoxville utilities Board
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Recycle AmeriC't
;. t t l .t

Panasonic

IIDM
.JVC ,

n,.pc""(tE&'pctf.nc.,-

r. . c ~

A Subsidiary of Waste

Management, Inc.

SHARP
"

b;; s~ha rp:

LEXM.\RK.

SONY

fjH'a~tta
that was easy:'

EARTH 91 '1
' Please refer 10 www.pluglntorecyclirJg.oI9 for a ccmplete listing of all current partners.

When purchasing electronics, be sure to look for
the ENERGY STAR logo. The ENERGY STAR
;!:~i";Y s:! identifies electroniCS that protect the environment
through superior energy efficiency. Only products
that meet strict energy efficiency guidelines set by EPA
earn the ENERGY STAR. For a complete list of product
models, visit www.energystar.gov.

EPA's Resource Conservation Challenge: What Can
You Save Today? The Plug-In To eCyciing Campaign is
one of many new efforts under EPA's Resource Conservation Challenge, which seeks to increase recycling
nationwide and cut the generation of 30 harmful chemicals by 2005.
EPA thanks the Institute for Local Self Reliance and
Minnesota Office of Environmental Assistance for sharing
the campaign name "Plug-In To Recycling."

Americans are plugging-in to eCycling all over
the country!
~~; ,~-~. ~:, ~~ ~

Our electronics retail, manufacturing, and
recycler partners offer recycling/reuse
opportunities to consumers through programs
across the country. For information on programs
in your area, go to www.plugintorecycling.org.
Communities care! With more than 175
electronic recycling programs already in place,
plugging-in to recycling is easier than ever! The
Mid-Atlantic region of the United States alone
has diverted more than 2,700 tons of electronic
waste from the municipal waste stream!
You can also help others by donating your old
electronics. Numerous non~profits will gladly
accept your computers, computer components,
and cell phones. They may refurbish or upgrade
them and then donate them, enabling libraries in
disadvantaged communities to have internet
access or victims of domestic violence to have
phones. They may also sell your refurbished
equipment and use the profits to do good like
purchasing and protecting acres of rainforest.
Donating your electronics for recycling and
reuse keeps them out of landfills too. One
Northwest organization alone diverted over
1,000 tons of electronic waste from landfills in
the past year.

•

More than 3.2 million tons of electronic
waste is laid to rest in landfills each year.

•

Nearly 250 million computers will become
obsolete in the next 5 years.

•

Many people discard computers every 3 to 5
years.

•

In 2001, only 11 percent of personal
computers retired in the US were recycled.

•

Mobile phones will be discarded at a rate of
130 million per year by 2005, resulting in
65,000 tons of waste.

•

TVs and computers can contain an average
of 4 pounds of lead (depending on their size,
make, and vintage) as well as other
potential toxics like chromium, cadmium,
mercury, beryllium, nickel, zinc, and
brominated flame retardants. These
materials need to be handled carefully.

•

Cell phones also need special handling
because they contain lead and brominated
flame retardants.
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NAPA E-WASTE RECYCLING EVENT
Page 2

"We are excited to take a leadership role in recycling electronic waste," stated Ed Henderson, Mayor of the
City of Napa. "We are employing a community-based approach to solve a 21 st century problem of increasing
amounts of electronic products entering the waste stream."
Last year's e-waste collection event in Napa reaped a record harvest of computers and other electronic
scrap. Local residents and businesses dropped-off over 140,000 pounds of old computer and electronic equipment,
including working and non-working PCs and laptops, computer monitors, printers and other peripherals,
televisions, telephones and fax machines, and consumer electronics such as radios/stereosNCRs. Over 1,000
vehicles unloaded material over the course of the free two-day collection event.
"We had a tremendous response from the community, almost an overwhelming response," remarked Kevin
Miller, Waste Reduction and Recycling Coordinator for the City of Napa. "The two-day event provided an
excellent oppoctwrity for both residents and businesses to participate." At the time, the 140,000 pounds collected
stood as a record for such events in Northern California and was comparable to the City of San Diego's first
collection event that garnered over 72 tons of material. San Diego's next collection event received over 165 tons of
materials, so Napa has taken note and event organizers are gearing up for an even larger turnout this year.
Napa Garbage Service (NGS) will again partner with Computer Recycling Center (CRC) to provide the
collection and recycling services for the two-day event. Working or reusable items will be handled by CRC,
California's largest nonprofit organization dedicated to refurbishing and donating working equipment to schools,
community organizations and others in need. Last year, CRC recovered 13,215 pounds of materials for reuse,
which represented nearly 10010 of the total matcrial dropped-off at the event. Additional information on CRe can bc
accessed through their web site: ~~vw :crc.:..Q:US
NGS will handle the "end of life" or non-working items in partnership with a sister company, Waste
Management Recycle America's Asset Recovery Group (ARG). ARG will provide technical assistance to help
design the event and will process the materials at its Phoenix, Arizona recycling plant. The Napa Valley Personal
Computer Users Group provided 17 volunteers at last year's event and will again be at this year's event to assist
Napa residents and businesses.

Computer equipment awaits sorting at Napa County's 2001 collection event.

TO:

Pub Info Coord email
Assistant Public Works Director
Help Desk email
Napa VaUey Register
Napa Sentinel
KVON/KVYN - News Director
Channel 28 Public Access TV
Napa Valley Personal Computer Users Group - email
Napa Valley College - email
Chamber of Commerce
NVUSD Bus Dispatch
NCTPA
City Manager
Assistant City Manager email
City Clerk
Mayor and Council
Central Dispatch
Police Chief
Fire Chief

Case Study
Summary
By-product synergy (BPS) is the practice of matching
under-valued waste or by-product streams with potential
users. This practice helps to create new revenues or
savings for the companies involved while simultaneously
generating social and environmental benefits, In 2002,
three Dow Chemical Company plants in New Jersey and
Pennsylvania joined 12 other companies to take part in a
BPS project. The New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection and Andy Mangan of the U.S. Business Council
for Sustainable Development are leading this effort with
support from CH2M HILL, an engineering consulting firm.
Dow Chemical aiso plans to implement BPS at several of its
facilities on the Gulf Coast, including the Texas Operations
fadlity. Concurrently, Dow Chemical will initiate a traditional
mUlti-company BPS project with a diverse set of companies
in the Houston/Freeport area. Experience gained from the
tntemal Dow greater synergy program will be leveraged to
the benefit of the external project, in which greater diversity
is expected to produce a wider range of opportunities for
by-product synergies. The two-pronged Gulf Coast BPS
effort will be led by Andy Mangan with support from CH2M
HILL and the Dow Environmental Technology Center as part
of the U.S. DOE-sponsored BestPractices Plant-Wide
Assessment program.

By-Product Synergy:
A Win..Win Strategy
As defined by the U.S. Business Council for Sustainable
Development, BPS is "the synergy among diverse industries,
agriculture, and communities, resulting in profitable
conversion of by-products and wastes to resources
promoting sustainability." BPS transforms wastes
or by-products for which companies may have to pay
disposal costs into sellable commodities that create a fiow of
income. The wastes may serve as raw materials for existing
products or as the basis for an entirely new product

Benefits
• New uses for waste/by-product streams.

• Reduced ·environmental impacts,
• Positive flow of income for producers and users of
waste/by.. products.

• Potential for new prod ucts.
The practice of BPS helps to foster sustainable development
and brings companies closer to a synergy be~Neen
environmental quality and economic growth.
While the economic and environmental benefits of BPS vary
from case to case, previous studies have shown significant
energy and cost savings in addition to reduced
environmental impact.

By-Product Synergy Success Stories
One of the earliest companies to adopt BPS was the
Chaparral Steel Company, In the early 19905, managers of
Chaparral Steel began exploring synergies between the
company's operations and those of its parent company,
Texas Industries, a manufacturer of Portland cement.
The most successful synergy discovererl was the potential
for steel slag to be used as a raw materia! for cement.
As a result of the high temperatures of the steelmaking
process, steel slag conta ins dicalcium silicate, a building
block of Portland cement. By using the steel slag instead of
purchased lime (that WOUld then have to be heated to
calcination), the cement-making operation at Texas
industries reduced energy requirements and related
emissions-carbon dioxide (CO), oxides of nitrogen (NO x)'
and sulfur dioxide (SO:). Profits fer both companies also
increased.

The Chaparral Steel Company is one example of a handful
of companies that have successfully developed synergies.
Other BPS studies, such as the Business Council for
Sustainable Development projects-Tampico (Mexico),
A!berta (Canada) t North Texas, and Montreal (Canada)have been larger, involving up to 20 companies and

organizations that cut across several industries. A sampling
of successful synergies is shown in Table 1, As the
numbers indicate, BPS presents a large opportunity' for
reducing raw materia! consumption, energy use, emissions,
and waste generation, while also decreasing costs.

Table 1. Annual Cost and Environmental Benefits of Successful Synergies
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New Jersey Project
The most recent BPS project, launched in 2002,
involves 3 Dow Chemical plants in New Jersey and
Pennsylvania plus 12 New Jersey companies. These
companies represent a range of industries and processes,
which is key to expanding synergy opportunities.
..
•
..
"
..
..
"
"
"
"

Burlington County Resource Recovery Complex
The Dow Chemica! Company (3 facilities)
Ferro Corporation
Hercules
Mannington Mills
Merck.
Motiva Enterprises
NJ American Water
OTC-Burlington County
Public Service Enterprise Group

" Shield Alloy
" US Pipe
.. Winzinger Corporation
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA} is
working in conjunction with the New Jersey project to
understand the BPS process and verify BPS benefits for the
environment The EPA is funding the Center for Clean Air
Policy, a non~governmental organization, to select and
analyze a representative sample of the synergies to
determine the environmental benefits versus current
methods for handling and disposal.
In the past, regulatory issues such as the definition of
"waste" and subsequent ruies on the storage,
transportation, and disposal of the waste material have
limited the potential for reuse. One benefit of EPA's
involvement is that the agency will be in a position to
address these issues. Results of the case studies may also
strengthen the case for BPS and provide a firm foundation
upon which to promote its use.
The facilities have explored more than 50 promising
synergies and are now evaluating the characteristics of the
waste streams to determine their composition and day-today consistency. The companies are actively pursuing
approximately 12 of the synergies identified, Dow Chemical
plants are pursuing the use of a latex emulsion stream
(from paint production), off~grade polyelhylene or
polyethy~ene scraps, and rigid polyurethane foam scraps.

The production of latexes used in paints generates a
wastewater stream containing latex. Ultrafiltration is used
to recover much of the polymer, but a small amount remains
in the wastewater sent to a treatment plant. Also referred to
as "white water" because the oH-based tatex is insoluble in
water, the latex adds a "stickiness" that can be used in road
construction and agricultural operations to control dust.
The Public Service Enterprise Group, an electric company
partiCipating in the New Jersey project has expressed
interest in using the "sticky" water.
One of the Dow Chemical facilities has a polyethylene (PE)
compounding plant that makes insulation and jacketing for
the wire cabling industry. PE compounds that do not meet
material specifications, as weH as scraps, are often
landfilled, but Dow Chemica! is hoping to match these waste
materials with a potential consumer. In the past, such
material has been used in countries such as China to
manufacture shoe soles. Because shipping costs can be
prohibitive. the key to implementing this synergy is the
identification of local customers.
The thkd promising synergy is the use of waste cuttings
generated in the production of rigid polyurethane foam
boards tor building insulation. Approximately 5% of the
foam board is lost when cut down to size. The foam scraps
can be shredded and added to potting soi! to increase
aeration.

Gulf Coast By-Product
Synergy Project
The New Jersey project has enabled Dow Chemica! to
become familiar with the BPS process and to gauge the
success of BPS firsthan(L Through its participation in the
project, the company has recognized the potential cost
savings and environmental benefits associated with byproduct synergy. The company wB! build on the experience
gained through the New Jersey project in sponsoring its
.Gulf Coast BPS project.
The Gulf Coast proj ect will consist of t\vo phases to be
carried out simiJ!taneousiy ~ an internal Dow Chemical BPS
project between tile Texas Operations facility and other
nearby Dow Chemica! fa ci ltties , and a traditional
multi-company BPS project The tw~phase project wiH be
carried out as part of the DOE-sponsored BestPractices
Plant-Wide Assessment prograrn. The multi-company BPS
project "viI! involve 10 to 15 companies within a iOO-mHe

radius of the Freeport/Houston area. Andy Mangan, Executive Director of the U.S. Business
Coundl for Sustainable Development, will lead the teams, with support from crosswfuncHonal
experts at CH2M HILL and the Dow Environmental Technology Center.
The Texas Operations facility
is Dow Chemical's largest
Operations Facility
integrated site, composed of
three major complexes:
Plant A, Plant 8, and Oyster
Creek. 1ogether, the three
complexes serve all eight of
Dow Chemical's Global
Business Groups. The
Texas Operations facility
manufactures approximately
40 bi!Hon pounds of chemicals
and other products annualty,
ranging from performance
chemicals and plastics to fuels
and agricultural products.
Of the products manufactured
at the Freeport site, 23 billion
pounds are consumed
internally, and the remaining
17 billion pounds are sold to customers. The facility funs 75 individual production processes.
Several opportunities may exist for creating synergies bet\veen these processes and other
Dow facilities in the area.

Figure 1: Aerial View of Plant 8, Texas

Tile Houston area is home to many chemical, petroleum refining, and electronics companies,
with manufacturing processes that offer potentia! synergies among facilities. Dow Chemical
hopes to take advantage of the breadth of Industries concentrated in the Houston area to create
exchanges of waste and by-product streams that w:U be economicaHy and environmentally
beneficial to both parties.

"For more information)
please vrsit our Web site:.
.~.elil~~

For more informatIon
on this project,

please contact:
K. C. Lee, PhD
The Dow Chemica!

Company
2301 N. Brazosport Blvd.
Freeport, TX 77541~3257

Phone:
Fax:.

979·238~2827

979~238-0116

E-mail: KCLea@OQVi.com
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Mission Impact

Sustainable Development
- What and Why?

As the nation increases its emphasis on security, the Los

"1';':\i"':",~.'::~1~';.1'11~~~

lilt is not vvhat we hav0 that

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) stands as a center of
excellence, bringing forth unique facilities and capabilities on issues of national significance. LANL's infrastructure and most facilities were constructed during a period
that extended from 1943 to the early 19605. These facilities are now being targeted for replacement. In addition,
new mission assignments are demanding state-of-theart facilities to extend capabilities for the next 50 years.
LANL's population is also aging, creating the need for
significant recruitment in response to increasing retirements. Such factors present LANL with a unique
opportunity to form and foster an exceptional work

will make us a great nation;" it is
the vvay in l/vhich we use it.

H

- Theodore Roosevelt

1.,05 Aremos Nf!tic:Jnal

Laboratory S{Jstain~b!e DesignG~ide

environment that supports its mission and attracts and
retains the people most qualified to fulfill that mission.
What is an "exceptional work environment?" This work
environment includes and must consider the:
: : Individual laboratory and/or office space.

=: Tools and equipment used by an individual and the
ease of the human/machine interface.
:: Surrounding structure or building and its created
climate.
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Interstitial or common space that facilitates population massing and encourages cross communication.

==

Transportation (pedestrian and vehicular) options
that provide ease of access.

:: Natural environment in which the work environment
is established.
~=""""'~;\

Sustainable development is

", .. developing the built environrnent
while considering eOllironrnen'tai
responsiveness/ resource efficiency,

and (ornrnunit.y sensitivity. It
- Sustainable Design Report for the Los Alamos
National Laboratory Strategic Computing Complex,
LANL document LA-UR-Ol-5S47.
~-.w~~;; ~~

An exceptional work environment supports and encourages interconnectedness among these elements contributing to efficiencies and productivity. The process of
Sustainable Development will be a key element to
establishing LANL's exceptional work environment.

The sustainable development concept encompasses the
materials to build and maintain a building, the energy
and water needed to operate the building, and the
ability to provide a healthy and productive environment
for occupants of the building. Often, sustainable development has been referred to as climate-sensitive
design, whole-building design, or high-performance
buildings. Much of the original work in this field was
done under the auspices of passive solar design - for
which LANL was a national and international leader.
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Vision for Sustainable Development
In furthering its commitment to a safe and comfortable
working environment that meets its program requirements and is responsive to environmental issues, LANL
has established a vision for sustainable development.
Sustainable design of LANL facilities is one of the most
cost-effective strategies available for ensuring the high
level of research output from the Laboratory upon
which our nation depends. Buildings in the United
States consume 37 percent of the nation's primary

~l t·~~'l~~~~~.'2

UThe vision for the physical develop-

ment o f the Laboratory is to cu:afe an
exceptiona l \Nork environment that

supports the. mission, and attracts and
retains the q ualit}1 personnel needed

to

m(~et

the mission.

N

- Site and Architectural Design Principles
~"''P.'?Y$~~~'$.~~::\'S:

energy. With advanced design strategies, a 50 percent
reduction in energy consumption can become the standard practice for a new generation of buildings.
Leading-edge federal buildings demonstrate that far
greater reductions in energy consumption - 50 percent
or more - are both possible and cost-effective. Buildings that consume fewer resources to construct and
operate will have lower environmental impact than
today's conventional buildings. This lower impact leads
to less air and water pollution, reduced water consumption, improved human comfort, and higher creativity,
productivity. and job satisfaction for employees.

.Ac; a leader in sustainable development,

Los Ala mos Nati onailaborato ry commits to
employing design a nd construction approaches
that maximize prodilCtlvity within the built
environment, minimize impact to the natura!
environment and assure good stewardship of
p ublk funds and resources.

~hapter 1

Sustai~ble.E:~!!!~E!_'!!.:!2t -- What ,~nd Why?

Project Details:
III Project funding: GPP
lJf Project descrip tion: Research and Office
Building
.. Size: One story with high-ceiling hays,
10,000 squ are feet

_,

(10CFR435). The energy cost saving includes a
50% reduction in energy consumption and a
30% peak power reduction, Approximately 15%
of the lighting needs are met by dayJighting. The
main design fe atures that made the TIF such an

efficient buHding are:

» Locat;on: Golde n, Colorado

Energy.. Effident Features:

• Heating degree-days: 6020

II

11

Coo ling-degree days: 679

Construction cost: .$lt 127,000
• Da te completed: June '1 996
II

!Q

Energy cost savings: $3,475 per yea r

'" Energy cost saving.s: 63% over base-case
building

The Nat ional Renewable Energy laboratory's
Therrnal Test Facility (TTF) is an open-plan laboratory/office building designed using a high-performance, w ho(e~building approach. The blJlIding is
a showcase for i ntegrated
energy-efficiency features
that significantly reduce
energy costs, and it is a
good eX3rnpie of how it

pays to incorporate sust.ainable design f eat.ures.

Additional costs for the

5U$-

tainability desig n feature!>
increased construction (ost5
by only 4%. The energy
costs for the TIF are 63%
less than a building built to
the Federal Energy Code

Buiiding orientation

• Energy-efficient lighting (T-8 fluorescent) with
dayJighting controls
III

Energy management system

ill!

Daylighting

~

Ove rhangs and side fins t.o block summer sun
rn DirectJi ndirect evaporative cooling (two-stage
evaporative cooling)
~ Low-e window glazings
JlIt

Separate f resh air syst em w ith alr--to--air
heat recovery

\~~<J:~~'li

(fSustainability is basicaffya concept

about the interconnectedness of the
(-!nvironment, the economYr end
social equity. It is a journey - a path
fOfV!lard _. through vlJhich we

demonstrate responsibility for our
future legacy. It is a vision - an
8spira tion -- for a better fHe for

o(.;{

children and our children'S children

i"

- Statement of Unity, Federal Network for
Susta;nability, a project of the Federal Energy
Management Program, Earth Day April 22, 2002
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Sustainable Development at LANl
This document provides insight and guidance for
making LANL's sustainable principles and goals a reality.
LANL embraces the following principles and goals to
achieve its vision for sustainable development.

Principles :: Maximize use of natural resources in the
created building environment.
:: Minimize energy and water use and the environmental effect of buildings.
:: Ensure processes to validate building system functions and capabilities for proper maintenance and
operations.

Goais

N."

:: Integrate Sustainable Design into project development and execution processes.
.n

g

f!'4

Red;Jced energy to operate

®

Lower air poflution release

WI

Healthier and more productive occupants

m Greater stability of national energy supplies
$ll

less material usage

~ l onger

:: Construct sustainable high-performance buildings
that are productive, inexpensive to operate, easy
to reconfigure, sparing on the ir use of natural
resources, and inherently protective of the natural
environment.
:: Provide LANL with sustainable buildings that offer
a safe and secure work environment.
:: Provide LANl. witil sustainable buildings that link
together to form a sustainable campus .

The LANL Sustainable Design Guide describes the
process of developing leading-edge energy and environmentally sensitive buildings. Prepared by the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in conjunction
with LANL, the LANL Sustainable Design Guide demonstrates how to design and construct new-generation
buildings. The goals of the earlier LANL Site and
Architectural Design Principles are a springboard for
specific guidance for sustainable building design.
Sustainable design can minimize the environmental
impact of new buildings and other facilities on the
LANL campus and help retain the Laboratory's most
important asset: the LANL staff. Sustainable buildings
can improve the overall health, comfort, and productivity of building occupants. Improving human comfort in
staff workspaces allows LANL to attract and retain the
best and brightest workforce required to meet the
Laboratory's core missions.

High-perf ormance buildings are designed and
built to mi nimize resource c()nsumption, to
red uc~ life cyde costs, and t o m axim ize health
and en vironment al perform ance across a
wide range of measures - fro m indoor air
qua lity to habitat protection. for example,
high-perfor mance buJldings ( an:
II

bu ilding life

Achieve energy savings in excess of 50%
compared with conventional buildings

Achieve higher employee p ro ductivit y and

longer jo b retention
R

Reduce water consumption, maintenance
and repair costs, capital costs in many cases.
and overall environme nt ai impacts.

~hap!.er
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Purpose of the LANL Sustainable Design Guide
The purpose of the lANL Sustainable Design Guide is to:
:: Set forth a specific planning and design process for
creating and meeting LANL sustainability goals,
including energy reduction, indoor environmental
quality, water quality, and site preservation .
:: Guide the planners, designers, contractors, and
groups responsible for the physical development of
the Laboratory.
:: Provide a tangible process for evaluating progress
toward sustainability in the long-range physical
development of the Laboratory.
:: Provide I(~adership to the DOE laboratory system, as
well as to the nation, for maintaining energy security and economic growth through sustainable
design principles and practices.
The scope of the LANL Sustainable Design Guide
includes the building envelope, interior functions, and
building design. For example, site or material selection
can affect the building's overall environmental impact
and should be considered in a broader sense. (The
guidance provided in this document covers the entire
design and construction processes, from the early planning phases to the operation and maintenance phase.)

Organization of the
LANL Sustainable Design Guide

The LANL Sustainable Design Guide is one of a series
of planning documents that guide project development
and site improvements at the Laboratory. It is a companion document to the Site and Architectural Design
Principles. (A.<; shorthand, the JANL Sustainable Design
Guide refers to the Site and Architectural Design Principles as the Design Principles.) The Design Principles
establish broad planning principles and guidelines for
site and architectural development at the project scale.

The LANL Sustainable Design Guide parallels the
LANL design process. It provides guidance for integrating sustainability at all levels of the current LANL
building design and construction process, beginning
with the planning phases and continuing through the
operations phase.

The £ANL Sustainable Design Guide provides specific
guidance regarding the "how-to" in implementing
building sLJstainability goals defined in the Design
Principles. The LANL Sustainable Design Guide provides
detailed information required to design, construct,
commission, and operate buildings and it charts the
course for meeting most of the "architectural character" principles outlined in the Design Principles.

Buildings consume more than two-thirds of the
total electridtyronsumed annually in the U.s.

The primary audience for this document is the architectural and engineering design teams who are
contracted to design and construct new LANL buildings. The LANL Sustainable Design Guide is also a
valuable reference for members of the LANL Project
Management. Division and the building owners, operat.ors, managers, and tenants.

No matter w hat the source, using energy

<:arries a burden. This burden can be from min~
ing and extraction of fossil fuels, air poilutants
released in the burning of these fuels, or the
production and disp osal of nuclear materials.
Saving energy minimiz~ a wide range of environmental impacts and potential health risks.
Sometimes the price is political. Our need for
energy resources has caused political t urmoil

in the past, and ensuring continued access to
these resources will long continue to <arry
strong economic consequences.

Sustainable buildings have benefits far beyond
reducing ollr national dependence on fossil
fuels. Occupants of sustainable buHdings are
more productive, more creative, and in generaL
healthier. These benef its contribute to LANL's
ability to attract and retain the caliber of
employees required to better meet its mission.
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Why is sustainable building, design important to LANLt

,~

Chapter 2: The WholeBuilding Design Process

. How does sustainability fit into the LANL building design, construction. and
operation processes and what are the first steps the architectural and engineering design team take in a sustainable design process for LANL buildings?

Spencer Abraham.
Secretary of Energy
It.i$~~~ '''_-S-~$

lrWith respect to the pursuit of
efficiency and the use of renevlfable
resources, \lve have a responsibiJity
to lead byexarnple, .. Vve as a nation

,.onservation and energy efficiency are
to meeting VI.lhat is projected to be a
huge increase in energy demantl over

the next two decades. ~I
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Chapter 4: Building
Architectural Design

What are the architectural guidelines for sustainable buildings at LANL?

Chapter 5: Lighting, HVAC.
and Plumbing Systems Design

What ·are the engineering guidelines for sustainable buildings at LANL?

Chapter 6: Materials

What material issues should designers consider for sustainable buildings
at LANL?
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Chapter 7: Exterior Landscape
Design and Management

How can LANL building sites be more responsibly landscaped and managed?

Chapter 8: Constructing
the Building

What can LANL do to ensure that sustainability objectives are followed
during construction?

Chapter 9: Commissioning
the Building

Why and how should LANL buildings be commissioned to ensure optimal
performance?

...

Chapter.. 10: Educ~tion,
Training, and Operation

~.,.
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- secretary of Energy Spencer Abraham
13th Annual Energy Efficiency Forum, National
Press Club, Washington, DC, June 72, 2002
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What ,siting issues relat.e to LANL building design? '

~

have to keep in rnind hoVl.l essential

• .."
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Chapter 3: Buifding Siting

- ..'~ .+

Why and how should the users and operators be educated about LANL
sustainable buildings?
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Why don 't mOfe architectural teams design specifically to increase 1 h~ prod uctivity of bu ildiog occupants? lh~re are two reasons . One is that th ey are
rightly concerned about keepin g initial costs down.
Design m ethods to increase occupant hei;llth, comfort, and productivi ty - such as in<:reasing nat ura!
lighting and indoor air quality - do indeed often add
initial costs to the design . Second, even if a design
team is aware that productivity increases - an d other
benefits such as energy savi ngs from bet ter lighting can offset these initial (osts, human prod uctivity
am be a hard thi ng to measure. Emp loyees w ho
work in buildings with ab undant d aylig ht may say
t hey have a better attitude at work, but how does
that really affect th e botto m line? Meclnlngful productivity increases carl be measured in increases in
outputl lo wer absenteeism, few er erro rs, and f ewer
w o rkers compensation claims. Increasing ly, com panies interested in capturing savings a nd increases in
profitability hav~ begu n t o ma ke the connection
between increased employee productivity and high performance bui lding design .

energy and lighting
upgrade in their puildIng. A ma in feature of
the overhaul w as a
new (eiling and lighting
system. Before completing the $300,000
renovati on, managers
installed the fle w system
above one of t heir two
sorting ma{hi n~s. In
f ive months, productivity on t hat machi ne
rose almost 10 percent,

Here are () fe w examples of priv ate com pani es who
fee! their bottom line beneHted fro m incorporating
more expensive building desi gns that aimed to
increase the health and comfort of th~ bui lding OCGjpants. These examples are provided by the non-profit
Center for Energy and Climate. For more detailed
informatio n and eXJmple:s of correlatiol1S between
productivity a nd design, see the book Coo! ( omp.anies by California Energy Commission analyst, Joseph
Romm (Island Press, !S99). A recent study fu nded by
Pacific Gas & Electric and carried out by the Heschong
M ahooe Group cc rrf:lating daylighti ng with higher
test scores in midd le schoo! students i.s available for
downloading at www.h-m-g .com/.

error rate by mach ine
operators in the renovated area dropped to only
one mist ake pe r thousand letters. Energy savin9s
projected for t he w hole building com~ to about
$22,400 a year. The new ceiling also sa ved $30,000
a year in ma intenance wsts. Comb ined energy and
mainten ance savings came to S50,OOO a year, a sixyea r payback. Sut the pmductivity g a ins were
worth $400,000 to $5-00,000 armualiy, paying for
the renovation in less tht1fl 12. months.

• Mail sorters at the main U.S. Post Office tn Reno,
Nevada became the most productive and ~rror
free in the western half of the U.s. a·fter a major

while t.he other showed
1"10 (hange. A year later
the increase stabiliz.e d
at about six perc.ent.
Work ing in a quieter
and better lit area,
emplo yees did their jobs

better and faster. The

~z

~

~
~
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A daylit classroom at Oberlin College'S Adam Joseph Lewis Center for Environmental
Studies in Oberlin, Ohio.

Hyde Toofs is a Southbridge, Massach usetts, m an u~
tactu rer of industrial cutting blade!., Recently, the
company did a $98,000 ligh ti ng upgrade f rom old
fluorescent!> to new highwpressure so dium-vapo.r
and metal-haHde lighting fixtures (with $48,000
paid for by the local utility) . Estimated arm ual
energy savi ngs are $48,000, for a paybatk of one

year. But w ith the new light ing, workers were able
to see smaU pa rticles that were causing def ects in
th~ir high~predsi o n

bJades. Hyde l ools estimates

the fmpro ved product quality is worth a not her
$25 f OOO a year. Hyde says every dollar saved on the
shop floor is worth $10 in direct sales, meaning the
quality improvements were worth the equivale nt
of $2 50,000 if! added saies.
flii! VeriFone, a subsidiary of Hew lett-Packard in ( O!ita

Mesa, California , renovated a building housing
offices, a w arehouse, and light m anufacturing . The
renovation beat California's strict Tit !e 24 buil ding
code by,60% wit h a 7.5-ye;,tr pay back. Verdone
experienced a 45% drop in absenteeIsm
following the renovation.
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CONTACT:

Napa Valley's Second Annual Computer & Electronics Recycling Event
When:
Where:

Friday, June 7th & Saturday, June 8 th , 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Napa Valley College (Napa Campus) South Parking Lot

The City and County of Napa have joined forces to help local residents and b'lsinesses recycle old
computer ~ ele(f~onic equipment through a two-day special collection event to be held on June 7-8 from 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. at Napa Valley College (Napa Campus). A wide variety of working and non-working electronic equipment

win be accepted free of charge including: PCs and laptops, computer monitors, printers and other peripherals,
televisions, telephones and fax machines, and cons~ctronics such as radioslstereosNCRs. The collection
event is limited to residential and commercial customers ~apa County serviced by Napa Garbage Service, Na~
Valley Disposal, American Canyon Disposal, and Upper Valley Disposal Service.
The term "e-wasten refers to the wide range of electronic waste from more traditional consumers
electronics (such as TV's, VCR's and stereos) to computers and computer peripherals (including printers,
keyboards, scanners, etc.) and to newer technology products such as cellular phones, digital cameras, and personal
digital assistants. Currently, it is estimated that about 500/0 of US households own a computer and that 315 million
computers will become obsolete in the United States by the year 2004. This is a result of rapid advancements in
technology and greater conswner use of computer products. Some e-waste also contains hazardous materials that
may harm the environment if disposed of improperly. Last year, a ruling by the California Department of Toxic
Substances Control (DTSC) stated that products containing cathode ray tubes (CRTs), namely computer monitors
and televisions, are considered hazardous waste. Each CRT is estimated to contain five to eight pOlmds of lead and
are currently banned from California landfills. Currently, legislation (SB 1523 - Sher) is being considered to place
a $30 surcharge on every new CRT sold in California to help pay for the cost of proper disposal and recycling.
(more)

Since joining WasteWise as a charter m,e mber in , '
1994, Eastman Kodak ·Company has been a picture
petfect partner. ;By exploring innovative waste
'r eduction ideas and sharing succ;essful strate.gies
'with others, the companyearn:ed five Waste-Wise Awards between 1998 and
2002.. The hallmark of Kodak's waste reducti~n ' program is its One~1lme'
Use 'Camera reus~and recycling program. Since the program's inception,
',the camera r~l1se/r~ycling rate has ~oared to ,77 percent domestically and 67
' p:~rcertt worldwide. Camera recycling is flashy, 'hut Kodak's construction and
demolition ,debris -m anagement program also deserveS the spotlight. Kodak
reused.more than 30,000 tons Qf aggregate made from debris to build new
roads' and buildings, savhig $2 million. The company's major manufacturing
site in Rochester, New York, also recycles and reuses more than 600 million
poUnds qf materials per year.;~ A comprehensive tracking s)I'Stem contributes
,'to Kodak's waSte reduction ,~uccess by enabling quantification of cost

~ . \,faste"VL~e , offers ,u s an e,.:ceUent opportul"Iity to
be'fu:hrirulrk {)t~r 1aste reduction and recycling
'p't"O~r('a~ii; again.~t the he st ,i n the country" ~t- al<>;()

u

'pi'(}vide~ , a

steady stream

of fteUJ ideas that h!dj)

'Us S'ust(!ifl and. irrtprfJVC 'Outprograrn.fi,. "
, savings and environmental results throughout the year. Reporting precise
,\yaste reduction figures al1d using EPAts Project XL pollution prevention
, tools helped the company earn national recognition for its efforts.

PSEG
.' After joining WasteWise as a charter panner, Public Service Enterprise Group
'(PSEG) worked to achieve electrifying results by incorporating waste teduc~
Hon into its company culture and business practices. As one of the nation!s
major electric power and natural gas providers, PSEG excels in waste reduc,
tion and promoting the climate benefit.s of these activities. In 1993, PSEG
instituted an innovative materials management process for handling waste by
ft;lrming the Resource Recovery Group. The group aimed to incorporate waste
prevention into every aspect of energy production and achieved .this goal
, ,through resource management-a strategic alternative to traditional disposal
, contracts. PSEG offered its waste management suppliers financial incentives
to identify waste reduction opportunities. In just 18 fllonths, the company
~plemented new materials management. practices and saved nearly $2 mil ..

~«At ,PSI:qt we believe 'MJe llaive rnade sttbstanti4ll

l""''Ogn:!ss in tenns of rninin11-ri1lg O1tT envi'rml11U:~ntol
footprint, but we -recognize huul far live have to go
-andhmv nUlny OPPOytJ;~tlities await us . ,.r

lion in ~ste management costs and reduced tons of waste. Since 1995,
PSEG's recycling rates have consistently exceeded 90 percent. The utility!s
new goal is to maintain or exceed a 94 percent recycling rate for all \vaste
'material generated. Impressively, PSEG recycled more than 96 percent of its
municipal solid waste in 2002!

Corporation
Although Vireo Mfg. Corporation designs
~chatrs; 'company employees don't sit still when
·it comes to protecting the environment. Vireo,
:which man~facturesschool and office furniture
in Conway, Arkansas, joined WasteWise as a
,
~hartet nlember in 1994 and quickly achieved success.Sirick 1994, Virco
has di\reriedmore than 160 million pounds of waste and received six
:WasteWise awards in recognition of it.s achievements. Vi~~o'swaste reduc . .
Ct~oneffortS contribute to its success in the marketpla,ce .. By preventing man..

:, , . '.: ~. a,Jlw ·flncd~ pie:ce of the pH~Je is'ed«,cutingothers
:."
an;ci:'inspiring thenl tQ be steu}'~rds for thCe11Vi ..
. rorullent and their communit'ies."

..,: ufactl:lrlng waste, the company p~rchases fewer raw materials and transfers
the Savings to consumers. Waste reduction efforts also save Vireo thousands
pf dollars in disposal fees. While cost savings are important, Vireo is com . .
mi~tectto protecting the envirOnment regardless 'o ffinancial benefits.

Dedicated to improving the local comtnunity, ,the company launched a
"Cash for Cardboard" program. Virco collects; bal~, and sells corrugated
cardboard from 27 local schools, ships it to a recycling conlpany, and
donates the proceeds back to the schools. In addition, Vireo personnel
deliver presentations on WasteWis~ at business meetings and other events,
educating attendees 'about the g~eenhouse gas emissions generated by waste
decomposing in landfit'ls.

.'
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about the search

" Welcome to the Environmental
Communication Network
The Environmental Communication Network (ECN) is a community of scholars, professionals
and activists concerned with the role of communication in environmental affairs. We call this
field" environmental communication" (EC).
The ECN web site aims to be the best place to start when looking for information about
environmental communication. Here you'll find resources on a variety of aspects of
environmental communication. Use the links at the top of the page to navigate or check out the
site map for more detail about what's here.
The ECN also incorporates the old Conference on Communication and Environment (COCE)
web site and expands on it. The ECN mailing list replaces the old COCE-L. However, this is still
the place to find out about COCE.

,

.

The ECN web site is also home to the web pages of the Environmental Communication
Commission (ECC) of the National Communication Association.
I hope you find this useful. Please let me know what you think and by all means send me
suggestions for updates and changes you would like to see here. Thanks for stopping by.
- mark meisner, ECN Founder

© ECN, 2004; and original authors.

All rights reserved.
This page: http://www.esf.edu/ecn/
Updated: Monday, May 31,2004

http://www.esf.edu/ecnl
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o Milestones
o Goals & Philosophy
D Founders Message
o VISION archives
0 _Land Conservancy
D _Windstar People
PROGRAMS
D Leaders Workshop
D EARTHcamp
D Work Weekend
D October Celebration
Environmental
Studies

The Windstar Foundation was founded in 1976 by singer/songwriter and
environmentalist John Denver along with Aikido Master Tom Crum. Wind
profit environmental education organization which promotes a holistic al
addressing environmental concerns. It is the recognition and demonstra!
of us is part of, and responsible for, the quality of life on planet Earth; an
affects anyone of us, affects us all.

o

JOIN US
D _Membership
D _Connection Groups
D eScrip
REME:MBERING
JOHN DENVER
D Remembering John
D JD Meadowlands
Peace Cloth

o

General
Symposium
Infonnation

Snowmass
Infonnation
and
Registration
Form

"N ew Choices for Your Future" Symposi
Friday September 24, 2004
An On-line / On-site
Environmental Education Symposium
for Students, Teachers and Public

A Day that win Educate, Inspire and Entertain

WINDST AR SHOP

o Products

D OrderFonn
D Trees From Grass
Roots
INFORMATION
On-line Chats
D Links

D

D~gLightly

On-Line
Curriculum

Amory Lovins ... Rocky Mountain Institute
Viewing and
On-Line
Infonnation

D Inkjet Recycling
CONTACT US
D Administration
D Global Family
Program
w* Board President
Website Comments

Symposium Presenters...

Field Trip
Infonnation
for
Local Schools

Bill Nye ... tbe " Science Guy"

Jeanne McCarty ... Jane Goodall Institute
Tracy Fisher ..• Center for a New American DreaD
AI Worden ... Apollo 15
Thomas Zung ... Buckminster FuUer Institute
J ohn Passacantando ... Greenpeace
Dr. Richard Murphy •.. Ocean Futures

o
o

Frequently Asked
Question:

http://www.wstar.org/

• Connecting Connections Newsletter Spring 2004
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Windstar Foundation Home Page

What's the
difference between
the
Windstar
Foundation
and the Windstar
Land Conservancy?
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• Transcript of On-Line Chat with Windstar President Ron Deutschel
2004
• Windstar Day! October 23,2004
Windstar Day will be a special day for Windstar members and friends al
to get together and do something positive for the environment on a loca

Windstar Global
Family Members!!
SKILLS ROSTER
Please sign up for
the Windstar Skills
Roster. We may be
calling you to help
the Foundation with
a variety of tasks!

Itt
.:......""% .... ;" ......'l.rf. ,,,,'
~.I

fJ·

'1 -

oI·1.~

"0·'" rT"';'\' '·r:':'\.Jr .. -

Website updated 08/05/04
Windstar Privacy Statement

Receiving our
VISION?
If you are a Windstar
member and have not
been receiving your
quarterly newsletter,
the VISION, please
contact the Windstar
office at
windstarco@wstar.org
or by phone at 866..
927-5430 to verify
your address.

http://www. wstar.org/

Gallery-quality bronze maquettes, entitled SPIRIT, are now available to OJ
the Windstar Shop and will soon be available in selected art galleries act
States. These maquettes are reproductions of the study which preceded
statue, now in place at the Windstar Land Conservancy, designed by not
DiCicco.
For more information on how you can contribute to the John Denver Ins,.
Monument,
please see our flyer available in a printable PDF form or contact the Wine
Foundation at 866-927-5430.

E-Mail Alert:
WARNING OF
POSSIBLE VIRUS ~FALSELY~ BEING SENT FROM
WST AR.ORG ADDRESSES
Our wstar.org e-mail system has been "spoofed". We are looking into cle;:
frustrating situation.

Thank you for your patiencel

8/1112004
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"If Peace is
Our Vision ...
Let Us Begin'
John Denver,
eciaJnder
WTndstar Foundaffcr"l

Windstar
Foundation
PO Box 656
Sn owmass, CO
81654
WindstarCO@wstar.org
Phone: 970-9275430 I 866-927-5430

Contact your local Windstar Connection Group-

http://www. wstar.org/
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The EnviroLink Network

advanced search

News Headlines
C02 rules set for California's cars California released its final plan Friday to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from cars and
trucks ... (posted 08/10/2004 from Reuters )

Brazil Calls Army t o Battle
Deforestation - Deforestation of the
Amazon destroyed over 23 7 thousand square
kilometers of forest last year ... (posted
08/10/2004 from Brazzil)

US clashes w it h Canada over
pollution at the border - While the us
has long been embroiled in disputes on the
border it shares with ... (posted 08/10/2004
from Christian Science Monitor)

Occidental Signs Controversial ($50
Million Peru Oil Deal - North American oil
companies Occidental Petroleum Corp Amerada
Hess Corp and Talisman Energy Inc agreed ...
(posted 08/10/2004 from Reuters)

U.S. Barred From Weakening
Dolph in Rules - In a Victory for
environmentalists a federal judge ruled Tuesday
that the Bush administration cannot ... (posted
08/10/2004 from Associated Press)

More News Headlines
t he News

I

Discuss

learn about xml syndication

Enter your e-mail address to
subscribe to the EnviroLink News
Service mailing list:
Iyour e-maH address
subscribe

~II ,

,

I

:-

ff-- .. '.'"

._,

I

Environmental Resources

:It ~

The EnviroLink Network is a nonprofit organization which has been
providing access to thousands of online
environmental resources since 1991. Suggest a
new resource.

Resources by Topic:
- Agriculture
- Air Quality
- Climate Ch ange
- Ecosystem s
- Energy
- Env ironmental
Disast ers
- Environmental
Economics
- Env ironment al
Education
- Environment al
Ethics
- Env:i ronmental
Legislation and Policy
- Forests
- Ground Pollution
- Habitat
Conservation
- Human Healt....
- Natural History

- Oceans
- Outd oor Recreati
- Po pulation
- Scien ces
- Social Sciences a
Hu m an ities
- Su stai n able
Business
- Sustainable
Devel opment
- Sustai nable Liv i n
- Tr an sportation
- Urba n Issues
- Veget arianism
- Waste Managemt
- Water Quality
- Wild life

Resources by Category:
Actions You Can Take I Articles I Educational
Resources I E-Mail Lists I Events I General
Info I Government Resources I Jobs &
Volunteering I M~ I Organizations I
:Publications I ,Resou rces for Non-Profits

Iunsubscribe
EnviroLink US Atias™

EnviroLink Forum,
Join the discussion! Debate
environmental issues in the
EnviroLink Forum with other
members of the EnviroLink

http://www .envirolink. org!

In partnership with LocaIHarvest.org, the EnviroLink
Network has created interactive maps of all of the
US-based resources in its database. Click on the
map below or type in a US zip code or city name to
browse for resources by location.

Frequently Searched

8/11/2004

The EnviroLink Network
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Cities:

community.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Animal Concerns
A project of EnviroLink, Anima"
Concerns is the online community
for people concerned about the
welfare and rights of animals.

Washington, DC
San Francisco, CA
New York City, NY
Seattle, WA
Chicago, IL

Other places on the map: Alaska & Hawaii
Click map to browse the entire United St at es.

About Envi,r oLink
The EnviroLink Network is a nonprofit organization founded in 1991.
EnviroLink maintains a database of
thousands of environmental
resources and provides internet
services to non-profit organizations.
Learn more abou t En v iro Li nk .

Search by zip code or city name:

I

_ ~

Ads_byJ3oog Ie
E(~tLGift

in August

MonitorlRecord the fish as it takes your bait every time.
'NWW.seaviewer .com

Natural

ResourcJ~.$

Study

Two new reports detail impact of global warming on natural
resources
lJWM'.pewtrusts .o rg

Technology for

Nonprofit~

Dell, Microsoft Charity Lic & more Save big on hardware
and software!
'NWW.TechFoundation.org

Natural

Re.jtQ..urc_~

Tropical rainforests are a precious and vital natural
resource!
tropicaltreefarms.com

Home

I Site

Map

I About EnviroLi nk I Advanced Search I Suggest a

Resou rce

All content on this website is governed by a Creative Commons license.
This site powered by

http://www.envirolink.org/
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Society of Environmental Journalists (SEJ): environmental reporting public home page
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• NEW! Online donations now accepted!
EVENT OF THE
WEEK
• NOW AVAILABLE! Online membership
renewal
• Link of the week: Canadian Biotechnology
Advisory Committee
• NEW! SEJourna/ 's Inside Story: Proving that
a neighborhood is polluted and dangerous
• SEJ voices concern on journalist visa
restrictions
• Pittsburgh conference agenda - updated
daily
• Breakinl news from 2004 SEJ annual
conference site
• Help! SEJ's Mentor Program needs .• . mentorsl
• Resources for EJ teachers & students
• SEJ wants you: how to get involved and make a difference for
environmental journalism
Story ideas from TipSheet

NEW 8/4/04

EVENTS &
OPPORTUNITIES:
• Early discount
conference relistration
deadline approachinl!
• SEJ Ohio conference
fellowships
• ONA Online JournaLism
Awards
• New Horizons Traveling
Fellowships
• IRP Fellowships in Infl
Journalism
• Alicia Patterson Fndn.
Journalism Fellowships
• Bosch Foundation
newspaper & TV
fellowships
• National Humanities
Center Fellowships
• Canada-U.S. Fulbright
Awards

With the new school year just around the corner, leadcontaminated water in drinking fixtures and toxic PCBs in caulk
used to seal school buildings are two issues emerging as potential
threats to children's health. You'll find these, as well as other
environmental story ideas, in the latest issue of TipSheet.
Inside Story: an excerpt from SEJournal

NEW 8/9/04

Dams - remove or repair?
Resources.

Proving that a neighborhood is polluted and dangerous
By MIKE DUNNE

Comparing databases on environmental risk and deaths helped The
Indianapolis Star document a difficult story - that a community
surrounded by industry is "a dangerous neighborhood to live in."
It's the kind of story that can be difficult for reporters to document
but computer-assisted reporting coordinator Mark Nichols and
environment reporter Tammy Webber, along with reporter Bill
Theobald, used several databases and lots of shoe-leather to
produce "Neighborhood at Risk" Feb. 22-23, 2004. Inside Story
reports on how they pulled it all together. Full story ...
NOTE: All of the other articles in the Summer 2004 SEJournal are
available to members only here. If you are interested in joining SEJ,
please visit this page for information. Previous issues of SEJournal
are available to both members and non-members here.

http://www.sej.org/body.htm

SEJ CONFERENCE
EARLYBIRD DISCOUNT:
Early discount
registration for SEJ's 14th
annual conference in
Pittsburgh ends AUlust
16th. Don't delay register no~ to get the
tour of your choice AND
save money! Need a
roommate? Members can
use this interactive
roommate matching page.
SEJ CONFERENCE
FELLOWSHIPS:
SEJ is still accepting

8111/2004
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SEJ tracks threats to freedom of information

NEW 7/28/04

On July 28, 2004, the Society of Environmental Journalists joined
two other journaUsm groups in protesting restrictions on the entry
of foreign journalists into the US that go far beyond those imposed
on ordinary tourists. The practice could skew coverage of global
environmental issues from venues like the United Nations.
More.

lM_ Also, check out the latest issue of SEJ's award-winning FOI
A publication, WatchDog T;psh~~t. with searchable archives of
story ideas, articles, updates, events and other information
with a focus on FOI issues of concern to environmental journalists in
both the United States and Canada. It includes a database of State
FOI Resources and Actions. If you're begging for more between
published issues, access it any time you like via web 101. updated
as the news breaks.
Please support SEJ
As a 501 (c)(3) non-profit
organization dedicated
to improving the quality,
accuracy and visibility of
environmental
journalism, SEJ relies on
the generosity of its
supporters to keep its
programs running and its
dues low. SEJ's leaders
are committed to
moving our organization
off of the yearly
fund raising treadmill by building an endowment large enough to
ensure that, whatever the future brings, there will always be
enough money to keep valuable SEJ programs going. To learn how
you can help secure SEJ's future with a tax-deductible gift to the
21st Century Fund, please see this special appeal from SEJ
President Dan Fagin.
SEJ's 14th annual conference
SEJ is planning a smokin' annual
conference in Pittsburgh, PA,
October 20-24, 2004, Hosted by
Carnegie Mellon University" we'll
learn how the ex-"Smo1ky City"
cleaned up its air and water act,
invested in innovative building
techniques, protected its old
growth forests, and as usual,
visit some cool sites such as
glacfallakes, wind farms and
large-scale agricultural operations,
Three Rivers Park, modern coal mining

http://www.sej.orglbody.htm
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applications for the 2004
Annual Conference
Fellowships for Ohio
journalists, to unde~rite
costs of attending SEJ's
14th Annual Conference
October 20-24, 2004, in
Pittsburgh, PA.
J

ONA AWARDS:
The Online News
Association invites entries
in nine categories for the
5th Annual Online
Journalism Awards.
presented through a
partnership between the
ONA and the University of
Southern California's
Annenberg School for
Communication. Open to
both media institutions
and individuals
worldwide; work must
have been published
online between July 1,
2003 and June 30, 2004.
Deadline extended to
August 10, 2004.
NEW HORIZONS
FELLOWSHIPS:
The Council for the
Advancement of Science
Writing offers travelina
fellowships of up to
$1,000 each to cover the
cost of attending its
annual New Horizons in
Science Briefing for
Journalists, taking place
this year in Fayetteville,
AR, November 6-10.
Intended for journalists
from publications and
broadcast outlets that do
not routinely cover major
science meetings or
employ a full-time science
writer. Deadline:
September 13, 2004.
IRP FELLOWSHIPS:
Early- and mid-career U.S.
journalists: apply by
October 1, 2004 for the

811112004

World Summit on Sustainable Development

http://www. un.org/events/wssd/
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UNEP Division of Technology, Industry, and Economics

About

th~

DI ... i~ron

Dll E Activities

DTIE Highlights

Office of the
Division Director

Seed Awards: APPLY

:: I ndustry Gutrea::::

NOW ! deadline 15 August
- Supporting
Entrepreneurs for
Environment and
Development.

InternatiOnal
Environmental

TechnologV Centre

'Production and
Consumption Branch
Chemicals Brranch

UNEP Launches
Project to Restore
Iraqi Marshlands - a

Energy and
OzonActiOn Branch
Economics and
Trade Bra nch
Room
I
_ _---1

M~dla

__

__

Contaci Us
Seard~

~-

01lE
-

~--

--~--

--

Control

j

- - - - - ' -. -..". multi-million dollar
project to restore the environment and
provide clean drinking water in the
Marshlands of Mesopotamia.
» Project vacancy announcement.

Tracking Progress:
ilmplementing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture
Business
Chemicals
Cleaner Production
Construction
Consumption
Disaster Response
Economics
Energy
Finance
Industry Sectors
Ozone Protection
Pollution
Tourism
Trade
Transport
Urban
Waste
Water

sustainabl~

consumption policies second edition 2004
published.

Previous highlights ...

UNEP Home
© 2001-2004 UNEP DTIE

http://www. uneptie.org/

Search DTIE I Sitemap I Contact Us
Last Updated: August 6, 2004
Maintained by: dt iewebmaster@unep .f r
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Global Environmental Change:
Re-thinking the questions
Prefilce
R~ky

choices, soft
disasters
Who governs the
global
environment?
Producing greener,
con8uming smarter

Welcome to the Global Environmental Change Programme,
the largest ever social science research initiative in the UK
on any issue.
The main feature of this web site is a set of three documents. These
summarise, in an accessible form, the most important insights to have
emerged from our research. The documents, which can be accessed by
clicking on the images below, are organised around the following themes:

The programme

You can read the preface to the three documents here. There are also PDF
versions of the three documents and you can also view a short video
documentary on each of the three themes.

This site is also an archive of more detailed
information about the Programme, with full search
facilities. This includes:
• one page summaries of each of the 150
empirical research projects and Fellowships
• details of over 1000 publications that have
been produced as a result of the research
• Programme responses to Government
consultations and Parliamentary inquiries
• and a host of other material.

http://www.gecko.ac.uk/index.html

8/1112004
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United Nations Development Programme

11 August 2004: Newsfront will be back in
September
Knowledge Services: Real-time solutions
for a developing world

Espanol Franc;ais.

I ~NDP Worldwide

0::::1

UNDP by Region
About UNDP
Speeches & Statements
Development Policy & Practice

Communities of Practice: Democratic
Governance • Poverty Reduction • Crisis
Prevention and Recovery • Energy and
Environment· HIV/AIDS

Human Rights
Thematic Trust Funds
Strategic Partnerships
Newsroom

Cross-cutting areas: Capacity
Development • Gender in Development •
Information & Communications Technology

Fast Facts

In Brief:

Events & Conferences

Publications

Executive Board
• World community appeals for $97 million
to provide food for Kenya - 11 August
2004: UN agencies and Kenya appealed for
US $97 million to buy food and other relief
supplies for the estimated 2.3 million people
in the country facing acute food shortages
brought about by irregular rainfall. The
request covers the next six months with relief
efforts focusing on food, health, water and
sanitation, education, agriculture and
livestock and coordination and support
services. UNDP is among the UN agencies
working with the Kenyan Government to
improve the situation. More ...
• Azerbaijan de-mining programme builds
on experience - 11 August 2004 :
Azerbaijan is introducing a remote-controlled
mechanical mine sweeper to clear lands for
agriculture and catHe-breeding that will
significantly speed up the de-mining process.
Supported by the European Commission,
Italy and UNDP, the Azerbaijan initiative has
built on Croatia's experience in mine
clearance, and 'l according to Emil Gasanov,
Operations Manager for the Azerbaijan
National Agency for Mine Action, "rt: will take
us a day now to clear mines from a territory
that in the past took us a week to clean up."
More ...

UN Capital Development Fund
UNIFEM
UN Volunteers
Online Volunteering
South-South Cooperation
UN System Organizations
Jobs
NetAid
Procurement
Enquiries & Comments
Frequently Asked Questions
Copyrights & Terms of Use
Information Disclosure Policy

• Bosnia and Herzegovina film award to
boost environment - 10 August 2004: The
Sarajevo Film Festival, in cooperation with
UNDP, will award US$5,OOO for the best
short film promoting the environment. Aiming
to spur support for environmental protection,
the award will be presented on 28 August at
the closing ceremony of the 10th Sarajevo

http://www. undp.orgl
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Film Festival. More ...
More In Brief...

UNDP is the UN's global development
network
It advocates for change and connects
countries to knowledge, experience and
resources to help people build a better life.
We are on the ground in 166 countries,
working with them on their own solutions to
global and national development challenges.
As they develop local capacity, they draw on
the people of UNDP and our wide range of
partners.
World leaders have pledged to achieve the
Millennium Development Goals, including the
overarching goal of cutting poverty in half by
2015. UNDP's network links and coordinates
global and national efforts to reach these
Goals. Our focus is helping countries build
and share solutions to the challenges of:
Democratic Governance, Poverty Reduction ,
Crisis Prevention and Recovery, Energy and
Environment, and HIV/AIDS.
UNDP helps developing countries attract and
use aid effectively and integrates information
and communications technology for
development into its work in democratic
governance and poverty reduction. In all our
activities, we promote the protection of
human rights and the empowerment of
women. More about UNDP ...

http://www .undp.org/
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Search Help 1 _
Site Map
EERE Information Cent er
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nfonnation
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A gateway to hundreds of Web
sites and thousands of online
documents on energy efficiency
and renewable energy
Energy
Efficiency

Renewable
Energy

~

Buildings

Bioenergy

~

Industry

Geothermal

.. Power
Tra nsportation

Hydrogen
Hydropower
Ocean

.. About the DOE Office of Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy

August 09, 2004

"Biomass
Program

DOE Proposes New Efficie
Standards for Energy
Equipment

.. Building
Technologies
Program
.. Distributed
Energy
Program

Solar

Information For

Wind

Consumers
Kids
- States

" Federal
Energy
Management
Program

Topics
Education
Financing

DOE Awards $16 Million f(
Efficiency, Renewable Ene
Projects

.. FreedomCAR
a Vehicle
Technologies
Program
.. Geothermal
Technologies
Program

.. Hydrogen, Fuel
Cells a
Infrastructu re
Technologies
Program

July 30, 2004

DOE Awards $94.8 Million
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